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STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF IDEAS ON THE ORIGIN Of LIFE 
YROM 1860 
ABSTRACT 
The aim of this thesis is to place the history of ideas 
on the origin of life in. & wider theoretical framework. 
The problem of the origin of life came into focus in the 
1860s, through a conjunction of Darwin's theory of evolution, 
which implied that all life on earth had ultimately descended 
from a simple primordial cell, and Pasteur'. work on 
spontaneous generation, which suggested that even the 
simplest known organisms could not arise independently of 
any parent. The resulting dilemma led to the formulation 
of several hypotheses of the primordial origin of life on 
earth. It will be shown that these hypotheses were inspired 
primarily by their authors' views on the nature of life and' 
remained, without a sound scientific basis for many decades. 
If is only in the last 30 years that investigations into 
the origin of life have developed into an active field of 
research and the factors responsible for this transition 
are analysed. In this context, a study is made of the 
theory of the Soviet biochemist lleksandr Oparin, whose work 
was instrumental in opening up an experimental approach to 
the problem. Oparin's mai: i innovation consisted in the 
fruitful use he made of developments in a wide range of 
scientific disciplines, especially in biochemistry. It is 
the rich chemical and'bioohemioal content of Oparin's theory 
also that sets it apart from the main contemporary rival 
hypothesis, according to which life began with the formation 
of nucleic acids and a primitive genetic apparatus. 
In an examination of the relevant scientific, methodological 
and philosophical issues, the heuristic value of a 
materialistic approach to the problem of the origin of life 
is acknowledged,. but the differences in explanatory power 
between various hypotheses are attributed primarily to 
differences in their scientific content. 
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Questions of origin and development pose a serious challenge 
for the philosopher of science, namely the challenge to 
develop a methodology of the historical sciences that viii 
be of heuristic value to the natural scientist. This 
daunting issue first stimulated my interest in the problem 
of the origin of life -a subject that had gained "scientific 
respectability" only in recent years, against a background 
of complex interactions between several scientific disciplines, 
methodological issues, and fundamental questions concerning 
the nature of life. Soon after I had begun to explore this 
rich source of philosophical questions, however, it became 
clear that what was needed first of all was a historical 
analysis of recent ideas on the origin of life. I am deeply 
grateful to Dr. Melvin Earles, air supervisor, for having 
encouraged me to direct my research along these lines and 
for his continual support and constructive criticism. I am 
also indebted to Chelsea College for the award of a College 
Studentship which enabled me to devote three years to full- 
time study in the Department of History and Philosophy of 
Science. I further wish to thank all members of staff and 
students of this Department for providing a stimulating and 
critical environment. 
The progress on this thesis has been helped greatly by 
discussions with numerous historians and philosophers of 
science. I am particularly grateful to Nils Roll-Hansen 
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in Oslo for his stimulating coemnents and for providing nee 
with preprints and reprints of many valuable articles; to 
Dr. Aleksei Shaman of the Biochemical History Group in Moscow 
for interesting discussions and for sending as a complete 
bibliography of Professor Alekaandr Oparin; and to David 
Bearman, former Secretary of the Survey of Sources in the 
History of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, for providing 
biographical information on several scientists currently 
active in the field of the origin of life. I am permanently 
indebted to Steve Prentis for his unwavering support and 
encouragement, for his comments on several drafts of every 
chapter of this thesis, and for giving as information on 
some of the recent developments in the field of the origin 
of life. Finally! I should like to thank Beryl Atteood 
for her rapid and flawless typing of this rather massive 
manuscript. 
It was with deep regret that I heard of the death of 
Professor Oparin on April 21st this year. His work has 
inspired many of the ideas expressed here and I should have 
felt honoured if he could have read this thesis, as a small 
tribute to his profound contributions. 
Haxmlce 8amanings 
Cambridge, October 1980 
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INTRODUCTION 
The problem of the origin of life has received little attention 
from historians and philosophers of science. Yet this is an 
area where ideas on the nature of life, methodological issues 
concerning the investigation of vital phenomena and theoretical 
developments in the biological sciences have interacted in a 
particularly revealing manner. Moreover, while speculations 
on the origin of life were long held to be the prerogatives of 
theologians and metaphysicians, over the past 30 years 
investigations into the question have developed into an active 
field of scientific research. This raises the historical 
question of that factors were responsible for this transition. 
The primary aim of this thesis, thherefore, will be to place the 
history of ideas on the origin of life in a wider theoretical 
context, paying attention to basic philosophical assumptions, to 
questions of scientific methodology and to advances in scientific 
knowledge. 
The few previous historical and philosophical accounts of the 
problem of the origin of life have tended to concentrate on just 
one or two of these three classes of factors. For example, Hilde 
Hein has discussed the question in the context of the debates 
between mechanism and vitalism and their implications for the 
methodology (and especially the heuristics) of the biological 
sciences without, however, considering the scientific background 
of the problem (1). Thomas Hall, in his Ideas on Life and Matter, 
has related the views on the origin of life of some biologists to 
their concepts of the nature of life (2). Within the vast scope of 
Hall's Work, however, the question of the origin of life does not 
occupy a central position and it is not analysed in detail. In 
1933, C. B. Lipp'nn presented an exhaustive catalogue of ideas on 
the origin of life from antiquity to the early 20th century (3). 
Lippmann's somewhat dismissive treatment is accompanied by little 
analysis and concludes with the observation that the subject belongs 
in the sphere of metaphysics rather than science. The approach 
adopted in this thesis also differs fundamentally from that of John 
Parley (4), as will be discussed below. 
i; 
The thesis will be presented in two partss Part I will discuss 
the historical background of the question of the origin of life 
from the early 1860e to approximately 19259 a period during which 
several approaches to the problem were formulated but little 
concrete progress was achievedt and Part II will deal with the 
central position taken by Aleksandr Oparin's theory of the origin 
of life in more recent studies of the subject. 
In the 1860sß the problem of the origin of life on earth first 
became a subject of profound scientific interest. The reasons 
for this development must be sought in the convergence of three 
major scientific issues. Pirat, the increasingly influential 
hypothesis of Kant and Laplace on the nebular origin of the solar 
system regarded the earth not as an unchanging object that had 
existed foie eternity, but as a historical product of the 
evolution of matter. The hypothesis implied that the earth was 
once far too'hot to sustain life and, therefore, that life on 
earth must have had a definite origin in time. Secondly, 
Darwin5s theory of evolution demanded some starting point, some 
type of primordial cell from which all present forms of life bad 
ultimately descended. Darwin did not attempt to explain in 
The Origin of Slaeoies how such primordial organisms had come into 
being on a once lifeless earth, but his work encouraged a search 
for an explanation of this question in natural, historical terms. 
Thirdljr, Pasteur's experiments on spontaneous generation in the 
early 1860e showed that sterilised infusions of organic matter 
remain sterile providing that contamination with pre-existing 
organisms is prevented. In other words, Pasteur's work 
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suggested, and to many proved, that living organisms do not 
arise spontaneously from non-living matter. In conjunction, 
these three points gave rise to the following problems simple 
living organisms must have first appeared on earth in the absence 
of pre-existing organisms; but there was no evidence that life, 
even in its simplest known forms, could arise from non-living 
matter. How then could the first appearance of life on earth 
be accounted for in terms of natural causes? 
One way out of the dile! Eaa was simply to deny that Pasteur's 
results had refuted the doctrine of spontaneous generation and 
to continue producing what were thought to be counter-examples. 
The most tenacious advocate of this position was Henry Charlton 
Bastian, whose experiments on spontaneous generation continued 
well into the 20th century. His work will be discussed in 
Chapter I. Bastian's position, however, vas #m isolated one. 
A more common response to Pasteur's work was to accept its 
validity but to deny that it had any bearing on the origin of 
extremely simple organisms in the long-distant past. Many 
argued that under the special, if unknown, conditions of the 
primitive earth a gradual transformation of carbon compounds 
into very simple living systems must have taken place. This 
idea formed the basis of the hypothesis of evolutionary abio- 
genesis, upheld by many prominent biologists, euch as Thomas 
Huxley, Ernst Haeckel, Carl N'dgeli and Eduard Pfleger. Their 
hypotheses, which will be discussed in Chapter II9 are the 
precursors of modern views on the question. In a related, but 
different category was the work of those who saw the natural 
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transition from non-living into living matter primarily in 
terms of the action of some supposedly fundamental force, auch 
an osmosis, Experiments carried out to demonstrate the 
essential nature of various natural forces for the generation 
of life will. be described in Chapter V. 
A third solution of the dileina was to impose a rigid 
interpretation on Pasteur's results, to accept that life In 
necessarily antecedent to life and to deny that life in the 
universe had ever had an origin in time. The concept of the 
eternity of life wqe central to two different theories. One, 
the theory of panspermia, maintained that protoplasmic bodies 
had always existed on some planet and had populated other 
celestial bodies after travelling through space. The various 
hypotheses proposed to explain how living organisms were 
transferred from planet to planet will be discussed in Chapter 
III. According to the second theory in this category, life 
was not only eternal but actually prior to the inorganic worlds 
it was life that had produced inorganic nature, just as proto- 
plasmic organisms excreted inorganic products (see Chapter IV). 
In the discussion of these hypotheses, assumptions regarding 
the nature of life and methodological issues will be analysed 
where relevaant. In the final chapter of part Ia more thorough 
examination of the influence of materialist philosophies on 19th- 
century ideas on the origin of life will be made, with special 
reference to the work of Ernst Haeokel, 
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It should be pointed out that, with the exception of the work 
of Bastian, the question of the origin of life will be treated 
as distinct from the issue of spontaneous generation. In 
contrast, John Farley has argued that the two questions were 
inextricably interwoven during the period under discussion. 
This thesis is not written in reply to Farley's work, but in 
order to clarify the different approach adopted here, some 
comments on Parley's argument are warranted at this stage. 
In his book on the spontaneous generation controversy (see 
ref. 4), Farley takes issue with the traditional account that 
the doctrine of spontaneous generation was undermined progress- 
ively by the experiments of Redi, Spallanzani, Pasteur and 
others. Backed by a wealth of historical material, Farley 
argues convincingly that the issue of spontaneous generation 
disappeared and reappeared with theoretical developments in 
biology, with the rise and tail of philosophical systems and 
with different interpretations of scripture. In the second 
half of the 17th century, for example, the possibility that 
organisms arise der was rejected on theoretical grounds as 
a consequence of the wide acceptance of William Rarveyts ovist 
theory, according to which all living beings are derived from 
an egg cello or ovnm" Redi1a experimentsi which showed that 
maggots which appear in decaying meat are in fact the larvae 
of flies who lay their eggs on the meat, should be seen against 
this background (5). Later, in the mid-18th century, the 
popularity of epigenetic, as opposed to prelormationist, 
theories of development lent support to the idea that organic 
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matter has the potential of organising itself into individual 
living organisms. In fact, Spallanzani's attempts to refute 
spontaneous generation were inspired by his opposition to the 
theory of epigenesie (6). In the late 18th century, spontaneous 
generation became an integral part of both French materialism 
and of German Naturnhilosophie (7). According to Farley, its 
association with atheism and the politics of the French Revolution 
in the former case and with vitalistic doctrines in the latter, 
subsequently made the concept of spontaneous generation highly 
suspect in France and Germany# respectively. 
In the most controversial part of hie book, Parley attempts 
to deflate the importance of Pasteur's contribution to the 
solution of the problem of spontaneous generation and credits 
Oparin with having finally settled the dispute in the 1930s by 
virtue of his theory of chemical evolution. Farley argues that 
the undeniable impact of Pasteur's work in France was largely 
due to a political and religious reaction against the material- 
istic ideas of the French revolution (8). He maintains that 
previous historical accounts have overestimated Pasteur's role 
as a result of a naive interpretation of the significance of 
the experimental method in the progress of biology. The two 
main arguments presented in support of this claim are the 
followings first, Pasteurls experiments were not "crucial 
experiments" because it is logically impossible for any finite 
series of experiments to establish that spontaneous generation 
can never occur under any circumstances. Secondly# it is a 
matter of historical fact that the controversy was not settled 
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by Pasteur's work, as illustrated by subsequent debates 
concerning the possibility of abiogenesis, with special 
reference to the question of the origin of life on earths 
Parley's first argument will be examined further in Chapter 
I, where the methodological positions of Pasteur and Bastian 
will be compared. Suffice it to say dare that Pasteurta 
experiments were not simply isolated demonstrations of the non- 
occurrence of spontaneous , generation# but that they were 
conducted against the background of a rival theorya according 
to Pasteur, previous claims that spontaneous generation had 
been demonstrated were to be explained in term of contamination 
with pre-existing organisms present in the environments His 
own negative results could be accounted for by the' fact that he 
had taken careful precautions to prevent such contamination. 
Henne, Pasteur provided a rational, if not logically oonolusive, 
alternative to the idea that organisms can arise suddenly from 
non-living matter. It is important to realise, how eve r, that 
Pasteurla theory of contamination did not and wen not intended 
to, explain the origin of life on a once lifeless earth*. Bence, 
the problem of spontaneous generation as an every-day occurrence 
and the question of the origin of life an earth became clearly 
demarcated for the first time. In addition, those who con- 
sidered. Pasteurls results to be generally applicable were left 
without an explanation of the generation of life from non living 
The theory of panspermia, based on the idea of a cosmic 
presence of space travelling germs (see Chapter II1)9 could be 
seen as an attempt to account for both problems by means of 
the same theory. 
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matter. This state of affairs led to a crisis in the field 
of the origin of life, as illustrated by the many rival 
hypotheses that were proposed in the ensuing deoadea, by the 
bizarre nature of some of these bypothesee# and by the fact 
that they all speculated far beyond contemporary scientific 
knowledge. 
By Parley's second arguments the approach of the evolutionary 
abiogenesiete to the problem of the origin of life is placed in 
the same category as a belief in spontaneous generatioan9 which 
rarlq defines as the belief that "some living entities may arise 
suddenly by chance from matter independently of any parent" (9). 
However, the evolutionary abiogenesists are to be distinguished 
from the adherents of the doctrine of spontaneous generation on 
several accounts. Pirat, they did not oppose Pasteur but, on 
the contrary, accepted that life does not now arise do novo and 
certainly not suddenly. In general$ they relegated the process 
of abiogenesis to the long-distant past and relied on some crucial t 
but unknowns change in environmental conditions to account for 
the fact that the process is no longer observed to be at work in 
naturell Secondly, they did not view the origin of life as a 
sudden chance events but as a gradual process determined by the 
inherent properties of carbon compounds and by the special con- 
ditions of the prebiotic earth. The slow and gradual nature of 
the process came to be emphasised more and more as the complexity 
of even the simplest known organisms became evident. These 
points will be discussed in greater detail in chapter n, where 
it will also be shown that explicit, if imperfect, hypotheses of 
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a gradual chemical evolution preceding the origin of life were 
propoaed as early as in 1875. 
One further point needs to be made in this context. The 
theoretical confusion in the field of the origin of life in the 
19th century was reflected in the introduction of many different 
terms to denote the transition from non-living to living matter, 
such as Huxley's abiogenesis$ Haeokelts autogory and archigony, 
and Bastients arohobiosie. The general terns used most often in 
the German literature was Urzeh, which literally means 
"primordial generation" (from &-' primitive, original, primordialp 
and z, procreate, generate, produce). The standard 
dictionary translation of this term is given as spontaneous 
generation or abiogenesis and in 19th-century translations from 
German into English, teuEuna was frequently translated as 
spontaneous aeration, even when it is clear from the context 
that a gradual process was envisaged instead of a sudden 
transition'. The term must therefore be interpreted according 
to the context in which it was used and, on the whole, may beat 
be left untranslated. Abiogenesis may often seem to be a 
direct equivalent, but here again care meat be taken. Huxley 
introduced the term abiogenesis to denote the generation of life 
for example, E. R. Tankester translated Zegeli's phrase "Die Urzeugung lehnen heisst das Wunder verkunden" (10) as "To 
deny spontaneous generation is to declare miracles" (11). 
N'ageli, however, postulated three stages in the generation of life from non-living matters a prolonged accumulation of 
organic matter resulting in the formation of protein; the 
organisation of protein matter into a mioo11ar networks and 
the individualisation of this mioellar mass into primitive 
living organisms, or probionte. Incidentally, Lankester himself 
pointed out the differences between this type of approach and 
traditional views of spontaneous generation (12). 
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trace nor -living matter and it came to be used subsequently to 
describe the generation of life directly from inorganic matter. 
In the 19th-century literatures however, the term inorganic was 
often, used in the biological (meaning non4iying) instead of 
the chemical sense. Huxley htnselt9 when speculating cn the 
origin of life from inorganic matter, included organic molecules 
such as oxalates and tartrates among the materials present in 
the environ lent' in which life arose in the long-distant past (13), 
It moat be remembered, then, that statements regarding the 
origin of life from inorganic matter did not automatically 
exclude a development of organic matter (inn the chemical sense) 
prior to the transition to life. Such a development was 
implicit in some of the earlier writings on the subject and 
explicit in most writings from about 1875 onwards, 
In view of the above remarks1 Parley's presentation of the 
19th-oentury debates concerning the origin of life from non- 
living matter as simply another aspect of the controversy 
surrounding spontaneous generation seems misleading. Historic 
ally# and IW Farley1a owns detinition1 spontaneous generation 
referred to the appearance As novo of organisms over a matter 
of hourst days, weeks or, at the moste a few months. This 
traditional concept of spontaneous generation was theoretically 
redundant to those who adopted an evolutionary approach to the 
origin of life*, an approach that was clearly more refined. 
*This point is highlighted by parley himself when he writess 
"It is difficult to understand why Tyndall was so opposed to 
the doctrine of spontaneous generation given his being both 
a materialist and an evolutionist" (14). Tyndall'e position (see Chapter II)# and that of many others (coat, next page) 
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It is ez geeted, therefore, that the question of spontaneous 
generation in the sense of the sudden appearance de movo of 
fully foamed organisms was settled to all intents and purposes 
by Pasteur and his supporters, while the problem of the origin 
of life was brought into sharp focus at the same times 
That the eTolutionary abiogenesiste of the l9th century 
provided was an approach to the question of the origin of 
life and not any theory with a solid scientific basis, It is 
in this latter respect that Oparin provided a fresh impetus to 
the field and his work tar transcends any contribution he may 
have made towards finally laying to rest the , Shost. of spontan- 
eous generation. Part II of this thesis will examine the 
content, the scientific basis and the impact of the theorf 
Oparin pre3ented. in 1936 (15). At a time when the problem of 
the origin of life had reached a clear impasse, he proposed a 
detailed theory of the stages involved in the processes that 
might have led to the primaeval developu ent of life on earth. 
An will be shown in Chapter VII, earlier notions of chemical 
evolution were given substance by O; arints attempt to define 
the specific conditions under which organic compounds necossary 
for life could have been formed abiogenically. : Drawing on 
inorganic, organic and colloid chemistry, biochemistry, geology 
and astrophysics, Oparin was able to trace the possible 4evelop- 
ment of primitive organisms and the early evolutionary stages 
tootno wont. voho adopted a similar stand, is not difficult 
to understand once one aocepte the distinction between the 
concept of spontaneous generation in its traditional sense 
and the evolutionary abiogenesiet hypothesis of the origin 
of life. 
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of life on earth. Astrophysics and geoioey provided Oparin 
with the data he needed to formulate a picture of the 
conditions on the prebiotic earth. Chemistry told him how 
organic matter could have been formet and horn it had become 
progressively more complex under these conditions. Work in 
colloid cherlstry provided the inspiration for Oparin'a 
coacervate hypothesis, which accounted for the initial cep. 
aration of prevital organic bodies from the general environment. 
Finally# biochemical and uiorobiological research into metabolism 
provided Oparin with the information upon which he built his 
hypothesis of the evolutionary sequence of early life on earth. 
Aa will be shown ChapterVIIXo Oparin'e theory of the early 
development of life on earth reflects the preoccupation of 
biochemistry in the first three decades of the century with 
metabolic processes and enzymatic reactions. 
Chile Oparin provided scientists interested in the origin of 
We with a fruitful research proms, there was a significant 
omission in his theory. Zn 1936, Oparin made no attempt to 
describe any possible pathways by which biological to c miams 
of replication might have evolved.. To Oparin, metabolism was 
the fundamental feature of life and it was in terms of 
metabolism that the transition from pro vital systems to 
primitive living organisms was to be explained# in contract, 
the main contemporary and current rival hypothesis holds that 
life began with the formation of the hereditary material and a 
primitive genetic apparatus. The historical aad theoretical 
background of this genetic approach to the problem of the 
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origin of life will be discussed in Chapter U and. the 
methodological basis of the conflict between the metabolic 
and the genetic schools will be examined in Chapter X. In 
this context, some comments must again be made on Parley's 
treatment of this issue. 
Farley attributes Oparin's success in formulating a rational 
theory of the origin of life primarily to the dialectical 
materialist approach he adopted (16). This argument is 
incomplete, however, as it i noraz the scientific context in 
which Oparin's theory developed. The relations between 
dialectical materialism and natural science are by no means 
straightforward and the dialectical method cannot be understood 
clearly in isolation from the empirical background within which 
it is applied. Dialectical materialism stresses the importance 
of historical processes and of questions of origin and develop- 
ment, In this sense, it was of eat heuristic value and 
encouraged Oparin to take the question of the origin of life 
seriouslyy. In addition, however, Oparinra work should be aeon 
against the background of the seientifio, and especially the 
biochemical1 developments that will be examined in Chapter VIII. 
It is the rich chemical and biochemical content of Oparin'a 
theory that Sato it apart most strikingly from the hipotheaas 
of his predecessors. Moreover, the primary distinguishing 
feature between Oparin's theory and the genetic rival hypotheses 
is also one of soientifio content. Parley presents the debate 
between the metabolic and genetic schools of thought on the 
origin of life as a conflict between dialectical materialism 
and reductionism. Again, however, the antithesis is not 
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clear-cut. The method of reducing all vital phenomena to the 
properties of the genetic material is indeed inconsistent with 
a dialectical approach, but it is also inconsistent with a 
biochemical approach which stresses the complex interactions 
between molecules and supramoleoular structures within living 
systems. These issues will be discussed in Chapter X in the 
context of the different theoretical backgrounds of the two 
approaches. 
Besides providing a theory with a sound scientific basis, 
Oparin's work also opened up an experimental approach to the 
problem of the origin of lif ep starting in the 1950a with the 
abiogenio synthesis under putative prebiotic conditions of 
numerous molecules that play a role in living organisms. This 
experimental phase will be discussed in the final chapter as a 
further illustration of the heuristic value of Oparin'a work. 
A number of fundamental questions concerning the origin and 
early development of life remain to be solved and these will 
also be examined in Chapter XI*. 
As has been stated before, the aim of this thesis is to 
place the history of ideas on the origin of life in its wider 
soientifio, methodological and philosophical context. No 
attempt will be made to analyse in detail the social and 
political factors that may have influenced progress in the 
field. It will be taken for granted, for example, that 
Oparin's interest in dialectical materialism was stimulated 
by the intellectual climate of the socio-political environment 
of post-revolutionary Russia. It is not denied that such 
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external questions are of interest, but any investigation of 
these questions should be based on a clear understanding of 
the scientific and methodological foundations of the history 
of the problem. It is hoped that this thesis will contribute 
towards the attainment of this understanding. 
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Chapter I 
THE DYING OCE, 83 OF SPONTANEOUS GENERATION i 
BASTIAN'S THEORY OF ARCNFBIOSIS 
In Lamarck's theory of evolution, organisms that arose 
spontaneously by the action of physical forces formed the 
starting point for biological evolution (1). By the time 
Darwin's The Origin of Species was published, however, such 
doubt had been thrown on the concept of spontaneous generation 
(2) and Darwin himself refrained from speculating on the mode 
of origin of a primordial form of life on a once lifeless earth. 
The problem of the origin of life, independent of pre-existing 
organisms, became particularly acute when Louis Pasteur (1822- 
1895) appeared to have settled the question of spontaneous 
generation once and for all. 
In 1859, Felix Pouchet (1800-1872) published a work in which 
he reported demonstrations of the spontaneous generation of 
living organisms, HetirOSOnie ou traitf de is a6niration 
e_wmta ei (Ifeterogenesis or treatise on spontaneous generation). 
The French Academy of Science wassoeptical of Pouohetts work 
and announced that the Prix Alhumbert for 1862 was to be awarded 
to the scientist who could throw new light on the question of 
spontaneous generation by means of well"oonduoted experiments 
(3). The prime was awarded to Pasteur for a series of experi- 
ments carried out in 1860 and 1861. Briefly, his major results 
were the following. First, Pasteur showed that microscopic 
examination of dust in the air, collected by drawing air through 
a cotton plug by suction} revealed the presence of large numbers 
of particles that were indistinguishable from germs and spores (a). 
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Secondly, he showed that boiled infusions in swan-neoked flasks 
(the necks being drawn out and curved in a variety of ways) 
remained free of microorganisms even when open to the air, 
presumably because germs in the air settled in the curvature 
before reaching the interior of the flasks (5). Thirdly, he 
showed that exposing sterile infusions to the air in different 
environments resulted in varying degrees of subsequent microbial 
growths more flasks showed growth in his laboratory than in the 
still air of the vaults of the Paris Observatory. Moreover, 
at the foot of the Jura plateau, eight out of twenty flasks 
produced bacterial growth; in the Jura mountainag at an altitude 
of 850 metres, five out of twenty flasks exhibited growth of 
organisms, as compared with only one out of twenty at a height 
of 2000 metres, where Pasteur expected very few germs to be 
present in the air (6). Pasteur's experiments suggested that 
organisms do not appear in sterilised infusions if contamination 
with pre-existing organisms in prevented and that the concept of 
spontaneous generation should be abandoned. 
Although the impact of Pasteur'swork was profound, this 
conclusion was not accepted universally. Pouchet and his oo- 
workers did not accept its for example, but the most tenacious 
opponent of Pasteur was Henry Charlton Bastian (1837-1915)- 
Bastian was Professor of Pathological Anatomy at University 
College, London, and Physician at University College Hospital 
(7)" He was a recognised authority in the field of neurology 
but is chiefly remembered for his stand on spontaneous generation. 
A typical assessment of Bastians contributions is given by 
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Leohevalier and Solotorovslgo 
'The last important heterogenesist was Bastian. 
In 1872 he published a huge book entitled he 
NA-innings of Life in which he stated his belief 
in spontaneous generation. With unusual determin- 
ation he held to his faith in spite of the fact 
that his arguments were destroyed with monotonous 
regularity by Pasteur and his collaborators. It 
was through the objections of Bastian, however, 
that more was learned about the effect of aoidi 
on the survival of bacteria exposed to heat. " (8) 
Similar, but slightly more extensive, treatments are to be found 
in the histories of Bulloch (9) and Oparin (10). In contrast, 
John Parley presents Bastian as a victim of the arrogance of 
Pasteur and his supporters sad credits Bastian with having a 
better grasp of the scientific method than his contemporaries 
who opposed spontaneous generation (11). Before discussing 
Bastian's ideas on the origin of life from lifeless matter, it 
is therefore of interest to examine first his position on the 
issue of spontaneous generation in general. 
Bastian's work on ntaneous 
Bastian's publications on spontaneous generation span two 
periodst from 1870 to 16770 after which he remained silent on 
the issue for many years, and from 1903 to 1911. The experi- 
menta he performed during the first period presented a serious 
challenge to the widely held view that all life is destroyed by 
boiling for 5-10 minutes. Bastian himself never wavered from 
the conviction that the limit of vital endurance in liquid media 
is 100°C9 although he pointed out that the thermal death point 
of some organisms might be as high as 130°C va o or in dry 
air (12). Any growth of organisms in infusions that had 
previously been boiled was, therefore, interpreted by him as a 
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demonstration of spontaneous generation. In the 1870e, he 
reported a vast number of such demonstrations and presented his 
arguments in favour of the concept of spontaneous generation in 
a series of long papers and several books. 
In 1871, Bastian published a brief monograph entitled The Modes 
Of n_o! Lowest Ord (13), a highly polemical work which 
set out the main points that recurred in all his subsequent 
writings on the subject. First of all, he rejected the claim 
that all life must come from life because it was, in his view, 
clearly contradicted by experience. He then considered tour 
different ways in which bacteria could come into beings direct 
homogenesis, indirect homogenesis, heterogenesis and arohebiosis. 
Direct homogeneeis was the reproductive method whereby bacteria 
are derived from pre-existing bacteria of the same kind by 
fission, Indirect homogenesie referred to a process whereby 
bacteria were allegedly derived from more complex organisms, such 
as fungi, into which they developed again later. In this case, 
bacteria represented subordinate stages in the life history of, 
for example, the fungus. Bastian claimed that he himself had 
seen bacteria develop into mycelial structures resembling fungi*. 
Spontaneous generation of bacteria could take two formes hetero- 
genesis, which involved the reorganisation of minutes particles 
of living matter derived from other organismsl and arcbebiosisp 
a process which gave rise to bacteria independently of pre.. 
*It is likely that the development observed by Bastian involved 
fungal spores rather than bacteria. Alternatively, he may have 
observed the differentiation of the amoebae that represent a 
stage in the development of cellular slime moulds. 
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existing living things. 
Bastian drew support for heterogenesis from his observations 
that bacteria are found in vegetable cells, even from the central 
parts of plants, when these are sickly or dying, and also in 
epithelial cells taken from the mouth. According to Bastian, the 
number of bacteria found in such cells was directly proportional 
to the malnutrition or lack of vitality of the individuals from 
which the cells were taken. He suggested that when the vital 
activity of an organism is on the wane, its constituent particles 
"individualise" themselves and grow into other organisms such as 
bacteria. The alternative hypothesis wouldo according to Bastian, 
have to assume that microorganisms are universally distributed 
through the tissues of higher organisms. This Bastian could not 
accept$ 
"To suppose that actual germs of bacteria and of torulae* 
are uniformly distributed throughout the tissues of 
higher organisms, is to harbour a hypothesis which would 
appear to many to be devoid of all probability " more 
especially when the heterogenic origin of larger and 
higher organisms is a matter of absolute certainty. " (14) 
Bastian's arguments in favour of archebiosis**'were based on the 
invariable association of microorganisms with fermentation 
processes. He took issue with the conclusion of Pasteur and 
others that fermentation is actually caused by these organismst 
"They think that those organisms which serve to initiate 
the changes in question [i. e. fermentations], have been 
derived from a multitudinous army of omnipresent atmos- 
pheria germs# which are always readrq, in number and kind 
suitable for every emergency. " (15) 
In Bastian's writings} the term torulae referred to fwngal and 
yeast cells. 
**At this ataae, Bastian only considered archebiosis of organisms 
in fluids containing organic matter devoid of life, He later 
extended his claims to inorganic starting compounds (see below). 
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But Bastian denied that Pasteur had demonstrated the presence 
of bacteria' in the airs Pasteur had merely shown the presence 
of corpuscles that showed some external resemblance to intusoria, 
the spores of fungi, eta. For this reason, Bastian favoured 
Liebig'B interpretation that fermentation is a purely chemical 
process, in which living organisms play no causative role, and 
concluded that, on the contrary, the action of chemical ferments 
produces the organisms** 
Bastian's small monograph was soon followed by a =oh more 
extensive treatment of heterogenesia and arohebiosis, in T, i4 
Beginning of We (16). This Work, published in 1872# was 
published in two volumes comprising a total of more than 1200 
pages. In these volumes, Bastian expounded his views on the 
nature and origin of life in great detail and described a large 
number of experiments in support of his theories. The main 
themes are introduced in the Prefaces Bastian here stated that 
all bacteria are killed when exposed to s temperature of 140°F 
and yet his own experiments had shown that organisms will 
appear in sealed flasks preheated to temperatures of up to 3W p, 
According to Bastian, those organisms gust therefore have arisen 
-4e novo and spontaneous generation was an established fact. He 
then presented a materialistic interpretation of spontaneous 
generation and argued that such a view was indispensable both 
for the explanation of the origin of life on earth and for the 
explanation of the persistence of lower organisms, such as 
*By this time, Baatian? a position on fomentation was a minority 
one. The issue of fermentation, and especially Pasteur's con- tributions in this areaO will be reviewed in Chapter VIII of this thesis. 
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bacteria and amoebae, throughout the course of evolution. It 
vas believed by many that the molecular properties of carbon 
oompovnds could lead to the formation of ever more complex 
combinations and that such processes had generated life on the 
primaeval earth. Bastian addedi 
"And if such synthetic processes took place then, why 
should they not take place now? lThy should the 
inherent molecular properties of various kinds of 
matter have undergone so much alteration? " (17) 
With respect to the abundance of very simple forme of lt tdi 
Bastian remarked that it was incredible that, say, amoebae should 
have existed for millions of years without undergoing any dit- 
tarentation: 
"Would the evolutionist have us believe that the 
simplest and most structureless Amoebae of the 
present day can boast of a line of ancestors 
stretching back to auch far-remote periods that 
in comparison with them the primaeval men were but 
as things of yesterday? The notion surely is 
propoaterously absurd; or# if true, the fact would 
be sufficient to overthrow the very first principles 
of their own Evolution philosophy, " (1o)* 
Bastian felt that it was auch simpler to assume that the lower 
forms of life are being generated continuously from nonliving 
matter. 
Throughout The Beii. nninae of Life Bastian emphasised that the 
*It. would be anachronistic to accuse Bastian of ignoring the 
possibility that considerable evolution at the biochemical, 
rather than the morphological, level might have occured in the 
history of the lower organisms. On the other hand, Bastian appears 
to have had a somewhat Lamarckian view of evolution, implying that 
organisms were somehow compelled to evolve into higher forms of 
life. On a Darwinian view, any variation among a living group that 
was well-adapted to its habitat would have tended to the elimination 
of the new varieties (because they were likely to be lose well 
adapted) aul to the preservation of the original forme. Of course, 
other members of the species might well have evolved into "higher" 
species, resulting in divergence. 
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properties of life are the direct outcome of the properties 
of matter. The manifestations of life could not be independent 
of physical and chemical laus and both the substance and the 
vital phenomena of organisms were ultimately derived from the 
mineral world (19). Bastian pointed out that this view was now 
widely accepted and quoted from the works of authors having 
analogous opinions, for example Herbert Spencer and Thomas 
Huxley*. At the same time, he admitted that the concept of 
spontaneous generation had traditionally been associated mostly 
with vitalism (20). Earlier adherents of the doctrinev such as 
John Turberville Needham, Button and Pouohet believed only in 
heterogenesis, not in archebiosis (the generation of life in 
solutions that only contained mineral ingredients). Moreover, 
these investigators believed that heterogenefiie was mediated by 
some special forces such as Needham's "force vOgdtative", Buffon1s 
vital "molecules organiques" and Pouchet'a "force vital". In 
other words, the theories of these men were framed such as to 
exclude the possibility of their even contemplating the origin of 
living things from non-living matter. In the second volume of 
his work, Bastian phrased this point more strongly and stated 
that a denial of the possibility of arohebiosis amounted to 
vitalism. According to Bastian, it was necessary to accept that 
"".. there is a natural tendency amongst certain kinds 
of molecules to fall into combinations and rearrange- 
ments which terminate in the formation of 'living' 
matter. " (21) 
In Baetian'e opinion# not only the formation of living matter, 
Vor Spender's and Huxley's views, see Chapter n at this 
thesis. 
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but also the generation of the characteristic shapes of organisms 
was guided solely by universal physical and O}ioal laws (22). 
He argued that the causes that determine the form and structure 
of crystals were similar in kind to the causes determining 
organismic form. Even the simple precipitation of lime carbonate 
in a viscid solution of, for example, gum resulted in the 
formation of globules that showed a close resemblance in form to 
living cells. As the shapes of these globules were undoubtedly 
determined by the mere physical properties of their constituent 
molecules, Bastian concluded that the shapes of organisms (which 
were composed of complex "colloidal molecules") were also derived 
from the properties of their molecular componentst as operated on 
by external conditions (23). Later he stateds 
,, It seems, again, no more wonderful that the 
organism which develops do novo today should 
resemble another which develops from the spore 
of a pro-existing organism, than that a crystal 
which forms to-day in a saline solution should 
resemble another which is capable of arising by 
the growth of a portion detached from a similar 
pre-existing crystal. In all these cases, there 
is a similarity of product, because the crystalline 
or organic form produced is to be regarded as the 
physical expression of the harmonious actions which 
have led to their production - because the forms are 
the results of a physical necessity, and not of a 
more blind chance. " (24) 
Theleainninae of also contains numerous attacks on 
Pasteur. According to Bastian, the untenability of Pasteur's 
conclusions arose from the fact that his experiments only gave 
negative results and Pasteur's attempt to draw definite 
conclusions from negative evidence was a reflection of his 
"defective masoning"' (25). Bastian main took issue with 
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Pasteur'a views on fermentation and reiterated his contention 
that chemical fermentation resulted in the generation of living 
organisms (26). Pasteur's assumption that invisible and unknown 
germs exist in the air was unacceptable. The results of 
Bastian's own experiments showed that such germs # if they existed, 
would have to be capable of resisting a temperature far higher 
than that believed to be fatal to other, visible germai this 
state of affairs would violate the "unity of natural laws". The 
altennative hypotheoia of archebiosie, on the other hands re- 
quired no unwarranted assumptions. Final], yt Bastian criticised 
Pasteur's support for the germ theory of diseases the origin of 
bacteria in the blood or in epithelial cello was due to hetero. 
genesis# and not the result of infection (27), 
The majority of the erperimonts described in The AejºinniM of 
Life involved heating infusions of hay, turnip or cheese in 
sealed flasks to a temperature of 212°F (100°C) (28)" Bastian 
claimed that` Without fail! Masses of microorganisms grew in 
the sealed flasks] and as all pre-existing organisms must have 
been killed by the heat, those growing subsequently in the 
flasks could only have arisen d none. Although come of 
Bastian's observations were later confirmed by other inveatigat- 
ors1 few were willing to place the same interpretation on the 
results. 'Usually it was arguedihat Bastian's infusions should 
have been boiled longer or at a higher temperature in order to 
prevent the survival of pre-existing germ, In the absence of 
independent evidence, both arguments were of course circular. 
Bastian assumed that boiling killed all life and any organisms 
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growing in boiled infusions in sealed flasks must therefore 
have arisen spontaneously. His opponents assumed that-organisms 
could not arise devo and therefore Bastian's methods of 
sterilisation must have been inadequate. Independent support 
for the latter view was sub3equently obtained, through the work 
of John Tyndall. (1820-1893) in England and Ferdinand Cohn (1828- 
1898) in Germany. 
Tyndall became interested in the question of spontaneous 
generation during his investigations of the effects of light rays 
on gaseous matter. Using beams of light he revealed the presence 
of floating matter in the air and found that such of this suspend- 
ed matter was destroyed by heat (29). He also reported that air 
collected in flasks in a cellar where the air was still and any 
dust had settled revealed no such suspended matter. Tyndall 
pointed out that these observations might be relevant to Pasteur's 
demonstration of the variable growth of microbes in flasks 
exposed to the air in different locations. Then Tyndall entered 
the field of spontaneous generation, he was rebuked by Bastian 
in a letter to the editor of The Times. Bastian maintained that 
the issue of spontaneous generation pertained the biologist and 
the physician, not the physicist, and warned Tyndall that much 
irreparable damage could be done by his "amazing" methods of 
reasoning (30). Tyndall$ however, continued to work on the 
problem and his investigations into the heat resistance of 
bacteria were particularly fruitful. Using infusions of fresh 
hay and turnips Tyndall found that these were sterilised by 
boiling for only five minutes. When he used an infusion of old, 
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rotten hei, however, even four hours of boiling failed to achieve 
sterilisation. In vier of auch variable resultst Tyndall 
postulated that bacteria have 'different life phasesl a thereto' 
labile phase during which the organises are mied rapidly upon 
boiling, and a thermoatable phase during which the organisms are 
remarkably resistant to heat (31). 
In the meantime, Ferdinand Cohn had made a oystenatio study of 
the properties of bacteria. During the coarse of these 
investigations, he discovered that the hay bacillus sac 1 
eub ilia often contained roundish refractive partiolee, or 
spores (32), He subsequently described the germination and 
development of the endospore of Bsubtilie and provided 
evidence for its high resistance to heat (33). He also shoed 
that the difficulty in sterilising Bastiania turnip and cheese 
infusions was due to the presence of eporing bacilli in the 
cheese. 
As an outcome of this work# Tyndall devised the method of 
fractional sterilisation by discontinuous heating, the process 
that is now called Tyndallisation (34). By interrupting the 
boiling of infusions briefly$ any bacteria]. spores are given the 
opportunity to germinate; renewed boiling, however* destroys 
the newly germinated bacteria before they develop spores. By 
repeating this process several tiaree all spores and bacteria 
are eventually eliminated and no new organisms appear in 
infusions that have been awbjecied to Tyndallisation. In 
other words, specific conditions for the repeatable destruction 
of bacteria and their spores and for the prevention of 
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subsequent bacterial growth had now been defined. 
Themethodologies of Pasteur and Bastian 
As was pointed out in the Introduction of this thesis, Farley 
has argued that Pasteur's experiments did not settle the 
question of spontaneous generation. One of Parley's main 
arguments is based on the claim that there is a logical asymmetry 
between the positions of those who deny the possibility of 
spontaneous generation and those who assert its reality: while 
opponents of spontaneous generation can only have their theories 
refuted (by even a single demonstration of spontaneous generation) 
but not verified, the adherents of spontaneous generation can 
only see their theories verified but not refuted (35). Roll- 
Hansen has characterised this argument as an example of "naive 
falsificationism" (36). The strong refuting role attributed to 
experiment by philosophers such as Karl Popper has in fact come 
under severe criticism, notably from Imre Lakatos (37). Accord- 
ing to Lakatos, no scientific theory is consistent with every 
single fact in its domain and a strict adherence to a falsific- 
ationist programme would leave the scientist without any theory 
whatsoever. In practice, scientists do not accept or reject a 
particular theory on the basis of experiment, but compare one 
research programme with another for its empirical, explanatory 
and heuristic content. As a result, theories are rarely deemed 
refuted before a new and better alternative is available. The 
final choice between alternative theories may be made in several 
ways an experiment may be designed to decide between two rival 
theories; instead, the relevance of previous anomalies may only 
become clear in the light of a new theory and may be given the 
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title of Crucial experiment in retrospects finally, the old 
theory may simply be abandoned without refutation by experiment. 
To give just one example, the one-gene/one-enzyme hypothesis was 
not refuted by experiment but simply replaced by a theory that 
asserted a one-to-one correspondence between genes (DNA 
sequences) and proteins in general*. On a Lekatosian view, 
then, the role of experiment in the historical suooession of 
scientific theories is do-emphasised and wider theoretical 
issues come to play a predominant roles 
Farleyts criticism of the traditional view that the belief in 
spontaneous generation was overthrown by experimental proof is 
a pertinent one, In his discussion of the debates between 
Pasteur and his opponents, however, Farley gives insufficient 
consideration to the internal theoretical aspects of these 
debates* *s The central issue is whether Pasteur provided an 
alternative theory to the doctrine of spontaneous generation and# 
if so, how his theory compared with that of his opponents. In 
fact, Pasteur did not simply maintain that spontaneous generation 
was impossible, but held that previous demonstrations of 
spontaneous generation were to be explained in terms of oontamin» 
ation with pre-existing germs present in the environment. 
Already in the 17th century, Antony van Leeuwenhoek had demon- 
strated the presence of large numbers of "animalcules" in rain 
ore recently, matters have become hauch more complicated with the discovery of discontinuous genes 'with intervenin sequences 
and "intron-exon" relationships in eukaryotic cells 
(38). 
**The same point is made'by Roll-Hansen in his review of Parley's book (see ref-36) 
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waters well voters river water, sea water, the human mouth, 
human excreta, eta. (39). Moreover, Pasteur himself had been 
confronted with the problem of contamination in his research 
into the reasons for repeated industrial failures in the 
fermentation of beet sugar into alcohol,, In his work on 
spontaneous generation, therefore# he not out to demonstrate 
the presence of germs in the air and to show that sterilised 
infusions would not produce any bacterial growth if proper oars 
was taken to prevent contamination with germs in the air. His 
results bore out both claims. In addition, within the framework 
of his theory of the ubiquitous presence of germs0 Pasteur could 
explain not only his own results but also those of his opponents. 
The latter0 in contrasts failed to present a rational explanation 
of Pasteur's results. This is where the fundamental asymmetry 
between the two positions is to be found, a point that was 
recognised clearly by Thomas Huxley (1825.1895). In his address 
Bio inesis and Abiogenesleg delivered to the British Association 
in 1870v he challenged the supporters of spontaneous generation 
to explain how food was preserved effectively in air-tight con- 
tainers if it was not for the exclusion of pre-existing germs (41). 
In response **t Bastian investigated a number of tins containing 
In 18570 Pasteur showed that the fermentation vats contained not 
only an alcohol-producing yeast$ but also a "yeast" which produced 
lactic acid (40). This study formed the starting point for Pasteur's 
work on fermentation, which will be discussed in Chapter VIII, but 
were clearly also of great relevance to his work on spontaneous 
generation. 
**Many years later, Bastian wrote that Huxley had strongly 
supported Pasteur "though not having worked at the problem himself "# 
thus hinting at Huxley's incompetence to speak of the matter at 
all (42). 
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soup and salmon and reported the following observationss 
tirst# food in tins did not invariably remain well preserved 
and he did not believe that such failures could always be 
explained in terms of errors in the canning prooee910 such ae 
inadequate sealing. Seoondlyp he observed the growth of 
bacteria and fungal filaments even in some canned foods that 
appeared to be well preserved by other criteria 
(43)a- HuxleyrP 
rightly, was not satisfied with this reply 
(44)" Bastian had 
failed to define the conditions under which spontaneous , 
generation could and could not occur' he never reoognieed the 
need for such a systematic investigation and stated simply that 
"Negative results in these experiments can of 
course prove little or nothing . o. " (45) 
Bastian saw no need to explain why he sometimes obtained 
negative results and continued to report large members of 
observations of microbial growth in boiled infusions, The 
empirical evidence was all-important*s he had seen with hie own 
eyes that microorganisms arise novo - just as it had been 
"seen" before that crocodiles are generated from the nand of the 
Nile and maggots from decaying meat. Should Pasteur have 
backed down in the face of such evidence, or were there independ- 
ent criteria for preferring his own theory? The results of 
Pasteur's elegant experiments had confirmed the predictions he 
Roll: ianeen has shown that Pouchet also placed excessive 
emphasis on empirical investigation, to the exclusion of any 
undsrlying, theory (46). In addition, Pouohet rejected Pasteur's theory of contamination on the curious grounds that, on such a theory, each single germ growing in his infusions should have been derived from the small portion of air to which the infusions had been exposed; the air would have to be thick with germs (47)" Pouchet consistently ignored the rapid multiplication of bacteria in suitable media. 
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made on the basis of his theory of contamination. The 
explanatory power of this theory was greater than that of his 
opponents in no far as it could explain both negative and 
positive results in a systematic manner. Moreover, Pasteur's 
theory had a positive heuristio, as illustrated by his later 
work on the "diseases" of wines beer and the silk worm, his 
studies of fermentation and especially his work on infeptious 
diseases in man and animals. If there was any fanaticism in 
Pasteur's opposition to the concept of spontaneous generation, 
it was probably based on his faith in this highly practical and 
fruitful research programme, instead of being grounded in the 
political and religious motives attributed to him by Parley. 
This does not mean that Bastiane work could simply have been 
ignored. The growth of microbes in infusions of haar and of 
turnip and cheese after prolonged boiling did present counter. 
examples to the claim that no organisms would grow in boiled 
infusions sealed oft from the air. But auch a general claim 
was not in fact made by Pasteur, who already in 1860 reported 
that the lactic acid ferment in milk is not destroyed by heating 
at 100° Cg but is killed when boiled under pressure at 110420°C 
(48). It was Bastian who raiaedthe statement that boiling kid 
all life to the status of a natural law, while Pasteur was open 
to the possibility that there were variations in the thermal 
resistance among different species of microorganisms and took the 
trouble to investigate at what temperature some species of 
bacteria are destroyed. With the discovery of bacterial spores, 
a definite explanation of the heat resistance of the hay 
bacillus and the cheese bacillus became available and precise 
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conditions for their destruction could be devised. By this 
time, the position of Pasteur and his supporters was very strong 
indeed and even Bastian remained silent on the issue of 
spontaneous generation after 1877. It transpired later, 
however# that Bastian did not feel defeated. 
Baetion! gwork oi the origin of life 
Bastian are-entered the field of spontaneous generation in 1903, 
with the publication of Stud, es_in Ueteror eneaie (49). In this 
large work, he presented a mass of strange results0 showing the 
transformation of the matter of one organism into organisms of 
a totally different speciesi such as the transformation of 
Euglenae and plant cells into amoebae. In the Foreword of a 
later work, Bastian explained that he had stopped publishing 
on the subject because all his energy had been needed in other 
directions. He wrotet 
"I was, in fact, supposed to have been beaten out 
of the field, and my silence during these years 
perhaps lent some support to the notion. " (50) 
In 1898, however, he resigned from his posts at University 
College in order to start fresh investigations on the problems 
of heterogenesis and arahebiosis. This section will concen- 
trate on Bastian's work on arohebiosis and the conclusions he 
drew from this work with respect to the origin of life from 
lifeless matter, 
Bastian's views on the abiogenio origin of life had first 
been discussed in detail in 1872y in the Be nn&gs of Life 
(51). Here he had pointed out that his materialiatio 
interpretation of arohebiosis was consistent with the 
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evolutionist hypothesis of the origin of life, according to 
which a gradual formation of organic matter on the primaevel 
earth had preceded the appearance of living things*. Bastian 
differed from the evolutionists, however, in that he believed 
that the generation of living forms from nonliving matter was 
an everyday process that had occurred ever since the appearance 
of the first living forms. He saw no reason to postulate that 
arohebiosis could only occur under special, unknown conditions 
that were prevalent only on the primitive earth and maintained 
that such a view would violate the principle of the uniformity 
of natural processes**. As has been mentioned above, Bastian 
also felt that his theory had the advantage that it could 
explain the persistence of lower organisms throughout the course 
of evolution. 
These points were again raised in The origin of 
published in 1911. After a brief discussion of the evolution- 
ist hypothesis of the origin of life, Bastian announced that he 
intended to settle the question whether arohebiosis occurred 
only once or whether it was still taking place* on the basis 
of his principle of the "Uniformity of Natural Phenomena"9 he 
believed that life-evolving processes had continued ever since 
arohebioeia had started and stressed the 
41499 Chapter II of this thesis # 
**It will be argued in Chapter II of this thesis that one of 
the principal weaknesses of 19th-century evolutionist hypotheses 
on the origin of life was their failure to define the special 
conditions of the primitive earth. 
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"... strong probability that the phyaicochemioal 
processes which originally led to the birth of 
living matter would similarly and constantly tend 
to be reproduced. " (52) 
The question had to be settled by proper experiments, however, 
and these he had now performed. Instead of using organic 
infusions, he had relied on solutions 
"... euch as alone would have existed on the 
surface of the Earth when life-evolving processes 
were first initiated. " (53) 
His results were of "such a decisive nature" that he believed 
he had finally solved the problem of the origin of life (54) 
and submitted the results to the Royal Society. The paper, 
however, was refused, without an explanation being given "as 
usual" and Bastian thereupon decided to present his results in 
a books 
In the introductory chapter of the book$ Bastian emphasised 
that many others had pointed out the irrelevance of Pasteurls 
results to the question of the origin of life trader conditions 
other than those of the experiments. On the other hand, many 
authors who expressed this view had made discouraging remarks 
about the difficulties of reproducing the conditions under 
, which life arose in the past and about the usele$sneas of 
attempting to produce protein as long as its complex structure 
was unknown. Bastian disagreedi the actual steps of the 
process were outside the range of biological enquiry and the 
problems connected with building up complex organic compounds 
were to be left to the chemist and the physicist. The 
biologist might legitimately enquire whether solutions could 
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be devised which would, "as a result of natural tendencies", 
lead to the appearance of living units after exposure to 
particular conditions (55)" This is what his experiments 
were designed to do. 
The remainder of the book is taken up with the presentation 
and discussion of Bastian's results. After experimenting with 
solutions containing various ingredients that could be assumed 
to have been abundant on the lifeless earth, Bastian settled for 
two different solutions: one was yellow and contained, to each 
ounce of distilled water, 
"... only a few drops of a dilute solution of 
sodium silicate, together with about three times 
as may drops of liquor ferri perinitratie,... " (56) 
The other solution was colourless and, to each ounoe of 
distilled water, contained 
"".. a few drops each of a dilute solution of 
sodium silicate and dilute phosphoric acid, plus 
a few grains of aunonic phosphate. " (57) 
Portions of these solutions were placed in sterilised glass 
tubes whose necks were sealed immediately. The tubes were 
heated to 115-130°C for 15-20 minutes and then exposed to 
diffuse daylight or placed in an incubator that was kept at 
309C. After a low days, some control tubes were opened and 
the deposits produced by the beat examined; no growth of 
organisms was observed, however, tubes opened after several 
seeks or months revealed the presence of numerous organisms 
(including baoillip torulae, miorocooci and vibriones) on the 
deposited silica or ferrio silicate, althou$i the organisms 
did not appear to be motile. By varying the conditions# 
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Bastian Sound that "not too mash" sodium silicate mimst be 
present and that the solutions must be "faintly acidic or 
neutral" (58)*. 
Many more experiments of a similar nature were described, 
but all share the same striking features no carbon source 
was ever present in the starting solutions. It must be 
assumed, therefore, either that Bastian succeeded in creating 
life based on silicon, which is unlikely in view of the 
chemical properties of that elemente"; or that the presence 
of microorganisms in the tubes was the result of contamination; 
or that the corpuscles observed by Bastian were not living 
organisms at all, but inorganic colloidal bodies, which are 
readily formed on mixing silicates and other salts in solution. 
Bastian himealt showed no awareness that there might be a 
serious problem here*** and innocently gave his final chapter 
the title "Does Silicon, either Wholly or in Part, Enter the 
Place of Carbon into the Composition of the Protoplasm of the 
The vagueness of these descriptions is characteristic of 
Bastian's writings. 
**The Si-Si bond (42. koal/mole) in lese stable than the C. C 
bond (60 kcal/mole) and Si does not form polymers as readily as 
carbon. In additionj chains of silicon are unstable in water and 
in ammonia. Si does not form multiple (e. g. Si"Si) bonds easily. 
Finally Si reacts readily with oxygen to fora solid SiO2 
(quartz) which does not react further with other moleoulesp 
unlike C02 (59)* 
***A similar problem had arisen in Bastian'a work before. In 
1870, Huxley wrote$ "Nor does Dr. Bastian's chemical criticality 
seem to be of a more susceptible kind. He sees no difficulty in 
the appearance of living things in potash-alum, until Dr. Sharpey 
puts the not unimportant quostion, whence did they get their 
nitrogen? And then it occurs to him to have the alum analysed 
and he finds ammonia in it. " (60) 
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Organisms Found in the Tubes? " (61). He concluded that no 
definite answer to this question could be given yet but that 
it was likely that a partial substitution of silicon for carbon 
had taken place. (It is not clear, it the substitution was 
only partial, where the remaining carbon had come from. ) 
This, then, was Bastian's definitive solution of the problem 
of the origin of life. As he had already announced in the 
Preface to ThheOriain of Was it was no longer necessary for 
the evolutionists to postulate long time-spans for the trans. 
formation of inorganic into organic matter and the organisation 
of the latter into living organisms (62). Arohebiosis was an 
every-day occurrence, resulting from the molecular properties 
of the constituents of living things, Bastian was unable to 
define these molecular properties; he thought that it was up 
to the chemist and the physicist to investigate such matters. 
However, at the time of Bastian's investigations, organic 
chemistry had advanced sufficiently for him to be able to know, 
had he been interested in the subject, that organic syntheses 
require clearly defined conditions which can vary considerably 
from aase to case. In order to s; zthesise even relatively 
simple compounds, let alone more complex ones such as proteins, 
it is not enough simply to mix some inorganic components 
together, especially if the mixtures do not include a carbon 
source. In addition, byte beginning of the 20th century the 
complexity of microorganisms was widely recognised and the onus 
was on Bastian to explain how this complexity could arise so 
readily in simple mineral solutions. The time was long past 
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when purported demonstrations of spontaneous generation could 
carry much weight; assertions Of the occurrence of hetero.. 
genesis or archebiosis had to be backed up with more detailed 
theories, be they chemical, physical or biological. 
Over the years, Bastian's work revealed a distinct lack of 
theoretical development, a poor insight into organic chemistry, 
colloid chemistry and biochemistry, and considerable confusion 
on the concept of the uniformity of natural processes*. It 
is not surprising, thereforep that Bastiants later work on 
spontaneous generation we largely ignored by his contemp- 
oraries and by his successors. In his obituary in Nature, 
Bastian was called 
"... the last of a distinguished band of men of 
science, which number among its members Pasteur, 
Darwins Huxley and Tyndall... " (63) 
At the same time, the author of the obituary pointed out that 
few had cared to follow Bastians s work on arohebiosis, which 
could not be said to have been oonfirmed. In no far as it 
is impossible to prove that spontaneous generation can never 
oacur1 Bastian may have had logic on his side. But natural 
science does not proceed by logic alone and Bastian was very 
much alone$ certainly in his later years, in denying that the 
*Sastian frequently confounded the uniformity (or time. 
invariance) of natural laws with uniformity of initial 
condition. The uniformity of natural processes or natural 
phenomena that he relied on so heavily could only be ensured 
by the action of the same laws under uniform initial con. 
ditions" In addition, Bastian's concept of a natural law 
left something to be desired on occasion, for example when 
he wrote that the assumption that some species of microbes 
might resist temperatures higher than 100°C would violate 
the principle of the uniformity of natural laws (see p. 33 
above). 
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concept of spontaneous generation had become redundant for 
the explanation of contagious disease and fermentation. In 
the next chapter it will be shown that the concept was also 
theoretically redundant to those who aimed to explain the 
origin of life on earth in evolutionax7 terms. 
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CHAPTER II 
EVOLDTICN AND THE ORIGIN OF LIFE s 
A IUAURAL TRANSITION 
Charles Darwin's theory of evolution provided biologists with an 
explanation of the history of life on earth by natural causes. 
The concepts of natural selection and of the inherent variability 
of living organisms served to explain the survival of those 
varieties that were best adapted to a particular environment at 
a given time, thus removing the need for explanations in terms of 
divine creation or supernatural forces. This feature made 
Darwin's theory particularly attractive to those who held that 
all vital phenomena are natural processes subject only to natural 
laws and that there is no epistemological discontinuity between 
the living and the non-living realms. 
It was soon pointed out, however, that Darwins theory did 
not account for the entire history of life on earths it did not 
explain its origin. Darwin had posed the question by implicat- 
ion in so far as his theory demanded that all living organisms 
had ultimately descended from a very small nzaber of prototypes, 
or even from a single primordial organism. Darwin did not, 
however, explain how the latter might have come into being on a 
once lifeless earth*. 
*According to the Kant-Laplace theory of the nebular origin of 
the solar system, which was widely accepted at the time, the 
earth itself had gone through a process of development and 
geological conditions had altered drastically since its early 
history. In particular, the earth1a surface was once tar too 
hot to sustain life and it was generally agreed that living 
organisms could only have survived once the surface of the 
earth had cooled down to well below the boiling point of water. 
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From the mid-1860a onwards, numerous attempts were made to 
remedy this state of affairs and various types of hypotheses on 
the origin of life were proposed. In this chapter those 
hypotheses that approached the problem from an evolutionary 
standpoint will be diousssed, their common feature being that 
they accounted for the beginnings of evolutionary history in 
terms of a natural transition from non-living to living matter. 
EstendinR evolution backwards 
In the final passage of the Origin of SpeO es. Darwin wrote 
that life was originally "breathed into a few forces or into 
one... " (1). This choice of words caased some confusion1 the 
notion of the breath of life being traditionally associated 
with a divine Creator. A number of Darwin's followers were 
concerned in case Darwin wished to leave open the possibility 
of a supernatural origin of life, a position which was held to 
be inconsistent with the philosophical basis of the theory of 
evolution (2). However, in 1863 Darwin wrote to Joseph Hooker 
that he had reallymeant to convey that life had "appeared" t{y 
some wholly unknown process, adding 
"It is more rubbish, thinking at present of the 
origin of life; one might as well think of the 
origin of matter. " (3) 
Yet he did not remain entirely averse from spooulating on the 
subject, as indicated by the following passage from another 
letter written by Darwin to Hooker, in 1871s 
"It is often said that all the conditions for the 
first production of a living organism are now present, 
which could ever have been present. But if (and Ohl 
hat a big if l) we could conceive in some warm little 
pond, with all sorts of anonia and phosphoric salts, 
light, heat, electricity! &o., present, that a proteins 
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compound was chemically formed ready to undergo still 
more complex changes, at the present much matter would 
be instantly devoured or absorbed, which would not have 
been the case before living creatures were formed. " (4) 
This statement suggests that Darwin believed that a formation 
of complex organic matter from inorganic starting compounds 
was a prerequisite for the primordial generation of living 
organisms. Moreovert he pinpointed the reason vby such a 
primary formation and subsequent transformation of organic 
matter is no longer observed in natures any organic matter 
newly formed in nature now would be rapidly devoured by pre. 
existing organisms. Darwin's awareness of the seemingly 
paradoxical fact that the formation of those chemicals that 
are required for the generation of life could only have talgen 
place under lifeless conditions puts him far ahead of his 
contemporaries, none of whom provided a concrete answer to 
the question wirr the transition from the non-living to the 
living is not observed in nature todayy. 
Among Darwin's followers, many were prepared to extend the 
evolutionary approach to developments leading to the first 
appearance of life on earth. In an address delivered to the 
British Association for the Advancement of Science in 1870, 
Thomas Huxley (1825-1895) stated his belief that protoplasm 
might have evolved from non-living matter at some stage during 
the earths history We The main subject of Huxley's address 
was Pasteur's work on spontaneous generation or "abiogenesis", 
the term coined by Huxley to denote the generation of living 
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from non-living matter. Huxley greatly admired Pasteur's 
experiments and agreed with the conclusion that -all 
known forms 
of life arise by biogenesis, that iss are derived from other 
organisms. Nevertheless, he did not wish to reject the 
possibility that abiogenesis could have taken place in the past 
under the special physicochemical conditions of the early earth 
(6). While Huxley charaoterised hie opinion on this subject 
as no more than an "act of philosophical faith", he took the 
precaution of warning any potential critics of hie viewas 
"I think it would be the height of presumption for 
any man to say that the conditions under which matter 
assumes the properties we call "vital" may not, some 
day, be artificially brought together. " (7) 
Huxley's act of faith was based on his view that protoplasm 
is the physical substratum of all vital phenomena*# In 1868, 
he had presented a popular exposition of the protoplasmio 
theory of life, arguing that all features of living organismap 
*Huxley did not make a chemical distinction between inorganic 
and orsanio non-living matter. 
**7n his lecture on abiogenesis, Huxley made no mention of 
Bathybius haeckelli, the "organism" discovered and named by him 
in 1868 (8)o Microscopic examination of specimens from the bottom 
of the Atlantic Ocean had revealed to him granular and viscous 
masses Which, he believed, represented undifferentiated proto- 
plasmq or "Urschleim". He believed that he had discovered an 
exceedingly simple organism but was careful not to speculate 
about its origin. This caution proved justified seven years later, 
when chemists found that Bathybius was an inorganic precipitate of 
calcium sulphate, precipitated by the alcohol that had been used 
as a preservative. Huxley immediately admitted his error. (For a 
review of the Ba bius case, see ref. 9. ) 
***The background and ramifications of the protoplasmic theory, 
in particular its interrelations with the cell theory, have 
been discussed by Gerald Geison (10). 
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including human consciousness, were the outcome of the nature and 
disposition of the molecular constituents of protoplasm (11). 
Moreover, he contended that the formation of living protoplasm 
was a natural physicochemical process. Protoplasm could be 
built up from lifeless substances such as water$ carbonic acid 
and aimonia, for eanmple by plants*, and'these substances had 
in turn been formed from the elements carbon, hydrogen, oxygen 
and nitrogen. There was no break in this series of steps and, 
in Huxley's opinion, it would be a grave error to assume that a 
rmterious "vitality" somehow entered the matter of life during 
the course of such processes. Giving the synthesis of water as 
an analo', Huxley observed that the properties of crater are 
radically different fron those of either hydrogen or oxygen. 
This faot did not, however, warrant the aaaumption that 
"... a something called 'aquoeity' entered into and took 
possession of the oxide of hydrogen as soon as it 
was formodt and then guided the aqueous particles 
to their places in the facets of the crystal or 
amongst the leaflets of the hoar-frost. " (12 
The conviction that the philosophical status of vitality is 
no. bettor (and no worse) than that ofp sayt "aquosity" and that 
there i3 tann imbroken continuum between the living and the non- 
living formed the foundation for Huxley Ia conclusion that 
protoplasm first-arose from inorganic matter., 
A similar conclusion was reaohed by the physioist John 
Tyndall (1820-1893) in a controversial address delivered to the 
*Huxley did not know that organic synthesis by plants requires 
the action of a highly complex apparatus of enzymes already 
present in the plant. Although this does not detract from 
his argument here# Huxley's example has no bearing on the 
prebiotio foraation of organic, let alone living, matter. 
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British Association in 1874 (L3)+ Tyndall argued that all 
natural phenomena couldq and ought to bei explained in terms 
of the properties of matter. Tracing the line of life back 
into the past, he applied this principle to the origin of life 
and assumed that life arose from inorganic matter by purely 
physical causes. Life, like everything else, was immanent 
in matter. In a reply to one of his many critics, Tyndall 
stressed that science recognised an unbroken causal connection 
between past and present (14). To account for the transition 
from a molten, lifeless earth to its present condition, it was 
therefore necessary to assume that the molten earth contained 
within it the constituents of life and that these combined into 
living organisms as the planet cooled. Elsewhere Tyndall rrrote 
that the theory of evolution was incomplete unless one assumed 
that organised., living matter had originally arisen from 
inorganic matter (15). He felt that it was inconsistent to 
believe in evolution and at the same time reject abiogenosis, 
and while proof for the latter was as yet wanting, 
"There does not exist a barrier possessing the 
strength of a cobweb to oppose to the hypothesis 
which ascribes the appearance of life to that 
'potency of matter' which finds expression in 
natural evolution. " (16) 
Neither Huxley nor Tyndall suggested hots the process of 
abiogenesis might have taken place on the primaeval earth. 
Their statements seen to imply that inorganic compounds 
organised themselves into living organisms without any inter- 
modiary steps. In contrast, Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) 
envisaged a complex and prolonged series of events preceding 
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th3 ganeration of the first organisms on earth and stressed 
that the evolution of living forms was only possible after a 
long evolution of organic matter (17). However, Spencer did 
not discuss the question of the oriGin of life in detail. Like 
most British evolutionists of the day mho confronted the 
problem of the origin of life at all (and most of them preferred 
to evade the question), Spencer refrained from speculation 
beyond stating his belief in a gradual transition fron the non- 
living to the living. 
Haeokelts ©olution 
The situation was somewhat different in Gornan r, whero a 
speculative tradition in biolory Grus more fizuli enboddod, 
starting with Natu ilo" The mechanist reaction against 
Ma iloatýe and the materigliet reaction against trans- 
cendental philosophy combined to give rise to the scientific 
materialism of the 1850sß exemplified by the work of Ludwig 
Buchner (1824-1899), Jacob Molesahott (1822-1893) and Karl 
Vogt (1817-1895)x. Despite their advocation of the empirical 
method (19)9 the Weltansohauuw of the scientific materialists 
war. a metaphysical one; their ideas on such elusive problems 
as the nature of consciousness and the origin of life were 
based more firmly on ax, considerations than on empirical 
evidence. Vitalism and idealism were cast out, but speculation 
remained. This feature is also prominent in the work of Ernst 
Haeckel (1834-1919), the most prolific writer on the subject of 
*An analysis of the life and work of the scientific materialists 
is presented in Frederick GreGory'a Scientific Materialism in 
Nineteenth Century Gei ty (18). 
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the origin of life in the late 19th century. 
Haeckel was one of the first and most ardent protagonisto 
of Darwin in Germany and it was Dar'rin'a theory rather than 
philosophical materialism that forned the starting-point for 
the monistio philosophy erected by Haeokel*. According to 
Haeckel's monism, all natural processes stand in material, 
historical and causal connection. On this view of the unity 
of nature, there could be no fundamental distinction between 
the living and the non-living world and the denial of such a 
distinction formed the basis of Haeckel'a writings on the origin 
of life. 
Haeckel first treated the problem of the origin of life in 
detail in two major works on general biolog3r, Generelle 
Morphologie der Organismen (General morphologyr of organisms), 
first published in 1866, and Naturlicho Sohonfunmp*eschichte 
(Natural history of creation), first published in 1068. Here 
Hasokel supported his view of the continuity between the in- 
organic and the organic world with the following observations: 
(i) All elements found in living organisms are also present in 
the inorganic domain. (ii) The combinations that are peculiar 
to living organisms are complex protoplasmic substances, in 
particular the proteins. (iii) The phenomena of life are 
physicochemical processes based on the properties of proteins. 
(iv) The only element that is capable of building up proteins 
*Darvdnts demonstration that evolutionary history and the 
apparent purposiveness of living organisms could be explained in 
terms of natural causes convinced Haeekol of the essential unity 
of nature. Haeckelts monism will be examined in greater detail 
in Chapter VI of this thesis. 
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(in combination with H9 0p N9 P and 0) it; carbon. (v) Thase 
protoplasmic carbon compounds differ fron most other chemical 
combinations by their intricate molecular structure, their 
instability and their viscid consistency (20). On this basieg 
Haeckel constructed his "carbon theory", which atateds 
"The peculiar chomico-phy©ical properties, and 
especially the semi-fluid state of aggregation, 
and the easy decomposability of the exceedingly 
nomposite albuminous combinations of carbon, are 
the mechanical causes of those peculiar phenomena 
of motion which distinguish organisms from anorßana, 
and which in a narrow sense are usually called 'life'. " 
(21) 
To Haockell this "theory" gras of the utmost importance to 
one of the most fundamental problems of biology, that of the 
origin of the first organisms. Darwin's theory of evolution 
had left this question unanswered and Pasteur's refutation of 
spontaneous generation was irrelevant to the problems in 
Haeckelts view, Pasteur's results had no bearing on the 
possibility of a generation of "homogeneous, etruoturelesa 
primitive organisms" long ago, organisms that had long since died 
out. In additions the classical experiments on spontaneous 
generation, including Pasteur's, were concerned with the 
appearance of organisms in organic infusions, consisting of 
matter derived from pre-existing, decayed organisms. This 
type of spontaneous generation, or "plasmogomy", was of no 
interest in relation to the appearance of the first living 
systems on a lifeless earth. What needed to be considered, 
according to Haeckel, was a hypothesis of "Autogong", in other 
words, a hypothesis 
"... which asserts the direct transition from inorganic 
substance into individualised organic substances a 
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process that is absolutely analogous to the 
crystallisation of inorganic matter. " (22)* 
Haeckel believed that the only difference between autoEony 
and other types of crystallisation was that the type of 
combinations formed by carbon are neither solid nor liquid, 
but in a semi-fluid or viscid state. Henne, the aggregates 
of carbon compounds had a greater inner mobility- than solid 
inorganic crystals. As a result the former, unlike the latter, 
could grow towards the inside by intussusception as well as 
outwards by apposition of material from the medium, and could 
adapt and change internally. Hence, the aggregates would 
become ever more complex and eventually develop into the 
simplest organisms known to Haeckol, the Monera. The class 
of the Ilonera had boon introduced by Haeckel on the basis of 
his extensive research on unicellular organisms. He placed 
the ancestors of the Monera before the point of differentiation 
into plants and animals in phylogenetio history**. The I1onera 
exhibited all vital activities, namely irritability, sensitivity, 
mobility, nutrition, growth and propagation by divisions yet 
they did not reveal (to Haeokel) any inner structure or 
*"... welche den unmittelbaren Uebergang anorcaniecher Substanz 
in individualisirte organische Substanz behauptet, ein Process, 
der der Krystallisation der Anor&cne durchaus analog ist. " 
Haeckel's distinction between plasmogony and autogony is 
analogous to that between heterogenesio and abiogenesis (or 
Bastian's archebiosis), respectively. 
**Haeckel later distinguished between the Pbytomonera, which 
could build up organic matter from inorganic combinations, and 
the Zoomonera, which had no such powers of assimilation but 
fed on organic matter derived from other organisms. The first 
organisms on earth, the hypothetical Probionta, were included 
in the class of the Phytomonera (see The History of Crention, 
p"67). 
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norpholoE; ical differentiation. Haeckel believed that the 
Monora were composed of a single chemical subotance1 albeit 
one that probably had an extremely complex molecular structure. 
Haeckel assumed that the first living organisms on earth were 
such 
"... homogeneous, structuroless, formless lumps of 
protein or Monera, similar to a Protoamoeba... " (23)* 
The primordial Bonara arose by autogony as a result of 
forces inherent in matter present in the primaeval seas. 
Their subsequent history was outlined by Haeokel as follows. 
As the individual Monera grey, they began to multiply by 
simple division as soon as they had grown too large to be 
stable. hazy generations of Monera could have inhabited the 
seas of the cooled earth before any differentiation of the 
"lumps of protein" took place. According to Haeokol'e theory 
of plastids (24)9 the following types developed by simple 
physicochemical differentiation of the first )Zonora or "simple 
cytods", which alone could have arisen by auto yrs (i) 
Enclosed bytods, consisting of particles of plasma surrounded 
by a nembrnne. These arose out of simple cytods by the 
physical condensation of the outer layer of plasma or by the 
chemical deposition of a covering. (ii) Simple cello, composed 
of particles of plasma with a nucleus. Those arose out of 
simple cytods by the condensaticn of the inner plasma into a 
kernel. (iii) Enclosed cells, which had a nucleus and were 
surrounded by a membrane and which arose either from enclosed 
cytods or from simple cells. All subsequent forms of life 
'"... homogene, atructurloso, formlose Eiereicaklumpen oder 
Monera, gleich einer Protamoeba... " 
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arose from the four fundamental plastids (simple and enclosed 
cytods, simple and enclosed cells) by natural selection, by 
adaptation, and by differentiation and transformation. 
Haeckel believed that his hypothesis on the origin of We 
bridged the gap between the Kant-Laplace theory on the formation 
of the earth and Darwin's theory of evolution, and hence 
provided further theoretical support for the unity of nature. 
He admitted that his hypothesis was not yet susceptible to 
experimental verification, one of the major stumbling blocks 
being that the spontaneous formation of complex carbon 
compounds such as proteins had never been observed. Never- 
theless, Haeckel was optimistic that advances in organic 
chemistry would lead to the artificial synthesis of proteins 
and possibly of individualised lumps of protein similar to 
simple Monera. A second difficulty was the fact that very 
little was known concerning the physical and chemical conditions 
of the earth during the period when life made its first appear. 
ancep especially as Haeckel felt that the primaeval conditions 
must have been very different from the present ones. In fact, 
Haeckel attempted to turn this point to his advantage, pointing 
out that it could not be disputed that autogony, even if it no 
longer occurs today, might well have taken place under very 
different conditions. Hence, even if the past occurrence of 
autogony could not be verified, it could not be refuted either: 
"Vie admit that this process, as long as it is not 
directly observed or repeated by experiment, remains 
a pure hypothesis. But I must again say that this 
hypothesis is indispensible for the consistent 
completion of the non-miraculous history of creation, 
that it has absolutely nothing forced or miraculous 
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about its and that certainly it can never be 
positively refuted. " (25) 
In fact, for some time Haeokel believed that support for 
his hypothesis of autogony might be drawn from Huxleyts 
discovery of Bat bius. To Haeckelp this discovery amounted 
to a demonstration that the sea bottom is covered with proto- 
plasm that is barely "individualised", strongly reminiscent of 
the hypothetical Ursohleim (primordial slime) of NaturnhilosooiýGe 
(26). Haeokel suggested, reasonably cautiously, that 
protoplasm might perhaps still be generated continuously from 
inorganic matter in the special environment of the depths of 
the sea. Haeckel later accepted that Bat bius itself was an 
inorganic artefacts but was adamant that this observation had 
no bearing on the reality of other Monera, some of them as 
primitive as Bathybius had appeared to be (27). 
Haeckel'a bold attempt to present a scientific explanation 
of the origin of life represents an important stage in the 
history of the problem although it is clear in retrospect that 
he greatly underestimated the difficulties of his theory. He 
postulated a number of steps but was unable to suggest any 
detailed mechanism whereby each step might have taken place. 
At the time the hypothesis was presented no part of it was 
testable by experiment and resorting to "unknown conditions" 
was a hindrance rather than a help in this respect. Now that 
the structure of numerous proteins has been elucidated and the 
laboratory synthesis of many proteins has been achieved, it is 
evident that Haeckel's suggestion of a spontaneous 
"crystallisation" of simple carbon compounds into protein 
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was a gross oversimplification. 
Of course, Haeokel cannot be blared for ignoring facts 
that were simply not known at the time, such as the intricate 
structure of proteins and the biochemical complexity of micro- 
organisms. Nevertheless, it is surprising that a scientist 
who was convinced that all vital phenomena are the outcome of 
changes at the chemical level only paid lip service to the 
possible chemical complexity of his "lumps of protein". 
Haeokel wasp however, by no means unique in this respect and 
more his views on protoplasm as the basis of life were no/vague 
than those of his contemporaries. 
A more serious criticism concerns the fact that Haeckel did 
not, at this stage, describe the beginnings of life as a 
process involving a long series of different stages taking 
place over a vast period of time. This again is surprising 
for such an ardent supporter of the evolutionary idea who hold 
that 
"... the world is nothing else than an eternal 
evolution of substance... " (28) 
Autogony was presented as a single physicochemical process, a 
view which has been criticised by Oparin as being even leas 
plausible than ifs in the midst of inorganic matter, a large 
factory, complete with smoke stacks, pipes, boilers, 
ventilatorst etc., suddenly sprang into existence by some 
natural process* (29). Analogous criticisms were made by 
some of IIaeckel's contemporaries, in particular by Carl Ifligeli 
"The phrase "suddenly sprang into existence"l the one used by Oparini is somewhat unfair as Haeckel nowhere presented 
autogony as a sudden event. 
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and August Weisnann (see below) and Haeckel modified his 
theory in response. In The Riddle of the Universe, first 
published in German in 1899i Haeckel described the origin of 
life as a process that took place in two distinct phasesi a 
phase of autogony, during which inorganic matter was trans- 
formed into organic matter of ever-increasing complexity, and 
a phase of plasmogony, during which the organic matter 
organised itself into primitive Honera, (30). In a more 
detailed account of the problem, he later emphasised that the 
generation of life mist have been an extremely slow process, 
taking place over an immense time-span, and incorporated 
Pflüger's ideas on chemical evolution (see below) to account 
for the formation of protein (31). 
It is easy to criticise iiaeokel's theory on the origin of 
life for its errors and it is impossible to agree with his 
claim that the riddle of the origin of life had been "answered 
decisively by our modern theory of evolution" (32). However, 
Haeckel's writings on the subject firmly placed the problem 
of life's beginnings in an evolutionary context and he provided 
his contemporaries with a framework that could be adapted in 
the light of new knowledge. It was thus that his work was 
appreciated and Max Verworn (1862-1921), for example, credited 
Haeokel with having 
"... removed from the early absurd ideas of spontaneous 
generation their sound kernel and of having transferred 
it to a purely scientific soil" (33) 
Attempts to adapt Haeckel's theory were made by Carl Nugeli 
(1817-1891) and August Weismann (1834-1914) in the 1880s. As 
Weismann's theory was largely derived from that of Nigeli, the 
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two will be discussed together. 
According to Nägeli, the origin of the living from the 
non-living was not in the first instance an experimental 
problem, but a fact that follows from the laws of conservation 
of matter and force. Organisms must be built up from, and 
eventually decompose into, materials that are constituents 
of inorganic nature and 
"To deny the Urzeugung is to declare miracles. " (34)* 
Similarly, Neinmann stated that the assumption of abiogenesis 
is a "logical necessity" (35). Both authors pointed out 
that it could not, however, be assumed that life on earth 
arose at once in any form known to us now; it must have 
developed gradually over an immense period of time. Purther- 
moreq the first organisms must have been utterly simple and 
devoid of any differentiation. To Nägeli and Teismann, 
Haeckel's view that the first organisms were Monera, similar 
to the simplest organisms known today, was untenable. The 
simplest known Monera were not homogeneous, they were of 
considerable size, and showed a highly developed mobility. 
These facts suggested that present-day Monera had evolved by 
a historic process, a long phylogenetio development, and that 
their simplicity was only apparent (36). In fact# it was 
likely that the type of organism that could arise by abiogenesis 
was so small as to be undetectable under the microscope. 
Nägeli proposed that it was "a small drop of homogeneous 
plasma" ("ein Tröpfchen von homogenem Plasma" (37))t composed 
*"Die Urzeugung leugnen heisst das Wunder verkunden. " For a discussion of the term Urzeugung, see Introduction, pages 15,16. 
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only of protein. Hence, the hypothesis of the Urzeugung 
presupposed the spontaneous formation of protein. The 
synthesis of protein had not yet been achieved by organic 
chemists, nor had its formation in free nature been observed, 
but there was no reason to believe that protein could not be 
built up spontaneously. According to Nägeli, the process 
goes unobserved because it probably takes place just under 
the surface layer of a fine porous substance such as clay or 
sand, where the molecular forces of solid, liquid and gaseous 
substances cooperate*. Once proteins were formed they would 
organise themselves into mioellae and a whole network would 
be built. Subsequently, this mass of plasma ("Plasmanasse") 
would gradually form an orderly arrangement due to forces 
inherent in the protein molecules themselves: 
"The originally disorderly arrangement brought 
about by external conditions must eventually change 
into one that is ordered and solely determined by 
the nature of the protein micollae.... The properties 
of the organised substance are determined by the 
mutual disposition of the micollae and by the 
physicochemical interactions between them': (39)** 
The organised substance formed in this second phase was the 
simplest living unit, called "probiont" by Ilageli. In 
conclusion, Nigeli divided the events leading to the 
generation of life into two distinct phasess the formation 
*It should be noted that Nigeli implied that proteins are 
still formed in nature. Weismanng on the other hande applied 
Nigeii's hypothesis on protein formation to the prebiotio 
era only (38). 
"'Die ursprüngliche regellose oder von äusseren Umstanden 
bewirkte Anlagerung muse zuletzt in eine geordnete und 
bloss von der Natur der Eiweiaemicelle bedingte Übergehen.... 
Die Eigenschaften der organisirten Substanz werden bedingt 
durch die Zusammenordnung der ? Sioelle und durch die 
physikalisch-chemischen Vorginge zwischen doneelben. " 
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and aocumulation of protein matter and its organisation into 
micelles, and the development of probionts from this mioellar 
mass of plasma. 
Weisem was similarly led to conclude that the substanoe 
of even the simplest living organisms consists of fundamental 
vital units, which he called "biophors", or carriers of life 
(40). He believed that existing organisms are composed of 
many different kinds of biophors that arose by multiplication. 
Originally, however, they arose from non-living matter and were 
independent organisms, ("biophoriden"). Later these bio- 
phoriden formed colonies and underwent differentiation. 
Weisraann did not know precisely how the biophore, composed 
simply of protein, first came into being, but regarded ITdgeli'e 
hypothesis as the most attractive one. 
The hypotheses of Näaeli uni Weissarm went beyond that of 
Haackel only in so far as they revealed a greater recognition 
of the complexity of existing microorganisms. It is true 
that this complexity was understood only in the vaguest terms, 
but the realisation that any degree of functional complexity 
can only have arisen by a long evolutionary process constitutes 
an advance over Haeckel'o ideas on this point. On the other 
hand, the idea that cells and organisms are made up of simple 
living units is no longer tenable. The vital properties of 
any organism. are those exhibited by the organism as a whole 
and result from the complex interaction of its constituent 
parts. To say that any of these parts in isolation are the 
carriers of life is an oversimplification of the integrated 
functioning of living organisms. In addition, Nägeli and 
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S7eismann still believed, with Haeckel, that the first 
organisms were small lumps of protein, an over-simplification 
that continued to be made for many years to come. Again 
like Haeckel, Kigali and S7eismann were unable to propose a 
detailed mechanism whereby protein could have been formed 
from inorganic matter. 
The concept of chemical evolution 
In the meantime some attempts had been made to account for 
the primordial formation of protein by specific chemical 
mechanisms. The first proposal in this direction was made 
by the physiologist Eduard Pflüger (1829-1910), renowned for 
having established that respiration is an intracellular 
process. His detailed views on the chemical and biological 
properties of proteins, which he considered to be the essence 
of the living process, are described in one of his classic 
papers on respiration, published in 1875 (41). In this paper 
Pflüger drew a distinction between dead, or storage, protein 
ýtodtes Eiweiss") and live, or protoplasmic, protein 
("lebendiges Eiweiss"). Dead protein was stable and 
chemically inert while live protein was extremely labile and 
highly oxidisable. According to Pflügerp the lability of 
"live protein" Was the basis of all chemical metabolic trans- 
formations in the living cell. 
The fundamental difference between dead and live protein 
was at tho chemical level and Pflüger believed that he had 
discovered the nature of this difference. In an investigation 
of the nitrogenous breakdown products of protein, he found 
that the decomposition of "live" proteins yielded substances 
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such as urea, hypoxanthine, guanine and creatine, which all contain 
"cyanogen" (the CN-radical). He never obtained such products upon 
the artificial cleavage of "dead" protein and Pflüger concluded 
that live protein is characterised by the presence of cyanogen. 
He suggested that in the formation of cellular (live) protein from 
food (dead) protein, the latter undergoes a change resulting from 
the reaction between carbon and nitrogen atovia to form cyanogen. 
Such a reaction was known to be associated with the absorption of 
large amounts of heat and the high enorEy content of the cyanogen 
radical could explain the high degree of lability of live protein. 
According to Pflüger, the CN"radioal formed the link between 
the non-living and the living world, and any aooount of the origin 
of life had to explain how oyanogen was generated. Pflüger pointed 
out that, in the laboratory, oyanogen compounds are formed when 
nitrogen gas comes into contact with red-hot coal or when a 
lightning discharge is passed through nitric acid. He concluded 
that cyanogen compounds could therefore have formed easily when the 
earth eras still glowing hot. Simple hydrocarbons were also known 
to be formed at high temporatureal for instance, methane and 
ethylene could be made by passing carbon sulfide or hydrogen 
sulfide over glowing metals. Finally, simple aromatic compounds 
could be synthesised in the laboratory at high temperatures. Hence, 
"One sees how all the facts of chemistry point quite 
strongly and remarkably to fire as the force that has 
produced the constituents of proteins by synthesis. 
Life therefore originates from fire and l in its fundamental aspects, was formed at a time when the 
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earth was still a glowing ball of fire. " (42)* 
According to Pfl'iiger'a theory, cyanogen compounds were formed 
during the early stages of geological history and were gradually 
transformed during the immeasurably long period when the earth's 
surface cooled to its present temperature. The compounds under- 
went polymerisation and reacted with oxygen and, later, with 
water and salts, eventually forming labile, live proteins. 
Pflüger'a notion of a labile live protein was the outcome of an 
oversimplified interpretation of metabolic processes. The 
metabolic transformations of living systems are regulated by the 
action of a vast number of highly specific enzymes and cannot be 
explained by the characteristics of a single radical or molecular 
group. Each enzyme has its own active group, characterised not 
only by the atoms it contains but also by its steno configuration. 
Secondly# Pflüger's distinction between live and dead proteins was 
based on his incomplete knowledge of specific metabolic pathways. 
Breakdown products such as urea are formed by secondary enzymic 
reactions and are not the immediate products of protein decomposit- 
ion. Finally, as pointed out previously, the formation of protein 
can by no means be equated with the beginning of life. 
Yet Pfl'tiger'e theory was muoh stronger than the hypotheses of 
Haeokel, Ifigeli or r1eiamann. He postulated a testable mechanism 
Whereby certain constituents of living organisms might have been 
formed and stipulated the type of conditions under which this 
*"San sieht, wie ganz ausserordentlich und merkwürdig uns alle 
Thatsachen der Chemie auf das Feuer hinweisen, als die Kraft, 
welche die Constituenten des Eiweisses durch Synthese erzeugt 
hat. Das Leben entstammt also dem Feuer und ist in seinen 
Grundbedingungen angelegt zu einer Zeit, wo die Erde noch ein 
gl'iihender Feuerball war. " 
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process could have taken place on the lifeless earth. Moreover, 
these conditions were consistent with the Kant-Laplace theory 
on the formation of the earth. Another point of interest is 
PflUger's realisation that protein synthesis could not have 
occurred in a single step. The most detailed part of his 
hypothesis concerns the primordial synthesis of the building 
blocks of proteins and he explicitly ascribed the formation of 
protein matter itself to a very much later date. In this respect, 
Pflüger's views have a much more modern ring than those of his 
contemporaries, who shored less concern with chemical matters*. 
Regardless of the details of the theory, it was with Pfliißer that 
the idea of chemical evolution was born, the idea, that is, that 
the origin of life was preceded by a long process of chemical 
evolution. 
Several variations on Pfliger's theme were presented in the 
1880s and 1890s. For example, an alternative mechanism for the 
primaeval synthesis of proteins was proposed by Pflügor'o pupil 
Oscar Loew (1844.1941) and his colleagues in 1881 (44). Loew 
objected to the concept of a living molecule or living unit on the 
grounds that every vital action is the result of the working of a 
complex machinery consisting of many different molecules. 1o 
*Pflüger, incidentally, was the first to suggest that carbon 
dioxide was not the original carbon source in the generation of 
living organisms, but had to be regarded strictly as a product 
of the activities of living organisms (43). This view is in 
accordance with modern ideas on the atmosphere of the early 
earth. However, the modern view that carbon was originally present 
in the atmosphere in the reduced form, for example as methane, is 
based on comparative studies of planetary and stellar spectra. 
Pfliiiger reached his conclusion on purely hypothetical grounds, 
being convinced that the beginnings of life were to be found in 
cyanogen. 
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single molecule could be said to be alive and Loet therefore 
rejected Pflüger's terminology of live and dead proteins. He 
did, however, accept the idea that proteins represent the 
chemical basis of all vital phenomena and that the differences 
between living and dead systems should be sought in a chemical 
difference between the proteins in the respective systems (45)" 
Loew proposed that a distinction be made between "active" and 
"passive" rather than live and dead protein, claiming that such 
a distinction was purely chemical and had no implications 
regarding vitality at the molecular level. 
Loe' next presented his mechanism for gradual protein synthesis 
on the primitive earth; the details are naive and of little 
interest. According to Loewy the proteins formed on earth 
originally were passive and stable but became active and labile 
by their mutual interaction in protoplasm. The chemical 
difference between active and passive protein resided in a single 
chemical group, pictured as followst 
H`I H 
=O-CHOII 
aotive group passive group (46) 
Loew's theory was no great advance over that of PflUger. Both 
Loew and Pflüger reduced all vital phenomena to the chemical 
properties of proteins and, in particular, to one molecular group 
that supposedly endowed the protein molecule with the lability 
considered to be essential for life. All objections raised 
against Pfliiger's views apply equally to those of Loewe In 
addition, Loew's objection to the concept of a living molecule, 
while sound in principle, loses auch of its force in view of the 
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heavy reliance of his hypothesis on the distinction between 
"active" and "passive" protein. 
A third hypothesis was presented by Victor Hensen (1835-1924), 
Who was particularly concerned with the degree of stability of 
prebiotically formed proteins (47). He accepted Pfliiger's idea 
that simple organic compounds were formed relatively easily when 
the earth's surface was still very hot. With regard to the 
synthesis of proteins, however, he wondered whether the newly 
formed protein was oxidisable by oxygen in the atmosphere, in 
which case it would be too unstable to undergo further synthetic 
transformations, or whether it was not oxidisable, in which case 
it would be too inert. In an attempt to overcome this problem, 
Hensen drew up a scheme of hypothetical reactions between 
hypothetical organic compounds. While the significance of his 
scheme is obscure, Hensen was probably the first to point out the 
problem of the lability of complex organic compounds in the 
presence of molecular oxygen. The progressive transformation 
of organic matter over long periods of time could only have 
occurred if the breakdown resulting from oxidation was somehow 
prevented. It was only with the concept of an initially reducing 
atmosphere that this problem was later overcome. 
In Britain, the physiologist F. J. Allen developed views that 
show some similarities to those of Pflüger (48). Like Pfltiger, 
Allen paid particular attention to the nitrogenous compounds of 
living organisms. He regarded energy transfer between molecules 
as the fundamental phenomenon of life and believed that nitrogen 
plays a crucial role in this energy traffic. Allen did not 
reduce all vital phenomena to cyanogen or some other molecular 
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group but nevertheless assumed that some active nitrogenous 
molecule was responsible for metabolism. The nature of this 
"active molecule of living substance" (49) was not known but 
Allen assumed that it must be very large although probably not 
a protein. Allen's ideas on the primordial formation of this 
living substance were equally nebulous. He postulated an 
initial accumulation in the terrestrial waters of carbon and 
nitrogen compounds, possibly formed in the damp air by the action 
of lightning discharges and swept down in rain. From these raw 
materials living substance was supposed to have arisen by some 
unknown mechanism. 
There are some features of interest in Allen's work. He paid 
particular attention to the interactions between organic and 
inorganic nature and argued that just as the organic world was a 
product of its inorganic environment, so the living world had 
shaped the environment. For example, 
"The very atmosphere may be said to be the product, 
as well as the producer of life; for the oatbon 
dioxide and oxygen, and part (if not all) of the 
nitrogen, have been given to the atmosphere by the 
respiration, decomposition and combustion of organic 
matter. " (50) 
Nevertheless, Allen did assume that free oxygen had been present 
in the primaeval atmosphere; he believed that its concentration 
had been diminished temporarily through the mass production of 
nitrogen oxides. 
Finally, Allen believed that "the first attempts at life" 
were still continuing in nature but that the process goes 
undetected because any primitive vital substance would be 
assimilated by pre-existing organisms before it had the 
opportunity to develop into full-fledged organisms (51). This 
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idea, which had been expressed earlier by Charles Darwin, did 
not become common currency until Oparin's theory of 1936 
exerted its influence. 
Stagnation and the demise of protoplasm 
In the ea'ly decades of the twentieth century little further 
progress was made on the question of the origin of life and the 
reason for this impasse may be sought in the fact that the 
biological sciences were undergoing a fundamental change in 
this period, especially with the rise of biochemistry (see 
below). The subject continued to be discussed, but in 
qualitative terms, The adherents of the idea that a gradual 
transition from non-living to living matter had taken place in 
primaeval times felt that it was only a matter of time before 
more detailed theories could be formulated. The realisation 
grew that much progress in the study of the constituents of 
organisms, especially the proteins, Was required first. 
The long time-spans involved in the primordial generation of 
life came to be emphasised more and more*. At the same time, 
some were optimistic that a better understanding of protein and 
colloid chemistry would make the synthesis of life in the 
laboratory a relatively straightforward matter. This was the 
position taken by Edward Schäfer (1850-1935), for example, in 
his presidential address to the British Association at their 
'"Many made an explicit distinction between their views and the 
old ideas on spontaneous generation on this basis. It was also 
argued for this reason, for example by Edward Schäfer (52) and 
Felix le Danteo (53)t that Pasteur's work on spontaneous 
generation, while perfectly valid in its own right, had no bearing on the subject of the origin of life. 
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meeting in Dundee in 1912 (54). And the French mechanist 
Felix le Danteo* (1869.1917) expressed his view as followas 
"When the effective synthesis [of a living cell] is 
obtained, it will have no surprises in it - and it 
will be utterly useless. With the new knowledge 
acquired by science, the enlightened mind no longer 
needs to see the fabrication of protoplasm in order 
to be convinced of the absence of all essential dif- 
ference and all absolute discontinuity between living 
and not-living matter. " (57) 
Both Schi. fer and le Dantec were arguing from a mechanistic 
standpoint, an approach that was rejected by Benjamin Moore 
(1867-1922), who held the first Chair in Biochemistry in 
Britain, at the University of Liverpool. Moore believed that 
there was a fundamental distinction between the living and the 
non-living in terms of the energetic changes exhibited by each 
class (58). The living cell was primarily a transformer of 
energys it transformed chemical energy into "biotic energy", 
the latter being expressed in the form of specifically vital 
phenomena such as individual development, reproduction and 
metabolism. At the same time, Moore argued for a historical 
continuity between the inorganic and the living world. 
According to his "law of compleait'e,, the evolution of matter 
had given rise to ever more complex material structures with 
*le Danteo, who was a pupil of Pasteur, was one of the first 
French scientists to argue for an origin of life from purely 
chemical beginnings. The question of life's beginnings on earth 
had received very little attention in France since Pasteur's 
victory over Pouchet. Parley has argued that it was the impact 
of Pasteur's triumph which was also responsible for the cool 
reception in France of Darwin's theory of evolution (55). To 
many, the idea that all living organisms had descended from a 
prototype appeared to imply that this prototype had been gener- 
ated spontaneously, especially from the precedent of Lamarck's 
theory of the spontaneous origin and evolution of life. It is 
certainly the case that a number of biologists in France who 
defended Darwin's theory at the same time attacked Pasteur and 
asserted the reality of spontaneous generation (56). 
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ever more complex functions, resulting eventually in the 
generation of living things (59)*. It was not enough, however, 
to consider the origin of the material substratum alone the 
evolution of novel types of"energy transformations might induce 
further material development. By way of example, Moore 
suggested that scientists should look for colloidal systems 
sensitive to sunlight and investigate whether their photo- 
sensitive reactions induced any further structural development 
(61). 
Although Moore's concept of "biotic energy" did little to 
clarify mattersl his emphasis on the complex interactions 
between structural and functional development is of interest. 
In the context of biological evolution, many accepted that the 
evolution of new functions, such as sexual reproduction, might 
create new conditions which favoured the further evolution of 
organisms. This concept had not, however, been applied previously 
to the events leading up to the origin of life. Like most others, 
however, Moore had little to offer in terms of specific mechanisms 
and the question must be answered why the problem of the origin 
of life remained so elusive. 
By the turn of the century, the protoplasmic theory of life had 
lost its heuristic value. The idea that a single, if complex, 
chemical substance was responsible for all vital phenomena had 
become untenable with the growing awareness of the complex 
metabolic interactions of living cells. The question of the 
origin of life, however, continued to be discussed in terms of 
*Moore, incidentally, was the first, I believe, to use the term 
"chemical evolution" (60). 
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the origin of protoplasm, vital substance or a colloidal mass 
for some time. The chemist H. E. Armstrong wrote a devastating 
critique of the misplaced optimism* with which biologists 
continued to debate the subject in terms of vague generalisations 
and old-fashioned notions auch as protoplasm, which he character- 
ised as "the convenient cloak of an appalling amount of ignorance" 
(63). He pointed out that while many biologists seemed to agree 
that the origin of life was at root a chemical problem, they 
rarely invited the participation of chemists in their discussions 
of the subject, adding 
"It is clear that, so long as biologists are satisfied 
with the modicum of chemistry which is now held to 
serve their purpose, they will never be able to escape 
from the region of vague surmise. " (64) 
Five years earlier, in 1907, a renewed cooperation between 
chemists and biologists had been advocated by the protein 
chemist Emil Fischer (1852.1919), but from the opposite point 
of view (65). Fischer argued that organic chemistry, which 
originally had been concerned with the study of natural organic 
compounds of animal and vegetable origin, had become divorced 
from its biological roots in the latter half of the 19th century. 
The study and synthesis of thousands of artificial organic 
compounds had been extremely fruitful for the development of 
experimental methods and the elaboration of theories. According 
to Fischer, the time had come, however, for organic chemists to 
renew their cooperation with biologists and concern themselves 
with functional matters, especially with biochemical processes. 
ßße wrote sarcastically of Benjamin Moore, "brimming over with 
biotic energy". (62) 
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In fact, it was biochemistry that gras to provide a fresh 
stimulus to the field. As has been argued convincingly by 
Robert Kohler, the emergence of biochemistry as a distinct 
discipline around the turn of the century coincided with the 
acceptance of the view that life was "a self-regulating dynamic 
equilibrium of catalytic reactions" (66). The enzyme theory 
of life replaced the protoplasmic theory and the study of 
enzymes and their role in metabolic reactions became an active 
and rapidly expanding field. The findings of biochemistry did 
not have an immediate impact on the question of the origin of 
life. As the living cell revealed more and more of its 
complexity, the question of its origins became more and more 
difficult. Much had to be learned before fruitful questions on 
the origin of life could be asked. In fact, even in recent 
years one eminent biochemist, Erwin Chargaff, characterised the 
problem of the origin of life as "truly a subject for the 
soientist who has everything' (67). 
The impact of biochemistry on the problem will be examined in 
Part II of this thesis. Before then, a number of hypotheses 
that were proposed as alternatives to the evolutionary idea of 
a transition from non-living to living matter need to be discussed. 
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LVS. FROM, SPACE ? 
TIM TIMOAY OF COSMOZOA OR r PERUTA 
The rrolutionary approach to the problem of the origin of lice, 
discussad in the prsvioua'chaptert was basal on the assumption 
that lice In an energy t feature of the uaiv. ra.. In oontrast, 
the moat ixstla4MtW, J. JýYpothusia In the latter half of the 
19th aoutuxj founded, on, the belief that life is as eternal 
feature of the YM*'. ' Thrr adherents of this view imposed a 
rigid interpretation on Paateu ' results on apcntaiaeoua 
meration and aocspted that life is ueoeseavily antecedent to 
fite. Life in the uaiwres had no begitm1' g on this view, but 
litt on earth had a definite origin in tom. According to the 
Zant 'Lapl as o hypot esis, the oarth itself had not existed for 
ota1 %ityt but evolved from a mass of gases #, and oonld not haw 
sustained ltfo during Its early history. Given these limitations, 
it was oonoiudpd that, oaoo conditions. on earth were ripe, life 
bad reached the planet from onLor space in the form of a reed, 
germ or spore.. The )gpotheSeebased on this concept did not# 
thsrsfors, oonosrn themselves with the question of the origin of 
At* M LM but with possible meohanisas for the tiansf or of 
living orginisae from planet to planet and with the question of 
how those organisms could swrdyo their jcux'n y through space. 
Whirr the idea, that living seeds ("epersata") are ever present 
in the %miwtrse goes back at least to the Presooratio philosopher 
ý go (5th centurj BC), this modern version. Of the panspermio 
hypothesis was founded IW R*rm= Richter in 1865. 
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Ughterls theos. 
+o! "; p Hemm Eberhard Friedrich Richter (1808-1876) narr born and. 
eduaatad In Leipzig, where he studied medioine. In 1837 be 
'U appointed Profassor of Thez'aW at the AoMs r of Surgez 
and Xedioine in Dresden bust lost bis position in 1649 as a 
result of hin participation In tbt 1848 remintioat (1)s prow 
le50 mtU h38 death, he co-edited scbMat's Jahrbaoher dir 
iil. und Ansländi*ohsn gssssmrten ? isdioin ¶4th A, Winter* In 
his capsoity as editor of this goriest he wroto a nnmbor of 
articles reviedin¬ advanoes in a ride range of scientific fields 
aM zpleialog. thalx relevance to meäioine., Oae of these artioleep 
ptblimh. a in 1865, dealt iith Dervints thoorjr of evolution (2). 
Riabter praised the success mad, boldness of Dazvinle theorj, 
comparizkg the idea at a traaetormation of epsoiss by natural 
eeleotic * faiombly with beliefe in the divine design of - the 
living world. us felt$ howsºori that the theory vu not radical 
5" 
enough in so far as it tailed to pro! do an explanation of the 
origin of the pri ordial con (or polls) faros Yhioh subsequent 
life forms had . deaoeuded. , 
It Derwin imagined that our original, 
ancestors were ors ted IW divine intarveatim his own theosyº of 
evolution would be redundant; for a creative tome that could 
bring into being a primordial cell would bo equally capable of 
creating different species wd complex organisms" To Richter 
this was an absurd conclusion as he was convinced that all 
biological processes could be explained solely in terms of natural 
laws. At the now time, he found it impossible to envisage how 
living organisms could have arisen from purposeless inorganic 
matt)r without the assumption of some teleological principle 
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bsycn&. natural lair. 
In && at pt to overac ie We problem, Righter oansidaed 
the asswaptiom of what be cidled the "nenn aatrwoW. The 
imporisbabiiity of me: ttar and ft roe i lifA that, the tmjysr8e 
aauld not have been ore! tfd from nothing. Tbmtore, the 
uz 1vexse had ezietod. for eteztty and would never end. All 
that ever obangsd waa 90=1 new torr" aroaa and oii. ones 
di a. ppsared in n verandiag aoooosoion. it to) lowed,, according 
to Richter, that apace wan fill of growiM# mature and tiring 
celestial bodies ("wiwdendeo g roman tmd absterbenden Weltkörper")t 
the matm bodies being those that could baxlou ' -life. Richter 
concluded that there had alwas äsest some planet on toh living 
organisms ware present and that life mat be eternal s 
"We therefore also maze the existence of ors 
in the uniyeree as eter al; it has alro 'a existed And 
has propagated itself In % nteu' ted suoooesitm0 and 
intead in ornnie d 12M 4 not as a nq sterious lYreohleia, 
but in the torte of living organisms, as aglls or Iggividuale 
oomposed of cells. `owe vý, vwit abb eeternitate e oe1g (3)* 
To the gueetiol of hair the firnt orgazxie had appeared an earth 
Richter ore the wwwars from apace. He belisYed that aeeds 
or gems could travel through apaoe5 for instance on the surface 
of meteoritee. It only one auch orgenieni tell an a planet with 
"De iaah balt.. wir scab, du Dasein edm ÜM ia 
Weitretoh fir ewige ea hat inter bestendmvaai el4t in 
unauxhörliaher lolgs sich salbst t ept1a zt p w1ä suer 
. olRgt er 
lam; nicht als ein 'aterio ear Vraohle134 
aoMdexn in Gestalt lebender Organismen, al jallM odar aus 
Zellen aus wetzte , 't vidu .Om ß= ab aet ý, rrittate 
ý :ý" 
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oonditioa suitable for lifeo it could be**M this starting point 
for the et 3ution of º nerv forma of llte. )ar ijni, an thsor 
gras no dato. Zn Bightsr's woz üt 
 lgpot 3a is clear" simple # it can be 
discuss" and elaborated in scientific terms { it 
is consistent with tie established in other ! ice 
ox scienoeI it provides the cornerstone for Dar+ to 
bold edifice. " (4)* 
i The methods 
by itch ,, 
might t Zý4ul ttbrou z space . s! 'e not 
discussed in peat detail tr: Riaht®z'. H. mentioned that 
abed eta had dw=trated the enon of carbon in meteorites, 
which he beliemod to be ist ccrtei'i1 of biological ori. gint 
He ado empbasieed met presence of bacteria in the et mosphe4e, 
ivscn as high up . as in the 
Alps and the P rennees, as had been 
established or Pasteur and otheres According to Richter, it . as 
therefore r on ble to asp that ge=m floating high In the 
atmosphsre could be trapped Iq meteorites flying pest the earth 
and subsequent]y' be carried throw spaa,. la a later papa, 
dealing with elimato'lojW, end meteoroloWl he elaborated further 
on this question (6). Be" Richter aasumed the oxist ce of as 
`D eee iypotöeae let klar uM einfaa]ij ei* läset etoh natur. 
wiaaeng0hatt3ioh ex'örtern und auabilden1 'Bit steht is ßinklan 
mit den ad andere, Gebieten der Naturwiseenaahatt eingebürgerten 
An3abauungunf nie liefert den Schlussstein zi Darwin's kühnen 
Gebaiide. " 
In 1871, Richter reported on the chemical -1 -is of a meteor- 
ite that baºd talle@ in Sweden the year before (51"a The results, 
according to Richter# suggested the presence of huu , indicative 
of the aativitt of foroanting organisrzt. To Richtor, thew findings 
provided proof for his theory of ooemozoa and for his opinion that 
any theory of spontaneous Be tion was superfluous. , 
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atmosphere in so-called empty space ("WOitlutt" or "Iffelt- 
atmosphäre") txo which the earth, lid other pleastst 
continuously drew a portion to erd* itself. The friction 
between the . "Weltataogphäte" end 
the earthly atmosphere would 
cause bits of the lattor Jb be torn oft and swept into space 
continuously. Bence t the earth would leave a trail of polluted 
air bebind, Not like a locomotive. Tho polluted air contained 
z. ot only gases 0 but also "dust" of mineral aM organic origin $ 
Including corms spores 1 react ceUe 1 eggs i la ryas, *too These 
"carriers of cite" ("Lebensträger") would float around in the 
universe and occasionally lall do= an a planet. Similerly1 life 
on earth had developed from a seed derived from another planet 
Inhabited by living organisms. 
8ichterfe thoor7 wrap not aomplote. Ho did note for example, 
touch on the problem of how or mama couU withstand the hostile 
conditions of apace. $ernrthe10ees his theol7 presented a 
nwnber of attractive features s it rearoved#ia problem of 
spontaneoaO Bration as ixrolovantl It 0=14 accCMMOdat* 
Darw n's theory of evolution without having to explain the 
origin of a primordial ceU from inorganic matter an a lifeless 
earth; it d&4 not require acy poatulatoo involving v pernatural 
agencies; and by declaring all living fo=e to have always 
descended from other living boings, it retained the autonoW of 
life. Hence! ßiohtcr n thcory offered an alternative both to 
the view of living epeoiee ae divine creations, which had lost 
much tnad especially after Dareint and to the concept of life 
as a set of properties exhibited by certain combinations of 
otherwise lifeless matter, which many regarded as uncomafortabI 
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Materialistic. As will be argued below, it appears to have been 
this latter point in partiaulaxtioh impressed some of äiohter'e 
most illustrious followers. 
1sS William ThqMM 
Ir August 1871, Sir William Tho®son (1624-1907)# later Lord 
Zexvitt*# addressed the British Association for the Advancement 
of Science at thsir meting in Edinburgh (7). In us address, 
Sir William praised inductive empiricism as being the method 
which had led to so such scientifiö progress. Giving amorous 
erumplss from aeºtrono and "aosinical physics" in support of this 
olai*# Thom on suggested l hosarer, that this situation was somewhat 
different in biology. Hera a successful methodology had not yet 
been developed and philosophical errors continued to be made. 
For example, it was still maintained bfr some that dead matter 
could have formed into protoplasm or "germ of fite" under 
environmental oouditi a different from those anoouatsrsd an 
earth today,, Thomson continued, 
"Dit ede 
, 
bergs a vast aese of induotiye sTidOn" 
against this hypothesis of spontaneous generation. it I. . Caretal 0=6% evrrtigr but in evez7 oase up to the 
present days discovered life as an antecedent to life, 
Dead matter cannot beom* living without oaming tinder 
the influence of mettor previously all"* This sees 
to ne as sure a teaching of science an the ' lav of 
grayitati«t, 9 (0) 
It could be objected that the iaduotiye sridaeaas spin t 
spontanemua aeration was obtained under a Siaitod range of 
aouditiona* but Tho non et=g1 rejected the possibility that 
the situation might have been otherwise under different ouvixou- 
mantgi conditions. Such an assumption aas "opposed to all 
Vior roan( x of ooneietenoy, +oh* umo Thamison will be U 
throughout6 
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philosophioal, unitormitariaaism" and the concept of spontaneous 
generation was "a direct contravention of that seems to us 
biological law" (9). Lite proceeds from liter and nothing bust 
life* 
Thomson next considered the question of how life had originated 
on earth, taking into account the fact that the earth was once a 
red-hot globe on which no life an. we know it could exist. H. 
aimed to find a solution consistent with the ordinary course of 
nature and not to invoke an "abnormal act of Creative Pour". 
Suoh a solution could be found by considering the analogy of a- 
new volcanic island that becomes covered with vegetation only a 
few years after it has sprung up from the sea* In such oases it 
was generally assumed that the vegetation resulted from seeds 
that had wafted to the island through the air or sea. Similarly, 
the beginning of vegetable life on earth might have started with 
the fall of a seed bearing moteorite on the planet. at why 
did these meteorites come from? Thomson believed that collisions 
between large sasses moving through space are coon events and 
that large quantities of debris messt be shot forth in an 
directions as a result. If one of the colliding bodies were an 
inhatitad planet, acme of the tragaente scattered throes space 
would undoubtedly carry living organieass 
"Hance and because we all confidently believe that 
there are at present, and have been from time imomeswrial, 
many worlds of life besides our owtt, we must regard it 
as probable in the highest degree that there are 
countless seed-bearing meteoric stones moving about 
through space. " (10) 
In other words, life had always existed in the universe and had 
reached the earth an a meteorite derived from another inhabited 
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planet. Zn anticipation ot any objaaticna, Thmcm oasadauted, 
"Thai bgrpothamia that . its prig tad as this Berth thro & moea-grown fragments from the rains of Another 
world may seen wild and visionary all I maintain is 
that it is not unscientific. " (U) 
It shOUI& be aäd*d that Thoi*ao º was less certain about the 
prooesses whereby the arrival of a teer s eede on earth had given 
rise to the endless variety of plants and animals that now 
inhnbit Lkw plamst*, He was wahap; r with a theory of 
evolution, "it evolution there has been" (12), based on the 
concept of natural selection. This oonoept took into aooonwt 
insuttioieetly the arg rent of design according to Thommon and 
he ended his lecture as tollowss 
"But overpoweringly strong proofs of intelligent 
and benevolent design lie all around use and if 
ever perplexities, either saetap1gaioal or scientific, 
tun us away from them for a times they Dove back upon 
us with irresistible forces showing to us through 
nature the influence of a free grille and teaching us 
that all living beuge depend on one eurer-acting 
Creator and Ruler. " (14) 
This final statement is in marked contrast with Sir Williams 
previously stated intention of not invoking any act of creative 
power. He was two to his. oxd only in so tar as his theor7 of 
the appearance of lifeýou earth Was a'highly meohsnlaal one. 
While the hypothesis was backed up with methodologioal arguments, 
however, it is hard to avoid the impression that it was at least 
partly inspired 'bfr deeper philosophical assumptions regarding 
the nature of life. 
*In a lecture gieren in 3897, in which Thomson referred, to his 
earlier views on the appearanoo of lit" on earth, he went so far 
as to suggest that "an ab mddanoe of seeds of all s iss of the 
present day" had. been scattered over the earth (13re 
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Thomuort used two methodological ar nts. Zirstly, the 
conclusion that life is - neoasssrily antecedent to lit* was 
forced an us bey the negativ. results of a vast' number at 
sxperimeuta on spontaneous generation, in accordance with the 
method of indnotive empiricism. secondly, any claim that some 
form of spontaneous generation might have taken place tmder 
different eaviroan-mental condition was in conflict with 
philosophical uniformitarianism. Thomson did not her* appeal 
to uniformitarianism In the strong sense in which it was 
coxion1y used by the geologists of his dir. The latter 
assumed that stets that had taken place in the past could be 
inferred trcm the study of processes still at work. In other 
words, Choy assumed that changes is initial conditions had been 
sufficiently minor to emirs that the same processes were active 
in the past and the pa ent. Thomson was strongly opposed to 
this unitornitarian position, especially is view of his oal" 
oulations of the age of the earth, which suggested that conditions 
an the planet sit have undergone comparatively radical changes 
since : its f ormation. His "philosophical unitormitarianiwr 
ttong was used in the weaker sons* of the principle that states 
that the same amass under the same initial conditions lead to 
the same effects at all times i in other words I that natural 
laws an time"inYariant. Hraos0 his argument was that inductive 
empiricism had established the concept that life can only come 
from litt as a natural law, and philosophical tmitormitariaaift 
demanded that this law be invariant. 
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Not surprisir4l V, this argument provoked strc *g oritioisa. 
E. R. L, mbe, ter (1847-1929) irate that the eepirioal evidence 
in support of Tho sson's "pseudo law" rss eigaitioantly less 
substantal than that supporting the law of gratitatian (15). 
Biologiat8 wars not now so naive as to look for the spontaneous 
generation of complex living organisms but were aware of the 
fact that they ought to be investigating the possibility that 
simple organic matter may originate de rum The observations 
that supported Thomson'a statement had no bearing an this 
question, which had barely begun to be investigated for purely 
technical reasons. 
In Germany, Johann Zöllner fiercely critioised the inductive 
methodology of Sir William Thomson and other English scientists 
(16)" Thomson1s eztraordinasy reliance an induction in his 
statements on spontaneous generation was to hier indicative of 
how lfttle tw ist acme scientists were with the first 
principles of the theory of knowledge. According to Zöllner, 
the principle of the intelligibility of nature in causal terms 
deeded that some torn of spontaneous generation could occur 
under ae taint as yet lmknoen, conditions. 'Moreoverp there 
were teohnical objections to Thomsonts hypothesist uhm sensor- 
0e41 enter the atmosphere of the earth# friction leads to a vez 
large rise is their surfaoe *oatperatvu.. Theretoref sm it a 
aeteorite covered with organisms had reached our atmosphere 
intact, the organisms would without exoeptiu be burnt to death 
before the reached the earth (17)" The entire idea, in laot, 
was highly ansoientitio in Zbllner'a opinion. 
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T. Xaitland objoot. d to Thomson'a. ýtatomenti: ooa the natur. of 
lit! (18). To speak of lit* as nsoeusx for the prod iotiou 
of life was to sasuaa that we alroa4i knew the units to the 
productive powers of nat rep and to assert that life was not. 
Iw a natural product was to restrict our definition of nature 
some arbitrary limit. Was "oar dear anther earth" no mother 
at 1lß than but incapable of producing her own abildr a? 
This concept of a barren earth spoilt what might otherwise have 
ba "prett idea" of 
". R. tbt planets an so man orchids in the flowering 
garden of the Untiezee, and the meteorites as their 
fertilising bees... " (19) 
Thomaon's Ideas on the trature of life were tiralq based cc 
the artet of desigri0 which also played a role in his 
opposition against the theory of evolution 1W natural eeleatioa. 
taten Eiselev has argued that Thmou&s concern with the question 
of the age of the earth (which, according to hin calculations 0 
left insufficient tins for evolution to have produced its 
results by the slow said Kaphasard mechanism of patursl selection) 
was inspired öqr aua ag opposition to Darwin's them an 
fundamentalist religious grovmft (20). 2u contrast, Sharlin 
has written that ThomsonOe min argument against the theca, of 
evolution was that Am fatter contradicted well«loimdea theories 
ofphysics (21). In 
thought, Burchfield also reached the Conclusion that Thomason's 
interest in geoahrology and geological uniformitarianism was 
based an scientific considerations alone (22). In additions . 
however, Bnrobtield emphasised that Thomson regarded the 
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regularity and order of the universe as evidence of the work of 
a guiding Intelligence. While this order was to be understood 
in terms of vaivereally applicable natural lane, Thomson did 
beliefre that a divine alteration In the laws of nature had to be 
assumed with respect to the creation of lita (23)" 
It appearep therefore, that there was a complex interaction 
between philosophical, methodological and scientific factors in 
Thomson's ideas on the nature and development of life. His 
concern with the age of the earth may have been based primarily 
on an interest in questions of physics and cosmology, but the 
result of his calculations, which appeared to imply a refutation 
of the theory of evolution by natural aeleotiono probably re. 
inforoed views of the nature of life which he had arrived at 
dependently yam philosophical grounds. Hance, it is plausible 
that his hasty rejection of the idea that life might arise from 
non-living matter under any circumstances was inspired in the 
first instance by philosophical assumptions regarding the 
transcendental nature of life. Given the existence of liter it 
might move about the universe as meohanioalZy an any inorganic 
objeati but the queeUan of its nature and development las beyond 
mechanics*. Thomson did not justify his claim that life was 
eternal, but appears to have regarded it as welt-evident. As 
suggested by Sharlin,, the idea that life had existed since tins 
*In 2897, Thomson statedI "Mathematios and dynamics fail us 
when we contemplate the earth$ fitted for life tut lifeless, and 
try to imagine the ooeaencemeut of life upon it. This certainly 
did not take place lit air action of ohemiatry, or electricity, 
or crystalline grouping of molecules =%der the influence of 
force, or öir any possible fortuitous concourse of atoms. We 
must pauses face to lace with the v yretery and miracle of the 
creation of living creatures. " (24) 
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imaaemoriax gras a belief "tit to a mind used to Mathematical 
patterno of thixkLnV' (25)o 
the theoz7 of Cäoozoa gained popularity, not Ili 
the timt instanoe through Biohter'e "rk, but through the 
support it received from the renowned bacteriologist Ferdinand 
Cohn (1828-1898) and the high3. y influential pl iologiet and 
pbystoiet ßer von'99lmholts (10211894). CohnIa support 
for the theor'r was derived from his opposition to the doctrine 
of spontaneous generation. Likening life, to the eternal flame 
of Yaßta! Cohn favoured Sir William ThoMonta idea that life on 
earth had been derived from another inhabited planet (26). No 
did- not accept the mechanism of trenstsr proposed by Thomson, 
hOwOt r9 but believed that bacteria could be swept up in air 
currents and be pushed into apace. The cold conditions of 
space posed no problem, because ezperimente had shown that many 
bacteria retain their J IM" power after having been tros. n 
at -18°C for "msoy hours" (27). Cohn admitted that such 
speculation on the appearance of life on earth went well beyond 
the limits of enact eoience I as long as we were aware of we 
tact, however, is might legitimately "fantasise" (28). 
While Cohn used the problem of spontaneous generation as his 
starting pouts Helmho]ts arrived at the idea of the eternity of 
life fron a cosmological perspective. In 1871, a few months 
before Sir William ThOwon delivered his address in Edinburgh, 
Helmholts gave a lecture, timt in Heidelberg and then in 
Cologne f on the Kant-aptaos nebular hypothesis (29). To 
Reimholtst this hypothesis of the origin of planetary systems 
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was "on+ of the heppß. est ideas in eoieaoe"t which had pied to 
be of great heuri$tto vain. (30). After explaining the 
hypothhesis, ßelmholtsa described how it implied that t ptprotoa1 
oonditicros of the. earth had changed, and will change, throuo*t 
its history and di cussed the implications of these Changes for 
1#ß'e on earth. 8e argued that the first organisms an earth met 
hays been adapted to the environment of the warm seas and could 
probably not have survived the cooler conditions we are used to 
now, Similarly# while we would regard a world without aua with 
horrors it was likely that new toms of life will evolve that 
could withstand the temperatures prevailing on earth as the sun 
is gradually extinguished. There would come a time, however, 
when life on earth will no longer be possible at a21, but at such 
time other worlds mimst be ready to develop life. it how would 
We atart on these other worlds? 
Considering this question, 8elmhoits noted at meteorites 
eoaetiaea contain hydrocarbons and that the light of the heads of 
covets exhibit spectra resembling those of gases containing 
hydrogen and carbon* no continnedt 
"But carbon is the eiee t# which is characteristic 
of organic compounds, from which living bodies are 
l silt up. Who knows whether these bodies, which 
everywhere swam through spaces, do not scatter germs 
of life wherever the" is a new world# which has become 
bodies? capable 





ours in its primitive germ, however different might 
be the torn which it would assume in adapting itself 
to Its for dwelling place*" (31) 
The final part of the feature was taken up with a discussion 
of lita as an imperishable, autonomous entity. Curiously, in 
View of the tact that the theory of ooamosoa was concerned with 
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the space travel of material objects oucch as ge=s and spores 
nnI Seemd to demand a lunaemental dualim between living matter 
and non-living matters Kielmholtz ma ested that the essence of 
life was an Immaterial, principle$ implying a dueliez between 
life end . mattrar. 
He admitted that life had always bam obaerv d 
to be a sooiated with organic matter# bitt suggested that it was 
not the substance constituting the body on which the oontiraunoe 
of the iadiyidual depends s 
"That which continues to exist as a particular 
individual is like the flame and the wave . onlýy 
the form of motion rrbiah oontinualiy attracts 
hroah matter into its vortex and expels the old. 
The observer with a deaf ear only r. oognimes the 
vibration of sound as long as it in visible and 
can be telt# bound up with heavy matter. Are 
our eenseeo in reterenoe to life, like the deaf ear 
in this respect? " (32) 
Before disaußeing 8elmholtzIa ideas on the nature of life 
furthers brief mention ehonld be made of another passage ba 
wrote on the theory of ooamosoai in the Preface to the Gem 
translation of Part 2 of the first volume of Thomson and Tait Oa 
UgAQ&o of . 
tioaii Phvetoo (33)e Here Helmholtz aneve rod 
a number of oritioisms that had been made in Geznanr of the 
first part of the Apn; 1bo inoludine those of Zöllner mentioned 
above. He also took the opportmity of cc entiAg on Z611neri e 
ob4eotioos raised against Thonnon1a h3rpothesia of the appearance 
of life on earth, although this topic had not been treated in 
the AjjLdkgA . Pointing out that he pelf had discussed vim 
similar to those of Thomacm Slightly earlier is an, at that time 
unpabliah ä, lecture# he could not understand zöl1ner'a objection 
that auch ideas wr UWal ntitia. Thar ws" pfrhaps improbable, 
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irrst aot Cientific t 
III c=ot object i acne considers this bypothee 
to be is a21 or ev in the huret, degrae 
improbable. Sat it seeiio to me a perfectly ooraceot 
scientific procedure that, . hat all our attempts to 
produce orgsnisma from lifeless matter tail g we aq 
enquire whether life has ever on iaated at all, 
'hether it in not as old as natter Itself # and. whether 
its germ have not boon transported from me world to 
another and developed then elves wherever they found 
a favourable soil. " (34)'ß 
Moreover, Züllner& a t*ohnical ob jsotims we of little weights 
meteorites do gat TM hot when they enter a plant'n atmosphere, 
but only an the surtaos0 and an sox me trapped is crevices 
inside meteorites und be sate. 
Helsholts, then was confirmed in his conviction of the 
ete=it7 of . its. While Helmholtz did not discuss the wider 
implications of this riet, his position appears strangely 
pa radozicals a physiologist rho bad waged one of the most 
influential battles against dtalies of his days here asserted 
the absolute autonomy of lit,. Together with Ernst Mick er 
Emil Du Bois . Rrymond end Karl Ludwig, Belmholts had founded 
the "1847 school of pbpiology", which had as its aim to found 
physiology on the methods at physics and chemistry. Aooording 
to this school of thought# any appeal to non p . ysioal properties 
or forces in the ex , lanstion of biological processes gras im- 
pexmiaaiblo. Helmholtz himself had made a major contribution 
Iah kaum nicht dagegen rechten, nenn Jemand diese ibºpotheee 
tür uxoreY racheinliah in hocheten oder allerhöchsten Grade 
halten will. Aber en erscheint mir ein vom richtig« 
Verfahren zu sein, wenn alle unsere 
ýenoýihuagen eaheitern. * Organismen aus lebloser Substanz sich 
erzen en zu 2acsen, das wir fragen, ob' überhaupt das Leben je 
entstande # ob es nicht eben ao altr wie die Materie eeip und 
ob nicht reine Keime vcn einem V eltkorper -zum (mleren heriiber- 
getragen sich Überall entwickelt hatten: wo nie gunetigen 
Boden gefunden. " 
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to the formulation of the law of conservation of energy and held 
that , may postulates involving the action of a non-ph. ysioal vital 
force constituted a 'breach of this i'andamental law. levertheless, 
he suggested in his 1871 leoture that life might in fact be beyond 
our understanding, that it might' be as wound is to the deaf ear. 
The clue to this apparent dichotomy mar lie in the strong 
influence sxerW on Helaholts by Kante epistemology. 
In iris miaue of TeleoloSägaiJud t, Kant argued that the 
physiological processes of lieg organisms can be understood in 
mechanistic terms butt that the origin and embryological develop. 
mint of organisms are beyond the human understanding, or trans. 
Gendental (35). Organisms were self organising beingsand were 
understood more readily in teleologioal than In mechanistic terms. 
Zn addition to its motive powers any organised being possessed an 
"". "inhorvot fo f ii ve ygrsrý and sushi moreoverg as it 
Can impart to material devoid of it - material whioh 
it organieee. This, therefore, is a self-propagating 
formative power, aäl oh cannot be explained by the 
capacity of movemAt alone $ that is to ma y$ mWhaiiem. " (36) 
Kontos critical teleology defined the limits of an empirical 
approach to biology. One of these limits concerned the 
impossibility of the artificial creation of living organisms 
life could only come from life* 
in a much more detailed anslyais of Critical teleology than 
the marks made here, Nile Ro1141ans. n has discussed the 
similarities between Kantta position and the scientific method- 
ology of Clan" Bernard (1813.1878) (37). T'hj1e Bernard's 
"Ph siologioal determinism" was founded on his belief is the 
value of the experimental methods of physics '*d chemistry for 
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pt y ecology, he aooepteä at the same time that there were absolute 
limits to the applicability of the experimental method in biology. 
in partic Mari an empirl oal approach to Us problems of heredity 
and morphologioal development was Impossible in principle i any 
explanation of these problem would, require a subjective 
teleologic a. principle (38), Granting the strong reeMnblanoo 
between the biological methodologies of Kent and Bernardo there 
was no direct historical, link between the two. As pointed ant 
by R ll4b seng, Bernard only had a superficial knowledge of jest's 
writings. The situation was different in the case of Heimholte, 
who WAS dsep3. y interested in and tasiliar with Kant's works # and 
the question arises whether Helmholtz might have favoured a 
similar methodology through the influence of äant'e writings an 
critical teleo3o8r. I 
At first eight, such in influence seems unlikely for two 
reasons. Firsti Everett Xendeleohn has argued that the wars in 
which physics and chemistry were incorporated in physiology in 
the paid-19th century differed radically in Prance and Germany (39)1, 
The French sobool of physiology, under the influence especially 
of Claude Bernard, introduoedtio experimental methods of chemistry 
and physics into tdolog but assumed that biology kept its special 
phenomena and its ova laws. Some questions, wich as that of the 
first causa of liter could not be explained in terms of physics 
and chemistry in principle. In GeTmaoy, on the other ? tanä, a 
reduotio ist attitude prevailed; the explanatory modelt of the 
German pb. ysiologiste were based on the assumption of the ultimate 
reducibility of all biological phenomena to the laws of physics 
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and oherdetry. Mendelsohn attributes the influence of this 
reduotionist method to Theodor Schwa= (18104882) and suggests 
that the Utter inspired physiologisto *toh as Helmholtz and Da 
Bote-oReymmd to adopt a similar methodology. 
Secondly# there is no clear svidanca of an influence of Pantºs 
critical teleology either in Ee1mholtsºe own writings or in the 
secondary literature on Eelabolts. In faatp Helmholtzºa 
attitude to Zsntºs philosophy was by no miens an uncritical one 
and he did not accept Yaatºs ideas no. ]? or example, chile 
be accepted that the concept of space and the law of causality 
must be Mio , he could not emcee that the axioms of geometry 
and the laws of mechanics could be derived from priori 
principles (40). Jtoreoverp üelaiholts acknowledged Darwin's 
contribution in showing that the purposiveness of living organ, 
isms might be the. result of the action of natural laws withoat 
any intelligent intervention (41). 8soa®# there seems little 
left for critical teleology. 
Nevezthelssa, there is some evidence that the x duotionie z at 
the 1647 school of physiolog, r: including that of Helaholtst might 
be naoed, mox'e appropriately "critical xeducticniaa"" D. H. 
Qa1at º has presented evidence showing that the 1847 sphool based 
its arru enta prime Al on epistcm oloat rather than on scientific 
aethodolo«' (42). . 
It was, Is the first instamo the group'm re 
examination of such oanoapta as causal explanation, physical 
explanation and Sexes, using reasoning derived from Xwt j which 
led to the conclusion that there is only one kind of valid 
scientific explanation. The ph7siologista of the 1847 school 
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therefore concluded that this explanations in terms of attractive 
and repulotve foroes, ist be co== to the ysical and the 
biological sciences# lowever1 their claim that phjstcal 
phenomena and biological phenomena should be explained in the 
same terms did not, according to Oolaty, entail that the 
phenomena studied by p 'eienl and chew cal methods vere 
auti`iaiet to explain all organic function', 
Galaty particularly emphasises the atxog influenoe of Xant on 
the 1847 school. Although the pb7eiologiete did not adopt all 
of Kantºs arguments1 they did adopt mann including Cant's 
central idea that there are limits to human laiowledge. This 
idea was evident in Du Bois-Reynond's lectures on the limits to 
scientific knowledge and on the craven riddles of the universe 
(44)" Vhile Da Bois-Raymond did not regard the problem of the 
origin of life as a twndamental xºstery, or a transcendental 
question, it is possible that Helmholtz did. Helmholtz accepted 
that there am limits to human understanding, beiievingo for 
examp2, o, that the nature of causality mg a traa. oeudeutal 
problem. Only the assumption that he regarded the question of 
the orb of life as a traneoendental one is consistent both 
with his physiological reductionism and his statauente on the 
ate ity of life. 
In this oontext1 it is of interest that the neo-Kantian 
philosopher 'riedrioh Albert LOU" (1828-1875) gave a 
s'In practice 11180 the main influence of the 1847 group was due to Us introdnotion of new methods of experimentation into 
physiology rather than to any mocess in reducing vital 
phenomena to ohemietry a11ä pheios ". vhioh the ambers of the 
graue did not in tact achieve (43)" 
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eympathotic acre t Of the thcor7 of oomo: oa In The ßietor_v of 
Matedol-As (45). He dieoucsed the ob jaction$ which had been 
raised by m my (46)6 that the assumption, of an extratorroetria2 
oriCin of lift did not solves the question of liWe origin, but 
only yuahed it further backs the world fr= which life on earth 
was derived must also have gone through a pbese when it was 
gloving hot rid incapable of harbouring lifop so that We 
world in turn mist have been seeded from another planet# and so 
on. Lie agreed that, on this view the actual origin of life 
remained unintolli . bleu but added: 
"? le find ourselves in a prooess a inity , and thin 
kind of 'poetixasment' has at least the adVantage that 
it brings the. 'unßolvod difficulty into good coin " The origin of life thus becomes as expliooble and as 
inexplicable as the origin of the world generally; it 
cones into the sphere of transcendental problems, and 
to transfer It into this sphere is by no means logically 
improper, as soon as natural aaienov has good grounds 
within its sphere of kuowlodgo to regard auch a theory 
of transmission as relatively the most probable. " (47) 
In the final analysis, however, Lange concluded that it would 
be premature to relax the experimental efforts to demonstrate 
a terrestrial origin of life from non-living matt»r and that 
Frust 8aeokej's brpothesio in particular, however bold, ought 
to be explored further empirically. 
A prwature rejection of the possibility of a natural 
transition from *ion-Uving to living matter was also criticised 
soo=falUy by Friedrich Alaj who oc em ntecd, 
"Vlhst Helmholts sop of the sterility of attempts 
to produce life artificially is pure childishness. 
We is the oxistence of protein bodiss.... So long, 
boweYer, as we know no More of the chemical composition 
of protoirr than we do at pieeent, end therefore probably for another hundred years to come cannot think of its 
artificial preparation, it is ridioulour to complain that all our efforts, eto.. lk have failed! " (48) 
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To Engels, life represented a stage in the general historical 
development of matter and he regarded the fundamental dualism, 
between nonliving and living matter implied by the theory of 
oosmozoa as particularly unpalatable. Ernst üasokel. also 
rejected the theory out of hand on the grounds of this 
"cosmological dualism" (49). Indeed, most of the contemporary 
criticism of the theory centred round this implication of the 
concept of the eternity of life* The implications were not 
clear to everyone, however. Max Yer. orn criticised the theory 
because it appeared to don the possibility of any form of 
evolution whatsoever (50)ý Starting from the premiss that 
there is no fundamental difference between living and lifeless 
substance, be deduced that any theory dealing with the derivation 
of living matter meat also be applicable to inorganic substance, 
Hencep he claimed# if it is assumed that complex compounds such 
as proteins have never originated on earth but have merely been 
transferred from another world, then we must assume that the same 
applies to complex inorganic compounds such as feldspar and 
quartz. The logical conclusion would be that all of the earth's 
compounds had wandered already complete into our planetary 
system from outside, a result which clearly contradicts our 
knowledge of physics, chemistry and geology. In conclusion, the 
theory of oosmozoa denied evolution, not only of living things, 
but of the whole earth itself. 
There is an obvious flaw in Yerworm's argument. His r&ft(jtiO 
ad bQui is based on the premiss that there is no fundamoatsl 
ditterenoe between living and non living patter, which is 
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preoisely what the concept of the eternity of life, based on the 
impossibility of the generation of living from non-living matter, 
denies. In any oase$ the arguments raised against the theory of 
cosnosoa tended to be methodological and philosophical, rather 
than toobnical, ones* An obvious question which, besides the 
briet remarks of Cobno was riot raised concerned the problem hoer 
living orgsoimm could rnrvive the conditions of spane for air 
length of tim** The first serious attempt to fill this gap in 
the theory was not made until the beginning of the 20th osntur , 
bar Svante Arrhenins " 
eee; t. life and ste 
Besides his celebrated contributions to ohemistry, Streute 
Arrhenius (1859-1927) published mater books and articles of more 
general, especially cosmological, interest (51)0 One of his 
major concerns was with the question of the age of the universe, 
interpreted in the lit of the first and second laws of thermo. 
4namios (52)9 According to these laws* the energy of the 
universe is constant, while entropy tends to a mmcium . The 
constancy of energy impliedthat the universe must be sternal - 
energy could not have been created out of nothing. However, 
if the universe had existed for, eternity, maximum entropy would 
by now have been reached and all heat would have been dissipated, 
The latter conclusion obviously contradicted our experience and 
Arrhenius sought a way out of this paradox. The first law of 
thermodynamioe was absolutely fundamental and could not be 
violated; he therefore asked whether W entropy-decreasing 
meoiýaniass were possible. The astronomically observed lack of 
uniformity of motion in the universe suggested to him that there 
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might be local pockets in the universe where entropy was actually 
decreasing. With this solution of the paradox, the concept of 
the eternity of the universe became fundamental to Arrheniust 
thought. B. also applied tie principle of eternity to the 
question of the origin of life. 
In Worlds in the Na)dna, Arrhenius presented a new version of 
the theory of cosmos", or, as he called it, psAspermia (53)" 
Starting from the evolutionary concept that all living beings on 
earth had ultimately descended from a single simple organism, he 
discussed previous attempts to account for the origin of this 
first organism. According to Arrhenius 1 the theory of spontan- 
am generation had been refuted decisively , 
by the work of 
Pasteur1 Tyndall and others. The hypothesis that some form of 
abiogenesis might have occurred at least once under special 
conditions was, he felt, without any experimental basis and 
misguided. He agreed with Sir William Thomson that this 
hypothesis was in conflict with philosophical uniformitarianism 
(altho h raising the statement that life always comes from life 
to the same status as the law of gravitation was "perhaps a 
little dogsatia"). The problem should be tackled in a radically 
new way, and such a way was provided by the theory of panspermia 
(54)" 
Arrbenius acknowledged Richter as the founder of the modem 
panspermic theory and agreed with the latter that the existence 
of life in the universe mast be eternal. Be ocsiented, 
Alan used to speculate on the origin of satter, but 
gave that up when experience taught heat that matter 
is indestructible and can only be transtorae&. For 
similar reasons ie never inquire into the origin of 
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the enerCr of motion. And ire myº become 
accustomed to the idea that life is eternal, 
and hence that it is useless to inquire into 
its origin. " (55)* 
Arrhenius could not, however, accept the technical details of 
Richter's hypothesis and thought that a transfer of germs by 
meteorites was highly unlikely. Apart Sr* othe fact that there 
was no evidence for the organic origin of carbon found In 
meteorites, the surface of these bodies becomes far too hot 
during their flight to allow the survival of any organisms they 
might oarrj. Richter's idea that germs floating high in the 
atmosphere might be picked up by passing meteorites was said to 
be "still more fantastic" (56). Thooasonts hypothesis suffered 
similar detects. The violent impact of the collision between 
large celestial bodies would generate enormous amounts of heat 
due to triction# which no living organisms could possibly 
survive. Derides, Arrhenius thought that such collisions were 
extremely rare events in the universe. 
The matter did not rest here, however. A fresh approach to 
the problem had become possible now that the pressure exerted 
bT solar radiation had become better understood, thanks to 
Maxwell's theos7 and Lebedev's experiments. It had been 
calculated that bodies of a diameter of 0.00016 ums were subject 
to the strongest influence of solar radiation and, bacterial 
spores of such else were known to exist. Hense, 
"It is, therefore, very probable that the" are 
organises so small that the radiation pressure of 
a sun would push them out into space, where they 
might give rise to life on planets, provided they 
not with favorable conditions for their development. " (57) 
lritenius appears to imply here that there may be a "lair of 
conservation of life" at work in nature. 
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Taking the specifio gravity of such an organism to be routly 
the Same as that of waters and assuming that the solar radiation 
pressure was approximately four times as strong as the off eat of 
gravity, ArrhMius oalculatedihat a terrestrial spore could 
undertake te following journeys the spore would Cross the 
orbit of Mare in 20 days, that of Jupiter after 80 days, and 
that of Neptune after 14 months. The nearest solar system, ý 
Alpha Centauri, would be reached in 9000 years. 
But would the germinating power of spores be retained during 
the entire course of auch a journey? At the beginning of their 
travels1 the spores would be exposed to intense solar radiation 
for about one month, and it had been shown that baoterta and 
their spores are readily killed by the most refrangible (ultra. 
violet) rem of the sun. Howes-er$ Arrhenius questioned whether 
this lethal effect was due to the radiation itself. In Parier 
Emile Roux (1653-1933) has , ahoi, that anthrax spores l soh are 
nom My killed by lighto could be irradiated with impunity 
provid ig that air was excluded from the containeraj some 
Bporttr,, for instance those of Thvrothrix eoaber, withstood Jr. 
radiation with sunlight for as imioh as a month in the ebeenoe 
of air. Arrheniua therefore oonoluded that the destructive 
effect of light on bacteria and their spores m due to "o= 
oxidative process mediated by the surrounding air. In space 
the sports would be in a vaouum, so that this oxidatimr process 
could not exert its lethal effect (53). 
The next problem would aria. once the aporss had passed the 
orbit of Neptun®s would they be able to survive the sxtrwelýv 
low temperatures of "222°C and leer, enoovatered further out 
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in space? In answer to this question, Arrhonius cited experi- 
ments performed at the Jener Institute in London in which 
bacteria were kept at -252°C in liquid hydrogen for 20 hours 
without losing their germinating power. It had also been whom 
that bacteria kept in liquid air at "200°C for 6 months retained 
their germinative capacity. Presumably, wrote Arrhenius, the 
loss of germinating power mast be due to some Chemical process 
and as all chemical prooessea ere Slowed down at lower temper- 
atures0 the germinating powers of organisms would in fact be 
retained longer under conditions of extreme cold. Vital 
reactions had been shown to be intensified by a factor of 2.5 
when the temperature is raised by 10°C. From this, Arrbeniur 
oalaulated that tha germinating power of spores at -222° C would 
diminish no mori over a period of 3x 106 yearn than it would 
during one day at 100 C. It was reasonable to assume, therefore, 
that the intense cold of spaaeeould act as a preservative OR the 
spores (59). Similarly, the absolute dryness of space would 
have a preservative effect. 
one -problem xemaiard, Duly bow the spores could escape from 
the earth against the effects of gravitation in the first place. 
Her., too, -on answer ooald be provided. Upward air currants 
migbt easi]7 sweep sperm ttp to a height of 100 Ian. lt that 
keight, there were always electric discharges, as indicated for 
ýucampY0 b the phenc oat of radiating aurorao, which would In 
strong enough to push particles up against gravity. The 
required field strength was as low as 200 V/a, which was near. 
nora; l and would certainly be exceeded in regions where there 
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Traue an auroral display. Bence, 
"it in thus probable that germs of the lowest 
organisms known to ui are oonttt' 1lg being 
carried away from the earth and the Other planets 
upon which they ezi st, R As meads in , general, so 
most of these sports# thus carried awayf will no 
doubt meet death in the cold infinite apace of the 
universe. Yet a small number, of sports will tall 
on someýother world, and may there be able to . spread life it the conditions be suitable. " (60) 
In ardor to escape the radiation pressure of the sun in another 
solar system, the spores would have to become attached to grains 
of interstellar dusts large quantities of which were lmoea to 
exist. The higher density of the grains would ensure that the 
etteot of gravitational forces pulling the particle down to a 
planet would exceed the pressure of solar radiation. In this 
ways life might have been transplanted from solar system to 
solar system since time i. n emorial. Finally, all organic 
beings in the universe should be related to one another an this 
theor7 " they should all consist at cells built up from carbon, 
hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen. After omphasieing the "perfect 
oonsistenc of hie theory, Axsh xiius ended on a cautious notes 
"There is little probability, though, of our ever 
being able to demonstrate the correctness of this 
view by an examination of seeds falling down upon 
our earth. " (61) 
Only a few spores derived from other worlds could be ezpeated 
to lall an earth every year and, moreover, such spores would 
resemble terrestrial spores that had been picked up q the rind 
and then dropped on earth again. Henoe it would be difficult, 
if not impossible, to prove the celestial origin of any spores 
encountered on earth. 
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Arrhenius' final comments highlight the problem of the 
testability of the theories of cosmozoa and panspermia. The 
claim that, millions of years ago 1 life on earth evolved from 
a seed or spore derived f= another planet is not testable is 
principle. Howeverp supporting evidence for the claim might 
be provided if it could be demonstrated that living seeds still 
reach the earth from outer space. But, according to Arrhenins, 
we would not, be able to distingaish between extraterrestrial wA 
terrestrial spores, so that this avenue was also closed. 
drrhenius changed his mind on this latter point, however. In 
his last artiole0 published posthumously in 1927, he claimed 
that the existence of thezmophilic bacteria on earth provided 
proof for the panepernic hypothesis (62). Thermophilic 
bacteria, which had been discovered in the late 1880x, could 
only grow at temperatures between 40°0 and 60°C or hier. 
Therefore, argued drrheniun, the origin of a thexmophilio branch 
of bacteria could only be explained by the assumption of long 
periods when the environmental temperature was between 40 and 
80°C9 during which the gradual process of adaptation took place. 
The earth did not nowadays provide such M enviro ment, so it 
'was likely that these bacteria were reaching the earth continuous. 
2y from a wanner planet. The most likely candidate was Yenur, 
which had a surface temperature of 5000 and was periodically 
positioned between the earth and the nun, so that the Journey 
would only take a few days. Conditions on earth were not such 
that thernophilio bacteria could survive fron year to year, so 
that a continuous supply from another planet was required. 
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In this respect, Venus seemed the obvious source. The thermo. 
philic bacteria therefore provided empirical proof ("ein 
, , eriaenteller Beweis") for to transfer of gars from Venus to 
the earth IV the pressure of solar radiation (63). 
drrheniust argument reflects a gross misunderstanding of the 
concept of adaptation,, especially with respect to microbes. 
Bacteria are not adapted to the general environment, but to 
specific habitats presenting a wide range of conditions. 
Thermophilio bacteria are adapted to the environment of hot 
springe,, cryophilio bacteria are adapted to cold conditions, 
anaerobic bacteria 11" in the absence of air, and so on. Why 
should thermophilia bacteria not have evolved in hot springs 
and survive in the seas habitat from year to year? 
In the pmeantimt however, Irrheniust theory had been tested 
on some of its technical claims. Paul Becquerel gras interested 
in the specific alarms made bX Arrbenius regarding the viability 
of bacteria and their spores in the conditions of space (64). 
He and his colleagues confirmed, in experiments performed in the 
cryogenic laboratory of Kaammerlingh Onnes in Leiden, that bacteria 
and their spores survive extreme cold over long periods. In 
Saat, bacteria retained their germinating poorer for as long as 
two years when kept at very low temperatures in yauo (65). 
However# Becquerel also showed that ultraviolet irradiation does 
kill bacterial spores even when air is excluded. In the experi- 
ments of Rouxo the spores were protected from this effect because 
Boux used glass tubes and the glass absorbed the ultraviolet rags. 
Becquerel repeated the experiments using a quarts plate and, 
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because quartz lote through ultraviolet reya, all spores were 
killed. This had nothing to do with oxidation processes; the 
lethal effect was entirely due to the radiation (66). Mor aver, 
in space the spores would be exposed to even worse hazards, such 
as X-rays and Y"ravs. With so many dangere, the hypothesis of 
Arrheniue crumbled. 
Indeed, the pauspermio hypothesis soon lost its support although 
it continues to be revived in different form from time to time, 
sometimes only half-seriously, and still seems to have auch appeal 
to the imagination*. Before discussing these later trends, 
however, a few remarks must be made about the foundations of 
drrheniue' theory of panopermia. In a study of this queetioa, 
Dick Haglund has reached the conclusion thatthere was no strong 
religious influence on Arrheniua, no argument of design, and no 
specific metaphysical influence (67). It was on scientific 
theoretical grounds that he reached the conclusion that the 
universe was infinite; he showed no great interest in the 
epistemological consequences of such a view. He accepted limits 
to scientific knowledges we did not enquire into the origin of 
matter or of energy - and he was prepared, to place the question 
of the origin of life in the same domain. He did not juatity 
his claim of the eternity of life, nor did he discuss its oon- 
sequenoe of the absolute Autonomy of life. The theory of 
panepermia simply provided a consistent picture with his 
cosmological theories in general. While the latter may have been 
*As witneeeedt for example, by the publicity given in the preaag 
on the radio and television to Fred Hoyle'e reoent version of the theory (see bg1ow). 
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based soundly on theoretical physics, chemistry and aetroncq, 
it cannot be said that hie theory of pansperuta was 'soundly 
based on biological theoaty. 
Aa has been mentioned above drrhenius' paper on thermophiltc 
bacteria reveled a misunderstanding of the concept of biological 
adaptations thermophilio bacteria could not have evolved an 
earth because they were not adapted to the present (general) 
environment of the earth. This suggests that Arrhenius was 
among those who rejected a theory of chemical evolution and 
abiogenesis under special conditions on the grounds that the 
conditions which sustain life today must have been Yew similar 
to those under which lit" arose (68), On this argustant0 a 
hypothesis which depended on "special conditions" was anaooept" 
able, But Darwin had already shown an awareness of the fact 
that the most important feature of these special conditions is 
that a prolonged chemical evolution gras only possible under 
sterile conditionOt and it was an accepted fact that the earth 
had once been lifeless. Moreover, the organic molecules formed 
icy a process of chemical evolution would be beet protected frag 
destruction ty oxidation in an atmosphere without free oxygen. 
In fact, Arrheuius did think that the original atmosphere of 
the earth ras without oxygen (70), Neverthelsee, he believed 
that small amomts of oxygen at have been available (for 
example from the dissociation of carbon dioxide) bfr the time life 
; win's otatewt on this question was included as a footnote 
publiabed in 1887 
(69)o Its ei iftoanoo does not Deem to have been grasped IV his contemporaries. 
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Started on earth# because oxygen vu indiepeneible for life. 
(In the save books he later suggested that anaerobic bacteria 
Were degenerate plants (71)o) He never diecuseýa these points 
in relation to the problem of abioaeneeia, however, and it 
appears that Arrhenius never considered a terrestrial origin 
of life from inorganic matter very seriously. Rio understanding 
of biology was not deep and the theory of panspermia made it 
possible for him to treat the problem of the appearance of life 
on earth primarily as a physical problem and, moreover, to bring 
it in line with his treasured concept of the infinity of the 
universe, 
Modern nansoex'mia - fact or fioticn? 
The idea that living matter in eternal, which would imply that 
complex organic compounds each as proteins and auolaic acids have 
always existed in the universes is no longer consistent with 
modern oosmogenio theories. In addition, few biologists would 
now accept that the question of the origin of life is beyond 
the limits of scientific knowledge. It is not, however, 
necessary to adopt the philosophy of the eternity of life in 
order to entertain the view that life on earth is ultimately 
derived from elsewhere in the universe. In a general discussion 
of panepermia, Leslie Orgel points out that there is no compelling 
reason to reject the possibility that the first cell on earth 
arrived w. JA= a meteorite, where it would be protected from 
extreme temperatures and lethal radiation (72)9 Apart from the 
fact that careful investigation has never yet shown the presence 
of carbon compounds of biological origin in meteorite., however, 
the theory does not in fact offer many advantagge: the 
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ad4itioaal freedom gained in choosing from a wider rsng0 of 
possible prebiotie snit eats is not very iulptult 
"The conditions that we ouatomarily sasu* to barn 
existed on the primitive earth are as favorable 
for the origin of life as any that can be reasonably 
postulated for any other planet. " (73) 
But the hypothesis may have other advantages. It might, for 
example, provide an explanation for the universality of the 
genetic code of terrestrial organisms. If lite on some 
other planet exhibited greater diversity in its genetic materia 
and if one organism from this planet, with the basic genetic 
make-up now encountered on earth, had been carried to earth, 
one of the most difficult problems concerning the origin of life 
would be solved*. In addition0 the use made by living organisms 
of the trace element molybdenum instead of the more abundant, 
chemically similar element chromium led Orgel, together with 
Francis Crick, to suggest that life had reached the earth in the 
form of an organism derived from a molybdernaa-rich environment 
elsewhere in the universe (75)**. However, it Me been argued 
recently, on the basis of a geoohemical model, that molybdenum 
is leached from rocke more effectively than chromium, so that its 
Two Soviet theoreticians have argued, an the basis of a rather 
complex mathematical model, that the coexistence of more than 
one genetic code would inevitably lead to an unstable situation 
and to the elimination of all but on. (74). If this in correct, 
the molecular biology of primitive life on earth may have been 
more varied and its present universality may be a product of a 
"struggle for existence". 
**Crick and Ol opeculated that life mi&ht have boon brought 
to the earth in an alien cpaoe craft. Carl Sagan rec ante that a 
related eug otion e mado by Thomas Gold of Cornell University. 
Gold envisaged alien visitors having a picnic on the virgin planet 
and letvirtj their rcfuao behind, resulting in microbial contamin- 
ation. Sagan calls this the "garbage theory of the origin of life" (76)" 
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concentration in sea water is correspondirgly higher (77)" The 
same model suggests that the relative concentrations of the two 
elements in sea water would have been established. early in the 
history of the oceans, so that the use of molybdenum by organisms 
in preference to chromium is consistent with the hypothesis of 
the gradual evolution of life in the primaeval oceans. This 
example illustrates the pitfalls of giving up ono's hypotheses 
too readilry. However, Crick and Orgel made their suggestion 
of an extraterrestrial origin of life only half. -seriously and 
certainly have not given up trying to account for the terrestrial 
origin of life in general and of the genetic code in particular. 
A more seriously intended hypothesis of panapeimia has been 
proposed in recent years by the astronomer air Fred Hoyle. 
The panspermic hypothesis of Hoyle and his co-worker Chandra 
Viickramasinghe is the outcome cf a series of investigations of 
absorption spectra of interstellar dust and grain clumps. While 
the reports of these investigations (78) include only brief and, 
as the authors admit, speculative remarks on the question of the 
origin of life on earth, they have subsequently published a book 
concerned entirely with this question (79). The major claims 
made in this book are the followings firstly, within inter- 
stellar gas clouds a wide range of complex orgenio molecules are 
formed, particularly polysaccharides and "nitrogenated ring 
molecules"M resembling porpbyrins. Secondly, these "bio- 
molecules" provide the building blocks for the emergence of 
more complex moieties which eventually develop into living cells. 
Thirdly, the earth was a possible site for the fitting together 
of biomoleoulee into the more complex forms, but appears less 
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favourable than a site of comet-typo bodies. 
The evidencq presented for the first claim in given in a 
resune of the results published previously in tu (sea rel. 
78)*. The infrared emission spectra of a wide range of ' 
galactic eouroea, and especially interstellar grain clumaps# 
exhibit strong absorption at the wavelengths of 3 um and 8-12 
u m# an well as a feature at 18 use These spectral charactbr- 
istios agree closely with the calculated spectrum of cellulose. 
In fact, the closest fit of a wide range of observed antronomio- 
al infrared aourcee is obtained with "an ensemble of poly- 
saccharides", with an adrixutre of simple iyrdrocarbons. Hence, 
polysaccharides with some hydrocarbons are present in large 
quantities within interstellar clouds (80). 
This "evidence" has been subjected to n severe critique by 
Sagan and There (81). Firstly, they point out that the 3 vol 
absorption corresponds to the ohmcteriatio vibrational 
transitions of 0-Hf N«H and# particularly, C-H bonds vhile the 
8.12 um region is characteristic of C-Cg C"0 and C"H groups, 
Henoel there in considerable rooms for freedom in the inter- 
pretation of the spectra considered by Hoyle**# Seoo dly, 
polyeaooharidee only contain Hl 0 and 0 and do not reflect the 
high cosmic abundance of nitrogen and sulphur. Sagen and hare 
themselves favour an interpretation of the spectra in terms of 
fealouud does not include a reference list or a , bliograpb r, 
nor are apeoific referenoea cited in the text. 
'""The uncertainty of the interpretation of the spectra has also 
been mentioned in review of iho book (82). 
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mixtures of substances ("thollns") which do reflect this 
abundanos. Thirdly, there is no such thing as ac on Infra- 
red spectrum of all galactic sources. The very variability 
of infrared spectra from source to source would suggest that a 
large variety of molecules, rather than a single class such as 
polysaccharides, are responsible. Finally, no plausible 
mechanism for the formation of polysaccharides in the inter- 
stellar medium has been presented, nor is such a neohaniss 
easily envisaged. All that can be added to thesis oomoents is 
that an exhaustive list of interstellar molecules, recently 
published in zatHa (83), does not include polysaccharides, nor 
the bicyclic nitrogen compounds, of Boyle and his oo-author". 
The second claim of Ldte cloud is not backed up with evidence 
at all - it is merely suggested that parr complex organic 
molecules my exist in gaseous form so close to the moist of 
comets that they are difficult to detect. It is also suggested 
that the small molecular species that have been detected in 
comets are dissociation products of organic polymers such as 
polysaooharides (84). 
The third Claim is supported with four major argwaents, to 
which a fifth one has been added since the book IF" written. 
First of all, Hoyle and Wiokraaasingh, claim that thus is no 
evidence that the primaegal atmosphere of the earth aas a 
TFNsuzably this omission indicates that the compilers of the list also disagree with the interpretation of the spectra favoured by Boyle and his colleagues. 
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reducing one, as demanded bjc the OpariA Haldane )gpotheeis*. 
With an oxidising atmosphere, the processes envisaged by this 
hypothesis would be seriously disrupted, these making the earth 
an unlikely candidate for a site of chemical evolution. In 
tact, there is evidence that the primaegal earth's atmosphere 
was a reducing one. Petrological studies barb shoes that 
large anoants of ferrous iron were deposited in Precambrian 
time while all yoangsr rocks contain iron in the oxidised, 
terriot toten (85). These and other geological data indicate 
that the early 'Precambrian atmosphere was a reducing one. In 
addition, the composition of the atmospheres of the planets is 
the solar system reflects the dominanoe of hydrogen is stellar 
material and to the cosmos in general (86). The earth wonld0 
therefore, be exceptional it its primseva], atmosphere were an 
oxidising one. The present oxygen content of the earth's 
atmosphere can be accounted for primarily by 02 derived from 
plant photosynthesis and, to a leaser extent, the photo- 
dissociation of carbon dioxide (moat of mich is produoed by 
respiring organiese) 
Seaondlys Hoyle and Wiokramasinghe argue that all Vulatiles 
in the earth1s atmosphere probably came from outside ao®parative- 
lyº late in geological history, together pith the complex 
biochemicals required for the origin of primitive life foras** 
(87). Aowever1 the vast rangy of abiogeaio syntheses performed 
ea chapter TU of this thesis. 
**In the introductory chapters it is stated# "It the earth is 
being showered with precisely the right biochemicals for lite, 
a 
)b= 
i -n , wirr choose the more complicated explanation? " g8, 
iº italics "" HI) 
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under s4 lated prebiotia conditions indicate that a great 
variety of "biomoleaules" are formed under a wide range of 
condition and using different sources of energy (such as 
electrical disohargesq ultraviolet radiation and beat). Naaoe, 
there is no need t or the hypothesis that "biomolecules" arrived 
on earth from outer spaoe, especially as the interstellar 
mediua would seem to provide a more hostile envirozmýent than 
the primitive earth. 
Third17t the authors argue that p not only "biomolsoules"q but 
life itself as have reached the earth trog outer space. This 
assumption would make it easier to understand the chemical and 
bioohemioal uniformity of terrestrial orgsaisma (89). Oma this 
point, Sagan and share ocment that there seems to be no wq 
for organism to evolve in the interstellar mediums conditions 
are each that organic reaction rates would be negligible (90). 
In addition, in an eztse+wl7 detailed study of the of istz and 
bioohemistr7 of organisms in relation to the chemistry of the 
terrestrial eariro t9A, E, Ieedhem shorts hoax organisms have 
successfully exploited the materials available in this environs. 
meat (91). 
Fourthly# Hoyle and, Tiokramasin e claim that Darwinian 
evyolution bq natural selection alone tails to aooouat for the 
vast elaboration of species evidenced in the palasontologioal 
record and that the required increase in genetic information 
may gell have resulted from "continuing viral invasions from 
outside" (92). Later the authors added a new twist to this 
arguments the sudden incidence of viral epidemics (sometimes 
in widely separated places at the same time) and their variable 
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effects on different individuals in the same place is to be 
explained readily an the hypothesis that new viruses repeatedly 
arrive an earth trog outer space (93). . Several comments s qr 
be made here. All known viruses have a molecular biology 
typical of indigenous terrestrial organisms, and the stochastic 
nature of the evolutionary process makes it highly m1ikely that 
the biochemistry of all extraterrestrial organisms would resemble 
that of indigenous organisms so closely. in addition, the 
typing of viruses over several decades has shown that the 
influenza vizusi among Mena# has changed only slightly over 
the course of several epidemics separated in time. These 
changes are readily explained on a hypothesis of random mutation, 
whereas a panspezmio theory would have to assume that viral 
invasions from the sameaslaotio source had occurred at separate 
times. Finally in the transmission of viruses we have to take 
into aoaountt not only transmission fron hinmau to'buman in a 
particular region, but also transmission bpr (possibly migrating) 
animals and between widely separatod regions I' modern means of 
transport auch as aeroplanes (94). lätoh could be added0 but 
the above-oomoeaata should serve to illustrate that Lif9ý5 
presents an aver-speculative theory based on ill-founded arge. 
mmatst including marry tactual errors*, and provides no great 
reoc®eadation for the concept of panepermia. 
To name a tew examples, in their explanation of molecular 
aeymmetry+ the authors use as an example the amino acid glyoinet 
ihioh is the only common amino aoid that does j have an asym- 
metric carbon at. Instead of the usual terms heterotrophic and 
autotrophio organisms (denoting the capacity t tend only on 
organic matter and on inorganic matter, respectively) the authors 
use the terms heterotropio, and autotropio. Pinal], y, the 
structure of ehlorophyll, given on page 510 includes several 
errol"s. 
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In conclusion, then, the concept of the eternity of life 
that was at the root of earlier panspernio theories led to 
philosophical problems 4th respect to the Idea of the sbsolti* 
autonoir of life and the epistemological limits it imFoeed. 
Panapermic theories which dispense with the idea of the 
eternity of life, however, so far have not offered any 
advantages over the hypothesis of a terrestrial origin of 
life from non-living matter. Manny difficult problems remain, 
as will be shown in the final chapter of this thesis, but the 
idea of panspermia does not solve them. 
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Chapter IT 
SPOWTJUEOUS DBE 'IONI THE LIVING ORIGINS OP INORGANIC MATTER 
The idea that life had existed for eternity was incorporated 
in another 19th-century hypothesis an the origin of life which 
is discussed in a member of reviews (1). According to this 
2yrpothesis, litt in the universe not only had no beginning but 
actually preceded the formation of the inorganic world. This 
curious theory had no lasting influence, but it supports the view 
that the problem of the origin of if. had reached a crisis and 
a brief discussion of its contents and foundations is therefore 
warranted. The hypothesis was given its most explicit Iornailet- 
ian by William Thierry Prey r (1841-1897) but the central idea 
bad been presented slightly earlier by Gustav Theodor Yechner 
(1801.18al), chose vim will therefore be discussed first. 
7. clmer's"cold de.. th" of fie, universe 
Gustav Peobner obtained a medical degree at the University of 
Leipzig but# instead of practising medicine, embarked on research 
in chemistry and physics (2). In 1834 he was appointed 
Professor of Thysics at Leipsig# a position from *ioh he had 
to resign in 1839 because of a serious neurotic illness. Upon 
his recovery, he started a scientific iavestigatioei of the 
relations between mind and bo49 in particular the relations 
between sensation and external stiw1i. liras he boos e the 
founder of "Psychopb7vik"q or sense physiolog, Y, a field in which 
Prsyer also was to become active* Feahaer's interests aged 
"idely; he founded a branch of knowledge called "metal 
aesthetics" end, is 1873, published his unorthodox vivre an the 
origin of life, under the title of Einige Idee} Wr Sohö %. 
A EntwiokeluaASgssohiohts AU Orris (S=o ideas on the 
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origin and evolution of or¬aaaiias) (3)" 
In this little known anograj I Feobner proposed that 
Instead of using oh. mioal oriteria9 a state of molecular motion 
("molsoalare 3ewegiagssust+ende") be adopted as the fundamental 
characteristic of the organic world. Althaagh he denied that 
there was a fixed borderline between the organic and the inorganioo 
Feaäner believed that 4º relative distinction could be made based 
on the state of motion of the particles uatin8 up the molecules 
of the respective domain$ Inorganic molecules can only change 
the position ("Ort") of their constituent particles while organic 
molecules can charge spontaneously both the position and the 
-- rang meat 
("Ort und Ordnung") of their elemonts (4) " 
Fsobner claimed that all vital phenomena could be explained 
using this criterion. Moreover, it could explain the transition 
fron the organic to the inorganic state that was characteristic 
of death** + precisely the point where a chwical criterion 
tailed. To quote ? saimsr1 s example s 
"... Up= boiling, an egg can, without a change, In 
its complex chemical oompositioat We from the organic 
to the inorganic state, in s0 far as we have 
characterised the latter by the lack of those 
vital phenomena or ability to develop that are 
exhibited by the organic state" (5)*** 
; Of the reviews cited under ref. 1, col? Liprs"ml e inolu a 
mention of Feobner&e work. Feo)mer'e book in not cited in the 
entri on Fachaar in the D iotio na ax Scistjfiý vhy. 
*+ It should be noted that Feabner equated the organic vith the 
living and the inorganic with the non-living. Acoordiagly, he 
regarded &MAhing trat is not actually alive as Inorganic, 
regardless of its chemistry and regardless of its history. 
***"****in Iii kam durch kochen ohne Yeändexuug seiner oomplexat 
abed schon Cojnstitutift awe dean organischen in tmorganisoben 
Zustand izbergeheon, sofern wir diesen durch den No ngel der Lebens- 
ersohsinungsn odor Entwiokelunge(ehigkeit, (c(nt. next page) 
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In addition to his criterion of molecular nation, Feobner 
introduced a principle that he considered to be absolutely 
, inäa talg the principle of the tendency towards stability 
("das Prinsip der Tos xux Stabilitiit" )s. Equating In.. 
stability with hi irregular movement and stability with 
regular, periodic Nov. t, Featiaer declared organic matter to 
be clearly less stable than Inorganic matter. Any hypothesis 
based on the assumption that ºe organic world is derived Iron 
inorganic nature would therefore contradict to principle of the 
*WWWNW towards stability. On the other hand6 the transition 
into the inorganic condition which all organisms,, mdsW, namely 
when they die, was in strict accordance with the principle (6). 
Hence Feobner rejected the "traditional vies" according to which 
the organic world was generated in primaeval time from inorganic 
matter and a simple cell was produced at least once. Instead, he 
proposed the opposite vies namely that the inorganic world was 
uitiwaUly derived frOM the organic dosesin. This hypothesis was 
not only consistent with the principle of the tendency towards 
stability but gras also in accordance with observation* while the 
inorganic world had never yet sham itself capable of bringing 
forth the organic g It was observed daily that inorganic substances 
are excreted or deposited internally 'by living organism (? ). 
: ootnote cont. welche der organische Zustand darbietet, 
oha akterisiart haben". 8y modern chemical oriteriaO the profouind $ntra and intermolecular chanew involved In the denaturation of 
proteins (such as occur upon boiling) would be sufficient to 
explain a transition from the living to the wool-living state. 
"This prlnoip3e is of course in direct contradiction tth the 
soomd law of thermocymamics. The importaaaao that was soon to be 
attributed to the latter presumably aooo mta for the lads of 
popularity of Fea2mer's principle. 
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The history of living organisms as vs know them was then 
placed in the wider context of the history of life as a loam of 
molecular motion. According to Feobner0 the earth had passed 
through three different phases a oosmo-organic ("Ioosmorganiech" ), 
a molecular-organic ("moleoularorganiaoh") and a moleoular- 
Inorganic ("moleoalaronorgauisoh") phase. During the first 
phaae, Us elements had not yet organised themselves into 
molecules and the earth was just a whirling one of gases. At 
this stage, the ooaoos itself was alive, Subsequently# the 
earth evolved into a solid mass in which particles continuously 
changed their position and relative arrangement. At that0 
moleoular. organio' stags he earth was a single giant organirr 
(by Feabner&s criterion of molecular motions), not yet mixed with 
inorganic matter. Finally, as the mass of the planet became more 
deme, a differentiation between organic and inorganic matter took 
place and the earth entered its present molecular-inorganic phase 
($)+ 
Although current theories of descent only covered a limited span 
of the history of life as Feobuer defined iti he felt that the 
theory of evolution was consistent with bis schemes the evolution 
of living organisms in the traditional sense had led to ever 
greater stability. At the sun time$ he was led to the dubious 
conclusions that# according to the principle of the tendency 
towards stabilit # life out have been more abundant on earth 
In the distant past than it is now (9)t Rowe er, Peo mer would 
probably not have boon impressed with palaeoatologioal evidence 
to the contrary because his criterion of life encompassed so much 
more than that most biologists would regard as living organism. 
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It the earth itself was alive In the past, 417 worxj about the 
absence of fossile in old rocke? 
As for the tutus vhioh was not discussed IW Feobnsr, the 
outlook for swolutiou a"= bleaki according to the principle 
of the fanden towards stability, Ufa mat nsorssari], ar be 
extin uisiod, not as a result of smrisoz sntal catastrophes ou 
other external iatlusno. s 1 but because of the inharsnt properties 
of matter. In Fsohnsr's sahAms, the "survival of the littest" 
ultimately meant the "survival of the daadsst" " 
rsabm®r's speoulatiou had 3J t"J. uttag latluswo bUt he made 
at 10ast aas* Sm sdiate ow"rt I namslr William Pr r. Between 
1873 and 1874 le" or and Prs er trots to each other extensively 
abazt saiantifia mattere of mtu4 interest, mostly on visiont 
hearing and other areas of "Psyobopbnik" (10) " In a letter 
written on the 2nd of Januety, 18741 Preyer referred to 
lAqjL zur sd Ft iok*l gn to OrAmsdIMIn 
(ret, 3) and wrote that already on first reading be was oompietely 
oonvinbed of the enormans ei&nifioanoe of the basio idea of the 
book. He ofaly exp eeeed. his rast that t b* theory Ua whole 
"s presented In rather embryoz io loz . Brid rdwmaes to the 
book were made is tour other letters exchanged. tpr the two men 
daring the first kalt of 1874, bat after that tos topic di. ' 
appeared fron the oorrospondands. Prep'&r& s adaptation of 
Feobaer's theory, which will be disouuued below# does not appear 
to have beta mentioned in the correspondence at all*. 
srv, f howwor, 1 two large gals in the collected corrsaponcL- 
SflOM these air no letters dated between July 1874 and S"tanbor 
18771 hoar between October 1877 and November 1882. Prger, who 
edited the ooneotiong did not explain whether (o(nto next page) 
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William Prger was born in England and emigrated to Germany 
during his school days (11). He studied physiology and 
chemistry at the University of Heidelberg where he received 
his doctorate in 1862. After that he turned to Medicine and 
studied first in Paris with Claude Bernard, then in Berliat 
Yi. m and Bonn. H. obtained his medical degree in 1866, and 
from 1869 until 1888 held the Professorship of Yedioiae at the 
University of Jena. His research work was in the fields of 
physiological ohemistsy# sense physiology and psyohologyp his 
most famous contribution being the work Dis Beal* des Kindesj 
published in 1882. in addition, be was interested in nor. 
general scientific subjects such as the problem of the origin 
of life. 
In 1813, Prayer published a booklet entitled Ube 
qre Lebens (On the investigation of life) (12), 
which is based on a lecture delivered in Leipzig to the 
"Versammlung deutscher laturtorsoher und Aerate" in August, 
1872. In this treatise Preyer expressed his belief that not 
all phone to of life could be explained on a mechanistic basis, 
In particular consciousness and other psychological phenmena. 
Wby this should be so was not immediately apparent from an 
examination of the general conditions of life (oxygen in the air, 
water$ a number of chemical elements, and warmth or light). 
Hosever0 one of the elements necessary for life was unique 
according to Prayer and this element t carbon# sight play a 
special role in living organisms. The position of carbon was 
footnote Conte) no letters were exchanged between Peabner 
and himself during these periods or whether letters were written 
but for some reason not included in the published correspondence. 
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unique in that all carbon on earth appeared to be derived from, 
living organiea j even graphite and diamonds were of organic 
origin, being the rawmts of vegetable matterr. Also the 
carbon dioxide is the environment was mostly a product of the 
combustion of organic matter, although Pre sr admitted. that 
sow carbon dioxide ims exhaled by voloanoss. The latter 
prooesaº however, could only release . mall quantities of CO2 
Into the atmosphere, by no means sufficient to serve as a carbon, 
source torts generation of living organisms. The Unique 
position; of carbon therefore posed "a probllent it it *a: e true 
that carbon was an element in the chemical senssº that isº 
undivisible0 imohangsable0 without origin and indestructible, 
that it . boom* incomprehensible that carbon was nearly always 
lotend as a constituent or product of living organisms. If the 
latter actuaUl gave rise to carbon, then it could no longer be 
strictly regarded as an element.. Proger continued, 
"I here merely rieh to bring to your attention the 
ditfioultr, uhiob is greater then appear, to have been 
tssumsd ao far and forces us to question the elementary 
nature of carbon* As long as this problem swains 
unsolyn4 there can be no question of the 1ROW? 1 of the 
first origin of life an earth. " (13)* 
Prager made no attempt to overcome the difficulty of the 
origin of carbon at this stage and lot the matte rant hay. 
A few years later$ however, he presented a hypothesis oa the 
origin of life which took the probisa into account and which 
Ioh will hier nur at die Sahýrierid3ceit Wdaerksam msohw, 
welche grosser ist, als men bisher aýg+s Imes i zu haben scheint 
und stark an der eleainteren Natur des Kohlenstoffs =u 
zweifeln swingt. So lange diese Prage nicht erledigt ist, 
keim dem Wie? der ersten Entstehen des Lebens auf 4Ä0 
Erde nicht die UM sein, " 
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also incorporated s of Feabner's ideas (a1th u*, the latter 
not asknosiedgad as being due to Feobner). ] "or's 
b3pothesis was Eiart published, in 187 ad subsequently included 
in a collection of his ; spun (14). 
Prwjw started ti aomsenting In detail an the two min rival 
b7poth. ses on the origin of litss the abio«enuist or evoluticn- 
=x position and Richterts thsoz' of ooesosoa. He pointed out 
that the aoo"pteidew that the ea tht s surface had ono* been 
too hot to support life usual]y led scientists to the oonclusioll 
that We an earth not have had. a definite origin in time. 
According to one Vie, orgsniams resembling the most Primitive 
living beings kno'sn todq had arisen at least once from non- 
living matter. As the" was no evidence to suggest that such 
a pacooeos could take place on earth tod i, the proponents of this 
view were forced to claim that the conditions on earth at the 
time when its surface ras cooling dm rum truce ditto t from, 
those encountered today. Thus it jr*A under, unique conditions 
that the vmiVIS process leading to the origin of life took place 
until the conditions changed so much that living organisms could 
no longer be generated except ! root other organisms. Mat life 
was sustained under a rather liaited range of conditions and 
Pryer doubted that any organisms living und er radically diff. t 
conditions could have survived at all (15). 
Prger ras rightly dissatisfied wither postulation of a unique, 
bat undsfinedg process taktlang place under uniqust but undefined 
oonditioo". Rather than 'deaad that a serious attempt be made 
to provide the Missing details and to explain in concrete 'tam 
r the In no langer appears to take place on earth nova 
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Preysr took another courses 
"Such a view is so unsatisfactory that I prefer to 
asks Could. he gu on our plautt be altogether, 
impossible - once, now Eid forever? " (16)* 
Prq r also presented a logical argument for questioning 
iuºthor life could ever have arisen an earth from inorganic 
matter. It was, a general observation that living tbin8, appear 
only vhm there vas it. before. Simila r]ar, expe rimes taught 
that an orge isms the wwntuallr. While no one doubted that 
all that lives will die, honnnr# there did not seem to be 
similar agreement an the squivaleat inductive generalisation that 
life, Umast al, a s come from fite. But if experience was good 
enough proof for the former, it should be good enough proof for 
the latter, the two statements being entirely equivalent ("vollooaM 
men gleichwertig"). Admittedly, neither statement had been 
proved deäuotively, but the inductive proof had at least made the 
possibility of an InaujUgg highly improbables 
"Anyocse who looks for an organism that has not been 
bosom, but came into being tr means of an U äacß 
i. e. was built up from dead oorpasolesp has even lese 
prospect of finding it than svm0oue who looks for an 
organift that cannot die. " (17)** 
This conclusion was based an purely quantitative Sromda t we 
knew that all or cam alive today had been born wäiis each at 
us had only been aaafroutrd with a limited =aber of deaths. 
It mat be aal4 that the ram Is autv®atioally ccoluded on 
o". º1nr solobs £ut'taasutg ist so anbetriadigund, dass iah vi"l»b 
frage: Sollte die Ursaugung aui msersm Planeten iiberhanpt - 
"inst# 4et c m4 knri ttig ýº oh sein? " 
er nach einem Orgaais, i suchte welcher nicht gebaren gärst 
nondem durch Urseugaag entetandarn# d. h. aus todtet Xorpozn 
autaeengetasetzt, hat noch Weniger Ansicht su Linden# ale Einer, 
welcher nach einem Organist ie auobt, dar nicht sterben kk=t.. " 
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logical gods only if the two inductive generalisations that 
"all orb are born" and, that "all orgaisma will die" are 
regarded as s, mi, txioal. it the generalisations include state- 
t& about the past (for instance that all living organisms have 
alb been born from other living orgimismi) then the lain 
question is precisely whether thq no factually equivalent and 
not hot many instances can be provided in their support from the 
prosento 
Dreyer was more ujmpathetio towards the theory Of 008010208, 
as formulated by Richter. He did not envisage any technical 
difficulties for its a`ndliarq hypotheses. PirstO the tact that 
spores as earth could remain dormant for long periods, and under 
adverse conditions, rithoat losing their germinating poser 
supported the possibility that the oosmoaoa could retain the 
capacity to live in the hostile surre mdings of spaoo. Secondly, 
there a no evidence to contradict the requirement that gras 
similar to those on. earth existed on other planets. Thixdly# 
while Richter'a proposal that gears float through apace 
independently posed certain diffioultiosj it aas not essential 
to the central idea of the theory and could be replaced by the 
suggestion that the germs were attached to and protected t 
meteorites. With such a Mohaniam the, germs could retain their 
viability during their Journey throu i the atmosphere of the 
earth or other planets. 
Teobniaal4t tlerataxeft theory vu nort2 r of consideration 
0111.7 the praa4na0 of gexmS in *taorites rawkinad to be 
dsmnetrated. Neverthalea, it was still necessary to aus 
the question of how the germ that popalatadte earth isom space 
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had oo * into being in the first place. Either the arose 
fto inorgaajo matter on some planet so nowhere in the w ivveree or 
protopleulo Sam bad alwap existed, throe ho'zt eternity. In 
the tint case we were back to the Ieneatiataatory pxoblen of th 
_=Mº " 
It had Heresy 1 to posed tvm earth to another 
planet. The ee+q! ond poeeibiltt71 rich was in toot proposed ty 
Bichterf flied that protoplaa o ee , or ern Whole, plante 
that yielded seeds, saws as old or older thus the sun itself (le). 
Preyer regarded the letter view as highly itplauaible although be 
failed to explain'y*« He therefore felt that a radioelly now 
approach to the problem was needed. We Ohoold reyereo the 
question and ask 
paräape the i organised dead bodies arose 
txv@L owed living things .. 0" (19)** 
To deal with VAN question, Prpw fivnt referred to his 
sous artet that all carbon on earth is derived from 
living oguaien , He=e# there was no reason to believe that 
sn carbon exists on earth before it ihabitod bpr life. It 
was tuoh moe likely that Urital pxooeeses preceded the toxaitiou 
of the earth WA gave rjse to all inorganic things as products 
of excretion, solidification decay and cooling (20). 
Pryer next QOn$idored the cri is that were used to distim- 
guish between the living and. the no living end concluded that 
the only distin ui. shing feature that was applicable consistently 
IS to po33ible that Payer felt them wi a oontrediotion 
between an eholuticmary view of planetary aye tame end the 
conoept that material# protopl=mio bodies have ezistod since 
eternity. Nis oms hypothesis did avoid #s difficulty. 
**"#.. ob etwa die nicht orgn'iejrten todten röffls wes lebenden organieizten hervoxaing m r. '" 
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was the fact that living organirr are always descended fx'cs 
other liming tb4 e (21)" All o#hOV supposed o gtoAatioo 
of lieg tunam encountered at least occasionally jn the 
inorganic vovldl such as tbh growth and 'rep Of "tale. 
And h* conaiderOd ice, noting that It t"64 0641to It 
metabolises and grit! it ethos ta aix, os we do and. 
outtooste* uhm air is 4tho14, MA in the and. it dies, leaving 
carbon boh4nd« Xot fixe its not usually considered to be alve40 
in additions going book in the past, the hest that wes gennented 
by the contraction of the cooling earth met harn been so high 
at the surtaoo that only liquids std Sua# but not solids, v 
present. was thas +uq justification for sayngt t this liquid 
molto was was not alive? To Preyer, the answer was xºo # for we 
t to take into ao4o nt the spc*tt+ýoaoo w"ment of all that is 
organic ("das organische Siohbewe "). To Prs sr tbi8 z umi, nt 
was iii*# and We as we ksch it on earth now wau simp» a 
special torn of this mane ent (22), 
Timms Prayer adopted Yeo1msri a criterion of lit as a state of 
motion and the idea thaitho iaaanäesoerit earth Uras alias. He 
also adopted Feobner+e concept of the priority of life ova all 
iaorg'mio atter wiV=t# ho suer, =Wn use of the principle, 
of is teed ºoy towards stabilit r. Be piotured the transition 
from the orgauio to the inorganic state on earth in muoh the 
earns way as Fsa%er had done before him. As the earth began to 
cools those substances that could no longer remain in the liquid 
state separated In the form of A hard y and 'oeaams *at we now 
can inorganic matter. The remaining liquid moose alone rep- 
resented We on earth at that stags.. As the solidification 
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ocnti*n edt ocnbinatiozat ct el+sa to appeased vhiah until than had 
bean in 4t limed etwta and which gradually aims to resemble 
protoplasm. Zn other rdip Prsyer 41A not =intalu that 
pmtoPlMm emoted on earth º its vorj fcrmstian, nor that 
pvotoplaumla bodies had Wandered auto the earth trot Guter 
epaoaj end ddinltei r' not that protoplasm arose troN inorgaaio 
matter as a lifeless Na1*4 ? hat be 414L maintain was, , 
",, **that the eternal movement of the universe is life, that protoplara must usossaarily have remained behind 
ahnen tho mors intsnae vitality of the gloving planet 
had caused those bodies that are now regarded as inorganic 
to to separated out ars Its cooling anrlaoe. " (23)* 
Once the protoplaemlo residue bad been left behindo Dawinian 
evolution and competition between organs follow ea. 
$tnall7i P-Mor felt that his hypotheeie had the advanti that 
it War nowbas coatradiotMd bpr obseryatton. It the hypothesis 
aooePteät all experimental attesnpta to doWnstrate the 
Ord wauad be meine to be futile and domed to failure and 
the theory of aosmozoa, while not izoludad, sould be reduadants 
each planet WOW to= its on pzotoplaamia Sinai 
According to Oparin (24), Prreyex"a theory had a large 
following but this In not apparent from the scientific literature. 
Those wäg mentioned Preys at all had little difficulty in 
dismissing bis views. Taschenborg felt- that Prgnr's concept 
of life was poetic but unscientific (25), Life an we Gov it 
=et have had a beginning and it lit to be regarded as 
movement then it a very aptaial tors of movement, associated 
*"ooodass the antenglase Bowe ag im Weltall Zebai ist1 dace das 
Protoplasma noth2)Wäig übrig bleiben mints, uaohdeýa durch die 
intaa®ivere Ieb thati 'keit des gluhnden Planeten as seiner 
sich abkühleudon. Oberflache die jetat als anorganisch 
bezeichneten Körper ausgeschieden worden waren. " 
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with a special substrate (protoplasa). The origin of this 
substrate was not explained clearly by Preyer. 
Vera= also criticised Preyer for stretohing the concept of 
life so far as to include the sun and the molten mass of the 
early earth (26). It Preyer&s concept of life were accepted,, 
his hypothesis was not in direct conflict with the idea of the 
t csew mg, xhioh was also based on the view that protoplasmic 
organisms arose from the materials of the earthh. On the other 
hand, Yerworn regarded it as highly unlikely that there was an 
uninterrupted descent of protein from the liquid mans of the 
earth* 
Lipj'n n mentioned, but did not ooaeaent on Preyer's viers. 
He regarded the entire question of the origin of life as s 
problem of metaphysics rather than science (27)o however, and 
there is no reason to believe that he considered Preyerls approach 
superior to any other. 
Oparin oomm. ntedt 
"Thus Prayer develops his deeply idealistic but very 
ancient conception of a universal life essenoe0 and 
places an extraordinarily broad and indefinite 
interpretation on the idea of 'life'. If we leave 
out the interpretation and concern ourselves only 
with the question of the origin of present protoplasmic 
organiems# the theory has absolutely nothing concrete 
to offer us. " (28) 
Not much can be added to these coaments of Preyerts critics. 
Merely stretching the concept of life provides no explanation 
for the origin of living organisms as we know this, and Preyer's 
Ideas on the toxmaticn of protoplasm are far too vague to be of 
any help in this respect. A. mentioned earlier, Prayer. was 
justified in regarding the evolutionist hypothesis as in 
defined. The evolutionist should be asked to define the 
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conditions tarier which life could have arisen on earth. In 
addition, he should explain bow these conditions changed with 
time and how the early organisms could have adapted to such 
changing conditions. Finally, independent evidence for the 
postulated conditions should be provided, for example from 
geology. This was an impossible task in Prayer's dyes in the 
light of the contemporary scientific biowlydge. Prayer, 
however, regarded the task as impossible in principle. The 
alternative he proposed may not be contradicted t7 experience 
but that is hardly a virtues bis hypothesis is not contra. 
dioted by experience because there it no way of testing it 
empirically. As Oparin said, it has nothing concrete to 
oilers 
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CHAPTER V 
ARTIFICIAL CELL STUDIES IN RELATION 
TO THE PROBLEU O THE ORIGIN OP LIFE 
Evolutionary hypotheses on the origin of life postulated the 
primordial generation of living organisms from organic matter 
which had previously been formed by the gradual transformation 
of inorganic compounds. Hence, the continuity between the living 
and the non-living was seen in terms of "chemical evolution". 
Any qualitative differences in form and function between the 
animate and the inanimate were held to be the outcome of differences 
in the chemical constitution and complexity of the two types of 
structure. In the early years of the twentieth century a new 
approach to the problem was developed which was also based on the 
assumption of an evolutionary continuity between inorganic nature 
and living organisms. The primary emphasis here, however, was 
on similarities in form and function between inorganio systems and 
present-day living organisms rather than on continuities in 
chemical constitution. This new approach was inspired by previous 
investigations of simple models of cells such as the "artificial celld' 
of Moritz Traube (1826-1694)- 
As will be shown below, Traube believed that his model systems 
imitated the growth of living cells and that a study of these 
models could lead to an increased understanding of the physico- 
chemical causes of cell growth. He was extremely careful, 
however, not to draw unwarranted conclusions from his studies 
and continuously stressed the differences between his artificial 
cells and living cells. Some of the investigators who sub- 
sequently extended Traube's approach, on the other hand, made 
very far-reaching claims regarding the nature and origin of life 
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on the basis of their results. Although Traube presented no 
views on the origin of life, his studies will be discussed first 
with a view to bringing out the full contrast between his 
conclusions and the extravagant claims made by a number of his 
successors. 
The backgrounds Traube's artificial cells 
Traube's work on artificial cells arose out of his studies of 
plant respiration (1). He had been led to the result that the 
essential function of plant respiration is the oxidation of a 
carbohydrate dissolved in the cell sap into an insoluble 
precipitate, cellulose (2). If the construction and growth of 
cell walls in plants is the result of chemical precipitation, 
Traube argued, then it should be possible to reproduce this 
process in non-living systems. 
In a preliminary communication (3) on studies of the generation 
of the cell membrane and of cell growth using artificial systems, 
Traube's argument is set out clearly. He assumed that cells 
grow by a process of endo-osmosis, i. e. by the influx of water 
due to differences in osmotic pressure between the intra- and 
extracellular fluids. He then considered the fact that colloids 
(non-crystallisable substances) cannot diffuse through colloidal 
membranes. In addition, if a colloid precipitate forms a 
cohesive skin then it should act as a colloidal membrane. On 
the basis of these points, Traube made the following conjecture: 
If a drop of a colloid A dissolved in water is introduced into 
an aqueous solution of a colloid B, and if A and B give an 
insoluble combination, then drop A will become covered with an 
insoluble colloidal coating. Further, if drop A is more 
concentrated than the surrounding solution B, then drop A will 
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increase in size due to an endo-osmotio flow of water through the 
colloidal membrane.. 
This conjecture was confirmed by experiment. When a small drop 
of a solution of gelatinous glue was placed in a weak aqueous 
solution of tannic acid, the gelatine drop was surrounded by a 
glassy, transparent membrane and gradually increased in size. 
Subsequent experiments (4) showed that membranes could also be 
constructed using a colloid and a crystalloid (e. g. tannic acid 
and copper acetate), or even two crystalloids providing that 
these produce an amorphous, i. e. non-crystalline, precipitate 
(e. g. potassium ferrocyanide and copper sulphate). In each cases 
the resulting membrane was impermeable to the two starting compounds, 
which Traube called membrane builders ("Membranbilder") or 
membranogens ("Membranogene"). Every membrane had its speoifio 
permeability properties with respect to other solutes, allowing 
the passage of some but not of others. For example, the membrane 
obtained from gelatine and tannic acid was weakly permeable to a 
great number of simple salts while the copper ferrocyanide membrane 
was weakly permeable only to water, potassium chloride and ammonium 
chloride. From the permeability properties of his artificial 
membranes Traube concluded that their permeability is determined 
by the size of the open spaces between the molecules making up the 
membrane (the interstitial spaces). According to Traube, these 
spaces must certainly be smaller than the smallest of the two 
membranogene, or else we would not obtain a precipitate only at 
the outer surface of the cell. With regard to other solutes the 
membrane acts as a sieve; those solutes that are smaller than the 
interstitial spaces pass through, those that are larger do not. 
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From this view of the cell membrane as a sieve, Traube gras led 
to his theory of membrane growth by "intussuaception" (5). He 
had observed in living cells that the membrane does not get thinner 
during cell growth and concluded that the membrane does not simply 
stretch as the intracellular volume and the osmotic tension 
increase, but that new membrane material is formed during cell 
growth. He envisaged this process as followss When the cell 
contents increase in volume by endo-osmosis, pressure is exerted 
on the membrane. The membrane then stretches so that the inter- 
atitial spaces become large enough to allow the passage of the 
smaller of the two membranogens. As soon as the two membranogene 
come into contact, i. e. at the cell surface, a new precipitate of 
membrane molecules is deposited in the interstitial spaces. In 
other words, membrane growth is caused by intussusception which 
itself is preceded and determined by endo-osmotic swelling. 
In summary, Traube simulated the following processes using 
artificial cells: The process of membrane generation by chemical 
precipitation and hence the generation of enclosed cells; the 
process of cell growth by endo-osmosis; and the process of membrane 
growth by intussusception. He believed that these processes 
clostly resembled the growth phenomena of living cells and that 
organic growth might rest on the same principles. However, he 
stressed again and again the limitations of his studies and pointed 
out that they provided no information regarding other essential 
functions of living cells, such as the role of the nucleus or cell 
multiplication (6). In particular, he emphasised that any 
conclusions drawn from his work about living cello would only 
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apply given the pre-existence of protoplasm. He denied that his 
studies could throw any light on the question how living cells 
might be generated from non-living material, adding 
"... it was far removed from my intentions to pursue 
such a utopian aim... "*(7) 
Stimulated by Traube's studies, other investigators used analogous 
models to reproduce such processes as cellular movement, phagoeytosis 
and cell division ( a). For example, Otto ilütschli (1848-1920) 
prepared oil emulsions ("microscopic foams") to see if these would 
simulate the properties of protoplasm (9). His choice of 
"microscopic foams" was based on his theory of the alveolar 
structure of protoplasm, according to which protoplasm is a two- 
phase system showing an alveolar or "honeycomb" structure resembling 
the microscopic appearance of oil lather. 
Bitachli first prepared a thick paste by rubbing a finely 
pulverised soluble substance such as cooking salt or potash 
(potassium carbonate) into a drop of olive oil. Upon mixing a 
drop of this paste with a drop of Rater, a fine froth was obtained 
revealing an active exchange of water between the two phases (shown 
up by mixing the water with Indian ink). According to Bütschli, 
the streaming movements in the foam bubbles closely resembled 
protoplasmic streaming in plants. In addition, the moving drops 
became distended locally so that they resembled amoebae with 
pseudopodia. Bütsehli explained the streaming movements in the 
oil lather on the basis of local differences in surface tension. 
Their great similarities to amoeboid movement led him to conclude 
*'... einem so utopischen Ziel nachzugehen lag mir fern... " 
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that similar forces must be at work in both cases. Like Traube, 
however, Biitachli drew no further conclusions from his studies 
and did not regard his oil emulsions as alive in any sense. In 
fact, he regretted the use of the term "artificial amoebae" for 
the oil foams which had been introduced by others writing about 
his work (10). 
It may be argued that Traube and Biitsohli, despite their ceution, 
were simply wrong in suggesting that organic growth is fundamentally 
an osmotic process or that cellular movement is solely determined by 
surface tension. Certainly, their models were over-simplified and 
many additional forces are now understood to be responsible for such 
phenomena, for instance the active transport of metabolites through 
the cell membrane, numerous metabolic transformations catalysed by 
enzymes, protein synthesis directed IV nuclear DNA, and bioenergetio 
processes. However, considering the state of biochemical and 
biophysical knowledge at the time, the investigations of Traube and 
FMtschli represented legitimate attempts at clarifying the possible 
role of certain simple physical processes in living organisms. 
Osmosis and surface tension do play an important role in living 
beings and are worthy of investigation. The discovery of, for 
example, active transport meant that an additional process had to 
be taken into account, not that osmosis and passive diffusion 
could henceforth be ignored as teing devoid of any significance 
in living cells. 
Because Traube and Blatschli were well aware of the differences 
between their model systems and living cells they did not make 
the mistake of regarding either osmosis or surface tension as the 
fundamental life process, unlike some of their followers. For 
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example, Stephane Leduc, whose work will be discussed next, 
maintained on the basis of experiments derived from those of 
Traube that osmosis is the prime phenomenon of life. 
Leduc's osmotic growths 
cs studies formed part of an ambitious programme to which he Led. ' 
gave the name of "synthetic biology" (11). He argued that each 
science goes through three consecutive phases: a phase of 
observation and description, a phase of analysis of the observed 
phenomena, and a synthetic phase involving the simulation of the 
processes under study. According to Leduo, the biological sciences 
had made important advances in the description and analysis of 
biological phenomena whereas the synthetic phase had barely begun. 
He believed that the time was ripe to introduce synthetic biology, 
its role being 
"... to reproduce the substances, the form, and phenomena 
which have been the subject of investigation. "(12) 
For example, if the living organism was regarded as a transformer 
of energy*, then it should be the task of synthetic biology to 
reproduce similar transformations of energy outside living 
organisms. Leduc argued that synthetic biology had two priorities, 
corresponding to the two fundamental properties of living beings, 
nutrition and form. The argument ran as followss The primary 
function of all organisms is the transformation of matter and 
energy. Maintaining this function, and life itself, requires the 
continuous supply of nutrients (in liquid form, to aid absorption). 
Hence, nutrition is the essential phenomenon of life and the 
elementary physical phenomenon is the contact between an alimentary 
*Leduc was thinking of the use by organisms of energy stored in 
nutrients for life functions such as movement. He regarded this as a 
transformation of potential energy into what he called "actual" 
energy (13). 
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liquid and a cell. The study of life should therefore begin 
with an investigation of the physicochemical phenomena resulting 
from the contact between two liquids, such as solution, diffusion, 
osmosis, cohesion and crystallisation (14). Secondly, the 
essential characteristic of an organism is its form. Unlike the 
matter and energy circulating within its which in its ultimate form 
is indestructible, the form of an individual is transitory in 
nature " the individual perishes with its form. Hence, it is the 
task of synthetic biology to elucidate the physicochemical forces 
and conditions which can produce forms and structures resembling 
those of living beings. 
It so happened that in Leduc's studies the two major aims of 
synthetic biology converged. In his studies of diffusion, Leduc 
produced diffusion patterns on gelatine which resembled fern-like 
structures (using, for instance, concentrated solutions of silver 
nitrate and ammonium bromide). In his studies of osmosis, he not 
only produced artificial cells similar to those of Traube but, by 
experimenting with various salt solutions at different concentrations, 
much more complex "growths" resembling fungi, mushrooms, cells and 
plants. Some structures were green, by the use of ferrosulphate, 
some partly white and partly yellow, by the use of manganese salts. 
Besides the striking resemblances in appearances as illustrated by 
the numerous photographs presented in his books, Leduc noted the 
following analogies between his "osmotic growths" and living 
organisms. First, analogies of a structural organisationt the 
osmotic growths are groups of cells separated by an osmotic membrane. 
Secondly, analogies of function, namely nutrition (the growths 
absorb substances from the surrounding medium and waste products 
are ejected), morphological differentiation, and even ageinge 
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"The plumpness of a child and the turgescence of young 
cells are but the expression of high osmotic tension, 
while relaxation and flaccidity of the tissues in old 
age betrays the fall of osmotic pressure in the intra- 
cellular tissues. "(15) 
Finally, the osmotic growths the by disintegration. * 
On the basis of these observations, Leduc reached the following 
conclusions 
"Diffusion and osmosis are the elementary phenomena 
of life. All vital phenomena result from the contact 
of two colloidal solutions, or of two liquids separated 
by an osmotic membrane. Hence the study of the physics 
of diffusion and osmosis is the very basis of synthetic 
biology. "(20) 
To those who might object that the osmotic growths did not contain 
albumin and were therefore not comparable with living organisms, 
Leduc replied that such objections would be based on a confusion 
of life with a substance and of the synthesis of life with the 
synthesis of albumin. According to Leduc, life is not a substance 
but a mechanical phenomenon. However, when discussing the 
implications of his results for the question of the origin of life 
(21), Leduo could not entirely ignore the chemical constituents of 
present-day organisms. He believed thatthe accumulation of 
mineral and protein matter in the primaeval seas gave rise to 
*Leduo himself gave no indication of the "life-spant, of his osmotic, 
growths. In a review of the subject, however, Benedikt (16) 
mentioned the ephemeral nature of these structures. He wrote of 
"ephemeral phantoms which, from the beginning, have passed in front 
of man's eyes without being perceived and which Leduc has managed to 
capture by photographic means" (':.. des fantömes ephembres, qui, 
depuis 1'origine, etaient passes devant lee yeux des homes sans titre 
appergus, et que Leduc a su surprendre par la photographie. "). It 
should be added that Benedikt'a remark was not intended as a criticism 
- he had great admiration for the clarity and simplicity of Leduc's 
studies. 
Benedikt's review also includes photographs of structures resembling 
diatoms and radiolaria, obtained by the use of silicates by the 
Mexican biologist Herrera. Herrera's study of the life-like behaviour 
of artefacts, or "plasmogeriy" (17), continued into the 19408 (18). 
Oparin recounts how Herrera sent him ibicroscopie slides of artefacts 
in the late 1930s and how these were identified as living cells 
(and even classified) by an eminent microscopist (19). 
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conditions that were favourable for the production of osmotic 
growths. Of these, the mineral growths may have left remains that 
could be of interest to the geologist, while the organic growths 
subsequently evolved into present-day organisms. In view of the 
great variety and complexity of artificially produced osmotic 
growths, Leduc believed that the beginning of life may not have boon 
the generation of a simple primitive cell from which all other 
organisms have descended, but that there may have been a variety of 
such primordial forms, some of them quite complex. 
It should be noted that Leduc, while stressing the resemblances 
between the osmotic growths and living systems, did not claim to 
have synthesised any living organisms. With regard to the origin 
of life, Leduc obviously saw primaeval osmotic growths produced from 
protein matter as the precursors of existing organisms, and not 
growths of the type produced by himself in the laboratory. He did, 
however, regard osmosis as the fundamental force which organises 
matter and maintains the functions of life. The idea that osmotic 
forces alone could, under any circumstances, have led to the first 
generation of living organisms was a gross over-simplification even 
in Leduc's day. More important, however, is the fact that Leduc's 
theory failed to explain why this force, if it is fundamental to the 
origin and maintenance of life, should have given rise to both living 
and non-living structures. It may be that the organic osmotic 
growths in the primaeval seas were longer lived than mineral growths 
and simply won out in natural selection but Leduo provided no 
explanation for this supposed persistence and evolution of organic 
osmotic growths. At this point, his decision to de-emphasise the 
differences in chemical constitution between living and non-living 
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systems entailed a netitio Princixii. In the history of biology, 
attempts to provide explanations of vital phenomena in terms of 
physics and chemistry have led to an ever-increasing insight into 
many of these phenomena. In any hypothesis on the origin of life, 
however, it is not enough to explain the similarities between the 
living and the non-living in physicochemical terms, but also the 
differences. 
8uckuck's barium cvtodes 
Leduc did not suggest that he had succeeded in synthesising living 
organisms or any direct precursors of existing organisms. In this 
respect, his conclusions were exceedingly restrained in comparison 
vrith those of Martin Kuckuck, a phystcian in St. Petersburgh. 
Kuckuck claimed to have produced living organisms that were 
identical to the immediate precursors of the nucleated cells of the 
Metazoa, and to have solved the problem of the origin of life. His 
ideas and experimental results, obtained from 1905 onwards, are 
presented in a large book entitled l'Univers, Etre Vivant (22). 
Kuoluck's work was inspired by the studies of Raphael Dubois, 
Professor at Lyons, to whom the book is dedicated. Dubois had 
produced particles that were supposedly identical to bacterial cells 
by adding barium or radium chloride to a sterilised fish broth (23). 
The main difference between Dubois' experiments and those of Traube 
and Leduc, therefore, was the use by Dubois of a medium composed of 
material derived from living organisms. Kuckuck believed that the 
radium and barium had somehow "organised" this organic material into 
living "cytodes" (non-nucleated cells), and attributed this organic. 
ing force to the ionising properties of radium and barium. His 
ionisation theory was formulated as followsI In plants and animals, 
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living substance is grouped around centres of attraction consisting 
of ions (in the case of cytodes) or of complexes of protein 
molecules associated with electrolyte ions (in the case of nucleated 
cells). With the aid of ionising substances such as radium and 
barium, protein gels can be organised so that the mass of molecules 
becomes an integrated unit or organism. On the basis of this 
theory Kuckuck could solve the problem of the origin of lifer 
"There, then, is the entire i stery of the generation of 
the first protoplasmic cells on our planet; it consists 
merely in the transfotion of inert amorphous proteins 
into active structured proteins - into protoplasm, by the 
ionising substances. " (24)* 
Kuckack's own experiments were similar to those of Dubois except 
for the use of a different medium, consisting of gelatine, peptone, 
glycerine and asparagine dissolved in sterilised sea water. When 
this ntxture was "ionised" by the addition of barium chloride 
Kuckuck obtained 
".... structures that were morphologically identical to 
round animal cells. "" (25) 
These bodies, called "barium cytodes" by Kuckuck, took in "food 
stuffs" and exhibited growth, reproduction by segaentationg 
rotatory movement***, and the capacity to form groups or colonies. 
Furthermore, these phenomena alledgedly cdased upon addition of a 
poison to the medium. To Kuckuck these facts showed that the 
barium cytodes were alive. Considering the morphological and 
A"Voilä tout le rrqetere de Is naissance des premieres cellules 
protoplasmiques sur nötre planets; il ne consiste quo dans la 
transformation des proteines amorphes inertes en proteines form9es 
actives . en protoplasme, par les substances ionisantes. " 
. ".. des formations morphologiquement identio:: ques aux 
oellules animau= rondes. " 
Kuckuckts description of the movements of the barium cytodes 
would be consistent with the possibility that these represented 
Brownian motion, especially as the movements ceased after the 
corpuscles had grown to a certain size. 
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physiological properties of the cytodes, Kuckuck was lad to 
conclude that they must be the primordial living animal cells 
and felt justified in giving his "organisms" the name of 
"Hhizonode de ba MX 1, Colonies of the latter closely 
resembled Lletazoa except for the fact that MSetazoa are composed 
of nucleated cells while his cytodes had no nuclei. According 
to Kuckuck, this difference proved that "Rhizopode de Baryum 15.8. " 
was the precursor of all Metazoa. He postulated the existence 
on the primitive earth of a second cytode, smaller than the barium 
cytode and containing nucleoprotein, to explain the genesis of the 
nucleated cell on the basis of a symbiosis of the two types of 
primordial cytodes (26). 
As Leduc regarded osmosis as the primary force in the generation 
of living organisms, so Kuckuck held that life started by the 
action of ionising forces. Neither Leduc nor Kuckuck claimed 
that the fundamental force, whether it be osmosis or ionisation, 
was restricted to the organic domain, however, which leaves us with 
a dilemma. If the elementary force is both necessary and 
sufficient for the generation of life, an explanation must be 
found for the existence of inanimate objects in the sphere of 
influence of the vitalising force. If, on the other hand, the 
force is necessary but not sufficient to give rise to life, then 
it cannot be claimed legitimately that a complete solution to 
the problem of the origin of life has been given. It is then 
necessary to define the differences in conditions under which the 
fundamental forces give rise to living systems on the one hand 
and to non-living structures on the other hand. 
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Kuckuck tried to circumvent this problem by declaring the whole 
universe to be alive: the aether was the prime living material on 
account of its "ionising forces" and all cosmic bodies, including 
the earth and its inhabitatta, were the organs of the universe. 
On this view, the question of the origin of life loses its meaning - 
the ionising forces simply vitalise everything. however, Kuckuck 
claimed to have given a solution to the problem of the origin of 
life in its usual sense, in terms of the generation of barium 
cytodos assuming the pre-existence of protein matter. But how did 
this protein matter arise in the first place? And what was the 
basis of the differences between protoplasmic bodies and non- 
protoplasmic bodies? In relation to this question, it is 
irrelevant whether the latter be called alive or not - merely 
stretching the concept of life does not make the two identical. 
Butler Burke aerobes 
Views on the nature and origin of life somewhat similar to those 
of Kuckuck were presented in 1906 by the Cambridge physicist John 
Butler Burke who, however, considered the fundamental life force 
to be akin toi although not identical with, radioactivity (27). 
Butler Burke's studies were inspired in the first instance by 
PflUger's cyanogen theory and only secondarily by previous studies 
of artificial cells. He argued that# if oyanogen is a living 
thing, then it should grow and multiply on a suitable culture 
medium*. Experiments to test this hypothesis gave negative 
results. Butler Burke then argued that similar experiments might 
This argument reflects a gross misunderstanding of Pflüger's 
theory. Pflugar did not regard cyanogen as alive but believed 
that the CN-radical was the essential component of "living protein". 
Further, Pflüger regarded complexes of "living proteins" as the 
essential constituents of living organisms but never claimed that 
any single living protein was itself an organise capable of 
groith and Liultiplication. 
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lead to positive results if radium were used instead of cyanogen, 
considering the analogies between the two substances with respect 
to instability and the energy stored up in them*. Accordingly, 
he sterilised stoppered tubes containing "bouillon" and radium 
chloride or radium bromide, by heating under pressure followed by 
rapid cooling (28). Upon cooling, the bouillon coagulated and 
after 24 hours a "culture" started to grow on the surface of the 
gelatine. Controls without radium produced no cultures, thus 
ruling out the possibility of bacterial contamination. After 
about 6 weeks the original bodies had grown in size, though to 
greatly varying extents, and when examined under the microscope 
resembled diplococci. At first they did not reveal any visible 
structures but later "nuclei" appeared, followed by segmentation 
effects after further growth. Finally, when the corpuscles had 
reached a certain size, they tended to subdivide and eventually they 
disintegrated. 
Butler Burke noted the following (not insignificant) differences 
between hie bodies and bacterial they appeared to have originated 
by continuous growth from submicroscopic particles; they melted 
in warm water of 25°to 30'C; and, when inoculated in fresh media, 
the subcultures showed no sign of growth even after 6 weeks. Not 
easily discouraged, Butler Burke nevertheless believed that the 
"radiobes", as he called them, were in some sense alive and might 
be a primitive form of bacilli*'x'. To support this view he 
considered the criteria of vitality for existing life forme, namely 
*It should be kept in mind that radioactivity was poorly understood 
at the time. 
It is not clear why he chose the term "primitive bacilli" 
when the radiobes resembled diplooocoi. 
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the presence of protoplasm, metabolism, a "cyclic process" 
(development, growth and decay), a certain organisation and 
structure, dependence on temperature and moisture, and a high 
susceptibility to external influences. However, argued Butler 
Burke, it is possible that protoplasm was not essential for life 
form that have not survived to the present day, but was simply 
the most efficient vehicle for the propagation of vital processes. 
If all other vital phenomena could be reproduced in non-protoplasmic 
bodies, then it should be concluded that protoplasm is not essential 
for all life and that a broader definition of life is required. 
Butler Burke felt that the real test of life is the "cyclic" 
process of development, growth and decay, and claimed that his 
radiobes fulfilled this requirement. Therefore, the radiobee, 
while not being bacteria, were not altogether lifeless and might 
represent the missing link between the animate and inanimate. 
To Butler Burke this result had important implications for the 
question of the origin of life. He postulated that the radium 
atom could act as a nucleus which may, in a suitable medium con- 
taining the constituents of protoplasm, assume in the molecules 
around it the definite and unstable forma that are associated with 
living thingst 
"The properties we call 'vital' appear to be associated 
with the radium emanation which, in the water from springs, 
or in the earth itself, may have been the cause 'through 
the prodigious vista of the past' of the commencement of 
life upon our planet. " (29) 
Eventually, however, Butler Burke concluded that the formation of 
his radiobes was not determined by radioactivity itself. He knew 
that Raphael Dubois had obtained somewhat similar bodies when 
either radium chloride or barium chloride was introduced in a 
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gelatinous aediua. The fact that non-radioaativo barium gave 
similar results to radium suggested to Butler Burke that the 
formation of these growths might not depend on the intensity of 
radiation itself but on 
"... the process upon which radioactivity depends. " (30) 
He had, incidentally, confirmed himself that no cultures were 
produced on radiation alone - actual contact between the bouillon 
and the radium was required for the growth of radiobea. But even 
if the life force was not the same as radioactivity, 
"... life activity and radio-activity should admit of 
continuity. " (31) 
On the basis of this idea, Butler Burke suggested that the 
substance of the cell nucleus consists of an element or substance 
which possesses a store of energy comparable to the emanation from 
radium, And that this substance gives rise to the vital processes. 
He proposed to call this substance "bio-carbon", which would 
possess the chemical properties of carbon and, in addition, a 
considerable store of energy which, 
"... strictly speaking, would be energy stored in the 
aether and apparently at least independent of physical 
forces, but in reality forming a part of the dynamical 
connections of the universe. " (32) 
In other words, the source of life would be Immaterial but would 
not transcend physical law. In this manner, Butler Burke claimed 
to have reconciled the materialistic and idealistic views of life, 
althougt in reality he came out strongly in favour of idealism by 
concluding that the atoms of which matter is composed are 
perceptions or spirits. He even claimed to be able to reconcile 
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materialism and theism by suggesting that the play of physical 
forces be regarded as the mode of action of the Divine Undo It 
is not clear how any materialist could be reconciled to this "now 
monism' according to which mind was fundamental. 
From the descriptions given, it is difficult to toll exactly how 
the "cells" of Thickuck and Butler Burka were formed. Butler Burke 
pointed out that Dubois never presented the details of his procedure 
of sterilisation and suggested that the possibility of bacterial 
contamination should be kept in mind. Kuckuck also mentioned 
sterilisation only in passing and similar suspicions might be felt 
in relation to his work. On the other hand, the "cultures" could 
well have been microscopic colloidal vesicles not unlike Traubo's 
artificial cells. The latter explanation seems most plausible in 
the case of Butler Burke's radiobes in view of the precautions taken 
to exclude contamination and especially in view of the considerable 
differences between radiobes and microbes stressed by Butler Burke 
himself. 
Neither Kuckuck nor Butler Burke attempted to investigate the 
chemical composition of their "cells" and, in any case, the outcome 
of such investigations would not have been regarded as particularly 
relevant by either. The chemical constitution of existing organisms 
appears to have been soon as incidental rather than fundamontal. As 
a result, the origin of life was explained in terms of "forces" - 
Leduc's physical force of osmosis, Kuekuck's omnipresent vital 
force of ionisation, and Butler Burke's force akin to radioactivity 
which in the final analysis turned out to be a "mind force". To 
all three investigators, the living and the non-living (in their 
uoual sense) were continuous but none of the thooriea provided a 
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satisfactory (or cmy) explanation for the differences between the 
two and hence could not account for any transition fron the one to 
the other in concrete terns. It must therefore be concluded that 
the work discussed here, despite the claims of the authors, failed 
to throw any new light on the question of the nature and origin of 
life. 
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Chapter VI 
MATERIALISM AND TIM ORIGIN OF LIFE: I. HAECKEL AID HIS CRITICS 
The approaches to the problem of the origin of life that have 
been discussed so far were noted more for their philosophical 
than for their scientific content. To conclude the first part 
of this thesis it would therefore be in order to examine more 
closely some of the philosophical issues that surrounded the 
question during the relevant period. The materialistic basis 
of theories of abiogenesis in particular gave rise to much 
controversy, especially with regard to the work of Ernst Haeckel. 
His scientific and philosophical writings and the reactions they 
provoked provide ample material for a case history of this issue. 
Ernst Haeckel's hypothesis on the origin of life was based on 
the postulate that there is no fundamental discontinuity between 
the living and the non-living world or, in epistemological terms, 
that vital phenomena can be explained by the same laws as non- 
living phenomena. Applied to the problem of the origin of life, 
this principle led Haeckel to the view that a transition of 
inorganic into organic compounds must have taken place under the 
conditions of the prebiotic earth; that the latter were 
subsequently organised into albuminous matter which grew gradually 
into "structureless lumps of protein"i and that these protein 
globules represented the first living organismst resembling 
present-day non-nucleated microorganisms or "Monera". 
Haeckel's monistic philosophy further asserted that conscious. 
nass emerged gradually with the evolution of the central nervous 
system. He held that matter existed prior to mind and that 
mind was dependent on matter. In conjunction with his 
hypothesis on the origin of life, this view implied that human 
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consciousness had its ultimate historical origin in lifeless 
matter. 
Haeckel's account of the origin of life was criticised 
strongly from two opposing points of view, namely idealism and 
dialectical materialism. Idealist scientists who regarded 
mind or life as the basic substratum of reality attacked 
Haeckel's materialism. In this case the disagreement was not 
confined to the question of the origin of life as such and was 
clearly more fundamental. In the case of dialectical materialist 
criticism, on the other hand, the issues are more complex. At 
first si&it, Haeckel's hypothesis appears to be a direct$ if 
primitive, precursorof Oparin's theory of the origin of life. 
Oparin himself, however, criticised the "crude mechanicism" or 
"vulgar materialism" of Haeckells approach to the problem. By 
the standards of scientific knowledge available to Oparin in the 
1930x, Haeckel's hypothesis was indeed crude and over-simplified 
but the question may, be raised whether this over-simplification 
was primarily a result of limitations imposed by Haeckelte 
methodology or whether it was due mainly to a lack of relevant 
scientific knowledge in Haeckelts days. It is hoped that an 
investigation of this question may contribute towards an 
explanation of the success of Oparin's own approach to the 
problem of the origin of life. In addition, the issues raised 
may be relevant in the context of present-day controversies 
between reductionism and materialistic holism in biology. 
Haeckelts monistic rhiloso º 
In order to understand many of the criticisms directed against 
Haeckel's theory of the origin of life, the latter must be seen 
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in the wider context of his philosophy of nature of which it 
formed an integral part. The most comprehensive statement of 
Haeckel's philosophy is given in his Riddle of the Universe (1), 
first published in German in 1899. In this book, Haeckel 
described the triumphant march of 19th-century science and 
utilised its results to give support to his monistic inter- 
pretation of the cosmos. 
According to Haeckel, the conflict between m nism and dualism 
had been the major issue in philosophy throughout history. 
Dualism, which breaks up the universe into two entirely distinct 
substances, separates the material world and its immaterial 
creators or body and spirit, or matter and energy, and is 
traditionally associated with teleological or idealist "dogmas" 
(2). Monism, on the other hand, recognises one sole substance 
in the universe, regards the dualist's antitheses as inseparable, 
and favours mechanical and realistic theories (3). 
Haeckel believed that the scientific knowledge accumulated over 
the 19th century gave indubitable support to the notion of the 
unity of nature, that is to say, to the notion that all phenomena 
in the universe stand in causal connection and can be explained 
by one set of natural laws. He based his monism on three laws 
which he regarded as universal: the law of substance, the law 
of evolution and the law of causality. The law of substance (4) 
was a combination of the laws of conservation of matter and 
conservation of energy. Substance, to Haeokel, was the 
fundamental substratum of existence and the conservation laws 
suggested that substance has two attributes, matter and force 
or energy. (The latter two terms were used interchangeably 
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by Haeckel. ) These attribcttea could not exist or be operative 
independently: there is no such thing as inert matter, i. e. 
matter that can only be moved by extrinsic forces, and there 
are no iraterial forces at work in nature. Hence, Haockel 
rejected spiritualism, in which mind or spirit is fundamental, 
as well as Qstrald's energism in which matter is regarded as a 
product of energy (5)" At the sumo time, Haeo1el rejected 
the consistent materialiem of, for example, Democritus who made 
matter precede force. Ho favoured the system of the Presocratie 
philosopher Empedocles, according to which the basic elements 
have intrinsic affinities of "love and strife" or attraction and 
repulsion; and he noted that the varying intensity of combinations 
betweenchemical elements ranged from "complete indifference to 
the-fiercest passion' (6). Thus, the atoms themselves were 
regarded by IIaecckel as having a rudimentary fora of sensation 
or feeling ("aesthesis") enl will or inclination ("tropecis") (7). 
In The Riddle of the Universe Haeckel set out to demonstrate 
that his notion of substance, supplemented by the concept of 
evolution and the principle of causality, provided a solution 
to an major "riddles" except one. In the final analysis, one 
problem ruined, namely the question of the essence of substance 
which, in 8aeckel's opinion, could be left to be dealt with by 
the metaphysician (8). In particular, Haeckel addressed himself 
to the questiow posed by Emil Du Bois-Rey= nd in his lecture 
entitled The Sven Riddles of theV verse (9). According to 
Du Bois-Reymand, the following major problems remained to be 
settled in so far as they were capable of solution at All (10): 
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(i) The nature of matter and force 
(ii) The origin of motion 
(iii) The origin of life 
(iv) The (apparently pre-ordained) orderly arrangement of nature 
(v) The origin of simple sensation and consciousness 
(vi) Rational thought and the origin of speech 
(vii) The freedom of the will 
Du Bois-Reymond believed that the first, second, fifth and 
possibly the seventh of these problems were in principle 
incapable of solution in that they transcend the inherent 
limitations of human understanding. He regarded the remaining 
questions as extremely difficult and as yet totally obscure, 
but in principle intelligible in scientific terms. Haeckel, 
on the other hand, took a more optimistic view. He claimed 
that Du Bois-Reymond's first, second and fifth problems 
had been settled by his (Haeckel's) notion of substance; that 
the third, fourth c: nd sixth questions lad been'Uecisively 
answered" by the theory of cosmic and organic evolution; and 
that the question of the freedom of the will was not an object 
for critical scientific enquiry because it has no real existence 
(11). 
Haeckelts first claim may be criticised on the grounds that 
his notion of substance did not so mich settle the three questions 
under discussion as reduce them to one single problem, the problem 
of the nature and origin of substance: The question of the nature 
of matter and force is reduced to that of the nature of substance 
because matter and force are the two attributes of substance. 
All forms of energy, according to Haeckel, are modes of motion; 
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hence motion is an inherent property of substance and the question 
of the origin of motion is reducible to the problem of the origin 
of substance (12). Similarly, it is the enerer inherent in 
substance that endo7s the latter with "sensation"t so that the 
origin of sensation is again reducible to the basic problem of 
substance. As mentioned previously, ilaeckel regarded the 
problem of the essence of substance as metaphysical, time 
acknowledging the existence of one fundamental enigma not 
capable of scientific solution. 
Haeckelts views on the remaining "riddles" will now be 
discussed in turn. His viers on the problem of the origin of 
life have been discussed in detail previously (see Chapter II 
of this thesis)* rohile Haeckol admitted that he had not 
provided a final solution to this problem in all its detail and 
complexity, he disagreed with Du Bois-Raymond's verdict that the 
question was as yet totally obscure. Haeckel maintained that, 
with the aid of his monistic schemes he could suggest the correct 
approach to the problem a*d locate the precise points Which 
required explanation. In order to form a bridge between the 
Kant-Laplace theory of stellar and planetary evolution and 
Darerin's theory of organic evolution, it was necessary to seek 
the answer in a gradual transition from inorganic to living 
matter by physicochemical causes at a stage Lien conditions on 
the earth's surface were favourable. The crucial step in this 
transition was seen to be the formation of protein because 
Haeckel believed all vital phenomena to be the result of the 
pecaliar properties of protein matter. Hence, the main priority 
in the solution of the problem of the origin of life was to be 
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the elucidation of protein structure and its artificial 
synthesis by the organic chemist. From the formation of 
protein onwards, the transition from non-life to life was 
relatively straightforward according to Haeckel" Protein 
matter would form aggregates of high complexity at the molecular 
level but as yet undifferentiated in a morphological sense. 
Once an individual aggregate had grown beyond the limits of 
stability it would divide into two by simple cleavage, at which 
stage the "lump of protein" was to be regarded as a simple 
organism capable of reproduction (a "bloneron"). Cells evolved 
from the simplest Monera by the formation of a membrane (by 
condensation of the outer layer of plasma or by deposition of an 
cuter covering) and a nucleus (by condensation of the inner 
kernel of plasma). From the cellular stage, diverse and complex 
forms of life evolved by natural selection and adaptation, as 
explained by Darwin. 
To Haeckel, the orderly arrangement of nature was by no moans 
pre-ordained. Kant and Laplace had explained the origin and 
constitution of planetary systems by means of mathematical and 
physical laws (13). And Darwin's contribution had been 
precisely to explain the apparent purposiveness of organic 
evolution in "mechanical" terms. In Haeckel's vrozd. Ss 
"The struggle for life is itself a meohanioal process, 
in which natural selection uses the disproportion between 
the excess of ge=s and the restricted means of existence, 
in conjunction with the variability of species, in order 
to produce new purposive structures mechanically and 
without any preconceived design. " (14) 
The issues of the origin of consciousness and of rational 
thought were, to HAeckel, but two aspects of the general problem 
of the psychic activity of the organic world. He regarded 
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psychic activity as a group of phenomena dependent on a definite 
material substratum which he called "psychoplasm" and which he 
classified as a type of protoplasm (15). The lowly psychic 
life of unicellular organisms, plants and lower animals 
(expressed as irritability, reflex movements, sensitivity and 
the instinct of self-preservation) was directly determined by 
physiological action in the whole protoplasm, that is to sari 
by physical and chemical changes due partly to heredity and 
partly to adaptation. According to Haeckel, the situation 
could not be essentially different in higher animals and man, 
for the latter had evolved from the lower organisms. Manes 
psychic activity represented merely a higher degree of integrate 
ion and centralisation. The task of psychology, then, was 
"... the objective, comparative study of the long gradation 
by which man has slowly arisen through a vast series of 
loner animal conditions. " (16) 
Haeckel recognised the following chief stages in this historical 
developments each etage being reached by progressive heredity 
and functional adaptations (i) the sensitivity and movement of 
the entire protoplasm; (ii) the differentiation of psychoplasm 
fron the rest of protoplasm, associated with the development of 
very simple and undiscriminating sense organs such as pigment 
spots; (iii) the differentiation of the "neuroplasa", associated 
with the development of a nerve network and specific sense 
organs of smell, taste, touehp temperature, hearing and sight; 
(iv) the centralisation or integration of the nervous system 
which gradually gave rise to consciousness; and (v) the 
differentiation of specific organs of thought (the "phronema" ) 
in man and the higher animals (17). The development of hiicr 
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intellect and reason in man was intimately connected with the 
rise of lranguageg said Haeckel. But here again, there was a 
long, unbroken chain of development, speech not being the 
prerogative of =an* Only man developed articulate conceptual 
language but! according to Haeckel, this is a difference of 
degree, not of kind (18). 
Haeckel held that the unconscious psychic phenomena of 
unicellular organisms (or "cell soul") connected the chemical 
processes of the inorganic world with the highest mental 
activities of man (19). This view was given more elaborate 
expression in his later book he Wonders of Life (20)9 described 
as a necessary supplement to The Riddle of the Universe. In 
this work, Haeckel listed sensation as a third attribute of 
substance because the simplest form of sensation was coon to 
organic and inorganic bodies: 
"... sensitiveness is really a fundamental property of 
all matter, ors more correctly, all substance. " (21) 
Chemical sensation, for example was the basis of all chemical 
affinity, and atoms might be said to have a "soul". Haeckel 
presented a "scale of sensation and irritability" consisting 
of twelve steps, starting with the sensation of atoms, going 
via the sensation of cells, and the sensation of animals with 
a differentiated nervous system but without consciousness, to 
sensation with consciousness and thought (exhibited by "amniotes,, 
higher reptiles, birds and ma=als: savages") and finally to 
sensation with productive action in art and science, which was 
the prerogative of "civilised men" (22). 
Haeokel did not, of course, claim to have explained the 
workings of consciousness or of rational thought simply by 
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proposing this schere. Yet he believed that his comparative 
and phylogenotic approach to the problem showed that all mental 
activity depends on physical and chemical processes in material 
substrata and that it is elevated to more complex levels by 
progressive evolution. Hence, there was no fundamental enigma, 
but a series of complex scientific problems requiring extensive 
further investigation. The problem of consciousness in 
particular was regarded as an extraordinarily difficult subject, 
our only source of k owledge of consciousness being that faculty 
itself. Haeckel insisted, however, that the centralisation of 
the nervous system was an absolute condition of consciousness. 
Progress could be made by localising the "thought centres" and 
"sense centres" of the brain. Pathological studies, for 
example, had already shown that injuries of a certain part of 
the human brain could affect the faculty of speech. In 
addition, various chemicals such as alcohol, ether, chloroform, 
coffee and tea were known to have specific effects on mental 
activity, which would be inexplicable if consciousness were an 
immaterial entity, independent of anatomical organs (23). 
Du Bois leynondts final riddle of the freedom of the will 
was dismissed by Haeckel as an illusion. He hold that 
"... each set of the will is as fatally determined by 
the organisation of the individual and as dependent 
on the monentary condition of his environment as every 
other psychic activity". (24) 
In other words, the character of our inclination is determined 
by heredity while each particular act is determined by 
adaptation of this general inclination to particular external 
conditions. 
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Haeckel's entire ccheiae rigidly deterainistic. 
According to the general law of causality, every phenomenon 
has a mechanical cause and in this sense there was no such 
thing as chance. Haeckel felt it useful to retain the term 
chance, however, to express the simultaneous occurrence of two 
events that were not causally related to each other but of 
which each had its own mechanical cause, independent of the 
other (25). For examples Haeckel believed that protoplasm 
and Monera were likely to have evolved on any planet covered 
by large amounts of liquid water, duo to the inherent properties 
of carbon compounds. On the, other hand, he thouit it question- 
able whether the development of hiier animals would have taken 
a similar course on the earth and other planets, for this would 
presuppose that millions of changes had been the same in each 
situation (26). In this sense, the evolution of man gras 
continent rather than necessary, but not strictly duo to chance. 
Tins: Haeckelts monism was developed into a vast scheme of 
cosmic evolution in which human history represented an 
evanescently brief episode; and 
"... as our mother earth is a more speck in the sunbeam 
in the illimitable universe, so man himself is but a 
tiny grain of protoplasm in the perishable framework 
of organic nature. " (27) 
Consistent with this view, Haeckel held that there exists an 
external reality independent of man's consciousness. He 
rejected both Berkeleyan idealism and the Kantian notion of 
the "thing in itself" (28), of which he later wrote: 
"This dogma is erroneously built on the correct idea 
that our knowledge, obtained through the senses, is 
imperfect; it extends only so far as the specific 
enerGy of the senses and the structure of the phronema 
admit. But it by no means follows that it is a mere 
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illusion, and leant of all that the external world 
exists only in our ideas... Space and time are not 
merely necessary forms of intuition for human knowledge, 
but real features of things, existing quite independently 
of perception. " (29) 
According to Haeckel, sense experience is the ultimate basis 
of all our knowledge; what may appear to be an innate capacity, 
or an a rio quality, of our understanding is really a 
phylogenetio result of a long series of brain adaptations, 
based on a posteriori sense perception and experience (30). 
In other words, Haeckel believed that a posteriori knowledge 
could gradually become a rio knowledge by inheritance (31). 
However, Haeckel did not believe that immediate sense 
experience was sufficient in itself for the understanding of 
reality, but that experience or observation and thought or 
speculation were of equal value and mutually complementary 
(32). Sense experience alone would never provide us with a 
complete philosophy while pure speculation was apt to lead to 
idealism, as in the case of Plato or Hegel. Only a combination 
of the two distinct cerebral functions would load to the 
acquisition of true knowledge. Thus Haeckel avoided extreme 
positivism.. 
Moni: m, according to Haeckol, was generally associated with 
both realism and mechanicm, but he interpreted mechanism in 
the very wide sense of being "not te: eolojZr". Ho rejected 
all teleological explanations in terms of final causes, for 
he wished to avoid the dualistic notion of a "wise providence" 
guiding the destiny of all things and beings (33). Instead, 
he insisted that explanations in terns of offieient causes be 
sought ©ve yv-herog and labelled such explanations as mechanical, 
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causal or monistic*(34). To Eaeckel, then, a mechanical 
explanation did not necessarily involve a full reduction to 
physical processes. For example, he criticised the so-called 
exact (according to Haeckel pseudo-mechanical) method in 
embryology on the grounds that it attempted to reduce complex 
historical processes to simple physical phenomena, such as the 
bending and folding of elastic plates, the hollowing out of 
vesicles, etc. (35). Haeckel believed that there was a direct 
causal link between the observed facts of embryology and the 
theoretical ancestry of any species, and expressed this 
"mechanical causal nexus" in his biogenetic laws "Ontogeny is 
a brief and imperfect recapitulation of phylogeny" (36). Each 
process in embryological development was a recapitulation of a 
long series of historical changes produced by the cooperation 
of a vast number of instances of adaptative and hereditary 
change over millions of years. At the same time, 
"Naturally, each of these physiological processes 
has in turn been determined by mechanical causes, 
or by physical and chemical conditions; but these 
are far removed from direct and exact observation, 
as they are 1pre"historio' phenomena of the remote 
past. " (37) 
Hence, Haeckel included historical explanations in terms of 
evolutionary development under the general heading of mechanical 
explanations. This may explain, for example, why he claimed 
to have answered decisively such questions as the origin of 
''His renarkp quoted above, that the struggle for life is a 
mechanical process should be understood in this light. 
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consciousness by adopting a purely comparative and phylogenetio, 
as opposed to a mechanistic (in its usual sense),, approach. 
Haeckel characterised his own monism as hylozoistic (38) 
because he ascribed sensation to all substance, first as a 
function of its inherent energy and later as one of its 
fundamental attributes. He also believed that his dynamic 
conception of substance enabled him to remove the dichotomy 
between theoretical materialism and theoretical idealism and 
combine the two into a harmonious whole (39). He did allow, 
however, that his monism might be equated with scientific 
materialism in so far as the latter holds that all nature is 
one and that the same laws are active throughout nature: 
"In such a sense all exact science, and the law of 
cause and effect at its head, is purely materialistic. 
But with equal justice it might be termed purely 
'spiritualistic', if only, as a consequence, the 
monistic conception were applied to all phenomena 
without exception. For it is precisely by means 
of this consistent unity that our modern monism 
constitutes itself the mediator between idealism 
and realism, and the adjustor of one-sided 
spiritualism and materialism. " (40) 
It should be noted, however, that Haeckel's system was totally 
incompatible with subjective idealism or phenomenalism, 
because of his recognition of the independent existence of 
the external world, and with any form of spiritualism which 
postulated the priority of mind over matter. On the other 
hand, the main difference between Haeckel's scheme and 
materialism consisted in his assertion that all material 
entities have some form of sensation or "soul". Haeokel's 
interpretation of the term sensation, however, was very wide 
indeed. At the physicochemical level, the sensation of matter 
took the form of attraction and repulsion between atoms; at 
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higher levels of complexity sensation was expressed go, for 
example, chemotropism in bacteria, light sensitivity in plrnta,, 
reflex action in animals and conscious thought in higher 
animals and man. Hence, Haeckel's "hylozoism" would be 
consistent with a materialist philosophy which assumes the 
inseparability of matter and energy and regards the above 
"modes of sensation" as properties of specific complexes of 
matter-energy. As pointed out by DeGrood (41), the debate 
between monism and dualism was but one aspect of the deeper 
ideological conflict between materialism and idealism. In 
this respect, Haeckel'o monism can justifiably be characterised 
as materialistic. 
Finally, it should be pointed out that all of Haeckel's 
writings stressed the fundamental unity of nature. To Haeckel, 
all phenomena stood in causal relation and all historical 
developments were strictly continuous. By emphasising the 
continuity of phenomena throughout, Haeckel often appeared to 
deny the emergence of new qualities during the historical 
development of substance. For example, he continually stressed 
the unity of the organic and the inorganic world, finally 
culminating in the statement, written in 1917: 
"All substance possesses life, inorganic as well as 
organic; all things have soul: crystals as well as 
organisms. "* (42) 
(This view was inspired by the discovery of liquid crystals, 
which in Haeckel's opinion exhibited vital phenomena. ) Apart 
from this most extreme statement of Haeckelts, however, he 
V'Alle Substanz besitzt Leben, anorganische ebenso wie 
organische; alle Dingen sind beseelt, Kristalle so gut 
wie Organismen, " 
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generally held that life was bound up with protein and 
rojected, for exanple, Preyer'a extension of the concept of 
life to the whole oosnoss 
"This concept only increases the confusion, and the 
difficulty of marking off biological from abiological 
science, which is both practically necessary and 
theoretically justified. " (43) 
This does not mean that Haeckel regarded the transition from 
non-life to life as a sudden leap, but as a gradual, continuous 
process where it may be hard to draw a clear line of demarcation 
between the living and the non-living. Similarly, Haeckel 
held that the evolution of consciousness was intimately 
connected with the differentiation of the central nervous 
system. He did, therefore, allow for the emergence of new 
qualities but did not, on the whole, emphasise their novelty. 
To illustrate the latter point, he denied, for example, that 
human reason was essentially different from conscious thought 
in animals. He regarded reason in its widest sense to be a 
property common to all higher vertebrates and claimed that 
the highest forms of reason were lacking not only in animals 
but in most men as well (44). This view led him to make 
statements such as the followings 
"The difference between the reason of a Goethe, a 
Kant, a Lamarck, or a Darving and that of the lowest 
savage, a Veddah, an Akkaj, a native Australian, or a 
Patagonian, is much greater than the graduated 
difference between the reason of the latter and that 
of the most 'rational' marnals, the anthropoid apes, 
or even the papiomorpha, the dog, or the elephant. " (45) 
It should be added here that Eaeckel tended to regard "savages" 
as living; fossils (as Darwin had done before him) and ascribed 
cultural differences to biological differences between the 
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various hur-nn races. In general, Haeckel tended to reduce 
social phenomena to biological factors and failed to draw any 
clear distinction between social, cultural and organic evolution, 
reducing all to the omni-present struggle for existence. 
Morality, for example, was built up by adaptation of the social 
rsTrn' 1 to the conditions of existence: 
"`The morals of nations, so rich in psychological 
and social interest, are nothing more than social 
instincts, acquired by adaptation, and passed on 
from generation to generation by heredity. *" (46) 
In conclusion, Haeckels emphasis on continuity, on 
differences of degree rather than kind, tended to a blurring, 
and in come cases an explicit denial, of distinctions which 
clearly required explanation. To say that human conceptual 
speech is historically linked to the vocal signals of animals, 
for example, is a far cry from explaining the vast differences 
between the two. Haeckel's attempt to interpret the cosmos 
and its development in a manner consistent with scientific 
principles was a bold and in many ways admirable one, but one 
cannot avoid the impression that he explained away a number of 
important problems by hiding. them under the general blanket of 
evolutionary continuity. 
*Haeckel believed in the inheritance of acquired 
characteristics. He held that evolutionary phenomena 
could not be explained solely in terms of causes internal 
to the organism, but that the concept of inheritance of 
acquired characteristics was required in order to do 
justice to the significance of environmental influences. 
He applied this principle to biological as well as social 
evolution and rejected, for example, ; Jeismnnn's theory of 
the continuity of the gern plasm (47). 
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an immediate bestseller in 
Germany and, upon translation, in many other countries 
including Britain. When Haeckel's protagonist Heinrich 
Schmidt published a summary of over 90 reviews of the book 
eight months after its appearance: 10,000 copies had already 
been sold (48). The English translation, published in a 
six-penny edition by the Rationalist Press, went through five 
editions in two years. 
The popular success of Haeckel's book was accompanied by 
much fierce criticism, especially from the German philosophical 
establishment and from religious quarters. Haeckel's attacks 
on the basic tenets of the traditional Christian church and 
his defence of pantheism provoked great indignation*. His 
critique of contemporary philosophy proved equally unpalatable. 
The prominent Neo-Kantian philosopher Friedrich Paulsen, for 
example, published a highly emotional tirade against Haeokel's 
atheism and materialism without, however# giving any critical 
appraisal of Haeckel's ideas (50). After having accused 
Haeckel of dogmatism, of giving a caricature of Kant's 
philosophyq of not having a philosophical temperament, eto., 
Paulsen concluded as follows: 
"I have read this book with burning shame for the statu 
of general culture and the philosophical culture of our 
people. That such a book was possible, that it could 
be written, printed, read, admired, believed by a people 
which claims a Kant, a Goethe, a Schopenhauer, is 
painful. " (51) 
*Haeckel advocated the pantheistic view that God and nature 
are one, God being operative in the world as force or energy. 
At the same time, he agreed with Schopenhauer that pantheism 
is only a polite form of atheism because of its rejection of 
an extramundane deity. Haeckel formulated a "monistic 
religion" based on the worship of Nature (49)" 
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Paulsen directed his wrath at "Haeckel the philosopher", not 
at "Haeckel the biologist"*, and his criticisms had no direct 
bearing on Haeckel's scientific theories or methodology. 
Vhile Paulsen's viers are therefore of limited interest in the 
present context, they illustrate the fact that Haeckelts 
philosophy of nature provoked immense antagonism on the part 
of idealist philosophers. The latter rightly regarded 
Haeckel's system as thoroughly materialistic despite Haeckelts 
own disclaimers. 
The participants in the controversy surrounding The Riddle 
of the Universe included many scientists as well as 
philosophers. In a lively correspondence in The Times Lord 
Kelvin, for example, deplored Haeckelts mechanistic approach 
to biology and argued in favour of the idea of a vital 
principle (53). The most detailed critique of Haeckelle 
work by a scientist was presented by the English physicist 
Sir Oliver Lodge (1851-1940) in his book Life and Matter (54). 
Lodge described his book as an "antidote" to The Riddle of 
the Universe, written for the benefit particularly of 
"unbalanced and uncultured persons" who might be misled to 
believe that IIaeckel'e ideas represented tho ultimate and 
final truth (55). It was Lodge's aim to meet Haeckel on 
scientific ground and to show where the latter had stretched 
scientific theory into baseless speculation, Co as to reveal 
the weaknesses of Haeckel's system. At the sane time, Lodge 
'These and other labels such as "Haeckel the monist" and 
"Haeckel the pantheist" made J. E. Poritzky exclaim "iiow any Haeckels are there then? " ('". is viele Haeokels gibt es denn? ") (52). 
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failed to conceal his own philosophical bias and went beyond 
the facts in nary instances where he accused Haeckel of doing 
exactly that, but in a different direction. Thus, Lodge 
cane cut in favour of teleology, vitalism and spiritualism 
rather than the agnostic view which he claimed to advocate 
whenever Haeekel transgressed into the unicio n. 
Lodgets opening attack was directed at the very basis of 
Haeckel's ronism, namely at his notion of substance (56). 
Lodge agreed with Haeekel that anything which really exists 
t be perpetual while arbitrary collocations and accidental 
relations ist be temporary. . 
He denied, howeverg that this 
perpetual reality was captured adequately by Haockolls concept 
of substance. First of all, Lodge wished to keep open the 
possibility that new fours of energy mijit yet be discovered 
and that the law of conservation of energy night be refuted 
at some stage. . Sinil. arly, he believed that the creation and 
destruction of matter might eventually prove to be within the 
realm of experimental possibility. , In either case# 
Haeckol's 
law of substance, fundamental to his monism1 would no longer 
be valid. . Secondly 
it was not at all clear to Lodge vby 
Haeckel should regard matter and energy as one thing rather 
than two (57). In fact, Haeckeel did not regard matter and 
energy as one thing but as the two attributes of one solo 
reality, substance; and he could eharacteriso his system as 
monistic because it was based on substance alone. Haockel 
did not envisage the conversion of natter into energy or 
vice versa; the two were inextricably linked but not identical 
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or interconvertible*. Finally: Lodge accused Haeokel of 
neglecting the possibility that categories other than matter 
or energy might have fundamental existence. For example, life 
or mind might be fundamental instead of being associated only 
with certain complex groupings of matter as asserted by Haeokel 
(59). 
The above criticisms already reveal the somewhat curious 
nature of Lodge's antidote to what he called Haeckelts "bigotry". 
On the one hand, Lodge questioned the ultimate validity of such 
wen-established scientific doctrines as the laws of conservation 
of matter and energy in an attempt to undermine the basis of 
Haookells system. On the other hand, he was prepared to 
consider life as a fundamentals indestructible category of 
existence while admitting himself that the nature of life was 
as yet poorly understood (60). If it had been Lodge's sole 
purpose to show that alternatives to Haeokel's scheme were 
conceivable, his argument so far would be valid but rather 
trivial. It remains to be seeng howeverg whether Lodge 
succeeded in formulating an equally valid or better alternative. 
Lodge's next criticisms were aimed at Haeckelts materialism,, 
especially with regard to the question of the origin of life 
and the problem of consciousness. According to Lodge, it was 
all very well to say that the physicochemical properties of 
carbon confer such peculiar powers on protein matter that the 
While it is correct that Haeckel'a fusion of the laws of 
conservation of matter and energy anticipated modern develop. 
saents, as stated by DeGrood (58), Haeokel's motivation for 
this fusion was not based on an advanced physical 
interpretation of the matter-energy relationship. 
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lattcr develops into protoo1asn9 but this did not provido us 
with im undcrstondin of life. Sii ilarsq, the assumption that 
an c ntal processes are based oia material substratum =d are 
ultimately rcduciblo to attraction and re; czlsica botzeen atoazs 
explained nothing about the nah of mind (Cl). Lodes 
objecte3 in prticu1u to Haeokel'c tendency to relocate the 
inexplicable to the atoaa s 
"Inctoad of tackling, the difficulty where it actually 
occurs; instead of eeaociatin; life, aillg end 
conecioucneeo with the organism. in which they are 
actually fount, these ideas are foisted into the 
atoms of matter; and then the properties thick 
have been con erred on the atoms are denied in 
all essential reality to the fully developed or ni=s 
rhich those atoms help to c=po3oi" (62) 
AIthousa lIaecIol did not hoa; quite as rar properties on the 
atoms as claind here by Lake, there i3 mich justification 
for this criticicn, particularly in rerard to Hacckel'e notion 
of sonzation. Lodge pointed out that now propertioa, not 
initially proacnt in the individual atoms, may merge as a 
result of the argaticn of ctn. Eaeckel did not in fact 
equate the "cenoation" rr ifectcd by atom und the sensation 
of, c Vg animals or hummer being; but by otresoing the 
cc nti ity bot=oen the two ho placed too little ecphrwia on 
the encrrence of narr qualities. In addition, hoes'. of le 
terzinolo&y ras confuaing. To talk of "atom aouls",, for 
ex=plc, does not illuminate the concept of either soul or 
atom it it simply ref arc to proportice of attraction and 
roptiil. cion. Nevertheless# lodco ch=id not have overlooked 
the fact that üaeckol. explicitly associated We cad oc=cjci . 
neue smith specific ae atec of matter (protoplasm and the 
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central nervous system respectively) and not with the atoms 
themselves. At the same time, the more recogition of this 
fact would not have satisfied Dodge= as rill become clear 
below. 
Lodge did not only reject the idea that sensation is 
inherent in atoms but the more general view that all mental 
processes necessarily have a material basis. He admitted 
that the brain is the organ of mind or consciousness but 
added that 
"... ire have not Srantod that mind is limited to its 
material manifestation; nor can we maintain that 
without matter the things we call mind, intelligence, 
consciousness, have no sort of existenoe... M: ind may 
be incorporate or incarnate in matter, but it may 
also transcend it; it is through the region of ideas 
and the intervention of tho mind that we have become 
aware of the existence of natter. " (63) 
To Lodge, the essence of mind was design or purpose and because 
evidence of guidance and control was all around us, he felt 
that it was reasonable to assume that guidance was an element 
running through the universe. He added: 
"1y a thinker, brooding over the phenomena of 
Nature, has felt that they represent the thoughts 
of a dominating unknown Lind partially incarnate 
in it all. " (64) 
In additiong Lodge regarded it as a fact that life itoelf 
was a guiding principles The fact that an organism posoessea 
life enables it to guide the elements of inorganic nature, 
to build up the material particles into such diverse for= 
as those of an oak, an eagle or a man; und these forms could 
persist only until the guiding principle abandoned them (65). 
This view led Lodge to the conclusion that life belonged to 
an entirely different category than matter or energy. $e 
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believed that life could interact with the material world but 
could also exist independently of matter. Life's essential 
existence was continuous and permanent while its interactions 
with Matter were discontinuous and temporary (66). Because 
life dissociated from material o tructures could not be 
perceived by the senses, this also meant that life was outside 
the scheme of mechanics. The vital principle could direct 
material forces in such a manner that no mechanical laws Were 
broken but it was not itself determined by any mechanical 
cause (67). Mental and vital interaction rith the material 
world, then, was 
"... naturally cnd necessarily excluded from scientific 
method and treatises*" (68) 
Having placed life end mind firnly outside the realm of 
scientific enquiry Lodge proceeded to critici3e Haeckol's 
materialistic approachto the problem of the origin of life (69). 
bodge accepted Haeckel'o account of the capacity of carbon to 
form complex aggregates and eventually, under appropriate 
conditions, protoplasmic bodies. He also accepted that at 
critical stages of organisation, qualitative changes accompanied 
the gradual quantitative building up of complex molecular 
structures. Thus, the simplest protoplasmic bodies could 
assimilate foodstuffs and reproduce by cleavage; at later 
stages of organisation powers of differentiation, coamuiication 
and eventually self-consciousness emerged. Nevertheless, 
Lodge could not accept that the material aggregates thc3mselves 
had generated the vital or mental activities exhibited by them. 
In Lodge's opinion, all that could be said gras that such 
complex molecular structures could serve as the material frame 
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of lifo while lifo itself night be an immaterial and ultra. 
terrestrial principle (70). Even if scientists in the 
future succeeded in eneratin living org nisns from suitable 
materials, this would merely show to Lodge that appropriate 
vehicles for life could be synthesised artificially. The 
organism's vitality, on the other hand, could well have pro. 
existed independently, 
"... being culled out# as it were, from some great 
reservoir or storehouse of vitality, to which,, when 
its earthly career is ended, it will roturn. " (71) 
With this type of criticism an impasse is reached. No 
explanation in terms of physics and ehomistr7 could over 
account completely for the origin of life to Lodge'o oatis. 
faction because he placed life outside physics and chemistry, 
and outside science in general. Life atd mind were relegated 
to the spiritual domain while science could only deal with the 
material world. Heeckel, on the other haadq belioved that all 
biological and psychological phenomena were in principle 
capable of scientific explanation. Clearly, the metaphysical 
differences between Eaeckel and Lodge were unbridgeable. 
Moreover, Lodge precluded the possibility that any empirical 
data might settle the conflict between their respective 
approaches. 
Lodge claimed at the start of his book that he would meet 
Haeckel on scientific ground and leave out philosophical 
considerations. Yet Lodge seemed to go along with most of 
iiaeckel's theories as far as the material world was concerned, 
pointing out only that such theories did not nocesaarily provide 
us with a complete understanding of reality. The latter 
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proviso was not, however, based on scientific arguments but on 
extra-scientific beliefs. For example, Lodge was willing to 
accept Haeckel's account of the generation of protoplasm, 
adding even that such complex aggregates were likely to have 
properties differing not only in degree but also in kind from 
the properties of simpler substances. Having provided himself 
with a framework for explaining the vital functions of simple 
organisms in naturalistic terms, Lodge then immediately 
abandoned this approach in favour of an unknown (and to all 
intents and purposes unknowable) vital principle. As stated 
by Joseph MIcCabe, an expriest who translated a number of 
Haeckel's works into English, 
"This is a clear departure from scientific reasoning 
in the interest of a spiritist theory that has been 
set up on other grounds. " (72) 
If Lodge wanted to point out that Haeckel's account of the 
origin of life was speculative, he was right and Haeckel might 
not have denied the charge. But Lodge did not simply adopt 
an agnostic position; he rejected any mechanistic account of 
the problem, in defence of spiritualism. He did not, however, 
discuss any of the problems raised by his own approach. V7hy, 
for example, should life always be associated with protoplasm? 
Why should "spirit" not vitalise other structures? Do we 
know of any protoplasmic bodies that are notand never have been 
alive? Lodge avoided such questions by denying that the 
interactions between matter and spirit are open to scientific 
investigation. A similar point can be raised with respect to 
Lodge's interpretation of the interaction between the mind and 
the brain. Lodge accepted that the human brain was the organ 
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of thought and that both the brain and intelligence had evolved 
gradually; yet he denied that the brain was the basis of 
thought. McCabe commented as follows: 
"Millions upon millions of [ganglionic] cells are 
woven into the gray bed or cortex of the brain, with 
which intelligence is associated. To say that all 
this complexity is only for the purpose of letting 
in a spiritual principle from another world is 
gratuitous in the extreme. " (73) 
Lodge made no attempt to explain thy his spiritual principle 
should be so selective with regard to its terrestrial vehicles. 
Lodge's soundest criticism of Haeckel concerned the latter's 
tendency to avoid problems regarding the emergence of such 
properties as sensation by relegating them to substance. 
Because Haeckel refrained from discussing the nature of 
substance, Lodge was correct in pointing out that such a 
strategy failed to explain anything about the various forms of 
sensation that we observe. As pointed out by Lodge, new 
qualities can and do emerge when complex structures are formed 
from simpler components*. At the same time, it is clear that 
Lodge did not regard life or consciousness as now properties 
emerging solely as a result of the material formation of proto- 
plasm or of the brain. In addition, Lodge was guilty of the 
same error which Haeckel had committed in the case of sensation, 
This was denied by Allen Clarke, a spiritualist who believed in 
the reincarnation of the soul. Clarke stated that science 
teaches us that like comes from like and hence it was impossible 
that "aindfull man" came from "mindless matter" (74). Clarke 
also ridiculed Haeckel's view that life is the result of the 
activity of carbon compounds and concluded that Haeckel's mind 
"... is nothing more than a mite of carbon - stuff you can scrape 
out of any chimney flue - and this man, who has nothing to think 
with but a speck of carbon, actually dares to reckon up the 
infinite universe, and to decide what is good and what is bad" (75)" 
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when he postulated the existence of a fundamental principle of 
guidance. The fact that living organisms, and especially 
human beings, show purposive behaviour provides no justification 
for the assumption that the entire universe is controlled by a 
guiding principle, nor does it explain the purposiveness of the 
organisms whore it is actually encountered. 
Lodge's disagreement with Haeckel, then, was not primarily on 
the scientific level. Shat Lodge, like moat of Haeckel's 
other critics, objected to was Haeckel's materialism. As 
mentioned previously, Haeckel had reservations about the term 
materialism because the latter was often interpreted as being 
based on matter without force ("dead atoms") while he regarded 
matter and force as two attributes of one fundamental reality. 
As pointed out by : cCabe, however, every materialist at the 
time assumed matter to be associated with force or energy of 
motion (76). Hence, Haeckel's interpretation of materialism 
was somewhat outdated and there was no essential difference 
between his monism and 19th-century scientific materialism. 
Lodge could not refute Haeckello materialism by scientific 
arguments; all he could do was to present an alternative 
philosophical interpretation of the questions dealt with by 
Haeckel. ti: 'hereas Haeekel's system was firmly based on the 
findings of 19th-century science, however, Lodge had to resort 
to unknown and. unknowable principles for the foundations of 
his scheme. Moreover, Lodge was committed to the view that 
it was impossible in principle to reduce mental and vital 
phenomena to scientific laws regardless of any future scientific 
progress. Haeckol's system was much more flexible in that it 
was open to modification in accordance with scientific progress. 
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McCabe summed up Haeckel's position clearly in the following 
statement referring to Haeckells theory of the origin of life, 
but which would apply equally well to other details of Haeckel's 
philosophy of natures 
"On the one hand, there is the negative aide, that 
we are not justified in rushing into the present gap 
(such as it is) of scientific knowledge with a 'vital 
force' or a 'creative power', which are specifically 
distinct from the natural forces we have hitherto 
studied; and there is, further, the positive attempt 
to sketch a theory of the way in which protoplasm was 
evolved. The first part is essential to Monism; the 
second is not and may vary with the progress of 
science. " (77) 
Dialectical issues 
Haeckel's materialistic monism was criticised not only by 
idealist philosophers and scientists, but also from the point 
of view of dialectical materialism. In the historical 
chapters of his book Origin- f Life, Oparin attacked Haeckel'a 
approach to the question of the origin of life, which he 
called "crude" and "mechanistic" (78). According to Oparin, 
Haeckel could see no difference between the formation of a 
crystal and of a living cell and believed that the simplest 
organisms had arisen all at once from inorganic matter (79). 
Haeckel had taken into account insufficiently the vast complex. 
ity of even the simplest known organisms and had replaced the 
historical processes leading to this complexity with the 
postulation of cysterious unk: iown physical conditions on the 
prebiotic earth. To Oparin this meant that IIaeckel'e theory 
of abiogenesis hardly constituted an advance over earlier 
beliefs in spontaneous generation, except that he confined the 
event to the long-distant past and substituted unknown external 
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conditions for a vital force* (80). 
In fact, Haeckel's apparent lack of insight into the 
complexity of the "llonera" had previously been criticised by 
a number of his contemporaries, for example Nggeli and 
Weisman (see Chapter II). In response to these criticisms, 
Haeckel subsequently refined his theory somewhat in The Wonders 
of whore he made it clear that he did envisage a long 
process of chemical evolution prior to the genesis of living 
organisms. In particular, he now incorporated Pflüger'e 
cyanogen theory of the formation of nitrogenous carbon compounds 
in his scheme (82). In addition, he admitted that come of the 
organisms which he had previously included among the structure- 
less Monera (e. g, Protoanoeba and Preto ca had since been 
found to be differentiated morphologically. He insisted, 
however, that there are such things as Monera and attached 
particular significance to the unicellular algae Chromnocao 
(83)" 
Nevertheless, the theory remained vague and over-simplified 
by the standards of the 1930s, by which time the biochemical 
complexity of microorganisms was much better understood and 
important insight had been gained into the basic structure 
of proteins. Oparin himself could incorporate this newly 
acquired knowledge into his scheme. In addition, horravor, 
Oparin drew from many other sources, such as chemistry, 
*A similar point was raised at about the sane time by tho 
French Marxist biologist Marcel Prenant who virtually equated 
19th-century beliefs in abiogenesis and beliefs in spontaneous 
generation, and rejected both (81). He also attacked 
mechanistic materialise, citing Haeckel as one of its 
proponents. 
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astrophysics and geology. This is perhaps where the main 
difference lies between Haockol and Oparint The latter 
painstakingly took into account as many factors as possible, 
relating both to the inherent properties of matter and the 
external conditions under which the relevant processes could 
have taken place. Haeckel, on the other hand, was not concerned 
with the origin of life alone but, without paying too much 
attention to detail, devised a grand scheme of cosmic evolution. 
It remains to be seen whether a deeper methodological difference 
underlies the contrast between the two approaches. 
It should be noted that Oparin's criticisms were not primarily 
concerned with the details of Haeckel's theory but with his 
mechanistic methodology. The methodological issue at stake, 
however, is not immediately clear, especially in view of the 
vast discrepancy in scientific content between Oparinte and 
Haeckol's theories of the origin of life. It seemed of 
interest, therefore, to examine come earlier writings on the 
relation of mechanistic and dialectical materialism to natural 
science. The first to confront this question was Friedrich 
Engels (1820-1895) whose writings form a good starting point 
from several points of view. Firstly, Engels' writings on 
natural science were contemporaneous with most of Haeckel's 
works, so that the problem of anachronism does not arise. 
Secondly, Engels was familiar with many of Haeckol's writings 
and commented on certain points raised therein. Thirdly, 
Engels himself was interested in and wrote several passages 
on the subject of the nature and origin of life, so that a 
comparison of Haeckel's views and those of a contemporary 
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dialectical materialist can be made. 
The basic assumptions of materialism and the historical 
background of dialectical materialism were treated by Engels 
in his essay Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German 
Philosophy (84)9 which also includes some remarks on the 
relation of materialism to science. The latter subject was 
explored much more extensively by Engels in his Anti-Maina 
(85) and in Dialectics of Nature (86), a collection of fragments 
(some still in note form) written between 1873 and 1886, but not 
published until the mid-1920s. 
According to Engels, the basic question of all philosophy 
concerned the relation between thinking and being (87). TWO 
opposing doctrines had been in conflict on this point throughout 
the history of philosophy, namely idealism and materialism. 
Idealism postulates the primacy of spirit over matter and holds 
that the external world consists of a set of ideas in our minds, 
While materialism regards matter as primary and maintains the 
existence of the external world independent of human conscious- 
ness. For the materialist the material, sensuously perceptible 
world to which we ourselves belong is the sole reality; human 
consciousness and thinking are the product of a material body, 
the brain. Matter is not a product of mind according to this 
view, but mind is the highest product of matter. Moreover, tho 
human mind is capable of reflecting external reality in our ideas 
and. can give us correct knowledge of the world. For example, if 
we succeed in simulating a natural process artificially (for 
instance the synthesis of a certain organic compound) then we 
have proved that our conception of this process was correct and 
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the Kantian "thing-in-itself" (i. e. the organic compound in 
question) has become a "thing-for-us" 
(88). 
According to Engels, 18th-century materialism was predominantly 
mechanical, that is to say, it was concerned with the exclusive 
application of the standards of mechanics to all processes 
including those of a chemical or biological nature (89). This 
was its first limitation, explained by the fact that mechanics 
was the only fully developed science at the time. Ito second 
limitation was its inability to comprehend the universo as a 
process, as matter undergoing uninterrupted development, rather 
than a complex of unchangeable things. This tradition was 
broken with by Marx, who applied Hegel's dialectic to philosophy, 
but reinterpreted within a materialist framework. Marx saw the 
world not as a complex of ready-made things but as a complex of 
processes going through an uninterrupted chain of dovelopmont 
(90). From this stand-point, any quest for final solutions and 
eternal truths became absurd, for all acquired knowledge would be 
conditioned by the circumstances in which it was acquired. All 
metaphysical systems would be liable to correction and traditional 
philosophy was at an end. 
Engels distinguished a parallel movement in natural science, 
Of course, it was necessary first to eumino things before it 
was possible to examine processes; one had to know what a 
particular thing was before one could observe the changos it 
,, as undergoing. Thus, 10th-century science was a science of 
finished things, a collecting science. And although nature was 
conceived of as being in constant motion, this motion was aeon 
as an incessant repetition of the sane processesp as exemplified 
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by Newton's laws of planetary motion. The first broach in 
this conception was made by Kant's theory of the nebular origin 
of celestial bodies, which Engels called the greatest advance in 
astronomy since the theory of Copernicus (91). Other historical 
sciences developed in the fields of embryology and geology and 
culminated in Darwin's theory of evolution. In the 19th century, 
than, natural science had become mainly a systematising science, 
"... a science of the processes, of the origin and 
development of these things and of the interconnection 
which binds all these natural processes into one great 
whole. " (92) 
According to Engels these recent devolopnento in scionoo had 
shown that motion was the basic property of mattor; there was 
no matter without motion and all rest, all equilibrium was 
relative*. Motion was "the mode of existence" of matter (94). 
In order to understand matter in motion it was necessary to 
apply the dialectical method, for 
"Dialeotics... oomprehends things and their 
representations in their essential connection, 
concatenation, motion, origin, and ending. " (95) 
The dialectic was derived from Hegel, but for the idealist 
Hegel dialectics constituted the science of the general lawn 
of thought. For dialectical materialism, on the other hand, 
dialectics is the science of the general laws of motion and 
development of nature, of human society and of thought. The 
dialectic of the mind was to be regarded as the reflection of 
the forms of motion in the real world, both of nature and of 
history. Hence, the dialectical materialist programme did 
*It should be pointed out that, to gels, notion comprehended 
all changes and processes in the universe "from hero chenge of 
place right up to thinking" (93)" 
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not consist in building tho laws of dialectics into nature, but 
in discovering them in it (96). The three general lava of 
dialectics wore the following$ 
(1) The transformation of quantity into quality. QZuantitative 
change is at the basis of all qualitative change and at 
critical stages of development, quantitative change gives rise 
to qualitative change (97). For example, the members of the 
paraffin series differ simply in the numbers of carbon, hydrogen 
and oxygen atoms they contain: but they have very different 
properties. The transition from one form of motion to another 
always remains a leap, a decisive change, and the most interest- 
ing cases are those where different sciences meet, for example 
chemistry and biology (96). In the transition from non-life 
to life, a new form of notion (organic motion) is attained as 
a result of chemical action and life gains relative autonorw 
over the inorganic domain. 
(2) The law of contradiction or the interpenetration (or unity) 
of opposites. All change is the result of contradictions in 
the prac$sses that are undergoing these changes. For examples 
the association and dissociation of atoms and molecules is the 
result of opposing forces of attraction and repulsion inherent 
in the atoms and molecules themselves. To give another example, 
life is a contradictions because it is based on the constant 
self-renewal of the chonical constituents of albuminous bodies 
necessitated by the opposing forces of absorption and acsiailat.. 
ion on the one hand and breakdotim and excretion on the other (99). 
(3) The law of the negation of the negation. Thio law is the 
equivalent of Hegel's law of sublation. Dialectical iaaterialiam 
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itself represented the sublation of Hegel's philosoph' and 
mechanical materialism: both systems were rejected but the 
progressive elements of each (the Hegelian dialectic and the 
basic assumptions of materialism) were retained in order to 
construct a new, superior whole (100). 
The dialectical laws are extremely general laws of the 
development of matter. Engels himself stressed that it is 
not possible to explain any particular process of development 
simply by saying that it is a negation of the negation, for 
instance (101). The same point was emphasised later by Mao 
Tse-Tung in his essay on contradiction: 
"... ire have to study the particularity of 
contradiction and know the particular essence 
of individual things before we can adequately 
know the universality of contradiction and the 
common essence of things, and ... after knowing 
the common essence of things, we must go further 
and study the concrete things that have not yet 
been thoroughly studied or have only just emerged. " (102) 
Hence, it was not claimed that the dialectic alone could help 
us solve any particular problem; it was necessary first to 
investigate the particular thing or process itself in detail. 
Granting these limitations, why was the dialectical method 
regarded to be of such importance to natural science? Engels 
implied that this was so because dialectical materialism 
overcame the limitations inherent in other forms of materialism, 
Engels criticised mechanical materialism on the grounds, 
firstly, that it reduced all motion to mechanical motion and, 
secondly, that it regarded all change as a repetition of 
processes involving mere change of place of unchangeable 
entities, instead of processes undergoing continual development. 
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Hence, Engels criticised the view, put forward in Nature, that 
mechanics is the statics and dynamics of masses, physics the 
statics and dynamics of molecules, and chemistry the otatica 
and dynamics of atoms (103). Instead, Engels said that physics 
is the mechanics of molecules, chemistry the physics of atoms, 
and biology the chemistry of proteins ("albumens"). Engels 
believed that this classification expressed adequately how one 
science passes into another; it expressed both their connection 
or continuity and their distinction or separation. The 
classification-presented in Nature failed to do this by reducing 
all sciences to mechanics. Moreover, this reduction was based 
on the mistaken assumption that mechanical motion exhausts 
motion as a whole; mistaken, because mechanics deals only with 
quantitative change while physics, chemistry and especially 
biology have to deal continually with qualitative change. 
it'Uhould be noted that Engels' criticisms of mechanism were 
concerned with the exclusive application of the science of 
mechanics to problems within the domain of chemistry or biology, 
and not with the type of reductionist approach which holds that 
correspondence principles lead from one level of complexity to 
another, or from one science to another for that matter. The 
mechanistic movement in 19th-century biology was concerned 
primarily with the exclusion of vitalistio and supernatural 
elements from biology and with the application of a single Got 
*The same applies to the quite recent criticisms of mechanistic 
materialism made by Co=forth (104). Cornforth rejects the 
mechanistic notions that (1) permanent things with fixed 
properties are the basis of all change; (2) change happens only 
by the action of some external force; (3) all changes can be 
reduced to and explained by the mechanical notion of partiales; 
and (4) each particle has its own fixed nature independent of 
everything else. 
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of scientific principles to all, including vital, phenomena. 
In biology, these explanatory principles were largely derived 
from physics and especially chemistry, where they were Well 
established, but they were by no means confined to the laws 
of mechanics. Haeckel's monism was mechanistic, but not 
mechanical in Engels' sense, and it is interesting to note that 
Engels criticised Haeckel's use of the term "mechanical" but 
not his methodoloer in general. He quoted Haeokel as followas 
"... modern physiology... in its field allows only of 
the operation of physico-chemical - or in the wider 
sense, mechanical, forces. " (105)* 
Engels pointed out that to Haeckel mechanical simply meant non- 
teleological and that he called every efficient cause a 
mechanical cause (105). Elsewhere, discussing Haeokel'e 
position on the some point, he commenteds 
"With such confusion of language, nonsense is 
inevitable. " (107) 
Ands 
"Mechanism applied to life is a helpless category, 
at the most we could speak of chemism, if we do 
not want to renounce all understanding of names. " (1013) 
These criticisms were not directed against Hacokel'e monism 
itself, nor against Haeckel's approach to biological problems 
in general or the problem of the origin of life in particular. 
It will be shown below that, with respect to the latter, there 
was substantial agreement between Engels and Haeckel. 
Besides his criticisms of mechanical materialism, Engels oleo 
attacked the "shallow" materialism of scientists ouch as Karl 
*Italics added by Engels. 
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Vogt, Ludwig Buchner and Jacob Moleschott who were particularly 
popular in the 18508 (109). According to Engels, the main 
occupation of these "vulgar materialists" was the teaching of 
atheism*, an occupation which he called "not unpraiseworthy if 
narrow". He took issue with them on two pointst Firstly, 
their abuse directed against philosophy. Engels held that 
philosophy is necessary to science because facts have to be 
explained rationally and brought into relation with one another. 
For example, atoms and molecules cannot be observed under the 
microscope, but their existence can be deduced by thought. In 
other words, Engels objected to extreme positivism. Secondly, 
Engels took issue with the presumption of Buohnor and his 
followers that they could apply the theories about nature to 
society. To rngelst social processes represented a higher fora 
of the notion of matter over and above biological processes; 
hence, now regularities not present at the lower level Werd at 
work and the social level acquired a certain autonom over the 
biological. 
The latter criticism could be applied equally well to Haookol, 
although Engels did not mention him in this context. IIaeckel 
often reduced social phenomena to the struggle for existence 
although he rarely went to the name extremes an Mohner, for 
instance*x'. In any case, Engels' recommendation to the 
*In his Concluding Remarks, Frederick Gregory (see rof. 109) 
also maintains that atheism was the overwhelming trademark of 
these materialists. 
**To give just one of numerous examples that could be cited, 
Buchner placed excessive emphasis on brain size as a Measure 
of intellectual capacity. On this basis, he claimed that it 
was firmly established that women were intellectually inferior 
to men and that the mental inferiority of the (cont* next paso) 
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"shallow" materialists that they should study sociolocy before 
making any pronouncements on it would not have been anise in 
Hneckel's case either. At the came time, this point haft no 
direct bearing on Haeckel 's theory of the origin of lifo and 
Engels' general remarks on dialectical and other types of 
materialism do not immediately clarify Oparin'o objections to 
Haeckel'e approach to this problem. It remains to be aeon 
now whether Engels' own pronouncements on the subject of the 
nature and origin of life reveal any basic differences with 
Haeckel. 
In fact, the similarities botween the views of Engels and 
Haeckel regarding life aro mono immodiatoly obvious than the 
differences. Like Haeckel, Engels regarded protein as the 
chemical basis of life. Like Haeckel, he looked upon the 
transition from non-life to life as a process resulting fromm 
chemical action and sought the answer to tho problem of the 
origin of life in the formation of protein. He even accepted 
Haeckel's view that Monora are totally undifferentiated globuloo 
of protein that exhibit the basic phenomena of life (111). 
Engels gave the following definition of life l 
"Life is the mode of existence of albuminous bodien, 
and this mode of existence essentially consioto in the 
constant self-renewal of the chemical conotituonte of 
these bodies. " (112) 
This definition was based on the observation that life had 
al ys been found to be associated with an "alb minoua bod r" 
footnote cont. black race was congenital. He prodiotod the 
extermination of the Anerican Indiana due to their con genital 
inferiority. Finally, he illustrated the inferiority of the 
working class as follorss "It is a daily obacrvation of hatters 
that the educated classes require on the average roch larger hats than the uneducated. " (110). 
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oven the 1o: 7oot )ion orEnniems were nothing but simple 
particles of protein which already exhibited all the essential 
ph©nonena of life. To Engolo, the most important phenomenon of 
life wan the fact that an "albuminous body" absorbs appropriate 
substances fron its cnvironnont and assimilates then while other, 
older parts of the body disintegrate and are excreted. Non- 
living bodies may also disintegrate and undergo change, but in 
doing co they cease to be that they wore. The situation Is 
different in the case of living bodies$ 
"But what with non-living bodied is the cause of 
deat=uotion, with albumen is the damentnl condition 
of oxiotence. Fra© the moment when this uninterrupted 
iotamorphonio of its constituents, this constant 
alternation of nutrition and oxcrotion, no longer takoo 
place in an olbuninoun body, the albuminous body itself 
oomoa to an and, it deooupoooo, that is 9 dies. " 
(113) 
Engels pointed out that his definition of life (and, 
incidentally, of death) was very inadequate in that it did not 
include all the phenomena of life, but only those that are dost 
common and oimpleot. In order to gain a complete understanding 
of life, one would have to understand all the toms in which it 
appears, from the simplest to the most complex. In addition, 
it should be pointed out that Engels placed much greater 
emphasis on what he called the contradiction of life than 
IIaeckel did, i. oo he stressed the dialectical nature of life, 
arguing that, due to the constant renewal of constituents, life 
was at any moment itself and yet something oleo (114). Hence, 
an organism was no fixed, unchangeable thing but a fluid entity 
undergoing continual change as a result of its inherent 
properties and its interaction with its environnont. 
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Life being based on protein, gels regarded the formation of 
protein on the prebiotie earth as the crucial stop in the 
processes leading to the origin of life. Because chemists 
had not yet succeeded in synthesising protein (explained by the 
fact that nothing was as yet known about protein structure), all 
that could be said with certainty regarding the origin of life 
was that it must have been the result of chemical action (115). 
Engels was confident in asserting this because chemists had 
already synthesised many compounds that normally only occur in 
living organisms; not protein, admittedly, but chemistry had 
gone far enough to assure us that it alone could explain to us 
the "dialectical transition to the organism" (116). Engels 
believed that the artificial production of protein would prove 
the dialectical position in reality; the chemical process would 
then reach out beyond itself and come into the more comprehensive 
realm of the organism. (Note that it is assumed here that the 
synthesis of protein would be virtually equivalent to the 
synthesis of a living organism. ) The dialectical position hure 
was the view that chemical action itself would lead to a trans- 
formation of the chemical proceae into a higher form of the motion 
of mattor, tho physiological: 
"Physiology is, of course, the physics and especially 
the chemistry of the living body, but with that it 
ceases to be specially chemistry: on the one hand 
its domain becomes restricted but, on the other hand, 
inside this domain it becomes raised to a higher power. " 
(117) 
Hencep Engels regarded the physiological as a radically new 
level of development. Physiological prooe©oes had a chemical 
basis but the very confinement of these processes in a 
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coordinated or, -=is= led to the development of new chemical 
processes that could not take place previcusly. It is 
important to note that Engels stressed the essential novelty 
of the living organism as compared with the chemistry of non- 
living systems. Haeckel, in contrast, always stressed the 
continuity between the two domains. Engels did not deny that 
this continuity exists; chemistry, to him, passed into biology. 
Similarly, Haeckel did not deny that with the formation of 
protein new processes evolved. At the ease tine, there is a 
clear difference in emphasis. Haeckel was vainly concerned 
with establishing the similarities between living and non-living 
systems (which ultimately led him to the view that all matter 
was in some sense alive, as mentioned above) whereas Engels 
wished to establish in what respects living things differed from 
and transcended non-living things and to justify the dialectical 
vi,: --x that life represents a special form of the motion of matter. 
Haeckel was still fighting a battle against vitalism, which may 
explain his stress on continuity, for to do otherwise might have 
confirmed the vitalists in their opinion that fundamental dis- 
continuities, in particular between the living and the non-living, 
exist in nature. Engels, however, took continuity for granted 
and went beyond scientific materialism by advocating a study of 
the qualitative differences between the two domains, a study of 
those points where chemistry passes into biology. 
There was no conflict between Haeckel and Engels on the 
question of materialism per 8g; both adopted the basic 
assumptions of materialism. In faut, Lenin gave a sympathetic 
account of Uaeckel's views for precisely this reason (118). 
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Lenin was much amused by the furore caused by The Riddle of the 
Universe (except where this furore turned into violence as when 
a stone was thrown through the window of Haeckel's study). 
According to Lenin, 
"There was no abuse not showered on [Haeckel] by the 
official professors of philosophy. " (119) 
To Lenin, the irony of it was that Haeokel was attacked for 
his scientific materialism while Haeckel in his naivete 
renounced materialism. Haeckel did not even realise that 
everything he said was absolutely incompatible with idealism. 
Lenin criticised Haeckel on one point s Haeckel was a materialist 
but not a historical materialist; his natural scientific 
materialism was unable to cope with social probter-s end had to 
be broadened into historical materialism. However, in Lenin's 
opinion Haeokel deserved praise for giving a comprehensive and 
clear description of scientific progress in the 19th century ors 
in Lenin's words, of "the triumphant march of natural scientific 
materialism". Hence, Lenin did not criticise Haeckel for his 
non-dialectical approach to nature although it should be added 
that in Materialism and Enpirio-criticism Lenin was particularly 
concerned about the upsurge of idealism in science at the turn 
of the century (especially in the form of the philoso; by of Mach 
and Ostwald, which had gained a substantial following among 
certain Marxist groups in Russia). Hence, he defended material- 
ism against idealism but did not explicitly defend tho 
dialectical method in particular at this stage. 
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Conclusions 
Haeokel's monistic philosophy can be criticised on many points, 
the most important of which are the following: 
Firstly, his attempt to avoid a fundamental mind/matter 
dualism by endowing substance with sensation. This strategy 
obscures rather than clarifies the relation between mind and 
matter and could have been avoided by placing more emphasis on 
the emergence of qualitatively new properties during the 
historical development of matter, which was after all the basis 
of his phylogenetic approach. Lodge's criticisms on this point 
were appropriate, but rather clumsy beoause he claimed erroneously 
that Haeckel attributed consciousness to atoms. Engels referred 
briefly to "Haeckel1c bad reproduction of the identity of 
thinking and being " (120), which probably relates to the same 
point. 
Secondly, Haeck©l'a tendency to reduce human social hiutory to 
the biological struggle for existence. It might be added, 
however, that Haeckel's stress on environmental influences, also 
in regard to human evolution, made him avoid extreme social 
Darwinism*. 
Thirdly, Haeokel'o stress on a purely gradualist evolutionism 
and his lack of recognition of the emergence of novel 
regularities during development. All these criticisms are 
*Haeckel, however, Was hardly the "liberal humanist" he believed 
he was, Hie anti-Senitism, his advocation of eugenic measures 
and, especially in later life, his extreme nationalism have led 
one historian to conclude that Haeckel's scientific reputation 
lent respectability to such views and provided a major stimulus 
to the rise of Gerzian national socialism (121). 
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variations on a single themes in order to defend his notion of 
the unity of nature, Haeokel blurred the very real distinctions 
between different levels of existence, such as the physical: the 
biological or the social level. The third point, ho: rover, is 
the most relevant one from the point of view of questions of 
methodology in biology. Lodge defended the autonorq of the 
living over the non-living but lapsed into vitalism by making 
this autonomy absolute. To Lodge, the reduction of vital 
phenomena to, say, physics and chemistry was absolutely impossible 
in principle. The dialectical materialist position is different 
because it recognises that each of the "higher" forms of motion 
(for example life) is necessarily connected with the "lovror" 
forms of the motion of matter, the former having developed from 
the latter. Hence, reductionism is possible in principle 
(providing that the historical dimension is taken into account) 
bui ""t the same time it is argued that a reduction of the complex 
to the simple fails to provide us with an exhaustive understand- 
ing of the special features of the complex, because these differ 
in quality from the features of the simple. Engels stated 
"One day we shall certainly 'reduces thought experimentally 
to molecular and chemical motions in the brain; but does 
that exhaust the essence of thought? " (122) 
Hence Engels' exhortation to the "shallow materialists" that 
they should study sociology before making pronouncements on its 
and hence his interest in those areas where different sciences 
meet. For example, one should study the laws of society and 
the laws of biolorr and then study how the former developed out 
of the latter. Engels himself made an attempt to do so in his 
essay The Part Played by Labour in the Transition from Ape to 
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F,,: an (123), where he argued that the biological evolution of the 
human hand had given rise to labour, which created a radically 
new set of conditions under which social development according 
to social laws made a beginning. 
An equivalent approach to the problem of the origin of life 
would be to make a detailed study of the regularities of 
chemistry (especially the chemistry of carbon compounds) cMnd 
of biological regularities. Such studies might provide a clue 
as to how the latter could have arisen from the former. i: aookel 
did not make such detailed investigations end, in any case, 
could not have progressed very far considering the state of 
biochemical knowledge at the tine. But Haeckel presented a 
valid programme, based firmly on his concept of the unity of 
nature. His notion of substance, with the two attributes of 
matter and energy, implied that it is the inherent properties 
of m. tter that lead to change. His universal law of evolution 
implied that matter undergoes a process of historical development. 
And his universal law of causality, which stated that all 
phenomena in the universe stand in causal connection, implied 
that environmental influences play a crucial role in the evolution 
of particular material structures. 
These principles seem far removed from the classical mechanistic 
approach and Oparin's criticisms of Haeckel's methodology appear 
unnecessarily harsh. Certainly, Haeckel's emphasis on continuity 
in nature prevented him from seeking explanations in terms of 
radically new regularities that may have come into being when 
life began. The concept of a "dialectical leap" in nature would 
have been alien to him. His materialism was not dialectical, 
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but it was evolutionary materialism of a sort and his 
writings on the origin of life, however poor in scientific 
content, should be seen in this light. 
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PART 11 
OPARZN' S THEORY, ITS FOÜIMATIONS 41? ITS IMPACT 
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Chapter YII 
OP&RIN 13 THEORY OF THE ORIGIN OF LM 
The historical survey presented in Part I of this thesis has 
shown that, by the 192Osi the problem of the origin of lilt had 
reached an impasse. With the ever-growing recognition of the 
structural and tlýaotioanel complexity of even the simplest living 
things, It became more and more difficult to account for the 
origin of the diverse characteristics of living organisms. The 
literature on the subject resmiaed speculative iM little advance 
was made omc the hypotheses for lated in the 19th oentuiy. 
Interest in the subject declined and, with the rise of biochemistry 
and genetics, attention was concentrated on areas of biological 
interest that were more easily accessible to empirical invostigatiom 
In 1933, Sir Frederick (lowland Hopkins (1861-1947), reviewing the 
aims and achievements of biochemistry in his Presidential Address 
to the British Association# expressed a ccm only held opinion of 
the status of the question of the origin of liter 
"Though apeoulationa Concerning the origin of life 
have given intelleotual pleasure to many, all that 
we yet know about it is that we know nothing... most 
biologists, Z think, having agreed that lite'a advent 
was at once the most improbable and the most significant 
event in the history of the universe, are content for 
the present to leave the matter there. " (1) 
0n23 five years later this situation changed radically, with the 
publication in English of The ggtt of Lift (2) by the Soviet 
bioohemiat Aleksandr Ivanovich Oparin (1894.1980). This book, 
first published in iäissian in 1936, In generally acknowledged to 
be a fvadameutal contribution to the subject, which provided the 
impetus for subsequent deyslopments in the field. In Part n 
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of this thesis, Oparin's theory mad its scientific backgroand 
will be analped and an attempt ill be made to &000=t for the 
central position tam ter Oparin's theory In the recent history' 
of ideas on the origin of lit.. 
Oparin's first publication on the origin of if. appeared in 
1924 and was based on a lecture he had delivered to the Moscow 
Botanical Society. This booklet, entitled Pro_ osdhis 
zhiSM (Thu Origin of cite) was not published in English 
translation until 1967, whom it was included an an Appendix in 
J. D. Bernal's bock The of Ufa (3). In 1957, Oparin 
wrote of this early 'work i 
"My first work an the origin of litt was published as 
a small booklet in 1924... In it I tosenlated, thou 
very schematically, the essentials of this problem. 
I explained these propositions In expanded to= ... 
in 1936. " (4) 
In other words! Oparin maintained that his views of the subject 
had not changed tndamentallr between 1924 and 1936. An 
examination at the 1924 booklet therefore seems warranted before 
Oparin's fully developed theory is discussed. 
oggrin 19241 the imm==& 
In the 1924 booklet, OperIn first presented a brief sketch of 
the notions of spontaneous generation and panspermia. He wrote 
that the issue of spontaneous generation had been settled 
conclusively by the work of Pasteur, the concept having been 
undessined further by later studies that had revealed the complex 
structure and intricate organisation of microorganisms. The 
theory of penspermia could only resolve the question of the origin 
of life on individual planets an the assumption that life had 
aiwsys existed somewhere In the universe, independently from 
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inani®ate to=n of ieatter. it this assumption Implied that 
there was an impassable abyss between "the living and the dead"*, 
a notion which required closer examination in Oparinhs opinion, 
Opartn's stu4y revealed parallels between all features that 
were thought to be characteristic of living organisms and phenomena 
in the non-living world. The chemistry of organisms was not 
unique, organic compounds obeying the same ybysicoohemiioal lames 
as inorganic substances. Similarities in structural orgmisation, 
metabolism or assimilation, and self-reproduction were encountered 
in crystals and colloids. Oparin even noted a phenomenon 
reminiscent of a struggle for existence in the realm of crystals$ 
depending on the temperature, sulphur oryetallises in either 
octahedral or prismatic form. When the two types of crystal are 
placed on platinum wires in a supersaturated solution of sulphur 
in bnseneg new prism are formed next to the prismatic crystals 
and new octahedra near the octahedral formss, when the two sets 
of crystals approach each other and come into contact, the prises 
are eliminated, the octahedra being "victorious at the first 
clash" (6). Finallgi responsiveness to external atia'li was 
exhibited by any object with significant potential energyi such 
as a powder magazine that can be exploded by a single spark. 
None of these features, then, were unique to living organisms and 
there was no reason to assume that life was different in principle 
from the rest of natures 
hroughout this account, Oparin contrasted the living with the 
"dead". He would point out later that the term dead should be 
reserved for things that had previously been alive and that the 
living was more appropriately contrasted with the non-living (5). 
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"dito is not abaraatsiaeä by vny apeciai, properties 
but br a detinita, apecitic combinatica ct these 
properties. " (7) 
Henoe, the most important question conc b the oonditiaas 
under which for eray dta joint proportion c*ld have acmes together 
to form the oombinat . on characteristic of lit.. According to 
OParin: 
"To discover theme conditions would be to *xplatn 
the origin of Ute. " (8) 
The first requirem mt was to examine the synthesis of organic 
oompoundo under natural conditions, taking into account the 
physical evolution of the earth. Oparin described the latter 
as seen by contemporary astronomic theory, supported by spectral 
analysis of celestial bodies at different stages of dovelo rent, 
chemical analysis of lava extruded by volcanoes and density 
calculations of the earth's mass. Fron the point of it of 
organic synthesis, the most important stage ras reached with the 
formatio p due to cooling, of a solid crust around the liquid 
core of heavy metale# which inoluded oars in the form of metal 
carbides. As a result of further cooling and shrinking, cracks 
wthts 
developed in this crust and carbides erupted onto theksurface. 
Thus, carbides came into contact with the atmosphere, in which 
water vapour was abundant# and formed hydrocarbons, an suggested 
by experiments in which carbides are treated with superheated 
steam. In addition, spectral analysis of red stare and comets 
and chemical analysis of meteorites had revealed a coma ab WAnoe 
of hydrocarbons. Hence, the evidence suggested that carbon had 
first appeared on the earth+e surface In the form of hydrocarbons. 
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Their instability would have led to further transformations, 
some hydrocarbons being oxidised by oxygen in the atmosphere 
to give carbon monoxide, carbonic acid, alcohols, aldehydes, 
etc. The action of superheated steam on nitrogen-metal 
combinations would have produced a==J& and, subsequently, 
carbon-nitrogen compounds. Regardless of their exact nature, 
all these compounds were formed at very high temperatures and 
consequently had vast reserves of chemical energy, which allowed 
them to react further and increase their complexity. 
Further cooling of the earth's surface led to the precipitation 
of enormous quantities of water, bringing down organic substances 
at the same time. From laboratory experiments it could be 
supposed that the organic compounds in the boiling oceans would 
have formed substances resembling carbohydrates and proteins. 
If such substances were formed on earth now they would be consumed 
immediately by bacteria and moulds, which explained why the 
abiogenia generation of life was not observed under present 
conditions (9)9 In the pre-living world, however, these oom- 
pounds could undergo many transformations, directed mainly towards 
aggregation. Hence, ever more complex and ever larger particles 
were formed and large organic molecules were known to have a 
tendency to form colloidal solutions in water. The colloidal 
state being unstable, however, sooner or later gels or coagulates 
would have precipitated from the solution by chance. According 
to Oparin, this was a very important steps 
"The moment when the gel was precipitated or the first 
ooagulum formed, marked an extremely important stage 
is the process of the spontaneous generation of life. 
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At this moment material which hat toxmerl7 been 
etructureless first acquired a structure and the 
transformation of organic compounds into an organic 
body took place. Not only this, but at the same 
time the body became an indi'ridual ... With certain 
reservations we can even consider that first piece 
of organic slime which came into being on the Earth 
as being the first organism. " (10) 
Because of their ability to absorb substances from the 
surrounding median, the colloidal gels would grow and eventually 
break up into smaller fragments by purely mechanical forces, 
such as surface tension or the brooking of Raves. The chemical 
composition of these particles was changing all the time and 
each "sister fragment" followed its own course of developanent. 
The more efficiently constructed bodies grew faster and the less 
efficient ones began to lag behinds, resulting in a gradual 
selection of the better organised gels over the very long period 
during which the processes of chemical change, growth and fragment- 
ation were repeated. This selection led to a slow improvement in 
the pbysiooahemioal structure of the gels, the main result of which 
would have been an increasingly efficient apparatus for the 
absorption and assimilation of organic matter from the environment. 
The energy required for growth and assimilation kost have been 
provided from the break-down of organic compounds. Henos$ once 
the original gels had used up most of the energy inherent in their 
own constituents# they had to resort to some form of fermentation 
or respiration to acquire the energy needed for further growth 
and development. Those that did not acquire any powers of 
metabolism mist have halted in their development and been replaced 
by bodies capable of breaking down "nutrients". 
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The absorption of organic substances by the primitive 
organisms and the break-down of these substances in fermentation 
or respiration led to a gradual depletion of organic matter in 
the envixooarment. This marked another important stage: 
"The further life progressed the lees nutrient 
substances were available to the organisms and 
the more strongly and bitterly the struggle for 
existence was waged and the stricter and stricter 
became 'natural selection's rejecting all that was 
weak and backward and allowing only the most 
efficient to live. " (12) 
As they were forced to adapt to these new conditions, the primitive 
organisms could follow two pathst they could either continue to 
use the old aeons of nutrition and eat their "weaker comrades" or 
they could develop the ability to feed on simplerganio compounds. 
Only those organisms which succeeded in taking either of these 
courses could have survived to evolve further, which suggested 
that all present-day organisms an ultimately descended from these 
two types. 
No direct evidence in support of this claim was available, but 
Oparin suggested that a clue was provided by considering the 
different means of nutrition of present-day organisms. lost 
bacteria and fungi had been shown to be heterotrophic and also 
appeared to be the least highly organised among living beings, 
which suggested to Oparin that the consumption of ready-made 
organic substances represented the most ancient means of nutrition. 
The subsequent development of autotrophio feeding did not occur 
all at once, as revealed by the great variety of modes of 
metabolism among modern ohemosynthetic baoteriat some species 
obtain their energy by converting hydrogen sulphide into sulphuric 
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aoidf others by OXcidieing ammonia to nitrous or nitric acid and 
others stiU 1W oxidizing rued iron salts. Oparin sddedw 
Mother we lilts it or not, we got the impression 
that all Uses various forms of nutrition have been 
dorisscl because the organisms were forced to lind 
some way out$ something which enabled them to Azist 
in the absence of dissolved organic materials. " (12) 
Oparin pointed oats however# that these chemosynthetio mechanisms 
are not very efficient and relatively uncommon in the living 
world. By far the most efficient method of autotrophic 
metabolism was based on the utilisation of solar energy for the 
conversion of carbon dioxide into organic matter. As a plant 
biochemist*, Oparin knew that photosynthesis requires a highly 
complex physicochemical apparatus which could only have evolved 
as a result of a long series of transformations within the living 
cell. He therefore concluded that photosynthesis represents the 
most recent form of metabolism (13). 
This account was followed br a general conclusion in which 
Oparin stated that his aim had been to show that the origin of 
life could be explained on the basis of scientifically established 
facts. In order to develop a more definite theory further facts 
were required, especially about the properties of colloidal gels 
and the intricate structure of protoplasm, but Operin was 
optimistic that these facts would be forthcoming. Numerous 
*Oparin studied plant physiology and biochemistry at Moscow 
State University, followed by four years of postgraduate 
research until 1921. Between 1921 and 1925 he lectured in the 
Department of Plant Physiology at Moscow, He carried out research 
on plant proteins and "respiratory pigments" of plants. (Details 
provided by The Survey of Sources for the History of Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biology. ) 
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biologists were studying the atruoture and organisaticm of 
living natter and at the a, s time chemists and physicists wore 
exploring inanimate nature at erer granter depths 
"I4ke two parties of vorkere boring from the two 
opposite ends of a tunnel, the are working tower 
the same goal. The work has already gone a long 
way and very, wry soon the last barriers between 
the living and the dead will crumble under the attaok 
of patient work and powerful scientific thought. " (14) 
In brie', then, Qparin described a prolonged transformation of 
organic compounds under the conditions of the prebiotio earth, 
he attributed a crucial role to the formation and further 
developaent of colloidal bodies, and he attached particular 
importance to evolution at the metabolic level and to the 
precedence of beterotrophio over autotrophic meanie of metabolism. 
Drawing together evidence from different lield*,,, at science, Oparin 
built up a coherent hypothesis which, though lacking in detail, 
was consistent with contemporary scientific knowledge. 
For the time being Oparin was content to let the matter rest 
here. He published little on the origin of life* and concentrated 
on his research into the action of plant enzyme and the mechanisms 
of plant respiration. In addition, he carried out investigations 
in such practical areas as the biochemistry of sugar, bread and 
tea production and helped to organise the institute of Sioohemistry 
(later named the A. N. Bakh Institute) of the U. S. S. R. Academy of 
science, which was founded in 1935 and of which Oparin became 
Director in 2946" But his interest in the question of the origin 
published two popular papers on the subjects Die Eatstehung 
des Lebens prom chemischen Standpunkt (The origin of life from a 
chemical point of view) in Vntegt d er d (1928) 
and Proiekhozdhenie shiznr na zemle (The origin of life on earth) in 8hoohu : geeh, gnat 
(1929). 
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of life had not ed, as became clear an the publication is 
1936 of gewoig avenia shiav na seals (The origin of life on 
earth), *# his major work on the subject that would remain his 
speciality throughout the years. 
O-Davin-29161 the 
Compared with the 1924 booklet, the most obvious features of 
Oparin's work of 1936 are the great detail in which the arg a. is 
are presented sad the extensive documentation of the scientific 
evidence, some 230 references being cited. In other respects# 
the general plan of the two publications followed similar linos s 
the book starts with an introductory historical  ectionp followed 
by discussions of the formation and transformation of organic 
matter on the prebiotia earth, the origin and development of 
colloidal systems the origin of primitive organisms and their 
further evolution as deduced from comparative studies of the 
metabolism of present-day organisms. The arguments presented 
will now be examined in detail. 
The first three chapters of the book we taken up with a 
comprehensive historical survey of the problem of the origin of 
lite,, starting with Presooratie ideas but concentrating on 19th. 
century treatments of the problem. This account includes 
analyses of the relation of tbiss earlier views to vitalism and 
materialism. (15), drawing on discussions of this issue in Engels' 
Dialectics of Ratan (15), Oparin reiterated his previous 
statements on the concepts of spontaneous generation and pazuperata, 
adding that the latter was now also open to objection on scientific 
bliahed in English wader the title aq 011 3l Of TAft in 1938" 
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grounds r after the discovery of condo radiation of very short 
wavelengths that was lethal to all life. Amon the theories of 
a consistently materialistic nature were that of Raeokel and 
other evolutionists and those derived from artificial cell 
studies. The limitations imposed by the mechanistic approach 
adopted in these cases # however, s&U such theories vulnerable 
to attack is two ways i first e the transition, to WR was too 
abrupt p going directly from inorganic matter to living organisms 
exhibiting all the basic functions of life*. ice g all 
objections to the notion of spontaneous generation regarding the 
unlikelihood of the sudden genesis of fully adapted organisms 
applied here also. Secondly, the dependence of these theories 
on special, mown environmental conditions or on a particular 
force meant that no concrete reasons could be given for the fact 
that life Is no longer seen to be arising from non-living matter. 
Aooording to Oparin, these difficulties could be circumvented by 
abandoning the mechanistic approach and by adopting the view that 
", Poe the simplest living organism. originated gradually 
by a long evolutionary process of organic substance and 
that they represent merely definite mileposts alimr the 
general historic road of evolution of matter. " (17 
Such a process could not depend on some unique set of initial 
conditions or on some simple physical force, but required two 
conditions t the mass formation of organic substance an earth 
and a prolonged transformation of this material. These con- 
ditione could only be fulfilled on a sterile earth, for it sn 
It has been pointed out before that this 1s an unfair judge.. 
ment of Haeakelts views, The objection does apply to the work 
derived from artificial cell studies, such as that of ftokuok 
and batler Barke (see Chapter V of this thesis). 
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complex orgsaio mattor aoaumnlatod on, earth now it would be 
devoured rapidly by the countless n icroor a to that inhabit 
the soil, water and. air. Hence, there was nothing special about 
the conditions required for the origin of lit., it being generally 
agrRed that the earth was lifeless during its early history* The 
prograx4 for the rest of the book was than amid raced by Oparin 
as tolloust 
"To establish the possibility for g+eo i ration of 
life in the dim past of the Earth's history, it 
is necessary first of all to prove the possibility 
of a primary formation of organic substance on our 
planet and, secondly, to trace the further e solution 
of this substance. Contemporary science enables us 
to tarnish a mare or lese definite answer to both of 
these problems. " (18) 
The first stop of this progreae it dealt with in the fourth 
and fifth chapters of the book, where Oparin addressed the 
foüowing three questions. (a) In what form did carbon and 
nitrogen first appear on earth? (b) Shat were the conditions 
on earth eben the first carbon sad nitrogen compounds appeared 
on its surface? (a) What transformations did these commands 
undergo under the given conditions? A clue to the first question 
was provided by information on the type of carbon and nitrogen 
compounds that are associated with stare at different stages of 
deve]opeient, other planets in cur solar system, comets and 
meteorites. After a detailed consideration of the evidence 
obtained by spsatroscopy and, in the case of aateorites, chemical 
and mineralogical analysis, Oparin concluded that carbon was 
present in the cosmos in the form of elementary carbons In 
combination with nitrogen (in the form of CN) and, most of aU, 
in combination with hydrogen (in the form of hydrocarbons). 
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Particularly striking was the complete absence of axyº carbon- 
oxygen combinations, except forts carbon dioxide in t ho atnios- 
phere of the earth and of Vernes. While the carbon dioxide in 
the earth's atmosphere was clearly of secondary origin, being 
derived from animal respiration and volcanic eruptions, no ready 
explanation was available in the case of Venus. The anomaly 
had to be accepted, although Oparia provisionally favoured a 
secondary origin of carbon dioxide in this case also. 
The study of meteorites was of particular interest to Opern 
because they could be analysed directly for their chemical and 
mineral content and because of the strong evidence for a ooemou 
origin of meteorites and the earth (19)9 In meteorites carbon 
was found mostly in the form of iron carbides, graphite or 
diamond, oohanite (a carbide of iron, nickel and cobalt) and 
hydrocarbons. All the evidence presented by Oparin supported 
his first major claim that 
Evidence of a similar nature led him to a second oonolusion, 
namely that nitrogen also had first appeared on the earth's 
surface in the reduced state, in the form of siw, lia (21). 
With regard to the conditions on earth during its early 
history, Opariu took as his starting-point the then widely 
accepted theory of ; eons on the origin of our planetary system. 
From Oparin's point of vier, the most relevant aspect of this 
theory was the assertion that the planets of the solar system, 
including the earth, were originally formed from substances 
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making up the solar *tmosphere. On this assumption, spectral 
studies of the solar atmosphere supplemented with geoahemioal 
data and chemical analysis of meteorites should furnish 
evidence concerning the state of the primaeval earth. After 
discussing this evidenoe9 Opern presented the following picture 
of the early earths a molten core of metals, surrounded by a 
thin crust of igneous rook and an atmosphere of superheated 
steam, some Bitrogen and other heavier gases. The atmosphere 
did not contain any free oxygen (if it did, it would be unique 
among celestial bodies)# nor any CO2 and 102, as it does at 
present. These gases is the modern atmosphere were of secondary 
origi # oxygen being derived from photosynthesis and CO2 and X02 
from animal respiration and$ is the case of 0029 from volcanic 
activity, 
According to this picture, carbon was present in the form of 
metal carbides (mostly iron carbides) is the central core of the 
earth. Eruptions of the molten mass through cracks in the thin 
and unstable rocky layer would have brought carbides is contact 
with superheated steam, and it had been known since the 1870s 
that under such conditions hydrocarbons are formed according to 
the following reaction schemes 
34z 
u+ 43%0 ---> a'"304 + d3H8a (22) 
In conclusions the conditions on the earth's surface during 
the period tinder consideration were Ysry different from those 
prevailing now. The temperature was such highsrt the atmosphere 
was a reducing one and light radiation was more intense. These 
conditions, howevevj could be reproduced in the laboratory and 
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the genexel trend of behaviour of the primary carbon compounds 
under sch conditions could be studied. Using established 
organic chemical reaction schemes, Operin concluded that Cä and 
CHZ radicals in the pr itive atmosphere reacted with water 
vapour to form large amounts of unsaturated N4rooarboans, 
alcohols, sld h des, ketones and organic aoids and that these 
reacted with ammonia to give eines, amides and smmooiva salts 
(23). An the earth's temperature decreased, oceans were formed 
and torrential rains brought down the carbon and nitrogen 
compounds # which continued to react in the aqueous e vironment, 
thus forming more complex organic molsoules" 
In order to got an idea of hoe, among the immense variety of 
possible reaotions9 organic substances relevant to life might 
have formed in the prisaeval oceans, Operin considered the 
methods by which these molecules are formed in the living cell. 
Contemporary biochemistry suggested that three basic types of 
reaction are involved in living processes$ con ssation, poly- 
merisation and oxidation (and the reverse processes). In the 
cell, these reactions had reached a high degree of efficiency 
through the action of organic catalysts,, or enzymes. Because 
catalysts can only increase the rate of a reaction, bat never 
initiate a thermodynamically impossible process, it could be 
assamed that all organic constituents necessary for the detrelop- 
ment of life would also have formed very slowly in the absence 
of enzymes, though possibly aided by inorganic catalysts0 in the 
primitive ooens. Nevertheless, the formation of these aoa- 
atituents along could not explain the origin of life. Attempts 
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to deduce the epeoitia properties of lice from the atomic 
oontigu-ation of organio molecules were "predestined to 
failure": 
"The laws of organic chemistry cannot aooouut for 
those phenomena of a higher order which are 
encountered in the study of living cello. " (24) 
in partioulars it would be a mistake to look at the properties 
of single molecules; one should study the interactions between 
different molecules and study mixtures rather than eure solutions 
of an organic substance. On mixing, new properties appear that 
were absent from the components parts. As In 1924, Oparin again 
emphasised the importance of colloidal systbms, which are formed 
readily by organic compounds of high molecular *eight in aqueous 
solution. The study of colloids was especially promising to 
Oparin because protoplasm itself appeared to be made up of 
different colloidal systems. 
A discussion of the general properties, the origin and the 
evolution of colloidal systems is presented in Chapters VI and 
VII of Oparin's book. With respect to the general properties, 
Oparin paid particular attention to "hydrophilio colloids" 
(colloids formed by organic molecules with hydrophilic groups 
such as . 1ff, . OR and . "o), Besides coagulation, in which 
colloidal particles r= together to form a flocculent precipitate, 
hydrophilio colloids exhibited another phenomenon of separation, 
namely "unscrambling". In this oaeep the colloidal solution 
separates into a fluid sediment rich in colloidal substance and 
a liquid layer free of colloids. This phenomenon had been 
studied extensively by the Dutch chemist 8ungenberg de Jozmg, who 
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coined the te= "coaoervatian" for the process (25). Unlike 
the coagulate, the ooaoorrate is a fluid sass that is not 
necessarily continuous baut may remain in the torn of microscopic 
droplets floating in the equilibrium liquid. Henne, the 
formation of coacervates was associated with the appearance of 
a definite delimitation. In ooacervation, the degree of 
hydration of colloidal partiales decreases and only those water 
molecules that are firmly adsorbed to the hydrophilic groups are 
retained. Hence, the particles become surrotmded by a shell of 
orientated water molecules, separate from the randomly orientated 
prates mieaulea of the aedium. The process may be piaturod as 
follows (26)s 
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particle of colloidal decrease is ooacervate partiale 
solution with diffus hydration with hydration shell 
water membrane 
Coaoerrates form motzt readily upon mixing colloidal solutions of 
particles with opposite electrical charges and their stability 
is determined partly 17 electrostatics partly by hydration forces. 
As these are opposing forces, the resulting systems are extremely 
labile and shifts from equilibrium occur by the smallest change 
in conditions, such as p8 or temperature. For Oparin's purpose, 
the most interesting properties of complex ooaoerºates were their 
empirically established capacity to absorb substances from the 
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media aua to uadergo secondary transformations In structural 
orgazisation (27). 
Returning to pre'biotic times,, Oparin concluded that the 
formation of complex ooaoervates an the primitive earth was 
inevitable because the process required ve siaple conditions 
a simple mizin of different 2yrdrophiiio colloids In the )gdro- 
sphere was sufficient. This was an extremely important event 
in the evolution of organic substance# which for the first time 
became separated from the solution by a sharp bounder and, to a 
certain degrees acquired structure and some elementary orgau- 
ieation, Oparin addeds 
"Thus, in ooaservates* the behaviour is subject not 
only to the simplest laws of organic chemistry but 
also to the newly superimposed oolloid-chemical 
order. However, even this higher order of relation- 
ship Is still insufficient to secure the origin of 
primary living things. To initiate liter it gras 
necessary for ooaservates and similar colloidal 
systems to acquire, in the course of their evolution, 
properties of a yet higher order, properties subject 
to biological lays. " (28) 
This is where the capacity of coaoervates toabsorb organic 
substance and to undergo structural transformation entered the 
picture. Coaoervate droplets exhibited a certain degree of 
individuality and their fate depended not only on external 
conditions but on their oan specific structure or organisation. 
Only those ooaoervatea in which assimilation predominated over 
degradation of organic substance could grow and play a role in 
the farther evolution of organic matter. Hensp variations in 
growth velocity led to a competition between different coacerrates 
a unusual spelling of the word coaaervates is used through- 
out the English translation of the book and was probably based 
on the German Koazervaten. 
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and resulted in a preponderance of those systems that were but 
adapted to the external conditions and possessed the most 
efficient internal organisationo The further the growth of 
colloidal bodies progressed, the lese free organic matter 
ren, aine4 dissolved in the earth's t ºdroephere so that "natural 
selection" would have become more exaotings 
"A straight struggle for existence displaces more 
and more the competition in growth velocity. A 
strictly biological factor now comes into play. 
This new factor naturally raised the colloidal 
systems to a more advanced stage of evolution ".. 
Thus systems of a still higher order, the simplest 
primary organisms, have emerged. " (29) 
Finally, then, life aroset Oparin did not stop at this point, 
however, but went on to examine if a study of contemporary 
organisms could throw any light on the pbyaiooohemical organ. 
isation and further evolution of the earliest living beings. 
The final chapter of his book presents a detailed treatment of 
this question. 
According to Oparin'e theory, the earliest organisms could 
survive and grow only by virtue of absorption and assimilation 
of organic substance dissolved in the enviroramt. Henoet 
"The organization or inter ohemioal apparatus 
permitting assimilation of these substanoes Saat 
have existed, therefore, from the very moment 
these primary organisms as= into existence. 
This mist have inhered in the very foundation of 
their structure and oonsequent]y organims living 
at the present time must still be endowed with 
that apparatus. " (30) 
This conclusion gained support from the obserration that the 
ability to use organic matter tos mtrient was found in absolutely 
all, living things, even those that are now adapted to auto. 
trophio metabolism. Oparin presented evidence that typically 
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autatrophia orgiadsma have retained to a considerable decree 
the ability to metabolise preformed organic substances. or 
example, it had been oho m that-various species of autotrophio 
algae flourish when nourished artificially with organic 
eubetencee t they may etwa become aapropb tia and "switch off" 
CO2 assimilation altogether. Hence, it troold appear that 
autotrophio means of metabolism were superimposed on the more 
primitive heterotrophic systems. According to Operin,, it would 
be much harder to explain a loss or regre, aeion of originally 
autotrophio metabolism, none of the present baterotrophic species 
shoeing any rudiments of autotrophia processes. Henoet- 
comparative biochemistry supported the view that the original 
organisms were, heterotrophic. 
Xost synthetic metabolic reactions are endothermic, that is, 
they require energy. In hoterotrophio organisms this energy is 
obtained from absorbed organic nutrients rich in potential energy. 
The most efficient way of utilising this potential energy it by 
complete degradation by means of oxidation reactions. Brae 
oxygen, the most powerful oxidant o was absent from the primitive 
atmosphere, however, and could not be used for this purpose. 
Here again comparative biochemistry provided a clues 
t'Yany investigations of went years show 
=mistakably that the reaction of organic 
substanoes jr the h rcdroz 1 of water is withftt 
axoe tian the basis of all types of eAerW metabolism 
of various living things. The only difference 
between them ... in In the methods of hydrogen 
acceptanoo. " *31) 
Fundameuta3iy, these processes involved anaerobic transformations 
of organic matter and aerobic respiration again appeared to be a 
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supplementary superstructure, operating only at later stages in 
the chain of reaotionls, In additioat it was known to be possible 
to suppress the aha phase to a certain extent and to force 
higher gor ice, at loset for a short time, to revert to 
anaerobic methods, as illustrated for example by lactic acid 
fermentation in Uwale. These data were Used to support Opariate 
major conclusion that the first organisms were anaerobic hetero- 
trophe s 
Gradually, the supply of organic substances that could be 
utilised in fermentation out have diminished, being replaced by 
fermentation products such as carbon dioxide, alcohol, lactic 
and butyric acid# Eventually a lack of nutrient material would 
have led to the death of all primitive organisms In the mean- 
t, however, some organisms mat have, developed the ability to 
use lilt energy for their synthetic processes. Among present- 
day pigmented bacteria there are some that are strictly hetero- 
trophia but whose ability to utilise organic substance is greatly 
improved by light. Moreover, the photochemical reactions of 
such pigmented bacteria which feed an organic substance (and are 
unable to assimilate C02) release oxygen by the action of the 
enzyme oatalase,, Which splits 1ydrogen peroxdde into water and 
02$ it the anoeators of these bacteria evolved at the stags 
when organic nutrient was becoming soaroe& the conditions for 
three paths of development would have been created. First, the 
evolution of a mechanism for freeing oxygen led to the deralopiaent 
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of oxidative fermentation so that what were previously end- 
products of foxmentationt auch as butyric acid1 could now be 
broken dorrt further by oxidation (33)* 5eoondly, organic 
matter still being scarce and inorganic sources, of ensr being 
abundant, some organisms developed chemoautotropbio (or chemo- 
synthetio) means of metabolism in which various inorganic salts 
are oxidised by means of oxyrgen. These organisms ultimately 
evolved into the present-daay Iron, sulphur and nitrifying bacteria 
(34). Thirdly,, over a. long period of evolution, pj ted 
organisms must have developed the power of photosynthesis$ that 
is$ the ability to synthesise organic material from carbon dioxide 
that had been released by fermentation proossses, using sonliit 
as a source of . ner ' (33), 
The origin of photosynthesis marked an important stop and 
radically changed the previously existing relationships. The 
release into the atmosphere of considerable amants of free 02, 
liberated from assimilated carbon dioxide, enabled beterotrophl, o 
organisms to "rationalist" their energy metabolisms 
"Speaking broadly, this consisted in the oxidation 
by atmospheric oxygen of hydrogen resulting from 
the hydrolytic oxidation of organic substances. 
In this way the archaic apparatus of fermentation 
was fully preserved but new physioo-ob. emtoal 
structures were added to it, enabling organisms to 
utilise more 
Cully 
the chemical energy of nutritive 
substances. " 
In other words, conditions were ripe for the eirolution of 
aerobic heterotrophio metabolism, or respiration, 
Oparin's theory was now oomplete. As will be shown in the 
next chapter of this thesis, its awif strength was that it was 
consistent with knowledge in a wide range of scientific 
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disciplines. More detail was filled In subsequently but 
Oparin's basic approach retained the same in his later writings. 
But had his approach changed with respect to the oontribation 
he presented in 1924? The main lines of the argumento were 
the saws both in 1924 and in 1936 Oparin described the formation 
and a prolonged transformation of organic matter on the px'ebiotia 
earth# the formation and development of colloidal bodies in the 
oceans, and the evolution of metabolic mechanisms, with hetero- 
trophiem preceding autotrophi, sm. There were g ho e"r, a =aber 
of important changes. In 1924 Oparin had not yet arrived at 
the idea of a reducing atmosphere, a concept which had two 
significant consequences. First, reducing conditions made it 
easier to explain how the gradual synthesis of ever larger and 
more complex organic molecules could have exceeded organic break. 
down by slow oxidations 8eoondly, the look of nolecular oxygen 
in the atmosphere enabled Opern to refine greatly his sequence 
of the evolution of metabolic mechanisms and in a way which was 
consistent with knowledge of comparative biochemistry. In 1924 
Oparin did not distinguish between aerobic and anaerobic hetero. 
trophio metabolism, nor did he attempt to explain why anaerobic 
organisms should have evolved at all if oxygen was always freely 
available*. In 1924 he regarded photosynthesis as the most 
recent means of nutrition, in 1936 it was aerobic respiration. 
'One can only guess that in 1924 Oparin regarded anaerobic 
metabolism as a later specialisation, evolved in the course of 
adaptation of bacteria to specific, oxygen free habitats. Such 
an assumption would have been contradicted by the biochemical 
data presented by him in 1936, and subsequently. 
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One other difference stands out: in 1924 Oparin omphaaised 
the similarities between the living and the non-living While 
he later placed more stress on the emergence of novel regular- 
ities in the evolution of orgmdo matter. The properties of 
colloids, for example# were not strictly reducible to physico- 
chemical laws and life could only be said to have begun when 
specifically biological factors Dams into play. This change 
represents a shift in philosophical outlook from a traditional 
materialistic one to an explicit dialectical materialist one. 
The philosophical dimensions of this shift will be discuosed 
further in Chapter X of this thesis. Its moat significant 
consequence for the details of Oparin's theory was that in 1924 
he set the actual origin of life at an earlier stagger the initial 
separation of colloidal gels from the aqueous environment being 
regarded as the crucial step. In his later writings, Oparin 
insisted that the origin of life coincided with the emergence of 
specifically biological factors, such as natural selection. 
One of the fundamental propositions made by Oparin in 1936, 
namely that life had originated under anaerobic conditions, bad 
in fact been anticipated by J. B. S. iialdane (1892.1964) in a brief 
paper printed in the Rationalist A in 1929 (37)o Haldano's 
contributions while it had little impact at the time, in 
acknowledged today in the commonly used phrase "the Oparin. 
Haldane hypothesis on the origin of life". The relations between 
Haldane's paper and Oparin'a work therefore warrant some cos rent. 
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aalds e's hot. diluts soul 
Haldane became interested in the subject of the origin of life 
as a result of the controversy that raged st the time on the 
question whether baoteriophag+es are living entities or not, and 
this question forms the starting point of his paper. Bacterio- 
phagee, or bacterial viruses, had been discovered by Frederik 
Torort (1877.1950) in 1915 and independently by Felix dMHerelle 
(1873-1949) in 1917 (38). The same bacteriophage could infect 
and induce genetic changes in different species of bacteria. 
On the other hande they could not rem independently,, but 
required a host for this purpose. Already in 19229 the geneticist 
nexus lamer (1890-1976) had suggested that baateriophages bear 
a close relation to genes (39)s and that they might be regarded 
as "spare parts" that can be fitted into different "machines"" 
Bat could genes be regarded as fully alive? Haldane thought not, 
but pointed out that the bacteriophage controversy indicated that 
there was doubt as to the proper criterion of life and that War- 
mediate former such as the bacteriophage perhaps, might exist 
(40) " Keeping the possibility of intermediate foss is mind, 
Haldane proceeded to speculate on the origin of life, viewed an 
a prolonged, gradual process of evolution - chemical as well as 
biological. 
First of all, Balder suggvated that the primitive atmosphere 
probably contained little or no oxygen, because oxygen is raw 
released into the atmosphere by the photosynthetic activity of 
green plants. Carbon iraa probably present in the loxes, of carbon 
dioxide and the action of water constantly foamed ammonia from 
nitrides and nitrogen-containing minerals in the earth's grast. 
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Boome of thh absende of oxygen, there wauid be no ozone Drat 
in the uppor atmosphere and ultraviolet light would reach the 
earth's surface l ely unhindered. Bat' and his oolloagues 
had damm3trated that the aotion at ultraviolet light on a 
mixtum of wate 0 carbon dioxide and armonia results in the 
oynthesia of a wide varietj of organic eubetanoee, inaludiag 
sugars and amino aaida (41)*. idke Opcxn! Raldsu. e pointed Out 
that nowadays such subatanaee would be coasted by mioroorganieme, 
but an a sterile earth organic matter would have accumululated 
until the oceans reached the oonsistenay of a "hot, dilute soup". 
The action of ultraviolet light would promote organic synthesis 
of more oomplex moleculesp the latter being sufficiently stable 
in the absence of o gen not to be broken dauen. 
Haldane did not suggest an specific steps for the development 
of organisms from this organic mirrture f but did consider the 
early evolution of notaboliem once primitive life had comae into 
being. The first organisms t have depended on fermentation t 
which characterizes life in an anaerobic environment, In other 
words# the first forms of life were anaerobic heterotrophe 
dependent on the availability of organic nutrients in the 
environment. As the nutrient broth baceae depeleted of suitable 
substrates for fermentations photosynthesis must have developed, 
loading eventual)y to the evolution of the green plants. With 
the subsequent release of oryggen into the atmosphere: the 
=ixet suoceseftl artificial synthesis of an amino soil (gl7cine) ILM a H2O" i oCA mixture was achieved by Zbb in 
1913, using silent e1ea rioI1 discharges as energy source (42). 
Flork n, incidentally, wrote that Baly$ s results have now been 
discredited' after moxy failed attempts to repeat the experimonte 
' (43). 
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a"iut1 of ani r%le depenWt an aerobia reeptr ztion beoamo 
PoeeibL*. Ra1d ne be1i. verd that WdnaU baä probab]ar d ecerAed 
from Plsnte # In Vlw of the similaritl4a betwegn ahloz'optgla aM 
reepixatoy pipatn* (44), & 
'inal3y, Suld m considered the a). eaular anymmtz7 of the 
constituents of 40ntempaVUy living orgc e*e $ aware are in. 
variably px*eent an the D"isoners anä Proteins are made up of 
L-adno acids only# Haldane did not explain how these 
ae etries ht have arieens but Its Odstanoa t. d to 
hia that aU l. ing thinga have a paman &nooetoz 
Oc gering 8aldanoto paper with Oparin's book of 1924 WA 1936, 
it is clear that 3dane was the first to pubfli % the Id" that 
life crass in en anaerobic eýnvir, 9--3nt*t He defined the 
possible composition of the primitive atmosphere and rsoaoiisad 
the role ultraviolet lit edit hats pla qsd in the gradual 
synthesis of organio matter. He also raised th* problem of 
the molecular agmmat% r of living materials. IV l936 Operin, 
vho was not fam411 tar with Haldane's paper at the time, bad 
*Chlorophyll, o rtoch 'oTnee and the ham group of haemo; '1obßn an 
all based on the ivon- pupbyrin ring. Note that Oparin argued 
for an independent origin of plants (from aerobic hetarotroplie) 
and animals (from primitive autotrophe) on the grotmds that no 
rudimanttxxy autotrophio mechanism have been encountered in 
heterotrop a or"aieme (45)o In tact, the aimilavitr between 
pmts noted by Haldane moy reflect the availability of 
porpi yrins in the prebiotic environment. It has been ebomt that 
porphyrins are Sowed upon paesine an electric discharge thro ex 
methane, wnwn a and water vapour (46). 
*evert eless, at a Conference in 19639 ßeldaus, granted the 
priority on this idea to Oparin " he had not read Oparin'e 1924 booklet (47)" 
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covered all these points, and in muAh greater detail. The 
primitirrs atmosphere suggested by Oparin differed from that 
proposed by Haldane in, that Oparin believed that carbon gras 
present In the reduced tor* (as metbsne0 for example) rather 
than in the form of carbon dioxide, TIM difference is not 
necessarily czcaoial because it has been she= that abiogenic 
syntheses of amino acidsp etoof proceed successfully in both 
types of mixtures providing that the overall conditions an 
reducing (48). However, Opazin's suggestion was strop er in 
that it era based on comparative astroaom io data. 
Opern's book was of course e ch more detailed and more cavew 
fully documented than RaIdene ts brief paper. Oparin described 
precise mechanisms of organic synthesis under the proposed pries 
biotic conditions wino unlike Haldane stressed the possible role 
of colloidal pbsaam na in the generation of primitive organisms. 
His suggestions for the evolution of metabolic processes were 
based on an extensive study of comparative biochemistry as well 
as on a consideration of the prebiotia environment. In additioag 
Oparin made an attempt to account for the origin of the molecular 
asymmetry that is encountered in contemporary Living organisms. 
He favoured an environmental force, such as the action of 
elliptically polarised ligbti as the factor responsible for 
as; etria organic synthesis on the prebiotic earth (49). Muh 
later, with Yang and Le" 1n demonstration of the noaroonserration 
of paritq, Haldsae suggested that the molecular "yam try of 
living organisms might be related to the fundamental asymetry 
of the universe that was indicated by the work of Tang and 140 
(500). The problem of the origin of life's atymstz7 remain 
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a controversial one and will be discussed further in the final 
chapter of this thesis. 
Althou i Haldanet e ideas on the origin of life were well 
known among biochemists in Britain at the time (51), his 
contribution had no immediate impact on the development of the 
field. It was only after Oparinte work had provided a fresh 
impetus to the subject that the value of Haldane's paper was 
reooiised. Haldane remained interested in the problem of the 
origin of life and wrote a few more papers on the subject (52). 
Ho ever, in view of the great number of fields in which he made 
significant contributions and in vier of his v *r7 varied interests, 
which ranged from engme kinetics to the evolution of breast 
feeding, it is perhaps not s uprising that Haldane was never the 
prime mover of dsvelopsents in the field of the origin of life. 
In contrast# Oparints book did directly influence progress in 
the investigation of the problem of the origin of life. 
EarlY o lo s AWE 2RAZ& 
The full impact of Oparin's contribution was not felt Until 1953, 
when Stanley Miller reported the formation of significant amoants 
of amino acids from a gaseous mixture of ammonia,, methane i 
hydrogen and water vapour circulating past an electrical dis- 
charge (55)r Miller performed these experiments in an attempt 
to test Oparin1s hypothesis of organic synthesis under sirliated 
prebiotio conditions and the success of the experiments stimalated 
a great deal of further experis ntal work as well as a great deal 
of serious interest in the problem of the origin of life. 
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Bators this experimental. phases the problem had re' eived name, 
bitt rather little, interest. During the eroond world 'rar 
acientieta were' CA the Vholep praoooupiod pith MO VO praasing 
problems than that of the origin of life* Nevertheleaal a 
number of intereating theoretical oontriboticans were made is the 
1940a4 For eaemplel in 1945 Norm Hozowits (born 1915) proposed 
the mans whereby oomplex biosynthetic pathways might have m1yod 
(54)+ He based this hypothesis an Oparlnla concept of obemioal 
t eirolution, aM its implication that life arose in a complex 
oha Baal eanvixýoýneaýt and on Opaxin' a idea that the first 
organisms were completely heterotropbioi maintaining arid raw 
producing themselves at the expense of prefabricated organic 
mo1eou1eo in the environment. According to gororits1 it was 
not ianediate]y obvious how the long chain reaoticea charaoter» 
icing met contemporary biosynthetic pathwip could have evolves 
In a step-. rise ==or trou euch simple beginnings. For exaompl., 
two of the interaeaiates in the eyathesis of arm tpr the 
mould teuroa are ornithine enä oitr line, neither of which 
appear to have my functional significance in the organism except 
an precursors. Why shQU1i the capacity to synthesise ornithine 
have been presea'red by natural selection in these organisms i! 
this could not possibly hagre conferred any selective advantage on 
them before the evolution of the complete reaction chain? 
Horowits suggested that the problem should be approached In the 
reverse ==or* Consider an environment oontaining+ aýaaong 
others, the conpounds A# 8 and C and an organism that utilises As 
As compound A is depleted, organisms that have evolved the 
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capacity to carry out the reaction 34 --? A (with the aid of a 
catalyst) would have a selective advanttag+e. Later, oc pound 33 
might ' Jogas limiting and organisms capable of carrying out the 
reactions D+E -*b and B+C-'A might evolve, and so on. In other 
words,, the ability to synthesise the precursor B would be move 
recent than the capacity to synthesise the functional and product 
A# in which case the at that the sole function of $ might be 
Its role as a precursor of A. poses no evolutionary problem. This 
ingenious idea was later adopted bfr Oparirn (55). 
Another interesting suggestion was made by Y"D. Besxal (1901. 
1971)/ who made important contributions to molecular biology with 
bis orystaliograpbia studios of proteins and other macromolecules. 
Ber ai diem eed the problem of the origin of life in a lecture 
to the Physical society in 1947, which was published as a booklet 
in 1951 (56). In this ieoture0 entitled ThePKvs Physical Base of 
, Ah, 
Bernal followed in the footsteps of Oparin and Haldme j to 
both of whom he acknowledged his debt. He argued for a material. 
istio approach to the problem of the origin of life, for the 
concept of a prolonged chemical evolution prior to the develop. 
mont of life and for ac nsideration of the evolution of metabolic 
procasses# In addition,, Bernal discussed a problem concerning 
the synthesis under prebiotic conditions of large and oompiex 
molecules such as polymers. According to Berna21 the approp- 
riate condensation and dehydrogenation reactions could only have 
taken place in concentrated organic solutions and not in the 
extremely dilute state of the oceans. For chomiosi evolution to 
have proceeded effectively# therefore, a large«eoals oooentration 
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of organic solutions must have occurred. One method of 
concentration would, fake place' in pools and lagoons fringing 
the ooastlinee, Move favourable conditions for ooaoentration, 
however, would ham been provided by the adsorption of organic 
molecules to tine clay deposits (7). Clay particles have a 
very effective adsorptive mace and it had been d monstratedl 
that a wide range of organic maiecuioa are proferentially 
adsorbed on such surfaces in a reguler ways thus promoting the 
possibility of poi risation and other chemical transformations. 
In toots ala sº Were used as industrial catalysts. Any macro- 
molecules formed on the surface of clays nicht subsequently be 
able to persist independently in colloidal form 
Another material on which adsorption could take place was 
quartos especially in the ' tort of eandt separately or in aaaoa- 
iation with cloys, The importance of quarts was that it is the 
only oomon, mineral with an aayazetria structures ace crystals 
having a right-hand twist and others a left,, To Bernal it seemed. 
plausible that the molecules that make up living systems had been 
given a particular teigt. by the preferential adsorption of 
asy=etric organic molecules an quarto. Once a preponderance of 
we paZtioI4ar Isomer was pxvdwed, + locally, this would lead 
to conditions rohere eventually only one kind could be t orned, *. 
Zn OOAOIUiiCng Dem deaaa'ibed another step in the wes of 
c1i nina]. eimlutiong in bb n *t algh 'oxward organio gnthe ss 
*It been reported ra tly that cep oolloidal clyrs 
(bentonits oiea) also bind aaino acids and ý in a sterao+ 
specific ma=or 58). The binding of the Ito acids Irlsuaine 
and L-iapartate and the auf D-glucoaa to bentonite ohawe& high 
affinity vhtle there was a less efficient binding of the 
biologically uaoC OI isomers of these compounds* 
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and the formation of colloidal bodies such as ooaoerates*, a 
step which had the additional advantage of providing a poaeible 
explanation for the asymmetry of life* 
The contributions of Bernal and Aorowitm are witness to the 
tact that Oparin's work was indeed "stimulating', as reyiemere 
of his book had written (60)9 Their suggestions were built on 
the edifice that had been constructed 'boy Operin. The foundations 
of this edifice will now be ez ae4. 
OThia particular sequence was not made explicit in the leoturaf 
where no specific mention of aoaoex'rates vnw taade, but was 
presented as such IV Bernal in 1957 (59)* 
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CRUM YL U 
THE BIOCHSWICAL ALLCIGBOU D 0o' OPARIä 1S THEOR! 
As indicated In the previous chapter, Oparin's theory gras 
based on knowledge established in a wide range of scientific 
disciplines. Tbs, pbysioal sciences, including astrophysics 
and geologrr provided information on the likely conditions of 
the earth in the early stages of pologioal histosyº. 
Chemists had aooumulated a wealth of knowledge of the proper- 
ties of carbon oampo nda I the type of reactions that would 
have taken place under the suggested conditions could be 
deduced and a picture of the chemistry of the prebiotio earth's 
surface and atmosphere built up. A thorough stud/ of 
established knowledge in these fields provided Oparin with a 
so and bests for his conclusions that, before the origin of 
life on earth, the atmosphere contained little or no free 
oxygen and conditions were appropriate for a wide-spread 
avavmalation og organic compounds on the earth'a surf sac. 
The presence of carbon compounds an the probiotio earth had 
been postulated previously by 19th-century evolutionists auch 
as Essast Haeokel (see Chapter II of this thesis). This 
theoretical feature, hoveverP was presented as a necessary 
postulate, essential for a uaturalistic explanation of the 
origin of life. Peer serious attempts were made to investigate 
the scientific plausibility of this postulate, the most notable 
exception being Pfligerl s oyanogen theor. It also took sseq 
. rears before the question of the origin of life was treated in 
relation to specific changes In the enrirro ment during the 
f 
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sour" of g0o1ogiosl bistor7. The oompositicm of the atmos- 
phara bore and after 7. ß. t4 appeared on earth aae first dis<ussid 
aro and the tu= of the century. on the basis of an analysie of 
gares , dsnsed in cavities of rocks,, Lord 1Calv&n conalndad that 
them was no free oxygen In the primitive atmonihere of the 
earth (1). H. suggested that atmospheric oxygen had been 
released into the atmosphere an a result of the assimilation 
of carbon dioxide by organisms living in hot springs. Arsheniua 
also believed, an the basis of comparisons with meteorites 
oometa and the sui, that oxygen wAst have been absent from the 
earl' #arth' e atmosphere (2j. 1(eithei Kalvfa nar A23±emiua, 
homroro disaassed the relenaaoe of these m*g esti=s to 
organic a 'ntheoia on the pribiotia earth, presw ably beaanse 
they were OO fitted. to the theory of pauepexmia. F.;. allen 
regarded. the carbon dioxide and nitrogen as well as the aaqrgmi 
in the present atmosphere as a product of Meg but MA not 
present a clear picture of the aonposition of the etmosphere 
bdQx. th» Advent of litt (3)o A borg detailed aoaovnt c« the 
oonditions that vou1 L bavo ! s_voure4 organio synthesis an the 
prsbiotio oartb inks proaanted by the geologist T. C. Ghsmborlin 
(1843.3,928) and his san (4)* The Chaaberline a eetod that 
the early atmosphere would harne included the compound goss of 
carbon, nitrogen, sulphur and phosphorus, but also oxygen (5)" 
on the surface,, these elements would baw existed in the form 
of carbides$ nitrides, sulphides and phosphides, which reacted 
to to= many combinations, including hydrocarbons. Uses 
studies wars exceptional, however, and Oparin's stress an 
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historical change is the saviroa at as a cols and on the 
omplax inttractiozi betwOM nt emus wWtVo tal ta4tors 
(gelo. l, cb. aicalt protobiologioal aM biological) contrast- 
ed sharply vith the sinpler approach of the 19th-cQntW 
Nrolutiofliat$. 
rsidsos this ditfemoe is gowral approach, OP n 'ss at 
a great advantage in that such of the evidence be used to 
support his Vim of the earl history of the earth na not 
available to his predecessors, For example, can' of the 
opectrosoopio data on the composition of stellar and pian. tary 
atmospheres were only obtained in the late 1920e and early 
193a" Kenr7 Norris Russell, (1877.1957) established is 1929 
that them is an abmudanoa of hydrogen in the solar atmosphere 
and, bfr e rapolationt in the atmospheres of other wtwxe (MM. 
Hence, it firm astronomical foundation for the view that 
conditions an the primitive earth were reducing was lacking 
before 1929*" The discrepancy in factual material acal. lablo 
to Oparin and his predeoesiors wau *wet more Pronounced for 
the next stages in Oparinr s schema, Which relied, heavily on 
advances made this century in the fields of colloid. science 
and biochemistry. 
Colloid oh. ieta had studied the tendency of organic oon- 
pawadu to form colloidal aggregates is aqueous solutice, The 
work of Bung. nberg do Jong in the early 1930a had established 
that one class of oolloide, the individual corpuscles ihiah 
himself baa stated that his views on ptebiatio 
organic synthesis Were inspired by Mendeleov'a hypothesis of 
the abiogenio origin of oil and that he was aloo greatly 
stimulated 1W the discovery in the 1930s of methane as a major 
constituent of the atmospheres of the large planets (7). 
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he called oosoervates, can absorb eM assimilate substances 
from the surrounding medium. Bungenberg de Jong himself had 
invostigeted the possible role of ooaoervation phenoama in 
the living cell and presented a model of the coil on the basis 
of his studies of lecithin/triglyoeride complexes (a). In 
particular,, the permeability properties of the colloidal tiles 
surrounding these "complex coacervates" suggested a modal for 
the "outer border of protoplasm" (9) "" a model that subuuQaent- 
1T proved fruitful in the study of biological branes*. 
The coaaervate concept provided Oparin with a possible 
scenario for the transition from a diffuse medium containing 
significant amounts of organic compounds to the formation of 
individual colloidal bodies capable of developing into increas- 
ingly complex structures, probably rlth the aid of inorganic 
rata? is taken up from the aedina. The fact that both the 
ease of formation of coaoerrates and their liability to change 
by interaction with the environment had been demonstrated 
experimentally made this a promising approachq althouh nr 
details r mainsd (and stiff remain) to b ; orkad out, 
So tar# then# Oparin's theory was consistent with contemp. 
orary scientific knowledge. Nevertheless, there is a 
sigaitiawt gap between eirar the complex aoaaerrates stnfted 
by Pungenberg Is Jong aid the simplest independent organisms 
lauwn todayt the bacteria and the blue-green algae. Row 
could the ancestors of the latter organism have arisen from 
Me relations betºeea aoaaervates and lipid asibranea were 
discusaod by Mitchell at the First International Symposiwa aal 
the Origin of Life on Earth, in Mosoow, 1957 (10)o sea also 
Calvin's dieoussion of the self-assembly of phospholipids (11). 
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coaoexv3tes? No fossils of eny "Missing links" were ayai. l- 
able for studye and, had they been available, their dynamic 
chemical features would not have boon open to investigation. 
This latter point is important. because Opsºrinta theo%7 demanded 
a functional (bio)ohezioal link rather than a morphological 
onv. The experiments of Leduc sad others j discussed here in 
Chapter V had a horn that even inorganic colloids cold resemble 
in form a ride variety of organismsf including non' primitiae 
organisms such as mtuhroome and higher fungi. cat, morph. 
ological criteria were of little value for the problem at hand. 
Moreover, a chemical analysis of any fossilised protocelle could 
only, at the best$ have provided direct information. on the 
chemical constituents of the intermediate Loxnsp not on theiir 
dynamic chemical interactions. 
Oparin'a approach to the problem was to consider the relations 
between the known properties of ooaoervatee and the knoRn 
properties of present-day organiwss at a functional chemical 
level. The most striking feature of ooacervates was their 
ability to absorb substances from the external +envirozaent and 
to utilise the absorbed material in chemical reactions leading 
to tho growth and development of the individual colloidal bodies 
a feature strongly reminiscent of metabolism, in general 
We study of Precambrian foui2a long remained, a controversial 
anb f oot and early claim of the disoavery of an "Eosoon", or 
organism at the dawn of life, turned out to be 'baseless " the 
Eoaoon was an inorganic artefact (12). A careful study of 
tossi]. ired algae was undertaken in the late 1930s in Iorthem 
America (13), but very auob older fossils have since been found. 
The oldest Precambrian remains were found recently in 
stromatolites in U. V1. Auetraliaj these appear to be the remains 
of bacteria and are estimated to be 3.5 billion years old (14). 
Truly intermediate forms may be older still. 
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termso therefore, the phenomenon of metabolism indicated a 
possible continuity between aoacervates and living oargenisms " 
In detail$ how*YS 1 the question was mars complex. PT the 
start of the 20th century, a great dLversity in the patterns 
of metabolism among microorganisms was recognised. The 
exi tenoe of aerobic, anaevoldo1 beterotrophia, obemoauto. 
trophic (also called oheaoaynthetia) end pbotoaatotrophis memo 
of nutrition was well established. l)t3rsovsre the relations 
between microbial metabolism and metabolic patterns in higher 
organisms were t no mans clear at that stage. Under the$e 
circumstances it old have been a daunting task to explain the 
origin of so many different types of metabolism on the basis of 
chemically very much simpler cosoervate models. V the 1930s, 
hoveverp a unified picture of metabolic mechanisms was emerging 
and Op in's choice of metabolism as the fundamental feature of 
life (a choice already made in his 1922 lecture) could be 
axploxed in a fruitful saes. A disc sion of the dmlop. 
manta Lading up to this point therefore uam warranted. 
The iversiit btel metaboliýra 
The Sreat divereity of microbial metabolism oamo to be 
reoogniaed as a result of studies of fercaentation proovases and 
of chemical transformations performed by soil bacteria. Several 
hi. etorical accounts of developments in these fields are available 
(15) and here only those advances that turned out to be most 
importar. t from e retrospective point of view will be sumeaxisedo 
Although fermentation processes have bean used since pro. 
historic times for the production of breed, beer, eine, vinegar 
and cheeses the nature of these processes only teem to be 
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clarified in the course of the 19th century. Chemical 
studies by Levoisier and Gay-Luesao had shown that under 
the influence of brewer's yeast, sugar is broken down to 
alcohol (ethanol) and carbon dioxide. The nature of the 
fermenting agent, the yeast, was, however, a subject of con- 
siderable controversy. In 1837, Charles Cagniard-Latour 
(1777-1859), Theodor Sahwann (1810-1882) and Friedrich JUtsing 
(1807-1893) independently demonstrated that the agent of 
alcoholic fermentation is a living organism. Yicrosoopic 
observations showed that brewer's yeast consists of globular 
cells that grow and multiply by budding. These cells were 
always present when fermentation occurred and fermentation 
stopped under all conditions which visibly killed the yeast 
(16). The conclusion that brewer's yeast is a living organ. 
ism* rather than a chemical substance was not, however, accepted 
imcaediately. The great chemist Borselius (1779-1848), who 
introduced the concept of oatalysiso believed that yeast was a 
chemical substance that precipitated during fermentation and 
that the catalytic force of this substance brouat about the 
decomposition of sugar, in a manner similar to the decomposition 
of hydrogen peroxide upon contact with platinum, for example. 
Another leading ohemietj Justus von Liebig (1803-1873), 
opposed both these views. He believed that yeast was a 
decomposition product of albuýaiaous matter and that its 
IT-he organism was called aoe by Cagniard. 
Latour, and "Zuokerpila" (sugar fungus) by Schwarm and l6iitsing. 
The standard name now is Saoaharomvoes cerevisiaa. 
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decomposition resulted in a "force" of ozidative decomposition 
being transmitted to the sugar that is broken down during 
formesntatim. Nevertheless# the idea that alcoholic foru. nt. 
ation is caused by a living organism groduall' same to be 
widely accepted over the next two deoadesw. (Berselins 
admitted that react is a luring organism in the year of his 
death. ) The concept of the participation of living organisms 
had, hoaeverv not yet been generalised to other types of 
fermentation. In this respeot, a major contribution was made 
by lade Pasteur and it is Frith his studies of fermentation, 
that the story of microbial metabolism really began, 
In 1Q56P Pasteur was invited to investigate the repeated 
failures in the teraOntation process used by a manufacturer 
of industrial alcohol, Monsieur Bigo in ? rille. The fovmsnt- 
ation of beet sugar frequently resulted, not in ethanol0 but 
in an acid substance smelling of sour milk. Pasteur approached 
this problem in two reya. First, he subjected the contents of 
the vats that had failed to produce alcohol to chemical analysis 
and showed that they contained lactic acid. Seoondly$ he 
examined the sediments from the vats microscopically. He found 
that sediments from vats that had produced alcohol contained 
owever. it remained a controversial point whether intact 
yeast calla are essential for fermentation or whether only 
"chemical ferments" within the yeast are required. Pasteur 
adopted the former position and vigorously opposed those who 
favoured the chemical hypothesis. The matter appeared to be 
resolved, against Pasteur1 when Th ohxin solated ac l-free 
juice from brewerta yeast that performed fermentation in the 
abeenos of intact cells in 1897. wer believed that he had 
isolated the + eg which he called syoase1 that was respon- 
sible for the fermentation reaction. It later became clear, 
howsver1 that Ikohner's was a multiple enzyme system, the 
entire system being required for alcoholic fermentation (17). 
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large yeast globules, with the buds typical of growth. 
Sediments from the vats containing lactic acid, on the other 
hand, revealed the presence of mnoh smaller globules that were 
in active motion. Upon Inoculation of the two types of 
sediment in a nutrient medium, containing auger solution and. 
yeast extract, be was able to reproduce alcoholic fermentation 
with the typical yeast globules and production of lactic said 
with the smaller globules. Pasteur concluded that there were 
two different types of fermentation, producing two different 
substances (alcohol and lactic acid), resulting from the 
activities of two different "leaste"* (18). The importance of 
this study consisted in Pasteur's recognition that fermentation 
phenomena are the metabolic activities of specific micro. 
organisms. Pasteur greatly extended his studies of alcoholic 
and other types of fermentation, resulting, among other things, 
In the discovery of anaerobioais. 
In a study of a type of fermentation in which butyric acid 
is produced (from sugar, manaitol or lactic acid), Pasteur 
discovered that the fermenting agent was an organism very 
different from the "yeasty" he had observed before. The 
organism associated with butyric acid fermentation was 
cylindrical in shape, straight or curved at one or both ends. 
The organisms appeared singly or in chains and they tumbled 
and undulated during maysment t they reproduced by simple 
Aooording to Collard, the lactic acid termeenti in this case, 
was probably StreDtooooau$ ]mats (19). 
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fission. The most interesting characteristic of these 
"infusoria", however, was their intolerance to even small traces 
of o27gen. In the absence of any free oxygen, they lived and 
multiplied indefinitely (given an adequate supply of nutrients). 
Passing a stream of pure carbon dioxide throu&i the medium did 
not affect their growth or reproduction. Atmospheric air', 
how very killed them and as a result butyric said fermentation 
stopped (20), This was the first known example of an organism 
that lives rwiithout tree oxygen M the first blown strictly 
anaerobic organism. 
Pasteur established uot only that the fermentation of organic 
matter depends an the nature of specific microorganisms, but 
also an the environmental conditions under 'which the process 
occurs. For example, yeast calls can live aM multiply rapidly 
in the presence of oxygen but sugar fermentation is very In- 
efficient under these conditions In the absence of oxygen, 
how yew, the yeast does not multiply very rapidly, but an the 
other hand fermentation it aiah more aatiw*. The yeast, in 
other words, is a taoultativs anaerob.. The term fermentation 
generally came to be associated with "life without aws 
characterised by the incomplete brsakdom of organic aattor, 
to alcohols and organic acids rather than to carbon dioxide, 
An entirely new Iclasa of organisma Again was discovered in 
the 1880a and 3890s by the siaa bacteriologist Sorget 
Winogradsky (1856-1953) a, that of the ohs utotrophs» 
This 14 the phenomenon known as the Pasteur affects 
described bfr Pasteur in 1872 (21). 
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rinogradsicy was born and grow up in icier ar4 after finishing 
his schooling at the Gymnasium at the age of 16o entered Kiev 
'Upivorsity to study law (22). No coon transferred to the 
Faculty of ysioo-, i thematics i but become disillusioned and 
moved to St. Petersburg to study main at the Conservatoriun" 
in 1887 he entered the natural science faculty of the University 
of St. Petersburg# where be studied analytical chemistryg, 
attending lectures by Mendeleev and Butlerovq and taking plant 
physiology as a special subject. He graduated in 1881 and 
remained in St. Petersburg as a plant physiologist until 1884, 
He then went to Strasebourg where he was given the opportunity 
to start his microbiological investigations, "Pasteurian Soienoe" 
being the field he had become moot interested in. His first 
investigations concerned bacteria . fand in sulphur- and Ivan. 
containing springs and resulted in the discovery of ahemoauto. 
trophi m. 
In a aerie$ at papers published in 18871 Winogradeky described 
his detailed work on the sulphur bacteria (23). Microbes which 
contained granular sulphur deposits and lived in sprir 
saturated with hydrogen sulphide and containing no free *VgM 
had already been observed by Cramer in 1870 and by Ferdinand 
Cohn in 1875. The adaptation of these organisms to ouch 
extreme conditions was a matter of great interest and Winograd.. 
91g+ not out to investigate the mechanism end the functional 
significance of the sulphur deposition in the microbes. First 
of ally he addressed the question whether the presence of 
hydrogen suiphidr in the environment In the cause or the result 
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of the growth of the orgewisms. Growing cultures of the r *I 
, 
on, in spring water with H28 and in spring water aon- 
taining calcium sulphate, revpeotinely, he observed that 
sulphur was rapidly deposited bfr the former culture while 
existing deposits in the latter disappeared. These and 
similar experiments led his to the conclusion that Demd! jtoa 
can only build up their sulphur from H28 (24). He further 
showed that H28 is absolutely essential for the growth of the 
organism, that tree oaWgen plays no part in the oxidation of 
H23 to sulphur and that the sulphur is eventually secreted as 
sulphuric acid. He also demonstrated that the organisms 
require Only minute amounts of organic matter for growth and 
that they *Ulis* compounds as a carbon source that cannot 
maintain life In other organisms without chlorophyll, for 
example formic, butyric and propionio aaid. He concluded 
that the following processes take places the 112 4H and 
other sulphur bacteria oxid$se hydrogen sulphide in two steps, 
first to sulphur and then to sulphuric acid, which is neutral- 
ised by reactions with carbonates, especially calcium carbonate, 
resulting in the production of carbonic said*. Winogradsk7 
suggested that this oxidation process is equivalent to res- 
piration in the some that it releases the energy required to 
the vital processes of the organisms, such as the building up 
of organic constituents (25). In other words, mineral 
substances, in this case H28, play the role of "fer eatable 
*Which, in taotg server as the carbon source for organic 
aynth. ala. 
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matter". The actual mechanism of sulphur oxidation remained 
unclear and Winogradeky did not, for example, discuss the 
possible role of catalysts in the process. However, his 
investigations established the existence of a new class of 
organisms, the Sobweteibo jerigg, or sulphur bacteria, which 
differed from other organisms at a fundamental physiological 
level (26) 4 
Similar studies of rust"ooloured organisms such as the 
Cal, lione lla (the colour resulting from iron oxide deposits) 
revealed the existence of iron' bacteria, which obtain the 
energy required for growth from the oxidation of ferrous 
salts to ferric salts (27)" Later Winogradsky worked in 
Z rich, where he investigated the nitrification of the soil 
from 1899" This work led to the discovery of two groups of 
organisms, responsible for the formation of nitrites (28) and 
nitrates (29) from ameonia. These, again, were autotrophic 
organismse Finally, Winogradsky isolated the first organism 
known to be able to fix atmospheric nitrogen; he called it 
Clostriidii, tor (later 
, eurianua) 
(30). Extensive 
studies of nitrogen"Zising bacteria were also carried out by 
the Dutch microbiologist Martinus Beijerinok (31). 
Ay this time it Uraa clear that bacterial metabolism was 
extremely varied: heterotrophia organisms required organic 
substances in the environment for growth; ohemoautotrophs 
utilised mineral substances to obtain the saergY required for 
growth= and photoautotrophs utilised C02 an a carbon source, 
the energy for growth being obtained from sunlight, for example 
i 
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the purple bacteria discovered by Theodor Engsimann in the 
early 1880e (32). In addition, some organisms required the 
presence of oxygen, others were strictly anaerobic and yet 
others were facultative anaerobes. At this stage also, only 
the starting compounds and and products of metabolism and 
respiration were known; the detailed mechanisms involved in 
metabolism remained unclear. 
This situation changed with the rapid expansion of studies 
of enzymes and their role in metabolic prooessesq a trend 
that was stimulated particularly ihr Eduard BUohnerl s (1860. 
1917) isolation of a cell-tree yeast extract that could re. 
produce alcoholic fermentation (33). BUohner called his 
preparation zymase, which he believed to be a single enzyme. 
Already in 1900# however, Carl Ienberg (1887-1956) demonstrated 
that glucose is not fermented to ethanol in a single step, but 
in several steps each requiring its own enzyme. SIX years 
later Arthur Harden (1865-1940) and William Young (1878-1942) 
isolated the glucose diphoephate intermediate that is formed 
during fermentation (34). Otto Mey. rhof (1884+1951) sub- 
sequentl7 found that the same intermediate is involved in 
lactic aoid fermentation by musoleg or glyoolysis (35)" A 
hint of a possible unity in metabolism verged and further 
similarities in different physiological processes became 
apparent as metatolic pathways were gradually unravelled in 
greater detail. The first formulation of a unifying principle 
arose out of a consideration of the role biological oxidations 
and reductions in metabolism. 
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The ti of etpbo sm 
A very detaiiled, aid well documented account of the history of 
the problem of biological oxidations and their role in 
metabolism is presented by Bruton (36). Valuable histories 
of cell respiration were also written by Keilin (37) and by 
Florldn (38). The next two paragraphs will therefore only 
summarise the main points of interest briefly. 
In the 1070s it was established that respiration is an 
intracellular process, through the work of Traube, 8oppe- 
Seyler and# especially# Pfleger (39). The nature of the 
respiratory process, however, was unclear. It was assumed 
either that oxygen, became "aottvated" in the cell to oxidise 
organic matter, or that some special property of protoplasmic 
protein made it reactive to OZa. But another problem remaineds 
what was the role of biological reductions? Such reductions 
had been known to occur since Pasteur's work on anaerobic 
fermentations during which hydrogen-rich compounds# such as 
metbans and 828 were produced. Men' proposed that these 
reductions involved eneymio activation of hydrogen but the role 
of the process remained obscure. 
Further speculations cn this matter, and woh careful 
research# gave rise to one of the fiercest debates in the 
history of bioohemistary, that 
between Otto Warburg 
`1883-1910) 
and Heinrich Otto Wielend (1877.1957) after the first world war. 
As )iur been mentioned before# in Chapter III Pflugar believed 
that oyanogen coupe of "litre proteins" made parotoplata 
reactive (40). 
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Warburg made a moor contribution to our understanding of the 
nature and role of respiratory enzymes. His investigations 
led him to propose that the oxidation of metabolites which 
characterises intracellular respiration involves the aotivst- 
ion of molecular oxygen by a respiratory enzyme ("At - 
t'erment")" Wieland, on the other bands was convinced that 
the intracellular oxidation of metabolitee involves the 
activation of hydrogen, by the action of "dehrdrases" (41). 
The hydrogen was removed from a hydrogen donor, which was 
thereby oxidised1 and transferred to a hydrogen acceptor, which 
did not Always have to be oxygen. Wieland) a work also was 
very fruitful and led to the characterisation of many enzymes 
with dehydrogenase activity. The issue remained unresolved 
until the two theories were reconciled in the oxidation/ 
reduction hypothesis of Zluyver in Delft. 
Albert Jan Euyver (1888-1956) studied chemistry at the 
Technological University of Delft and supplemented his 
chemical studies with courses in "microscopical anatomy" 
wider van ltereon (42), From 1910 to 1916 be was an assistant 
in van Itereon's laboratory ands ring that period be received 
a doctoral degree for bis research on biochemical auger 
determinations. After a period of working in the Dutch East 
Indies, he gras invited to accept the chair of General jwd 
Applied Xicrobioloa which benams vacant with the retirement 
of Bei, jerinak in 1921s Zn this capaoityl älurrer turned the 
department in Dellt into one of the major centres of micro. 
biology in the world and he is recognised as the iaain founder 
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of the Delft School of Microbiology. Being an inspiring 
teacher as well as a great experimentalist and theor®ticisno 
Uu var trained an impressive team of microbiologists who 
made important oontributiorts to the subject. 
fluyver was deeply interested in the history of his subject 
and it was this perhaps that made him appreciate the under.. 
unity 
lying lot apparently different areas within the field. He 
brought together a mass of diverse observations in his efforts 
to establish an underlying unity in microbial metabolism. In 
1924# Iluyver presented a lecture entitled " nheid on ver- 
acheidenheid in do stoiwiseoling der mioroben" (Unity and div- 
ersity in microbial metabolism) (43). The major part of this 
lecture was concerned with diversity, but it vas euggested 
already that energetic considerations in the interpretation of 
biochemical processes might reveal a unifying aspect. Consider- 
ing that all dissimilatory (catabolic) processes release free 
energy and that all assimilatory (anabolic) reactions require 
a supply of free energy# Kluyver concluded that the former 
reactions represent mechanisms whereby energy is made available 
to the latter. His speculation that a single underlying 
mechanism could be involved led him to a ole4r reoogi. tion of 
the fundamental problem of how energy coupling is brought 
about. The basic mechanisms of energy coupling were not 
elucidated until the 19400 and 1950sß when the mechanisms of 
oxidative phoephorylation, electron transport and photosynthesis 
began to be clarified at the molecular level; even now rival 
theories abound and many details remain to be worked out (44). 
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is 1926, K1u'ver published an L* ortant paper, together 
with his assistant Donker# on the unity of biochemistry (45)" 
The authors set out to demonstrate that there is a coma= 
chemical basis to oxidative dissimilation and fermentative 
dissimilation (i. e. anaerobic dissimilation). It was well 
known that in aerobic respiration oxygen only takes part in 
the process after the respiratory substrate had undergone an 
anaerobic transformation, as for example in glycolysis. 
Bluy"r and Donner drew a parallel between the formation of 
lactic acid in glyoolysis and is microbial fermentation of 
sugars. In all oases they investigated, it was clear that 
a series of oxidoreduotions (coupled dehydrogenation and 
hydrogenation) was involved. u*d Xluyver and Donker concluded 
that catalytic hydrogen transfer was the fundamental feature 
of dissimilatory metabo1iaa. With this oonospt, a synthesis 
between the ideas of Warburg and Wieland was achieved 
Over the next few rears, Xluyver extended his studies of 
catalytic hydrogen transfer to assimilatory processes and 
finally reached the conclusion that there is no fundamental 
distinction between the reactions involved in assimilation and 
dissimilation: both involve coupled ozidoreduotions to release 
energy from dissimilatory reactions for the use in bio" 
synthetic reactions. In a series of lectures presented in 
London in 1930, he stated his conclusion as follows$ 
,,,,, *the whole of biochemistry, the complex of all 
chemical changes brought about by living calls# 
can be reduced to chains of voluntary Primary 
reactions, each of which consists in a coupled 
dehydrogenation and hydrogenation. 
Since these oxido"reduction reactions differ in 
detail, we can summaries the essence of biochemistry 
in the schemes 
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(I A+O- A+M (u AH. B - . TZ (ZU .$ -4+11H (iv +ß- A. BH " (46)* 
it was in these lectures also that Kluyver coined the 
phrase "comparative biochemistry" (47), a subject which he 
believed would become as important for biochemistry as 
comparative anatoaW had been for anatomy. The work of the 
Dellt school certainly bore this out. Kluyv. r's colleague 
C"B, van Niel (born 1897) extended the concept of catalytic 
hydrogen transfer as the basis of metabolism empirically to 
photosynthesis and ohemosynthesis, by his studies of the 
green and purple sulphur bacteria (49). It was Van Niel who 
derived the general equation of photosynthesis i 
MA 02 t -Z 
C$2Ot 820 f 21 (50) 
In the purple sulphur bacteria, which exhibit a close luter.. 
relationship between photosynthesis and ohemosyntheela, the 
hydrogen donor Aý2 was shorn to be hydrogen sulphideI in the 
green plante it me water. Others extended the concept to 
the methanobacteria (5i)" 
The heuristic value of lau'ver' e concept of the unity of 
metabolism was great, especially is microbiology which had 
been confronted with so many diverse modes of metabolism. 
The bacteriologist Patrick Collard has said of Eluyver'a concept,, 
vantnally it became clear that metabolism involves more than 
transiyrdrogenation reactions] transphoephorylation, trams- 
amination, tranesulphuretion, tranaaoetylation and trans. 
methylation reactions were found to play an important role 
also. Xluyver then noted that all these reactions in essence 
involve an electron transfer# either between molecules or within 
molecules. The concept of electron transfer as the basis of 
energy metabolism led to an even greater unification of views 
on the mechanisms of metabolism (48). 
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"It is seldom in biology that so productive an 
idea has been brought forward. The only parallels 
that come to mind are the theory of evolution of 
Darwin and the concept of the high-energy phosphate 
bond put forward in the early nineteen-forties by 
Lipmann and his colleagues. " (52) 
It is against this background that Oparin's theory of the 
origin of life, as formulated in 1936, must be seen. He had 
already adopted a comparative approach and opted for metabolism 
as the fundamental characteristic of life in 1922, but by 1936 
both approaches could be given a much firmer basis. Oparin 
did not, at this stage, use K1uagver's formulation of the concept 
of hydrogen transfer, although he did quote van Hiel's work on 
the purple sulphur bacteria (5)). Oparin regarded coupled 
oxidation and reduction as the basis of all metabolism, but 
believed that these oxidoreduotions always involved the 
splitting of water into hydrogen and hydroxyl groups (54)" 
This view had its roots in the theories of the Russian school 
of plant physiology in the early 20th century, especially those 
of A. N. Bakh (1857-1946), 8. P. Kostyohe. (1877-1931) and Y. I. 
Palladin (1859-1922)*. Oparin himself had extended their 
investigations of biological oxidations and respiratory pigments 
and had been led to a unified view of biological oxidation and 
reduction (56). Although Bluyver'a formulation of the 
principle of the unity of metabolism was more general and more 
fundamental, the search for an underlying unity in both oases 
was based on concrete findings in biochemistry. 
'or a discussion of the contributions of the Russian school 
of plant physiology, sae Florkin (55)" 
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In conclusion, Oparin's view of the fundamental unity of 
metabolism provided his with a possible link between prevital 
ooaaerrates and primitive living organisms. At the same 
time, the diversity of metabolism provided him with a possible 
sequence of the early evolution of life. This represented a 
stage of "experimentation"l during which the primitive 
organisms evolved to overcome limitations imposed by the 
environment and to exploit the environment in many different 
wars, by the action of natural selection. But the concept of 
natural selection presupposes the existence of a mechanism of 
reasonably faithful replioationg a subject on which Oparin 
remained silent in 1936. His silence on the development of 
a genetic apparatus led him into conflict with those who 
equated the origin of life with the origin of a gene, a 
conflict which still has not been fully resolved. Before 
this controversy can be examined in detail, the background 
of the genetic approach to the problem of the origin of life 
must be discussed. 
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CHAPTER IX 
1'IQ THEMICS AND TIM CONCEPT OF A LIYIUG VDIEQUIE 
Oparia's theory of the origin of life provided the main stimulus 
for subsequent developments in the field. It Was Act# hoWrrsr, 
without rivals. In the 1936 toz latica of Oparin's theory, 
biochemical principles played a major role, bat genetic concepts 
vue notable for their abssnos. In the iasntiw, a different 
approach to the problem had been developed 17t blob 
had its roots in the theoretical background of genetics. As 
has been pointed out by Ravin (1) t this approach was derived 
ultimately from attempts to account for a fundamental problem 
that had confronted students of heredity for a long tine, my 
the problem that an explanation had to be provided both for the 
traosmission of traits from parents to offspring and for the 
denlopmont of these traits in the maturing offspring. In modern 
terms, genetic theories must account for gene expression as well 
as for gone transmission{ in more general twos, theories of 
heredity and theories of development morst be consistent. With 
the rise of Mendelian genetics its the early 20th century, this 
problem was narrowed down to explaining this dual functional role 
with regard to the unit factors of heredity proposed by Mendel. 
The problem was most pressing to those who regarded the 
hereditary f actors t or genes $ as material entities, a view that 
gained ground as a result of the studies of Thomas Sant Morgan 
and his colleag es. Their work on the fruitfly i qggJJ& 
suggested that genes an tied to a linear "tn oturs, the 
ohrommosome. Sturtevant's cross-over studies q in which proportions 
of oross-overs (as revealed by disturbances in the Mendelian ratioq) 
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were correlated with the linear distance between different gaseng 
provided strong e i. deance for the ohromosoae tbeM of heredity 
(2). The reoogiticn of the £aportanoa of the relative 
positions of , gees on the obro oscu0 fared a aiatUIpl concept 
of the gase T? question was then raisodi what type of 
material structures could both duplicate themselves and detemoins 
the develop ent of an orgsnissl such that it r esabl ea Its parents? 
Tnenne theorr-of liefe 
One of the earliest attempts to answer this question within the 
context of a material concept of the gone was made bpi rwooard 
Tbampson Troland (1889-1932). In a paper published in alXMist 
is 1914 (3)t Troland set out to ooabat the return of vitalism in 
biology and intended to show that a single physicochemical concept 
could serve for the rational explanation of those vital pbtaomurta 
that the neovitalists held to be inexplicable in scientific terms. 
This was the concept of the antes, which would ultimately solve 
"at least fie fundamental mysteries of vital behavior" We 
These Weteries were the origin of living matter; the origin of 
organic variation; the basis of heredity; the mechanism of 
individual developa? t; and physiological regulation in mature 
+or6saiWW" 
Trolaud than presorted an outline of his solution to these 
problems, starting with the origin of life. According to 
mechanistic prinolples, life moasi have arisen fron non living 
matter in the seas of the primitive earth. ibile protoplasm 
as we know it would not have corns into being in one lastsntaieone 
step in Trolandis opiniont primitive protoplasm mast have had at 
least some of the oharsoteristic vital propertieo, namely growth 
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and a Dwain solsotive aoiivity iith ssapooi to i" .a$, 
To Trolandf #äßt most Ulmly eswwo ot manta *58 as Sollows s 
dmioal "**Uwe taking pl. In pri e*ys1 oft 1 mld 
wvmtu04 have paroled . nsm ti' chance. at UA ýe» time 
MUMMMM. »u tirms would brad to a alft pýraýiatica of oar 
substances 4 soible with water. It the newly fox do ue 
happened. to "d up the formation of the oily *aterisl, it would 
eventually became enveloped. In this matter. As the oil drops 
grew, '' would be split up into smaller globules tCr the natural 
anevents of the ocean. The action of the oaf would stimAuto 
the growth of the oil drops, butt a repeated subdivision might 
. hurt the catalyst r sponsible for the growth process " Rovevex, 
It the enzyms, in addition to its hetex oostalytia properties, also 
catalysed a reaction that pz and more of the itself, than 
the continued growth of the all drop., or ]primitive protoplu 
would be ensured. In briet, 
". «. It it on34r nowso$17 that the sua ae abaft ihiah [p otopla ] oantrro should be autooatalytio, an ll 
t) 
oft. oti w in US p uction of primitiv$ protoplasn. " 
I*= the Idea of the Samtion of an spas pith antoosta]Jtio as 
w*U as hetsrocatalytio properties, the solntiou to the otter 
problem, followedI the Incorporation of other anto/bot. ooata- 
Irtio a es mould towns the basis of organic YYMa j the 
auf aataxytio properties of the a would amours accurete 
anultipliaation and the heterooatsly do propertiN of the 
a would be rrsponsibia for indt, i'4«a1 develop m an& 
pbyniologioal lation.. In conclusion, 
"Idtat aOcoz4 ng to our concspticn, is so thing 
uhioh has bei built up about the ; it in 
a aarrolla=y of end activity. " (66 
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Trolaad aämittºod that the cart serious objection to his idea 
might ozo. the fortuitous ori13xia1 loxation of the , eou7me, 
which so" might regard as a highly 1spýobablr oyent. fir, 
an improbable avant was not the sss* as an iecoaatblo ovmit sad, 
aooordiug to the theory, it had to take place only once over a 
period of mss M1111=4 of years for the pfflows to harn started. 
War the oiro astanoesl Trolaoid felt that each objections 
would loss their force and bescat "almost absurd" (7). In a 
later papers where Trolsnd am his theory the riss. of "the 
QVQWQ theory of lit. " (6), he suggested that the first *=Mn 
be 4allud profan, We 
Trols ºd. +s theory aas adopted.,, at least in ontlino, bpi the 
geneticist Una= filer who believed that the assumption that 
gees have autoo as well as batasacatalytic properties Would 
Indeed solve a r1mber of fw%4amenta], problem in biology sand 
genetics (10). A. thCU& taller was reluctant to equate genes 
with enjrest and later aoi+nWie dovolop its justified this 
argil oa, he did retain the Idea that the origin of it. not 
be sought in the origin of the gesso (11). Bis priers on the 
origin of life thraughoat depended an the chance formation of 
spocita o W100 Ge with the dual properties (rsplioatica and 
control of do, rolopoanta3º and phyrsiologioal processes) of the 
g e. Hence, be equat«i the origin of life with the origin of 
spaoifl o molecules, rather than With the origin of wltiaaleoalan 
W*11"ooordtnst44 Solt maintsitizig gstm as . aa the approach of 
Oparin aM We Sollo+nxs. filler's approach bM A grit 
intluNios on gs tettoists anäi 3, at. se mo1, au%sr bioloJsta. The 
conflict bstis n the two approaches boom* Dsrtioalaa']i evidaat 
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at tbo First Int. xns$imax 8yapvsium an the Origin of Z its j held 
in xoeoow in 1957" 
0 thus contrawrsy wr 45 years iarUer, at a 
meeting of the British Association at Dundee In 1912. One of 
the sessions gras oomoerned withthe problem of the origin of We 
and a report of the discussions was presented is , qk 
(12) ý 
highlighting the oworovmial nature of the eubjeot*. among 
the points of contentioadº were the validity of a reoha istio 
approach to the pxoblea (with J. S. RAU=*, # ýaýssg otherat arguing 
against the Saasibilit7 of 's, cheuioo-physical approach) # the 
d of ooaýpiezit of hypothetical primitive organic m (the 
proposals rg from ultreaic rosoopia bodies stxuotu rally far 
removed from coaateoýpaararaº cells, to colloidal bodies,, and to 
orgaaiams esöling present-day blue-green algae), and the 
relative importance of the urclean aM the Cytoplasm is the early 
developwt of life. The ratter question was ris d IV E. A. 
Itinobin (1®664913)  tirbo opted the discussion. 
ItMhitt avo d that the OhrQmatin eubetonos In dab1 present 
in cell nuclei represented the primov and essential living 
better wd that the earliest forms of life were mimte particles 
of chromatin, amend which, its the coarse at evolution0 aohrcmatin- 
$o (oytoplesdo) substances meant tossed. iliaobi tl s argue it was 
based an the observations that ohrcmatin is present in the cons 
of all living orwai mp that absomatin always divides first 
Sen p sidant i addrses is 1932 wu girren Ir E. &. 8ohat. r, 
iho also äu1ß with the question of the origin of lit. (sN 
C h. 11 of thig thesis)* This discussion and the Pr sidant's 
adle M hcvwsvs `t 'ß!! 1'A i ids pendAllt according to the nesting 












Another Coy 3nnm 
(It has rsoent1 been debated at gnat ter th whether the 
origin 00 Lit. to to be found in aP rimitiv* substance 
caUeä Ch tin or in one called Cytop .) 
Chi oft with as 7&ve hsd it out 
noma$,, in now a assay bout, 
Crossed swords at maxi aj motuze j 
toed me, it may be, with the Point 
Bitt through mpr dialectic joint s 
or felt in 'urn the pamoture 
You$ve ft for Warwick wX for tact; 
You've sworn by Swanige "I have lent 
Mr wt to Tobermoxy; 
I (that a duel might occur) 
Have been a little Englandur " 
You quite the Little Tory 
We've had it out on Art Y* Was 
On Use =. Raob4 (as a vita) 
On Cook opposed to Pear71 
WeO4e argued CQWMX FOOTS* 
Varsity z. the Temple beerrs, 
TTAM 1, * ISTER K Y" 
On Increments and Censorship (Subjects of which we have no grip 
Afford the keenest tlebtim) 
We've said our most excited $ay 
And argued bail' a emaaert a dips 
MOR USON M ING 
Any old oont cdal, ibin« 
JUS dc for us to have cur ! ling " Baconian - $r8: mist s 
So now, on guard with supple wrist "" You an a atrmg Chr+ tiaiet 
I as a Cytoplasmiet 
(Raproaia. d from Zlit v01.443,1912, E " 245) 
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during reproduction tq fissions that chroatin pl*yp an essential 
role in terttlisatian and pxrob&W7 also in he"dityq and that 
nucleated cells cannot continue to live wig deprived of their 
nuclei. In addition: be m. ntione& a reoeoLt finding that the 
"protein molecules" of the nucleus were, allegedlys simpler in 
con ti, tution than those of the c toplaMm, suggesting that the 
So=er are more primitive. 
A lively discussion follo *& these outtoessnts wich 
received considerable publioit , even in The poed 
reprodwoed opposite appeared in DMIA on September 25th, 1912, 
predating the Dand" meeting report in FAIM by well over a 
month. 
ltiaohin1 s GIMMAtiu theory was an early toe a23 ati n of the 
concept of the priority of the hereditary material in the begin. 
Miaga of lit.. This oowept1 which is much relined torii became 
on. of the main points of ooufUot at the i%soow , °. y possum, went 
thacýoag2º several stages related to advances is genetics 1 (1) a 
stags prsoeding the wide sooeptoao of the o xci oeaais theory of 
heredittiyi (2) concepts ins pr the chramoeomel gory of 
beredityj (3) a phase in which the "ons gen, -ono *s me" aoaoept 
of bioohud(mkl genetics played a dorm t pasts (4) and the most 
recent stags, inspired by t findings of molecular bioloat 
especially the moleoulas structure of Um moleio acids and the 
utter's roll In protein synthesis, 
Xinchint s and Trolandl s theories olear1, y belong to the first 
stags. As mo tiooasd above, TzolaM identified hie au: ooatalytio 
sraVws with the *eadaiiam factors of heredity, but AOwtfte did 
ha indiaats en specific material (let algae air specific oha®ioal 
structures) that could form the basis of the autooatalytio 
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particles. Xinc in based his View not on the oamplex structure 
of the chromosome (in faotp he did not mention chroomosomes)# but 
cn individhul partiales of ohrosatin. In a paper based on the 
opatiag address he delivered to the Zoological Section of the 
British Association In Manchester LIM 1915 (13)t xinobin 
reiterated his view that the first living beings wire 
"o.. minuop possibly ultramicroscopic particles 
which were of the nature of chromatin. " (14) 
At the same timet he stressed that he used the term oh cmatin 
in a strictly biological (i. e. tvwational) sense and that 
ohrc ma tin might have changed dwaloally during the coarse of 
evolution. For the original chromatinic "organisms" he used 
the term "bioaooci" and be poatulatedthat their formation mint 
have been f ollowed, rapidly bpr differentiation. First# the living 
mite would become surr ended by a rigid anelope and develop 
into the bacterial type of organism. Next the organic would 
have become surrou ded by a matrix of proUplagm, and finally the 
chromatin grains would have evolved into definite cell tu old, 
differentiated from the protoplasm or cytoplasm. Shm in 
contemporary organisms, the chromatin constituents of the cell 
should be regarded as 
".. * a zu*ber of minute granules0 each representing 
a primitive independent living individual or biooooms. 
To each such granule must be attributed the ltimýdaseutal 
properties of living organisms in general... " (iß) 
iliaoh3A refrained fron Speculating on the mods of oljsiu of the 
original ohraostia particles, because he felt that such spsaulatic* 
would be premature in the abssnoe of detailed b. ovlsdgs regard ng 
the oh"oicel structure of chromatin. 
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A third representative pof the "living molecule" school who 
did not explicitly ve17 on the ohro®os al theory of heredity 
was Charles 3. Upson. In M. c ritioal review of various 
b, ºpotbeaer on the origin at lite published is 1924 (16), he 
concluded that most theories an the origin of life, spart fm 
the ympesado hypothesis (which beeped the quustioc&, In his 
view)" postuUtwd that potoins are absolutely easgntisl to We, 
One type of theosy, that of Troland, dep=ded on the c Zuni 
formation of a single ymotein with. autooatalytio properties. 
To Id; mm . 
this sewed hi. T iaop abab1* is view of the fact that 
the autooatalytio substance trag 
"... so sages a substance that obemiete hive not 
succeeded is discovering its nature: (17) 
In tact, he thought that if one started hr postulating the fn44 
appearaaoa of an autocatalytio was on the pxiaaeyal aarth# 
on. mimst as well postulate that of an amoeba. 
The scent t of theory postulated the suooessiys formation 
of siaple0 then oomplex chemical substaoest *nd final1y proto' 
plasmio substance with the attributes of life. The latter 
transition was unsatisfactory to Lip an, as it implied a large 
gap between the non-living and the living. A truly gradual 
transition could emly be oonooivrd it life began in the loaa of 
a "living zoleouls"1 aaoh simpler than the protein nolrowl. and 
"... in. wbioh the behaviour of the substance in regard 
to motions growth and reaction with its eznßro t 
was not, perhaps, the saw bitt, is a primitive ways 
similar to that of an amoeba, and we would have oar 
first living aoleaule, " (is) 
The tint liyine 00104mlss would hive srisin out of ructions 
utw wn carbon dioxide, water and 3dtsat.., and IW apmemal 
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samption they would, omer a very long period, hm given. As* 
to proteins and protoplaa*. Again, the nature of tiw first 
living molecules was not discussed. In oh. wioal no and the 
notion remained TM bass. 
With the rise of the chromosome theory of heredityl the concept 
of an ancestral living molecules while not 3meediatýly gaining is 
chemical precision, at least came to belong to a more restricted 
1ßt# namely that of possible precursors of the obr'omosomal, 
material having the dnsl function of self-replication and control 
over other processes or reactions. In TIOrAMM )WIler' " earlier 
writings on this subject# be stressed the functional aspects of 
the gene and the comparative complexity of the protoplasm. This 
complexity made the explanation of the primaeval development of 
protop3. aa bialy probla ratio. In additiaasg wrote It 211I? t eau 
could not speak of living matter unless this matter had the 
property of 8 ºtt which, in chemical terms, involved auto- 
catalysis (19). Cones being the autooatalytio units M 
öA this meant that in the evolution of living matter, 
there probably never was any protoplasm having the power of 
growth unless it contained genes, and 
"It tide In trust it means that life did not oocu 
before the gene. " (20) 
Adopting Tro1andf s notion of the original formation of an 
autoos +tio particle that also had hetsxooatalytio properties, 
iullgr, felt that he could moid the difficulty of accounting for 
the origin of pr. Swt-dq protoplass. The complex protoplauio 
@yet= cams about gradually, stop IW stop, as matatiou followed 
asutatioa in the psioordisi autooatalysing graus and as those 
mutant genas whose byproduots were most useful in further 
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r *=Uon s=Ti e, psterentia1! y Zn ooýQltýulari, 
"Ca this view, thong the view that seems beat to 
stead the tests at ultimate analysis the great balk 
at leaste of the protoplan was# after all, oaj a 
bpº-prat, Qrigiully1 of the action of the 
material= its 'imatioaa, (its ausvital yalneýM 
oaly is its fasteria6 US 8,613A the P 
secrets Comm 'to all its lie further book, in the 
gone material itself. " (21) 
Idler did Act postulate a chemical mechanism for the first 
formation of the autooatalytio genet but indicated that pbysioo- 
ohemioal studies of chromosomes or yiruses1 including baoterio- 
phagea # might be fruitful in this respect. Later he 
particularly emphasised the role of chance emits in the 
formation of the first genes by "blind chemical torose" (22). 
At this stages Iäills is views combined elsowts of the theories 
of Troland and Minohin interpreted in the light at the genetics 
of the Morgan school. 
An attempt to provide sow sort of physioochemioal explanation 
for the autoostal7tia properties of genes vex m 1v the 
oolloid oh*dst Jexcase Alan dS r (23). Starting from the concept 
that genes are aubwd to of ohroaosooea, of tha dimensions of large 
moleoulea, Alexand discussed the auto- and beterooatalytio 
properties of the gm*" TIM phsncama of gene linkage and 
oroaaing. over indicated that each autunit of the ohromoaaoo 
reproduoed itself cost to itself. In addition, any changes in 
the aubauita had bin shown to produce as sd changes in the cell 
and its offspring* Hence, the gestic subunits could be regarded 
as 
"... speaitio catalytic partiales which dixra$ abasical 
changes within their zespeotivo domaigup and thus dominate 
life processes. " (24) 
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iar bim attempted peal aoahaiiaal, ýcplanaticaa of the 
dupl. . aattcm 
(au$ocatalyais) Of the pe rticle., Alaxsndar 
mooted to somewhat aria oollaldal itLc $a oatsigat partials 
oompos+A of sovexil simple * laoular sub=its also pa int free 
is the moll= vmld auaaoaeive3y absgzb its oanetitu4nt sub. 








The successive reactions, aooording to Alex nders depended ca 
oäaoges in the surface charge of the colloidal particle (25). 
Evidence for the existence of the hypothetical free-living self- 
reproduoing oatalytic particles was providel by the ultra- 
filtrable viruses and baoteriophag», which, in Ale aaäerto 
opinion, approached such particles in simplicity. 6 with respect 
to the question of the origin of liteo Als"m er felt that this 
theoxy suggested strongly that the tint living thing had been a 
molecule or siuple molecular group eshibitiag the directive and 
soff tuplJoating power Of the grans (26). 
Curiously, Al ert s priem seined substantially the sass 
for the next 20 years. 14 a book pablished in 1948, he am 
$iuned to stress catalysts as the "u1t1 ate liythl twits" aM 
to eMow the , mos with the ee4aotia1 "t&4tia propertied he 
had. attributed to tbei is 1929 (27) " %r thm fir, is was 
eetab1ish. dºt that th. work of wary ex4 his 0oll060*e (28), 
that t muoieio aoida foz aed the basis of the gens , wbile the 
catalytic properties of the call had beoww fisr1y associated 
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with specitta onzywa of the nature of protoins. The n oleic 
acids thpagol es bare little or no catalytic aativit'. It 
must be riss ad1 täszore1 that llezanäsr was using the term 
oatal ºst in what was by that 4 Yer ' 1diowaratic ==Or, 
ref erring to welt-duplioaticn and control of ewyas synthesis. 
Bis ideas on the origilmal foreaticn of his "aatalWa particles" 
had not pined any prsaUicn either by 1949. 
Tb* spontaneous Sormatioa at a self*xnpro ng sash was 
also postulated by Bstahard 8e itaerp Professor of Pbalaoo1o 
in 1? hiladelpbia, in a took pabltsbsd In 1939 (29). B. utar 
wal pa ticulaly Wed. with t ozystallisstiaa of tobacco 
aosai* virwº1 aohi d by Watdsil Staley in 193g, ß which 
indUated to hin that vivasss as'º eis glo mobs. L rs b 
the nature of ths$* swleaulOot be ssäa the following statements 
'irr ja positiv. ]y no r. uc to dater that a . iagla 
Doleo% U has the 0884Mtial pxopertjaa of a living 
oi'ganismt it it is an jeans which har the pt of 
produuoirg in a naturally occurring SMVi=VAMt 
chemical reaations that load to its own isaltipliatioa" 
This =mm that iah an env" propagates itself in 
the mr SKMUW as a living oargemiaa. in this tar" 
life is a property Of IMttar, bat only of a highly 
ap. cisUs. d kind of matter, " (30) 
Such salt-rsprodwoing ensymsr god ºt ba" arisen arty in the 
history of the earth, possibly with the aid of electric 
discharges. no con, acoor ing to 8mtauz, . as a snoh later 
dsvoloj nt (31). 
210MUor's *co* 3s of particular intuOst because he inolndsd 
an 1däß discussing Oparinºs theory, which had appeared is 
print in English shortly after Bauder's ma'msoript bad gone 
to pis. Boutnsr z'gazdsd Opariats statmmts an the gradual 
formation at orsuio matter on the prsblotio earth an rstrimslr 
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+prtaut =d discuased them at' coneidorable lon th. Their 
re , nooto hi8 tin enzyme theory vas a1$ars 
"moo as=Ption that spoke con eYentuslly to= 
$wlf regsumuJ g ongms iºanld seem to be sm 
more probi'bls it the early earth had plenty of 
bpdroo. zbc s In Its Atmosphsz' ." (32) 
zoos, Oparint sin atigati s tend d to 
"... euppleýoaeaat emd clarify our Iden obont tM 
gradual mlation of life trat litelees- matt*r. " (33) 
Im ms Beutner noted vorne went differences betwoe4 
the two theories is the arse that Oparin attaohed no import.. 
anco to eelt ro erating ymes or "to +aaaw torn of life 
consisting of single DOloculoa" (34). According to Opezin, 
the tint 1ozas of life were mach largeri first ooeoervates 
were loxu*d1 and as enzymes were formed inside thri, these 
coaoervatee e tual. º developed Into living orgies. 
According to Beutner, an the other had0 life-produoiug eMms 
appeared first, follow by the bxildiM up of a structure 
around thee. In Beutner's view0 
"The entire ditferreiae between the two opposing 
views in theretaxe +xnly aonaexned with the order 
of the euential events rrhiob priaeded the 
appearance at life«" (35) 
As has been pointsL out I, ' Lam Orabsu and IV Parlqº# for 
w! r Thpie# the pttnt at issue gras of a awe madams tal natur. 
The pbiloaophleýal ism at stake ßri 11 be disaussad in the 
next abaptar. It is t aoeeur' first to aoi lsta 13a mlow 
of the dsv'elo t of the genetic or "since molecule approach 
to the problou at the origin of lit.. 
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Biochemical genetics and the mrotoa. ns 
In the 1930sß advances in bioohemiatrjr made it possible to study 
gene f=otioat supplementing previous studies of gone tin nsmission. 
The genotype and phiuotype, which previously had been separated 
by a "black bo: ", were now se4M to be joined by obaias of bio. 
chemical reactions. Especially thevork of George Beadle and 
Edward Tatum with the mould Yourosnora crassa suggested the idea 
that each gene is responsible for the synthesis of aase enzyme 
(36). This concept of a one-to-one oorrespoudeuoe between genes 
and ums Involved In biochemical reactions, is tact, formed 
the starting point for the hypothesis of Horowitz an the 
evolution of biosynthetic pathways. 
In his sequence towards an rrsiaoreasing independence from 
ready-made organic M01904 48 in the avircmm. nt, Horowitz wrote 
of maitants capable of synthesising mare and more intermediates 
in the chain of reaotioas leading to the formation of the desired 
end product. Denoting the end-produot as A and the immediate 
precursors as B, C, at,, he gave the successive mutants the 
genotypes (B+C-, A), (D+343# B+C--: IA), etc. (37). 8ormrits 
assumed, therefore, that the first heterotrophio unite were 
already endowed with a fairly advanced genetic apparatus. In 
discussing oparin's theory of a prolonged "ohemioal evolution", 
Horowitz also postulated that the "first self-duplicating 
nuoleoprotein" had originated in the course of this process of 
chemical evolution (38). At this stage, however, Horowits did 
not state ezplioitl that the nucleoprotein material itself was 
*'See Chapter VII!. pager 251,252. 
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alive (or not), nor that the genetic material ns sbsoluts1r 
pxIaar7 in the developmt of lifN . is ' gill be shown in the 
next chapter, by 1957 his vim had boom* more definite. 
oorowits'e sahsme was adopted by George Beadle born 1903), 
who, howeve , on* out more Clearly as a representative of the 
"U, ing molecule" schwoi (39). After a disco uicn of Oparin's 
ideas on chemical evolution, he addadt 





t capable Us process by which they were foräd. If 
molecules were at the one time sufficiently large 
and appropriately built to permit'Chamioal, modification 
without loss of power to sosltiply their kind system. 
atioal yf they could become the ancestors of further 
lines of evolutions now datiaitely organic" (40) 
With respect to the properties of self replioatiaai aid sataticn 
these molecules probably resembled genes and viruses in so far 
as they shared similar mechanisms of autoeyntbesis. Beadle 
here added oandidlY, 
".. "un assumption that d *w not help us aaah, sine 
ire kww very little about how [goner and vinse. ] 
bt d mare of their kind. " (41) 
Agoording to Beadle, the tomation of a self-duplicating 
mutable molecule, or "protog. nt", had probably only taken place 
once; it was a chance event of low probability. His further 
remarks on the 2ppothesia of Horowitz did not add substantially 
to the original tormozlation, except in so far as Beadle adapted 
it to explain the successively more complex mode of synthesis 
of the protogene itself in the process of replication. 
Bsseutial2r the Same aoooimt was given br George and ]triel 
Beadle in 1966, in a popular book on molecular geonstios (42), 
nucleic acids and proteins Were formed is the prebiotio soup 
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, tromp ampler 
building bloolm; at some stage a nucleic told 
moleault and a protein molecule combined, the protein boaoming 
a proteatiwe cost for the aaeleio acid. The now m olsoparotein 
moleaali than had to derelop Us ability to amte a protein coat 
for itself whenever it duplicated, as do present-day viruses I 
once this had barn achieved Us noleopaatein molecule had 
booca. a "protograue" (43)" 
In the meantime *ller had reiterated his earlier views on 
the origin of the gene b lit . t$ essence an a Maber of 
occasions. Althou&i him rinn had not changed "ubstantially# 
a nmanber of new trends in his writings are relevant to the 
present discussion. In a Pilgrim Trust lecture (44), delivered 
in 1945, Vuller first dissociated himself explicitly from Troland1a 
concept of an autooatalysts 
"It Me been misleading and nnhelptal to refer to 
the selt"dtiiplioation of the gs e as IautooatalytioIg 
and Troland' a otherwise brilliant papers .... are 
marred by his insistence on this. ! or the tea is 
a 'b1an st' on., r (erring merely to the end result.... 
The" are many and totally diverse mechanisms by which 
such a result is baronatt about q and an understaiding 
of on. of than seldon helps with another. " (45) 
In the eamo papers he erred to Oparin's concept of a long 
process of chemical evolution anteoedrnt to the origin of lite$ 
characterising this concept as "a necessary part of the thsorq 
that the gm* oonatitutos the basis of life" (46). No also 
alleged that those who explicitly or implicitly adopted an 
"organism-as-a-whole" approach to the question of the origin of 
life tended to deny the existence of a special genetic material 
(47). In a paper published in 1955 (48), huller associated 
the protoplasmic or "organism-as"a-whole" approach explicitly 
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with the oonoept that aatabo1i m developed prior to the geaiotio 
material oa TOW he attacked on üu Pounas that while Dime" 
in genus lead to ahanges in mstabolia,, the r*Ve se tau Laboe 
not to be the case. In a partiai1sr], ý dtriolio attack on t 
protoplasmic/metabolic yin, he wrote in 1966 s 
"It to " curious snaohrcmirm, boweverº that rna 
toder some of the most Sahnt bioaheaists vjä 
biologists, doing vM valuable . oak in their 
respective fields, still adhere to this tier of 
the primacy of metabolism and its corollary 
concerning life's origin. Unfortunately, it 
beo+ew iuob pzblioissd and . laborat d, b ix1Piag 
in the 1934'eº by the Iyssxkoist Oparin is his book 
WO (1938 1 429) º an a past cd the 
at t to doin rats the ei mttioanoe of genetics. 
His part of that sttenpt was moat subtly oarrisd 
out. " (49) 
Wore dirowsing the basis of this anti-gsnstio "c4aspiraW, 
a few words must be WA about the Innusnoo of molecular 
bioloW' on the genetic approach to the origin of life. 
MA MA the 9rißin of liis 
With Watson and Crick's elaaidation of the stx klar of mi 
In 1933 (50) fa W&=Ism for the wlfmr. plioatioa of the 
g tic xstu sl (%W 4! i known to be ISA) was is 6J at ly 
su"sstedI the two ooo ls taT7 stn Ms of the double helix 
mihb separate aM ehr pol olsotiäa chains be made on the 
surfaas of the separated strands by adding p dstang molecules 
auto the growing ands of the new aha4 " The sp. oifioiv of 
each mewl r aid miolsotido woald be directed s olsly by the 
olootids on the template chain by virtw of the adaoinso 
thymins and o3ºtoo ooaýpldr1antýarity Sul s. 't'his 
OONs van ]. ater confinmlä lea as shm to lequiri the ion 
of a single type of ens 'mo on 0 the mil po]J z'asss (of which 
the bsotsriuo &VAerigUL 
. 
has been shoat to bay. at least 
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t 
17 the 1950s, it was also clear that different proteins bars 
specißie smlao acid segnssm and it beoamt Maly that specific 
amino acid secpeems were somehow dstesaiasd ?W specific miolso- 
tide sogisnoss an the DXA aol. cnle. There was t however, 
evidsnoe against the Idea that t& itself .. erred as a is plate 
of protein synt ssiss hA remains . host s oolusi elr within the 
cell nucleus while protein synthesis had been shoes to take 
place wit 1 the o3toplass and to be associated particularly 
with the ribosaes partiales, which are rich in MU. This 
suggested. that M "*to the t. spl. ts r protein synthesis and. 
gave rise to the concept of a genetic co" sM to the a. qu nos 
hypothesis which states that l determines Asti and TIGº dotondn. a 
protein, In that ord r. The frantic soarohlbr the genetic code 
end the a ohanism of protein syuthaia has been described 
aohustively bv Hora" Judson is his giLeM Day of or. atioe (Sl) 
aad oaljl the " main points will be xwomariaod ! sere. In the 1960s 
It vas . atablislwd that the informatics contained is DZA (in the 
to= of its sp. oitio naolootidt. s. quoao. ) is tsumooribed accord- 
ing to the *tolootiäa oaýplýartlarity rules onto mess r =A 
( e) 0 which than moms out of t h* nucleus into the gtoplsaa. 
tadividwl "colons" consisting of three wuol. otido bases an the 
UA template bIM to oomplmentary "antioodws" on transfer 
mIA (tan) molson]i-bmd to amino acids activated bpº means Of 
ATP* Each t molecule it specific for one of the 20 amino 
acids that oammoaly mks up protoinsp no that the cods -entioodou 
combination ! saes up rinne acids is a specific sequence. In 
other worda0 the wuol. otidr sequence is translated into a 
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spect£ie amdao acid seq wAe. The proaeso of protein eyathesie 
M im a vast lmaahiner of enymsar in03MAIng IA PQUMrWM 
and ipsoitia aminoaa 2. traasta: uae. 
Before tb... facts had been disoovered, Yralois Crick bad 
in 1956 toremlatod the "central doh" of aoleoalar biology', 
which ttatas, brief3y# that intmstion transfer from protein 
to nucleic soil it absolutely ozolu ed (52). The apparent 
paradox thatt is ooutemporar7 or i" 4. ie, tbu infomation content 
of ou*lsia acids is required for protein a nathueis while 
e *i*eeg i. oe proteins, are required both for Dgl replication 
and th. control of protein s nthasis Ir MA gare rise to the 
question of ohiahi in tos drralopmrnt of lit., had ooM first, 
=A or protein. In adäiticn the genetic (triplet) code appears 
to be uaiveresla all ocntemporar organic , which raises 
the question of how this code arose. 
Wo Paoluent workers who have attesptsdto investigate the 
wohsnism vbmIW the zmoleio aoi&. protsin relationship most 
possibly Eros abort eM simple miolootids road adno acid 
se uenosst are Francis Crick and malte Orgel (53). Both 
aepbasirsd, the 3mportanaos of studying the stersoohemioal into 
actions between nucleic acids and proteins or their precursors. 
So far, howsyer# this s of study had not (and still has not) 
pr+odoard concrete results that could explain the vmiv rulit0º 
of the imastio off. Crick suggested as an alter natirs1 
admittedly less satisfactory, h7pothssis that the cods is the 
result of a "troasn accident". Both Crick and Orgel betu 
code, b*WW"r appeu'. to be s1i f rt1y dUf. % in 
aritoahmdrial DNA 
tgo* Chapter XI rp 357 ), 
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approached the question tram the point of view that tunotiorul 
preouroors to contemporary naolei0 Acids end proteins and their 
interrelationship arose in the gi re1 pr biotio enviroýa sit, 
prior to the formation of o0124lik, structures. Orgel has 
presented a particularly clear acco mt of this approach is his 
book The Origins off. subtitled oleanles and lýstural 
SOIZIUM (54), where he dealet with the question of how 
replicating polymere could have arisen from randoom, non- 
twormational molecules. 
Fiae1? t it ought to be pointed out that the "oeltish gee" 
theories currently In vogue we en sxtrome expression of the 
Concept of theabcoiute priority ofMAI not only as tar at 
the origin of We is oonaerned# brit also is the entire sub- 
m+quent evolution of life (55). The view that all organisms 
are maw propagating machines to ensure the survival of 
individual gnus is an extension of the concept of "protoplaea 
as a 1V-pi t". 
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CHAPTER X 
Mc urn OBIGIx Cr L=S II. OPARIN Mm icISrs 
Oparin's metabolic approach to the problem of the origin of 
? site and the genetic approach based on the concept of the 
primacy of the hereditary material had developed from iadsp. nd 't 
backgrounds. Por somas tins, the two approach.. ooesisted fairly 
peacefully, but during the First International Symposium on the 
Origin of Life, hold in Moscow in 1957, the conflict between the 
two schools of thought benams explicit. The relative priority 
of ggeuse in the form of nnoleotide sequences, and of anlti- 
moleaular systems of metabolism became the subject of auch 
debate and controwersy. Corollaries to this inaction were the 
debates concerning the concept of a "living molecule" (in 
particular nucleic said or nucleoprotein) and discussions on 
the vital status of viruses. 
Zn the Preface to " collection of the texts submitted is advance 
bfr participants of the first international Symposium can the 
origin of lite# Oparin listed a number of questions that 
remained controversial in spite of the wide acceptance of an 
evolutionary approach to the problem of the origin of life* 
Among these questions was that whether life arose in the form 
of individual Molecules or of complex polyooieoular systems. 
Opariq addeds 
"This problem will presumably be of special interest 
to the participants of the Symposium an it is a matter 
of nwoh debate. " (1) 
This prediction was fully borne -onto as is clear from the 
transcripts of the discussions included In the complete 
published proceedings of the conference (2). 
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Norman Horowitz took up the challenge and answered Oparin&s 
question as follows$ 
"Life arose as individual molecules in a poly- 
molecular Ormil Pam "I*" 
This statement ras based an the ideas that nitabilityp self- 
duplication and heterooatal7sis comprise a "nsoessar and 
sufficient definition of living satter"; that the minimal 
chemical system exhibiting these properties is the rime; and 
that the chemical basis of the gow is nucleic acid. Hence, 
a molecule of nucleic sold could hagre been the first living 
thing on earth and$ although it could not have functioned in 
a vaouum its activity could have proceeded under relatively 
simple conditions, 
Alexander Braunstein consented that one word was missing 
frön Horo itsts "ingenious" definitions the latter past should 
read "in a snsltimoleoalar lug environment" q by whioh# however, 
ßorowita's central idea would be negated We Norman Pixie also 
objected to the idea of an autosynthesis of genest 
"... it is probably the system that tai another 
gen* p rather than the gene that asks a oo at 
itself. " (5)' 
The living status of ntoleio acid *oleäules Iras also maintained 
In the *psrs of two eminent virologists. Heias Praenicll. Connt 
argued that siaoeft nuoleio acid alone of tobacco mosaic virus 
can pe=torm the crucial functions of the virus, namely initiate 
infection and transmit the required genetic in! ormationt the 
origin of nuoleio acid was highly relemt to the question of 
the origin of life (6). SimilsrIy1 Wendell Stanley saphasised 
the direct dependence of viruses, genes and life on nucleic acid. 
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Ba added that the orysta11iaatiauº of the miol. oparot in of 
tobaovo mossio vin u azd the lat. ati properties of this 
maeo stein had 1.4 to a "tottering" of the distiaotioa 
between Urring and non' 1iv hg satter, and that thus is a 
coat N-I In size 1 oogAsxii w tics sub. atC040 particles to 
atom$# a, olsoules, Organisms and to the stars and galaxies (7)" 
Not all the winlogists present adopted this attita , 
bowror. Schram, for ocu plo, stated is his paper that it is 
impermiesibls to z'sg rt the virus aaaaoaator to life because 
the m1tiplioation of vixuaee » uirs the ocaplsz muffl 
$pp$zatu$ of the host can (8)*, Sahn' felt that the prim 
interest of vim research ras that it oonld lead to insight 
into the biochemical basis of mnltiplioation and hence provido 
us with pertinent questions regarding the origin and rrolution 
of mocha' isms of matipliostion. 
A "polyraolsoular" dew of the origin of life was odOpted' 
: Duet of the Soviet scientists panseaßi including Oparinl 
B tetra and A. O. Pac nskti, l pioßerrs In the field of the 
origin of life such as J. D. Beal, w4 SidwW iox and osz 
biooheanist$ such as Xaroe1 Florkini Peter Mitchell and Irwin 
Churgatt. For instance9 Bernal stressed the tiaportanoe of Va 
prebiotio formation of ooaoervstes (12) p while the first 
ooacervates ocadd not have been living organirre # it was the 




ýa naft In ýUaisaýssiaaý bpr Pari. (9J ý 
later ohan«eQ ý positjoit os o it in tý of 
a gus, tic concept. In 1963 he still . sind, but did not 
+answerr cn at what e th. first a9aoarratne 
appeared 13In hin bookt. next peer) 
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70t or *ItcMll peilt p 4er attentiaa to the tarma of 
systems =aimed in lipid pohm" (td), eich 8* ä 
as a aas now stop cn the path º the ostiitt at l!!.. On 
a My ý ; U104o$d oal note, Irryin Chargaft arbsd 
"Is the 43011 rsal1º nothing t tt a Xyotn Of iagaiiaas 
atsaging prosses# ataa+oilling its way from We to 
death? Is life Itself or]y an intricate obain of 
tesplatos aM oatelysta and produ sts? )' answer 
to these and meal ai*i1ar question would be 310 0 
for I believe that our saisnos has boom* top 
uanaýwrphio# that we talk In astaphor+s in order 
to conceal. our ii rm"t aaä that there are ostepriss 
In bioahs«ietry for which we lack even a proper notation, 
lot alone an idea of their outlines mad dimmrnsioas. " 
(17) 
B+ f0lt that ol*a ba4 Fam. tratsd to tbi sol ate' 10"1, 
b*Mtitul logwAs of ozwtian baring come do to a saw 
oall. d "Maamoloods"" No odd* 
"7t pwrtr, Mi sattw4 immdetoa has g'aised. " (18) 
such a lack of prsaisiaß s also im . isd Ir Oparin'" 
of the dis Awsicait t 
"1h Now =N1 same ram that this gathering has 
not cm1y not lad to a mrging of t base two points 
of vi w! bat ban not evý led to their approaching 
ass math ere Bosavor, it is clear that this 
required a gnat deal more -mach and would hardly 
have been possible at our first aestin8. " (19) 
K. eels his cap position clean . chat has arisen ley abiogsnio 
means Sara not the atrans4 efficient =01610 acid and 
protd n molecules snw mter. t in prsasiatmdsy or ie as but 
po] alsotidss ant pol4? eptides at a rsiatirhly , disc xly 
(footnota cont. g g j, e. Pa d 1967r º 
strongly oritioieal Operier " oonorpt that life had Started 
with ooaoerntes before an efficient meobmism of solf- 
r. p1ioation had developed (14)o He mzm. etod that its bad 
am* Into being with the loz ation at ordered polymere of 
peptides =A m*oleotidea, before separate orb or ooaoerratss 
had foxa. 4; he called this -the preorgenisail stage of 
life (15). 
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structure! ihiah fo=od the origkl s'et=$* It Was o nu c 
the basis at the syolutioa Of these individual, po3, Ymoleoular 
art"$ that fft"Ioually ettw. et tom of moleau1ar 
stzuotýn r had d nºslopsds and st jtft-, sMMsS 
In Us oppasits au pms vou3A have to o ade at 
. oiuU= as it was im idiud 7F dooies1 who 
bold that first there developed moo lop, sm 
and ars and that latex', owing to the r oambiaatiof, 
the ogeid. am dt»lopod, I* (20) 
In the final discussion ssssiout alter D raumatsin hsd again 
stressed the vacknsssss of the co cept of a ). iviug mial+oala, 
oparsn x'titsrs$sd his belief that differences of opinion could 
not be settled tv disvassion but 1+pr axpesiaental wo*. 
lbe philovopbioal backpwond of this debate has baut 
diaaasssd IV Loren Ozahw in his book §oienoa snd Phi1osot& 
III the Soviet (21) aAd# largely following in the letter's -Vhim 
footstspsy tW Jaba 7arl4W (22). In addition, Opasit hu 
a oared the ybilosophioal issws involved in yario a approaches 
to the problq of the o2 la of lifo in his later writings. It 
is Important, ho. anrv to keep in sdiA also Oparia's exhortation 
that "Hem w" of opinion can M17 be settled %V erpsriaalt. 
relation between the philosophical aM scientific fond 
atio s of the conflict will. Aas be e aaIned. 
0! i Wit. 21), 
Lox Orsh mt SO out to 3nß e. ttgato t h* lalUO os of äislrotiosi 
matsrialisn on the Oparin-Haldane bypotheaie of the origin of 
lit.. Botch Opsxin and J. B. S. 8aldaw bad olaizaod an 
inflwsoi of this philo+oph an their bi ologioa1 thought and 
both bias.. vocal dialeotioal aaterialists. 
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Certainly Oparin's writings show a progressive W11143140 Of 
the dialectic as developed 1W Engeln, both explicitly and 
implicitly. As has been et c in Chapter VII of this thesis, 
there is an e er"inoreasing rmpbarir on different levels of 
regularities is nature, within the context of a philosophy of 
the progressivo development of matter (a "process philosophy") " 
It Is not necessary to repeat Grabam'e extremely we11"docuýeýted 
account 'here but a few comments are is order. 
Graham suggests that Oparin's first paper aas the origin of 
lire (1924) was well within the tradition of a mechanistic 
approaob, Used on a reductionist view of litt. Oparin 
stressed the similarities between the living and the non-living 
and declared that vital processes can be explained fully is terms 
of the general laws of physics and ahemistr7. Life had. no 
special properties, but was charsoterised by a "definite specific 
oombinatiou of these properties" (23). Ay 1936, however, the 
influence of fiele' } 91, e9 or of 8p an Cparin5 " thought 
was clears he wrote that the laws of organic ohenitzy algae 
could not account for the transition to the higher order of the 
colloidal gel, nor could life be said to-bave come into being 
until a specific biological factor, namely natural selection, 
had came into play (24). There were two requirements for the 
action of natural selections indivi al systems that (a) inter- 
acted with the environment (in the loan at metabolism) and (b) 
were capable of self-reproduction, of however primitive a form. 
in 1924, on the other band, oparin had oharaoterieed the "f irst 
piece of gel" an alive is some sense. The contrast between 
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the 1924 and 1936 works discerned 117 Graben is real. However 
the concept of a Mow progressive dnrelopunl of natter was 
already clear in the early work (and, as a concept. was not 
orlAnal I whet was original was the detailed scientific basis 
given to it by Opari s especially frM 1936 cn ). In 
addition, Oparin had already indicated is 1924 that sow 
transitions in the general process of derrlo t are more 
radical than otherss the first formation at a ooagulum was 
oheraoterised as as extremely important step is the develop- 
mt " this was when the organic material first gained struoturs, 
first became an Sadiyidusl* (25). Ctrta 1y, in 1924 Oparim 
SO oat a general gre=w for an investigation of the problem 
of the Origin of lite$ consisting in a study of separate steps 
In the, overall Chain of dsve1op unt -- the inorganic, the Crsmio, 
the colloidal, and the motabolto. In this swoop his upproach 
remalnod unohaogod throughout hie works. At the ss tune, he 
made a maabex' of typical3i xedugticmirt (aeohanistio) xmarke** 
04 did not apptal explioit2, y to dialectical materiilism. 37 
this tia ., iteithsr InSO181 215200tics of Mature non- Loni ts 
ZhJ1082RU982 Motebook. had bean published, nor had the Soviet 
erleg attaches particular importance to OpaMn'a statement that colloidal geie would helve formed hvc sooner or later (26). oparin also stated., however, that large organic 
compounds were ; mown to have a tendency to form such gels. Hence, he did not regard gel lormatiOn as a highly 1* robabie 
thane event (which Farley regards as Characteristic of 
aeo) emetic theories of epo t ansoua aeration, whether of 
organisms or "living molecules"). 
**The antithesis betwarm reäuotiooist and disleotioal 
materialist mmethodologi*s is note however, closeout, an 
w JU be shown below. 
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scientific oo®moanitr (or the Soviet sat orities, for that 
matter) reached a consensus on the question of the relationship 
of Marxist philosopbyº to natural saran (27)e 1ºIV dialectical 
materialist influence an Opsrin at this stags w«a14# thirstors, 
2 Um fairly Andivoct*, 
A ten w"MMIM on the political aspects we is order. 
Ar 1934# . otios3 materialism had bsoars oxide established 
In all Intellectual domains in the riot Won sad Psr jr 
Intervention in the coxes of natural scientific dsrrslopýt 
begas. The ones best law= ontsiäa the Soviet lion In the 
Iqun oo affatTe (According to 4rahsm's account, incidsýtal], ýý 
lpako made use of the Marxist 'islwtio in ,a misguided# it not 
down t emneous, (28). ) In his capacity as 
Aoademiciaa, Oparin no coated intimately in the Jqssnko 
affair ud. his political support of Igsem3co its not is doubt 
(29). 
Nntrrtboloss, as has been. pointed out ty Orahw4 opssia did 
attempt to resist an invasion of 1 'semkoisste Into bis can field 
(3o), In bis own xritingsi her remained vLvttmd%y silent on 
questions of genetics tt tU the, lato 1950.. Regardless of MY 
political rsasoons for this rnstrsint, Oar* were indepadest, 
scientific grounds for a cautious approach to the genetic basis 
of the early development of life (as below). fiat is clear 
from Oparxn&s writings mss, is that there wu no direct 
correspondence between political pressures and the emphasis he 
placed an the dialectic. This emphasis is most peones osd in 
IN is 1119417 that Opar4a wes Influenced bfr the ideas of the 
biochemist A. N. 8skh with whom be, was closely associated from 
1921.8ekº was a rsvolutl ovary and former exile, abo 
published an 31=dsm already in the 1880s. 
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books be published in the 19606, at a time when ideological 
pressures an Soviet scientists had sued considerably. 
All of Opaxints books on the origin of life start with a 
historical introduotiof and a philosophical assessment of 
different appxoaahes to the question. Ya tbs book hUej 
its Nat U& Oriabt and Derelo t. pablis2od in l tssisa in 
1960 and i English in 1961, Oparin analysed. the differ ces 
between mechanistic and A4electtioal concepts of life (31). 
dis discussion centered as the dialectical imphsois an the 
qualitative differences between the living and the son-living. 
Once life had come Into boing, on this view, the laws of physics 
and chaoistry onti r to operate but are supplemented with neu 
biological laws that +3o not aperste in the dowia of matter in 
general, but only is living mattes. In coatrast1 the 
mechanist souAt to explain life eshaustiysly is terns of 
pbysios and chemistry alone and, in affect, denied the special 
features of life. 1Aaoang the special features of life was the 
oooutant renew, of the constituents of living systros by 
material exchange between the organism and its euvirona. it. 
This material exchange as auch ryas x mm, to an open sist. as, 
but characteristic to the metabolism of living systems was the 
strict coordination of metabolic reactions in space and tiaa. 
"... The ale of this s equanor is dirsoted in at 
Orderly way towards the continual self-pres. mtioa 
and self-rsproduotion of the living body as a whole. " (32) 
According to Oparin1 this "patposi use", ss expressed b the 
ergs isa1s adaptation to the envirormssitf was also an essential 
feature of life and any consistent account of the origin of life 
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had to explain the origin of this S. atura. The motion 
should be givrn, not in t rms of soon. idealistic principle 
such as totle's . nt*leo y, but In tans of the Darwinian 
1 ple of natural selection. Romeo at this ti .g well- 
coordinated aetaboliaaay salt-rop%v& oben =d. "purposive" 
adaptation vor, the l mdammial, oäaraatsristios of lits to 
Oparin. 
In a later wo* Oparin explained olearlr by the lomalaticu 
of the qualitative, differences between Zits and aon. lito was 
important (33) 1 ihila a detailed anal is of the substances 
and processes of living organisms in chrmioal terms is atrasal7 
Important, as vita essd bj the brilliant woooss of bioohmistsy, 
such investigations are not suttinisnt for a full vmdacstanding 
of the nature of lit.. In Oparin's opinion, it to only by 
establishing the precise qualitative distinctions of lit. that 
we can gain insight into its astute. The roductionisto vho in 
essence denies the genuine d.. lopmaat of lits, has no moans of 
, sandig the apparopristºo questions relevant to the problem of its 
nature and origin. This, of oo ras, is a asttaodolog! ºoal 
argument and Opsrn's Objections to the concept of a "living 
molecule" voro also given In methodological terns an theory 
that depends on a "ln0 oban on is aethodologioall7 unsatis- 
factory booms* it does not tail us chat kind of questions to 
ask or that kind of Investigations to carry out. The arg aunt, 
reiterated in his later works, was already given in a nutaholl 
In the third (0041etely revised) edition of bis 1936 aoocimt, 
p*tblisb. d is 1957. In the OOntext of a dismosic an of ki'ller's 
vim , Oparia irote s 
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"A theory is of spsoisl yslw to the scientist i! 
it opens up pre tiosl poesibilS. tiss for research 
by verifying the regular occurr t of Phsnomsoag 
either l observing nature or t4 setting up suitable 
mcpsrin nt$ In the laboratooq" The Concept of the 
chance dsy, loi . nt of living molecules is quits 
vaproczatiye otioalii: (34) 
This wally is the caner of the matter and accounts for the 
success of Oparin' a theory, ib. o could take into sooamt a pass 
of relevant soiontifio data, and for the comparative fruitless- 
ness of the ge etio apex ah in sa tar as it riliss on the 
fortuitous formation of a living molsouleo of co rseP in 
motop ioal teust there is nothing inherently impossible 
about the ides of the occurrence of a single Chance event, 
hover Improbable* It is noto howmrq oondwoiys to empirical 
scientific prngross. 
In addition, both Ore) and Farley harre rightly contented an 
the reduotionist basis of the arguments used bpr the adherents 
of the gezetio approach at the Mosooo Symposion (35). It is 
important to realisep hpwtver, that the methodological 
objections apply to a partic ular]y extreme fora of reductionism 
only, nýaaely that dhioh aims to reduce all vital processes to 
the properties of single molecules (the nucleic acids In this 
case). Fear biochemists ore reduotionists in this sense. The 
als of biochemistry is to explain vital prooessos in tuns of 
the properties of eea of molecules mad their interaction. 
tubr si*oitio initial conditions. No luudae. ntal laws of 
pblreiat and abed t97 are Violated Leder these opeoifio initial 
conditions (describable in to a of the orge niem and its 
imm. diato easýrisonment) bat the itutd" ntal1 tmiver. al lows 
ZOV 90 are no longer neaessaril of yariMI7 lntsV"t. Of coarse 
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biochemists study aingla molecules and Mingle systems, such as 
enzymes or Qvll Wabr s, respecti . The ultimate *in of 
such mitigations, boar, Is to eUcidatoth* functional 
relationships rithin and between individual systems t for example 
eyetwa of metabolism or ens transfer. It to not clear that 
there is a lwntal conflict between dialectical materialism 
and the bioohemioal type of rsäuotioxist approach, especially 
i! the latter is based on the notion of correspondence principles 
leading from one level. of oomploadi7 to Lothar". 
That is important is that the historical diavoaioons of lite 
are aolmo dedrd and tmdarstood. There is a difference between 
and the elopbaat and it =at be assumed that there was 
a difference betweenthe first living systems on earth end 8colt. 
While an evolutiooary approach to biological questions is not the 
prerogative of dialectical materialism (Charles Darein managed 
without the dialectic. as have meshy eyolntic, dats), the 
dialectical emphasis on histor al processes proridse an 
Important heuristic st11p1l in this respect. 
Throu t the bisto&7 of Nest pbiloaoph, it has been 
Mien ouWn17 in no oontliot between this approach eM the 
following stateoeit =4* b the Yaxz st philosopher S . T. 9*111Wnt 
"Natural material, syst«es are complete s: A Intesmºed t 
on it they fulfil the following two conditional (1) 
those in Interaction between their elsamt. 1UP memo of 
exchange of matter and motion (and also intoraation in 
self-orgemisingt sea.! -controlled systos)1 (2) %bgre is a 
Al EMOMM A- M9 Of- the stm that IS # unitisd laws 
of genetic doste tiom It the** two conditions or 
criteria are not fulfilledo there can be no integral oyster; bat we have is nsrely a Oangiaeratio n of sls is ', accidentally connected with one mother*" (36) (italics 
added - 8K). 
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emphasised. that concrete problem In natural eoisnw cannot be 
solved by the dlaleatic al. one, but only by "an alUsnoe of 
dialeatS. c a cad marste sO . entUia reeeaxc " 
(37). The role 
of the dial ctio is above all a heuAetia onto 
"sroThh theoretico-oo tUye aspect of dialeotio4 
matarialisa ... º.. doss note as a aethod, as a 
Caiding primip]. e of tnvsgtigctica, provide sbeoluts 
solutions to prob1ei , but primarily assists in their 
aper _raming"" (o) 
The aal content and g eral scientific baolr aussd of the 
metabolic ad genetic theorice of the origin of it. are theses 
tore hi hl r relevant is a dieouesion of the conflict between 
these, two poel, tiaar *, it is in this respect also that the 
difference between the two schools of thought was partiaulaz1 
clear* while suooess vo editioait of Oparmn's work reseal a 
progressive theoretical develop unt, based on scientific, end 
especially biochenicel t advances i the factual basis of the 
"Urin molecule" concept was somewhat thin and the concept 
itself ren d. ned static for many years, The loten imti= of 
the st=otuvG of the hereditary material led to an identification 
of is living M0190ule with =At or at least s twaotioaal MU 
ýo r. no basis c' DNA Amatian in g kv_ 04824-On and 
gam expression (or that used to be called its "autos and 
hett, vocu 2ytia properties") rumined to be elucidated. Before 
the Vole of the nucleic acids In protein a nthesis ere bema 
ßi"ä r ol"V4 realiseä t Graha# who wrote that it tall histO27 of Oparin's theories nut take into aaamt tie 
bioohoiool baokgrood,, not o mV dislsatiosl aatoriaiism ('9), 
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to be ola tie8*, MA ras not tuioommonly used as a kind of 'God 
of the ppa" g that is, it u invoked to oamoosl inozanoa. 
This aep. ot is also disoernable in the living wolocao approach 
to the origin of lito mal bas beeng oamº mted on bfr aaverol 
authors. OpRxin seat ban charootericod the approach as 
"Matapsioal" On those orauads. similarly, xotosisn has 
written 
"The gene theory is tos also an origin of liter 
theory by edict. There is also an ]sent of 
nVetioien in it. The gene has been maäa the 
repository of All of the mpratioa1 powers of the 
"41an Yltail of ft e vitaltets. " (41) 
The am* semis t vas expressed mm fcwoetullv by Chug t, 
when he wrote of the double helix having been olevted into 
"the misty abol that has replsded*u cross as the signature 
of the bfialogiosl az alphabet" (42). 
At the ti of the Umcomo Syzaposium4 it b. a b. o clear that 
the? *mat I* a relationship between =A erl protein synthesis 
v if the nature of this relationship ea not :. stoods 
indeed0twooutofthe seven cessions of the ß ii ire 
canoe aed with the origin of proteins, nucleoproteins and 
racy esf and severei of the papers dealt with the ooVlsx 
relations bstwen the tiaaleio acids und the proteins. A matual 
dependence between the two types of substances In ccmt orsry 
orgu1 was e idgnt and gave 3'ß. d4 to the queatiai, which is 
We tm*o ai of control of prote#a . ntheais m still not 
talky wºderstood, eer4cial, ly with r. opeat to the sukaryotio 
cell. Tipis also means# inoidaitallq, that classical Iaadelim 
genetics is not yet reducible to molecular &vu etios, as bas ban 
o1M d by eons philosophers of biology (40). Such a redaction 
lould require a , oh better uadaratancting of the rºoleoular basis 
of the control of gene oxpreasion and the g=type-phemotype 
relation than is available today. 
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s+AU boing M3 0A ooassi ü2 ', which *am firnts Dtv! or protsia. 
in tact, tbo questiou had boon 26ies' lr J. D. Bernal in a 
le4ture ha 4aU d. in X040ox in 19550 Zn the third edition 
p$ his alaosio book, üpaAn gyred s3 tollores 
"dis qweation rem nda one sane st of the eobolastio 
problam about the hen and the *uu. The problsa is 
insoluble if pie appxoaah it z etapbploal3y in isolatiaa 
fron the whole previous history of the dhrelop*at of 
living matter. Nowadays *vea heu miss frost an egg 
and every ben's egg traa a hess. similarly nowadyrs 
proteins äaa only arise on the basis of a system 
ooaataining xnsolsio aoid$ Xhilo nuoleio acids are formed 
only on the brain of a protein-containing system. The 
hen and its egg developed from less hiahly organised 
livins tin in W course of their evolution. In the 
some way, both protsins and nuoleio said appeared as 
the )rosult of the evolution of whole protoplasmic systamr, 
that is to say l= whole eyataama aM not is isolated 
maloculee" It would be quite wrong to imsgins the 
isolated primary origin either of the proteins or the 
nuoleio acide". (43) 
The oonploxity of the mzclei* acid protein relation $Ubrequsnt- 
2y recc ivod a solid ea irioal basis. In 19600 Arttau Eornbailg 
demonstratedl that DNA replication could take place in the test 
ti be s using a "M sntheeising nz'm&" (DNA polymraoo) 
is01Stett f ovi ESßheritzhia Coll (44) " The vast apparatus of 
a ymes that is Luc= to be required tor DNA. dtreotod protz 
qttheeis has oompliocute4 the picture t in ooutemporaz7 organiun 
at least the nucleic acids are not enough to produce protest 
synthesist Certafn2y# current adersata of the "living moloculo 
school" no lamer think in terms of expla hing the Origin in the 
piebiotic soup of tim highly specific and complex proteins and 
nucleic acid a encountered in contemporary organim, bitt in 
tome of Crory Mob simpler oligonnoleotido and olippeptido 
chains. They do# hOwO"s, oontirnu to think is tensor of a 
molecular evolution taking place in the general omriro=Mt of 
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the priaaa earth$ rather than in dcutinsd open 3ystsa" 
Despite the speataßulir cR aas of molecular biology An the 
last fear doe=108, lc eye; t We appzoaoh has not yet led to a 
bypothasis basrad solidly on charm oal theory or on enptrioal 
evideAOa*. I z4a f it Was Oparin Who nsdo potenti421y 
f . tfta use of mo1eou1ar biological ddvslopmmtst within the 
context of his cancept of a** tiao1. cular origin of life. 
A brief I11'= T of tin zvmazkc on molecular genetics will be 
given below with a view to aäowing that a synthesis between the 
t otabolio and the ganotia a; pz'oachas, bat in am itimoleoular 
tzaL , is now within the z aber of possibility. 
T2 at ein? 
$allsr1a atatemeat on OperinOB anti-genetic oatlook, quoted in 
the previous chapter (page 3oß)1 was made in 1966. It is t Me 
that Operin paid no attention to the origin of a specific 
genetic material or "ton is the tint edition of his book. 
It should be pointed out, ho ever, that the evolution of a 
material genetic apparatus lrljin poretotmed coace rates was in 
no w'W ezoluded. It is also relevant that in 1936, when 
Oparinfe book appeared in print, there ras a'oh vac tsiýttar 
about the ahsm#oal nature of genas and their fwtotio *" it was 
not clear thsr game were composed of proteins, nucleic acids 
or auoleoprotsias. In other uorda ev if Oparin had wanted 
to ea' sxgthi about the etolutiaen of genetic systsar* he could 
not easily ham done so in concrete terms. 
«mc seas paint ws made by Ylorkin; is 1975, be wrote that the gene hypothesis of the origin of lice still had no 
experinontal basis (45)" 
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At eace natftn of 0parln1 e later woxin t however, exposes 
wer's accusation ae totally v justified. In the 1957 edition 
of bin took, Oberin inoluded a chapter entitled Tho 8t? uoturs end 
Biolott oal ). motions of Proteins cad Nucleic Acids and the 
Problem of their Orin (46), including no ieee then 210 rette 
enoea. A major part of this chapter in devoted to a discussion 
of the role of r olo1o acids in replication end protein synthesis. 
Here Oparin aastoll reviewed the mideonoe showing that I VA is 
the genetic material' the evidence for the role of DVA and RU 
in protein synthesis$ reount research on viruses, mA research an 
the stricture of the nucleic soidsi including a discussion of 
Watson and Criokta double helical model. He fully recoaaised 
the importance of the latter and explained bow it bad given rise, 
to the concept of a genetic cods. He presented an account at 
Conde proposal of a code based on nucleotide triads*, describ- 
ing the latter as "puny ingenious". He also pointed out that 
w. ch m4 re rNacperimertel work was required before such suggestions 
could be sccepted# however "º a z'es. rk fully bonne out by later 
r *o P"Boasd vszcioas possible coder based his naolso. 
tide triad bypothesie on mathematiosl consid rations s The bear 
dlflersnt rnoleotides of MW pa ioulsr nucleic said were to be 
tsiosn is , gaups of three. Each triad could than either be 
composed of three identical units, or of two idorttioal oompoments 
cnd one different units or aU three components could be 
dif ferent. The n uior of variants would be 20, which 
oarrespcmds to the mmtbsr of ammo acids that asks up proteins 
in lieg or s, (]lot* that the number of possible variants 
is 20 O V4 if the order of nwoleotidsa in . ach triad is irrelevant. 
The triplet cod4 a cepted now does distinguish betwq", say, AAO, 
ACA and can, and ter are 64 variants. This code is highly 
ref sow triplets funclianing an stop or ate$ signals auf 
some different triplets coding for the same amino acid. ) 
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devslopmsats. The crucial question remaineds 
"Row is the rigidly determinate arageat of 
nucleotides in the polynucleio astris set up? " (47) 
Mat a theory of the early development of life had to explain, 
wrote bperia, was har the smaUiaitr of the nuoleotida 
sequences in =oleic acids and of the amino said p9 uenoes of 
proteins had come into being. The origin of this specificity 
of structure could not be explained simply on the basis of 
universal lams of thermodynaaios and chemical kinetiost but 
had to be seen as the result of a long process of evolution, 
of "purposeful" adaptation within increasingly better and wore 
highly organised systems. In other woxda, the evolution of 
nucleic acid and protein structures had gone hand is hand with 
the evolution of metabolism. 
A similar account was included in ices Its Xature Oriaia 
d 22nlo t published in 1960. Here Oparin particularly 
emphasised the role of 1A in protein synthesis and its link 
with metabolism by wW of enzymes. He suggested that the 
1Ä-protein relationship had come into being before DNA played 
any part in pre-oeiluler systems (48)o a suggestion that had 
been made previously by 8eloserskii at the Xosoow Symposiud 
(49). Oparin wrote that this possibility could only be 
explored further once the genetic code had been definitely 
established. Two years later Alexander Rich presented a more 
elaborate treatment of t2 idea that an IAA-like polymer 
which could convoy genetic intonation as well as orgaaim 
amino acids, into specific sequences was the hypothetical stem 
molecule of present-day DNA and MTA species (50). Rich wrote 
in terms of evolution at the molecular level in the general 
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envirozzmant. Oparin adapted the idea to a polymolocular 
concept of the origin of We in bis book Genesis -MA 
Rvol tion- 
YD alo gtU, b published in Thauis in 1966 and in 
Mlisb in 1968 (sl). 
Briefly, Oparin's argument ran as solloses 1 random poly- 
merisation of peptides sad nucleotides could have taken place 
in the general environment of the prebiotio earth. The 
presence of hi OieC weight po3jz. rs (Including poly- 
peptides and po1tnuoleotides) would have led to the lorastion 
of coaoervatee. Those coaoervetes which exhibited dynamic 
stability and were capable of interacting dynamically with the 
environment as well as gzVWth formed the main line in the 
dervelopmant of life; they may be termed"protobionts". 
Initially, the protein-like po3. gmsrs present in protobionts were 
random and non-ordered and had little or no catalytic activity. 
For the further evolution of protobionts, it was important that 
some sort of organisation developed within the syst4m# which 
permitted the synthesis of polypeptides with a more or less 
stable amino acid sequence. Those protobionts in which 
lamotionally effective polypeptides developed gradually would 
be favoured by natural, selection. The mioleio acids (or their 
precursors) would have played a crucial role In the devvslopment 
of the intra oleoular stability of polypeptides. DLA, however, 
lacks a A7dVW1 group atthe second carbon of the deoxyribose 
moiety and oeam t bind amino acids directly, as can RA. In 
this respect the role of V Ms which lines, up amino acids is 
sequence in protein synthesis, iss particularly relevant. And 
because the mI& viruses provide proof that RNA can also act as 
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A carrier Of iniormatioup it is U. 17 that the hereditarjr role 
of the petabolioally oamgpexstirn27 inert nU represents a later 
speoialieatinst. Clearlyg there I$ arch missing frost this 
aoooant and seteral Westions rem in to be snail red t 
(1) low did the ordered poly*erieation of RNA-likS molecules 
neoessary for sin ordered lining up of amino aoids, arise? 
(2) sow axaatl7 d14 US ma prot. in "latioaarbip ariu? * 
(3) How did the speöialisatiou of BNA"Ukv molecules into 
am and. tB species arise and at that stages did 
ribosomal 1L eaterthe picture? 
(4) Now did the M-RNA relationship and the genetic code 
arise? 
Rowever, once again Oparisx presented a programme of potentially 
great heuristic importance. Oparin and his oo-workers have, 
been investigating RNA-oontaining ooaoervate models and 
although many questions rmain, an experimental approach may 
lead to further major drvvelopmenta. The above account also 
illustrates how effectively Oparin has been able to incorporate 
new scientific developments in his theory. His theory remains 
a developing one, always open to further elaboration. The 
recently, ariok aid coworkers har presented some 
interesting speculations on this point (52). Their paper 
suggests how protein synthesis may have been possible with 
only amtL and a few different tM molecules the latter are 
asawned to be similar to presesit. day caus)" However, besides 
being speculative and without experimental basis, as the authors 
admit, the primary motive underlying the proposal appears to 
have been the attempt to demonstrate that ribosames may not 
always bare been essential for protein synthesis. While Opern 
and his followers would presumably agree that the ribosases are 
conparative y advanced products of evolution, they would probably 
object to the implication that a mechanism for the ordered 
synthesis of protein could have evolved freely in the general 
prebiotic enviroameat. 
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empirical basin of the theory is absolutely ssssntial, and that 
in as it sbaalat be in a dialectical context. 
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Chapter XI 
THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE PROBLEM OF THE ORIGIN OF LIFE 
Investigations into the origin of life have expanded rapidly 
over the last 25-30 years and the scientific literature on the 
subject has grown accordingly. Many reviews of the experimental 
and theoretical advances made in the field are available* and it 
is not the intention here to add to their number. The aim, 
rather, will be to discuss briefly the principles underlying 
current investigations of the problem of the origin of life and 
to outline some areas where fundamental problems remain to be 
solved. 
The experimental chatsI 
The foundations for an experimental approach to at least some of 
the hypothetical stages in the development of life from non- 
living matter were laid by Oparin's theory. Three areas in 
particular have been investigated extensivelys the abiogenic 
synthesis of organic compounds under putative prebiotic conditional 
the behaviour of models of precellular systems such as co- 
aoervatea; and comparative studies of the mechanisms of energy 
metabolism in a wide range of species. 
'Besides Oparin's books (see Bibliography), several useful 
monographs by other authors have appeared. Among those 
recommended are The OrigU of Life b-Y Natural Causes by Martin 
Butten (1) and Chemical Evolution by Melvin Calvin 2). A 
comprehensive review of the field is included in the second 
edition of Lehninger's textbook of biochemistry (3) and several 
valuable reviews of particular areas in the field are presented 
in Part I of Exobioloar, edited by Ponnamperuna We The 
quarterly journal Origins of Life (formerly apace Life Sciences) 
is devoted to studies of the origin of life, as is a large 
proportion of the papers published in the journal Biosystems. 
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AbioMMio organic evnthesist In 1953 Stanley Miller reported 
the formation of significant amounts of amino acids from a 
gaseous mixture of methane, ammonia, hydrogen and water 
circulating past an electric discharge (5). Paper chromatography 
revealed the presence in the aqueous phase of glycins, alanine 
and other comon amino acids. Miller's experiments were 
performed in an attempt to test Oparin's hypothesis that organic 
compounds are formed readily from simple starting compounds in a 
reducing atmosphere. The results supported this hypothesis and 
stimulated a great number of experiments in the now field of 
"prebiotio chemistry". By the early 19708 an impressive array 
of organic molecules that play a role in living organisms had 
been synthesised abiogenioally under a variety of possible 
primitive earth conditions. These molecules include at least 
15 of the 20 common amino acids, the purines adenine and guanine, 
the pyrimidines cytosine and uracil, sugars (including ribose and 
deoxyriboso), nucleotides (including ATP), fatty acids, porphyrins, 
polypeptides, polyphosphates and oligonuoleotides 
(6). 
The conditions under which these molecules have been synthesised 
are not uniform. However, conditions on the earth were (and are) 
not uniform and there are several environments to choose froma 
the atmosphere, the oceanst the lithosphere and many micro- 
environments auch as hot springs and brackish tidal pools. It 
is important, however, that the conditions for the formation of 
different compounds that were required for further chemical 
evolution are at least mutually compatible*. In this respect, 
*A seoond requirement, of course, is that the molecules are not 
broken down readily under the conditions in which they are formed, 
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it is encouraging that the conditions for the abiogenic synthesis 
of amino acids (the case that has been investigated most 
extensively so far) have turned out to be very flexible. 
Reviewing this area in 1959, Miller and Urey could show that 
amino acid synthesis is activated by a wide range of sources of 
energy# for example electric discharges, ultraviolet light, 
cosmic radiation, thermal energy and radioactive ß"decayº. 
Moreover, amino acids are formed from many different combinations 
and proportions of the gases H, CH4, C0, C02, NH3, ä2, H2O and 
020 with the proviso that the reactions proceed readily only if 
the overall conditions are reducing (7}. An analysis of the 
possible reaction mechanisms and the intermediates that had been 
isolated also indicated that a rigid set of conditions is not 
*'equiredt any process, or combination of processes, that yields 
HCN and aldehydes would have contributed to the formation of 
amino acids in the primitive ooean . 
This flexibility of conditions, which has since been confirmed 
in numerous other experiments and for products other than amino 
acids, is of great importance in view of the fact that earlier 
ideas of a strongly reducing primitive atmosphere have recently 
been challenged (9) . Astropbysioal models** and geochemiaul 
'The most plausible reaction scheme is the follovingi first HCN 
and aldehydes are synthesised in the gas phase# activated by an 
energy source. The aldehydes and HCR react in the aqueous phase to give amino- and hydroxynitriles which are then hydrolysed to 
amino and bydroxry acids (8). 
In terms of distance from the sun, side and rocky composition, 
the earth most closely resembles Nays and Venus, both of which 
have large amounts of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Yodels 
taking into account the different surface temperatures of the three planets and rates of degassing suggest that the earth's 
atmosphere also has always contained carbon mostly in the form of C02 (10). 
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evidence* now suggest that the earth's early atmosphere may have 
been only mildly reducing, consisting of carbon dioxide, water 
vapour, tree nitrogen and probably some hydrogen. The absence 
of significant amounts of free oxygen is generally agreed upon, 
which is of importance in relation to the stability of newly 
formed organic matter. Hence, although Oparin's and Miller and 
Urey's ideas of a primitive atmosphere rich in methane and ammonia 
may have to be abandoned, and although some abiogenic syntheses 
may have to be repeated under more plausible conditions**, the 
general idea of prebiotia chemical evolution has not come into 
question. The primary requirement that hypotheses of chemical 
evolution should be consistent with astrophysical and geochemical 
theory is still fulfilled despite recent shifts in emphasis from 
The presence of CO in the early atmosphere is indicated by th 
carbonate mineral content of rocks in Greenland that are 3.8x105 
years old (3.1). Geochemical evidence does, however, suggest that 
conditions on earth in Precambrian times were at least mildly 
reducing. For examples the sands and gravels associated with the 
gold-uranium reefs in the South African Witwatersrand basin show 
striking differences in composition according to their ages the 
newer sands are composed almost exclusively of quartz (ßi02) 
whereas the older sands contain large amounts of other minerals, 
such as pyrite (Fe52) and uraninitee, that are not stable under 
an oxidising atmosphere (12). 
**This may not in fact be essential in view of evidence that even 
now local, as opposed to global, levels of highly reduced gases 
are high. For example, the photochemical reduction of atmospheric 
nitrogen to ammonia is catalysed by titanium dioxide and certain 
desert areas rich in titanium are estimated to generate as much as 
1-10 kg of ammonia per acre in a year by such photochemical 
reduction (13). (In fact, titanium dioxide is also an effective 
catalyst in . the abiogenic synthesis of amino acids; in the pres. 
once of this catalyst, the reactions proceed with energy sources 
no stronger than ordinary sunlight. ) Highly reducing conditions 
are also encountered in the sterile environment of Red Sea brine, 
Which is rich in methanes ethane and los-moleoular-weight paraf- 
fins. Since the discovery that thiooyanate is present in Red 
Sea brine, it has been suggested that abiogenio synthesis of amino 
acids may take place in this environment even at the present time (14)" 
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a strongly to a weakly reducing atmosphere. 
Models of t, reoellular sysstems$ According to Oparin's theory, 
the next stage after the formation, accumulation and trans- 
formation of organic matter on the primitive earth was the 
formation of ooaoervates, which evolved into the first metab- 
olising systems. The spontaneous formation of ooaoervates in 
dilute solutions containing as little as 0.001% of organic 
polymers suggested an attractive model for precellular systems 
and such models have been investigated extensively by Oparin 
and his co-workers (15). Coacervates of many different 
compositions show selective absorption of materials (such as 
dyes and amino acids) from the medium, growth by concentration 
of absorbed material, differentiation in composition due to 
internal chemical changes, phenomena resembling pinocytosis 
(such as the ingestion of microscopic oil droplets) and the 
formation of colonies (which might lead to greater complexity by 
exchange of material or by fusion) (16). Oparin's group has 
succeeded in making "dynamically stable" ooaoervate drops which 
interact with the medium in the manner of open systems, thus 
allowing for further development of the system. By the use of 
appropriate materials*, it has been possible to simulate such 
processes as enzymic synthesis (including polynuoleotide 
synthesis) and enzymic decomposition, oxidationreduction 
reactions, photochemical processes and even phoaphorylation 
reactions coupled with oxidoreduction (17). For example, the 
addition of gluoosyltransferase and glucose. 1"phosphate to the 
'goat of these materiale were obtained from biological sources. This aspect of the experiments will be discussed below. 
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medium of gum arabia-historle ooaoervates resulted in the 
synthesis of starch inside the coaoervates; the addition of 
ß-aigrlase led to the breakdown of starch and the release of 
maltose into the medium. The addition of chlorophyll. 
containing ooaoervates to a medium containing ascorbic said and 
methylene red resulted upon illumination with visible light, 
in the light-aotivated oxidation of ascorbic acid and reduction 
of the dye. Invariably, these reactions proceeded much more 
rapidly within the coacervates than in the medium, because the 
materials are concentrated inside the droplets. 
Closely related to the coacervate studios are experiments 
that have been performed with lipids and proteins in aqueous 
solution (i9). The protein-lipid complex model is of particular 
interest because lipoprotein vesicles with structures that 
closely resemble biological membranes are formed readily by 
the agitation (for example by the action of wind) of protein- 
lipid films at air-water interfaces (19), 
A different model, that of proteinoid microspheres, has been 
studied extensively by Sidney Fox and his colleagues (20). 
This work arose out of studies of the thermal oopolymerisation 
of amino acids. Because peptide-bond formation involves 
dehydration and proceeds more readily in the absence of water, 
Fox postulated that the prebiotio formation of protein-like 
polymers must have taken place at very high temperatures, for 
example in a volcanic environment. Most amino acids decompose 
on heating, but Pox found that dry mixtures of amino acids 
enriched with dioarboxylic amino acids (glutamio and aspartio 
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acid) form large linear polymers after exposure to temperatures 
up to 170°C. In the presence of phosphates the amino acids 
copolymerise even at 65°C (21). Fox called those polymers 
"proteinoids" because of their striking resemblances to 
biological proteinec the proteinoide are of high molecular 
weight (up to 34O, 000), they show spontaneous ordering due to 
selective interactions of amino acid molecules of different 
shapes, they exhibit weak catalytic activity (including 
hydrolysis, decarboxylation, deamination and oxidoreduotion), 
the)-bind polynucleotides and they have nutritive value for 
some bacteria. When hot mixtures of proteinoida come into 
contact with water or aqueous salt solutions, they form "micro- 
spheres" and these microscopic proteinoid units share some 
properties with contemporary cells the mioroepheres react to 
osmotic pressure by swelling or shrinking, they absorb material 
from the medics, have weak catalytic activity, are surrounded 
by multiple boundary layers and they "reproduce" by budding 
after accretion of now proteinoid material* In view of these 
properties, Fox has dolled the proteinoid microspheree 
"protocelle" and postulated that, with the development of 
mechanisms of energy metabolism and of molecular mechanisms of 
replication, these protocells evolved into bodies resembling 
contemporary cells (22)6 
Both the ooaoervate model and the proteinoid model have bean 
tested for their "evolutionary relevance" by Rohiting (23). 
The criterion of evolutionary relevance, which any prebiotio 
model . at fulfill # has two components o that of e oluttonarr 
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continuity, which demands that there must be an explanation for 
the source of the constituents of the system; and that of 
environmental relevance, which demands that the formation and 
behaviour of the system are modelled on realistic prebiotio 
environmental conditions. In the experiments of Oparin and 
his group coacervates were made using polymers of biological 
origin and the source of these materials in a prebiotic context 
has not been explained. Hence, the models fail to meet 
Rohlfing's criterion of evolutionary continuity. However, the 
significance of this failure depends on the function of the 
models were the particular coacervates used in the experiments 
intended to represent realistic prebiotie systems or were they 
designed to investigate the detailed behaviour and potential for 
development of coacervatos in general*? In the experiments of 
the Moscow group, the latter aim has been primary and no claims 
for realism have been made. Nevertheless, it would be highly 
desirable for future work in this field to simulate prebiotic 
conditions more closely. For example, enzymes from biological 
sources should only be used (for convenience) it it has been 
shown experimentally that the same reactions take place (albeit 
less efficiently) with the use of simple catalysts that are 
likely to have been available in the prebiotic environment. 
The proteinoid model does meet the criterion of evolutionary 
continuity because proteinoids are formed from materials 
The evolutionary relevance of the coaoervate model in 
general is not questioned - what is questioned is the validity 
of using materials that presumably are the proä. uots of 
biological evolution. 
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produced under simulated prebiotio conditions*. Rohlfing, 
however0 has questioned the evnironmental relevance of certain 
aspects of Fox's model for the formation of proteinoids. For 
example, protsinoids are synthesised artificially from amino 
acid mixtures rich in glutamio and aspartio acid. However# 
this preponderance (which, incidentally, is also encountered in 
contemporary biological proteins) is lever produced in simulated 
prebiotic syntheses of amino acids, where glycine and alanine 
are the most abundant products. Moreover, such syntheses also 
yield amino acids that are not among the common constituents of 
contemporary protein, while Fox has always used mixtures of 
proteinous amino acids. Using the types and proportions of 
amino acids produced under simulated prebiotic conditions, 
Rohifing found that these sets of amino acids do undergo thermal 
copolymerisation but that the composition of the resulting 
proteinoids differs from those studied by Fox's group. The 
predominant constituent of Rohlfing'a proteinoids was glycine 
and not the dioarboxylio amino acids (even in one case where 
glycine was not the most abundant of the reactant amino acids), 
and the polymers contained non-protein amino acids. RoUfing 
also tested the effects on poteinoid formation of using different 
atmospheric pressures, atmospheres composed of different sets of 
'Fox taco favours the thermal formation of armino voids them- 
selves, a process which requires extremely high temperatures 
(about 1000°C). Fox's entire thermal scheme requires high 
temperatures alternating with periods in which liquid water is 
prcaent (24). Although Fox has argued that volcanic regions with 
periodic rainfall were prevalent on the prebiotio earth, marry 
have questioned the plausibility of the required conditions (25). 
However, proteinoid formation as such is not strongly dependent 
on these conditions, nor is microsphere formation. 
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gases" and the use of samples of amino acids contaminated 
with various geological materials. In all cases proteinoids 
were formed and the only modification of the proteinoid model 
suggested by the experiments concerned their composition. In 
other words, criteria of environmental relevance confirm the 
general validity of the proteinoid model but suggest specific 
refinements. 
Discussing proteinoid ioicroepheree, Rohlfing noted that 
particles made from lysine-rich proteinoide show a number of 
marked resemblances to coacervates and suggested that further 
work be directed at the merging of the two models with a view to 
devising an artificial protocell which fully meets the criterion 
of evolutionary relevance. Once this goal is achieved, it may 
be possible to investigate systematically how complex, co. 
ordinated systems of metabolism and molecular mechanisms of 
reproduction might have evolved. These areas are still very 
obscure, which means that ideas on the actual transition to 
living organisms resembling contemporary organisms in their 
fundamental characteristics as yet have no experimental basis. 
Comparative biochemistr s The third class of investigations 
that are relevant to Oparin's theory of the origin of life is 
represented by comparative biochemical studies, which may 
provide some clue to the early evolutionary development of life. 
Any information gained from such studies iss by necessity, 
indirect and great care must be taken in the extrapolation of 
data obtained from contemporary organisms to their primitive 
*It is of particular interest that the composition of the 
atmosphere did not affect the yield, the composition or the 
tested properties of the polymers. 
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ancestors. Contemporary organisms that are designated 
primitive are in fact the products of billions of years of 
evolution and show a combination of archaic and specialised 
features. 
The general concepts of molecular and biochemical evolution 
have been discussed by Florkin (26). The approach of molecular 
evolution is based on the idea that evolutionary relationships 
between organisms are reflected in relationships between DNA 
sequences and, via the genetic code, in the amino acid sequences 
of proteins. Proteins from different species that show chemical 
kinship are called isologous; those that show functional 
similarity analogous. Proteins that have a degree of isology 
higher than that expected on the basis of chance mutation may 
be used as a measure of homology, i. e. genetic kinship. 
Analogous proteins, on the other hand, need not be homologous. 
For example, the aldolases involved in glycolysis in yeast and 
in mammalian muscle, respectively, are analogous but show in- 
sufficient chemical kinship to warrant an assumption of common 
ancestry (27). Nor are all homologous proteins analogous; 
for example, the haemoglobin and myoglobins of vertebrates 
are homologous but perform very different functions. When 
molecules other than nucleic acids and proteins are considered, 
isologous molecules are only assumed to indicate homology if 
the pathways of their synthesis is the same, in which case the 
homology ultimately applies to the enzymes that coordinate the 
biosynthetic pathways. 
Using these concepts, it has been possible to construct 
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phylogenetic trees on the basis of the degree of isology of 
proteins that have retained the same function through evolution. 
The concept of molecular evolution has received much support 
from the agreement between these phylogenetio trees and those 
obtained on independent, comparative anatomical, physiological 
and palaeontologioal grounds. 
In the case of bacteria, however, matters are less clear- 
cut. Fewer comparative molecular data are as yet available 
than for higher organisms, the taxonomy of contemporary 
bacteria remains a problematic and controversial subject, and 
independent checks (such as a reasonably representative fossil 
record) are lacking. Those data that are available tend to 
confirm the general sequence proposed by Oparin in 1936= 
anaerobic heterotrophs preceded photoautotrophs and the latter 
preceded aerobic heterotrophs (see Chapter VII). The second 
step is supported by sequencing studies of the c cytochromes* 
(28), for example, and both steps are supported by studies of 
the ubiquitous ferredoxins (iron-sulphur proteins) (29). 
However, the most interesting information on the early develop- 
ment of life has, so far, been provided by comparative bio- 
chemical rather than comparative molecular studies. Comparative 
biochemistry involves the study of the biochemical mechanisms 
whereby different species perform certain vital functions. 
Overall mechanisms may of course be analogous without having 
a common origin, but the isolation of enzymes and intermediates 
in the reaction chains may provide stronger indications of 
homology. 
The first transition cannot be studied in this case because 
cytochrome c is absent in the anaerobic fermentera. 
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In 1936, and subsequently, Oparin based his sequence of the 
evolution of primaeval organisms on studies of the mechanisms 
of energy transformations in contemporary organisms, a field 
that has since expanded greatly and become much refined. The 
elucidation of molecular mechanisms of energy transformation 
in a vast number of organisms has confirmed the general sequence 
proposed by Oparin in 1936. The main observations can be 
summarised in general terms as follows (30). Coupled oxidation- 
reduction reactions (electron transfer) integrated with 
phosphorylation reactions and the production of high-energy 
intermediates (such as ATP) form the basis of metabolism in all 
living organisms. The glycolytio pathway, involving the 
phosphorylation of organic substrates and the net production 
of ATP from phosphorylated intermediates, is the primary 
mechanism of energy transformation in anaerobic heterotrophs 
and has been retained throughout evolution. In photosynthetic 
organisms, mechanisms of coupled phosphorylation and electron 
transport are more complex and more efficient: a cyclic 
component has been added to the electron-transfer system, 
opening up possibilities of regulation by feedback mechanisms. 
(In higher plants the electron-transfer system has a more varied 
set-of electron carriers than that in photosynthetic bacteria 
and additional electron-transfer cycles may arise. ) In 
respiring aerobes the electron-transport chain is fundamentally 
the same as that of photosynthetic organisms, but the utilisat- 
ion of oxygen is accompanied by the addition of the respiratory 
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novel mechanisms on existing ones suggests an evolutionary 
sequence. 
Bioenergetic studies also suggest intermediate stages in 
this general sequence. To give a few examples, in anaerobic 
conditions, the photoorganotrophs (auch as the non-sulphur 
purple bacteria) combine fermentation reactions with partially 
developed photosynthetic mechanisms. Some mutants of the 
photosynthetic blue-green alga Soenedesmus revert to photo- 
organotroph. y. There are great variations in the efficiency 
of oxidative metabolism, as measured by P/0 ratios, among 
extant bacteria; it is particularly low among the ohemo- 
synthetic bacteria which use inorganic substrates as electron 
donors and these may be modern equivalents of some of the 
earliest aerobic organisms. 
Current knowledge suggests the following sequence for 
prokaryotic evolution (see diagram*): (a) anaerobic$ obligate 
fermenters resembling extant clostridia; (b) anaerobic photo- 
organotrophs, which made best use of the limited amount of 
fermentable substrates in the environment by the additional 
use of light-driven reactions; (a) anaerobic photolithotropha, 
or photosynthetic bacteria, which Utilised inorganic substrates 
such as sulphides as electron donors (sonne modern photolitho. 
trophs are partially aerobic); (d) anaerobic pbytophototrophs 
such as the photosynthetic blue-green algae, which used water 
as electron donor (all modern equivalents are aerobic); (e) 
ohemolithotrophs (chemosynthetic bacteria) which used inorganic 
0The diagram is based on the evolutionary sequence presented by Broda (32). The same sequence is implicit in the review by B. A. Rubin, quoted in refs 30 and 31. 
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electron donors and utilised oxygen released by the phytophoto- 
trophs; these probably descended from the photolithotrophe; 
(f) non-photosynthetic facultative aerobic respirers (resembl- 
ing, for example, E. cola , descended from anaerobic photo- 
organotrophs; (g) and, evolved from the latter, strictly 
aerobic, non-photosynthetic respirers. 
The main difference between this scheme and that proposed 
earlier by Oparin concerns the evolutionary relationship between 
photosynthesis and oxidative respiration. Oparin suggested 
that, with the availability of oxygen in the air, anaerobic 
heterotrophs developed mechanisms of oxidative respiration, 
bypassing the pbotoautotrophic branch altogether. The 
similarities of the electron-transport systems of aerobic 
respirers and photoautotrophs,, however, suggests a close 
evolutionary relationship. It is now thought more likely that 
the only strictly heterotrophic branch to diverge directly from 
the anaerobic feruienters is represented by oxygen-tolerant 
("microaerophilic") fermenters such as the lactic acid bacteria 
(33)" 
It should be pointed out that the sequence detailed above 
is based on a monophyletic origin of the prokaryotee. This 
idea has been challenged on the basis of ENA sequencing studies 
(34), but the alternative hypothesis of three main lines of 
phylogenetic development is as yet highly controversial and, 
in fact, does not affect the "bioenergetio sequence" within 
the main prokaryotic branch. Many more data will be required 
before an investigation of the possibility of parallel 
evolution of mechanisms of energy transfer is warranted. 
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In conclusion, all three classes of experimental 
investigation outlined above have lent support to Oparin's 
theory in Its general outlines although modifications in 
detail have proved necessary. The major questions remain in 
the area of the transitions that took place between the 
accumulation of organic matter on earth and the appearance 
of the ancestral obligate fermenters. Here much experimental 
work remains to be done and a fruitful interaction between 
theory and experiment can only lead to stronger hypotheses. 
Who Is the Potter, pray, and who the Pot? 
"Chicken-and-egg" questions have plagued students of the 
nature and origin of life for centuries. A number of 
variations on this general theme continue to pose philosoph- 
ical and methodological problems. For examples is it 
necessary to formulate hypotheses on the development of 
organic catalysts with a high degree of specificity in the 
prebiotio environment prior to the origin of primitive 
organisms, as Calvin has attempted to do (35)? Or can it 
be assumed, as Oparin and others have done, that the specific- 
ity of modern enzymes is the result of prolonged biological 
evolution? Secondly, as has been indicated in the previous 
two chapters, one school of thought believes that the primary 
aim in the field of the origin of life should be to explain 
how the nucleic acid/protein relationship based on the genetic 
code arose. The opposing school of thought believes that the 
genetic code is the product of biological evolution. But 
perhaps the most fundamental formulation of the chicken-and- 
egg question concerns the origin of the molecular asymmetry 
of living organisms (36). 
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Molecular asyrmnetry and life: Most of the organic constituents 
of living organisms are asymmetrio*. Ordinary laboratory 
synthesis of asymmetric molecules from symmetric starting 
compounds invariably results in a raoemic product, because the 
probabilities of forming either enantiomer are equal and 
sufficiently large numbers of molecules are involved for the law 
of averages to apply. In living organisms, however, asymmetric 
molecules are always found in one form and when an organism 
synthesises an asymmetric molecule it invariably makes the same 
enantiomer each time. With very few exceptions, the chirality 
of each type of molecule is uniform throughout the living world. 
For example, all naturally occurring sugars and nucleotides are of 
the D-configuration and the amino acids that make up proteins are 
exclusively of the L-configuration**. The ability to synthesise 
and accumulate one enantiomer of each asymmetric molecule 
selectively is a characteristic feature of all known organisms, 
but appears to be absent from inanimate nature. This fundamental 
difference between the living and the non-living world has been a 
*Assymetrics, or chiral, organic molecules are those that contain 
an asymmetric carbon atom, that is, a carbon atom to which four 
different groups or atoms are attached. Depending on the relative 
arrangement of these groups or atoms, such molecules can adopt 
two sterio configurations (traditionally called the D- and L- 
configurations), one being the mirror image of the other. The two 
steric forms of the molecule, or enantiomers, have identical 
chemical properties but can be distinguished by physical means: 
each enantiomer is optically active in the sense that it will impart 
either a clockwise rotation (dextrorotation) or an anticlockwise 
rotation (laevorotation) to the plane of plane-polarised light 
traversing them. A mixture of equal numbers of the two enantiomers 
is optically inactive, or racemic. 
**D-amino acids are encountered in some species of bacteria (see 
below), but not as constituents of protein. 
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subject of debate ever since Pasteur's pioneering studies of 
molecular asymmetry. 
In 1848 Pasteur discovered the enantiomerism of sodium ammonium 
tartrate (37). A supersaturated solution of optically inactive 
sodium ammonium tartrate crystallised as large hemihedral crystals, 
some of which were visibly right-handed and some left-handed. 
Upon separation of the two form with tweezers, Pasteur found that 
one form imparted a dextrorotatory turn to plane-polarised light 
and the other form a laevorotatory one. He subsequently estab- 
lished the asymmetry of other organic molecules (38). Pasteur 
held that asymmetric molecules could not be produced by purely 
chemical means, but required the motion of an asymmetric force. 
His observation that yeast cells "select" the D-enantiomer from 
optically inactive mixtures of sugars suggested that vital activity 
constituted this asymmetric force (39). However, Pasteur did not 
exclude the possibility that some physical asyrnnetrio force might 
lead to the production of asymmetric molecules and suggested that 
the magnetic field of the earth might prove to be such a force*. 
His own attempts to confirm this were unsuccessful but he continued 
to search for natural asymmetric principles of a cosmic order and 
saw the asymmetry of life as a function of the asymmetry of the 
universe (40). 
On Pasteur's theory of molecular asymmetry, the optically in- 
active form of potentially asymmetric molecules which is produced 
in the absence of an asymmetric force was not simply a mixture of 
the two enantiomers but a single compound molecule, internally 
*In fact, magnetic fields are not fundamentally asymmetric forces. 
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compensated for asymmetric effects. This theory was undermined 
by the concept of the asymmetric carbon atom, formulated 
independently by van It Hoff and Le Bel in 1874 on the basis of 
Butlerov's idea of the tetrahedral arrangement of the tetravalent 
carbon atom (41). According to the new theory, there were only 
two molecular forms of each compound with one asymmetric atom and 
the optically inactive form was always an equal mixture of the 
two. In other words, asymmetric molecules are formed even in the 
absence of an asymmetric force but the two enantiomers are formed 
in equal numbers no that there is no net optical activity. 
The theory of the asymmetric carbon atom could not, however, 
explain the selective production of optically active molecules by 
living organisms and the relation between molecular asymmetry and 
life remained problematic. In 1898 F. R. Japp argued for the 
inseparability of the questions of the origin of molecular 
asymmetry and of the origin of life (42). Starting with an 
asymmetric molecule, it was straightforward enough to synthesise 
other asymmetric molecules, but this did not explain the absolute 
origin of molecular asymmetry. According to Japp, the production 
of net molecular asymmetry was the prerogative of life, which 
implied that a directive force, irreducible to physics and 
chemistry, was at 'work in living organisms. Japp categorically 
denied the possibility that net asymmetric synthesis could take 
place outside living organisms and argued in favour of vitalism 
on this basis. His argument was criticised in a protracted 
correspondence in Nato , where his lecture had been published. 
Karl Pearson, for example, argued that even purely mechanical 
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action would in the long term lead to the preponderance of one- 
sided asymmetry due to statistical deviations from the expected 
1: 1 distribution, Once one enantiomer was preponderant it would 
become a "breeder" for other asymmetric forms (43)" 
In the meantime, the search for a physical asymmetric force 
continued and circularly polarised lightms proposed as a 
suitable candidate in the 1890x. In 1904, A. Byk argued that 
the selective synthesis of one particular enantiomer of organic 
molecules on earth might be accounted for by the fact that 
dextro-circularly polarised light predominates in reflected sun- 
light at the earth's surface (44). His own attempts to confirm 
this hypothesis were unsuccessful but in the 1930a several workers 
achieved the asymmetric synthesis of organic molecules using 
circularly polarised light (45). Since then, there have been 
many demonstrations of net asymmetric synthesis under the 
influence of asymmetric physical forces and spontaneously as a 
result of statistical events (46). Hence, there are factors in 
inorganic nature that might account for the selective formation 
of optically active molecules before the appearance of life on 
earth. 
However, it is also known that the steric configuration of 
enzymes, for example, is crucial for their activity. Here the 
overall shape of the molecule is as important as its primary 
structure and this three-dimensional configuration would be lost 
it its monomeric subunits were not of a single chirality (47)" 
The complex polymers encountered in living organisms, such as the 
proteins and nucleic acids, are usually regarded as the products 
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of prolonged biological evolution and this raises the question 
of whether the molecular asymmetry of life is in fact a product 
of evolution, even if net asymmetry is not absolutely confined 
to the living world. In other words, were the first living 
systems a mmetrio at the molecular level because of the pre- 
ponderance of particular enantiomers in the prebiotic environment, 
or did the ability of organisms to select and incorporate 
molecules of uniform chirality from an essentially symmetric 
environment evolve gradually? Convincing arguments in favour 
of the latter position were presented by George Wald in 1957 (48)" 
He pointed out that all inorganic sources of optical activity 
require very restricted conditions, produce poor net yields of 
stereospecificity and tend to result only in local and temporary 
asymmetry. For these reasons, he suggested that strict asymmetry 
arose as a consequence of intrinsic structural demands of the key 
molecules of which organisms eventually came to be composed, 
through the selection of particular enantiomers from racemic 
mixtures. Besides experimental evidence that the artificial 
substitution of D-amino acids for L-amino acids in polypeptide 
chains leads to a progressive decrease in the stability of the 
secondary structure of the polypeptides, there are theoretical 
arguments in favour of this view. For example, the presence of 
D-amino acids in certain bacteria suggests that the early 
ancestors of these organisms were less stereospecifio than 
organisms higher on the phylogenetic scale. Moreover, the 
puzzling presence of the enzyme Dramino oxidase in mammalian 
liver could be interpreted as an evolutionary vestige of a 
mechanism that eliminates the "wrong" amino acids (49)" 
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One of the consequences of this biogenio hypothesis of the 
origin of the molecular asymmetry of life is that the initial 
"preference" of organisms for one enantiomer rather than its 
mirror image can only be accounted for on the basis of chance. 
Perhaps it is this feature of the biogenio hypothesis which is 
less attractive to deterministically minded scientists, as it 
was to Oparin. Throughout his writings, Oparin favoured an 
abiogenic origin of the asymmetry of life while he opted for an 
evolutionary, biogenic, view in virtually all other instances of 
"chicken-and-egg" questions (such as the origin of the genetic 
code, the specificity of enzymes, etc. ). It is not clear, 
however, whether Oparin regarded the high degree of stereo- 
specificity that is encountered in modern organisms as a product 
of physical forces alone, or whether he thought that a slight net 
asymmetry in the prebiotic environment would necessarily have 
pushed a subsequent evolutionary development towards virtually 
absolute stereospecificity into the direction it has taken. The 
latter position would be consistent both with a deterministic 
view and with Oparin's general philosophy of the inseparability 
of the evolution of living organisms and of their fundamental 
characteristics. 
Certain tests can be suggested: do mixed polymers of, say, 
L- and D-amino acids form stable coacervates? If not, then the 
stereospecificity of even precellular systems may have been very 
high, thus favouring an abiogenic view. But if they dog it would 
seem more likely that a secondary elimination of "mixed" systems 
resulted from the evolutionary development of coacervates con- 
taining more efficient polymers of a higher degree of stereo- 
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specificity. A test between the chance hypothesis and the 
deterministio version of the biogenia position outlined above 
may eventually be provided by space exploration. If life 
based on enantiomers of different ohirality from those on earth 
is encountered on another planet where any physical asymmetric 
forces act in the same direction as on earth, then Wald's chance 
hypothesis would be favoured.; A single instance of life, on 
such a planet, which exhibits the same ahirality as on earth 
would, unfortunately, be inconclusive. In any case, demon- 
strations of asymmetric syntheses by abiogenic means cannot, on 
their own, settle the dispute. 
The origin of the eukaryotic cell: A less fundamental, but equally 
problematic question concerns the origin of the eukaryotic cell, 
which is sharply distinguished from prokaryotes by its specialised 
internal organelles bound by membranes such as the nucleus, 
mitochondrion and chloroplast. Because the miorofossil record 
suggests that eukaryotes were comparative late-comers in phylo- 
genetic development, long after the origin of the earliest 
organisms, this question will be touched on only briefly here. 
In 1905 Mereschkowsky suggested that the ohloroplasts of 
plant cells were originally free-living Cyanophyceae (blue- 
green algae) which had developed a symbiotic existence with an 
amoeboid organism (50). In a later paper (51) Mereschkowalcy 
developed his arguments in greater detail and listed a number of 
what he thought were fundamental differences between the 
"mycoplasma" of bacteria, fungi and algae and the "amoeboplasma" 
of plant and animal cells. These differences included oxygen 
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requirement*, temperature resistance, metabolic requirements 
for organic substrates, mobility and chemical parameters such 
as phosphorus content. These differences suggested an independent 
origin of the two types of plasma to Mereschkowsky and he proposed 
that life had started independently with a "mycoid" biococcus and, 
later, at lower temperatures, an amoeboid Moneron without nucleus. 
The symbiosis of these two types led to the development of amoebae 
(with nucleus), some of which were subsequently invaded by 
haplobacteria (e. g. Cyanophyceae), which had descended directly 
from the bioooccus, to give rise to plant and animal cells. 
This was the first, rather primitive, version of the "serial 
endosymbiotic theory" of the origin of thceukaryotic cell. 
Today the concept of the symbiotic origin of the eukaryotic 
can has a large following and the theory has been particularly 
well developed by Lynn Margulis (53). The comparative autonot 
of mitochondria and chloroplasts received support from the dis. 
covery that these organelles contain DNA and mechanisms for the 
synthesis of certain proteins that are not coded for by the 
nuclear genome. Moreover, mitochondria are similar in size to 
bacteria, they contain phosphorylating respiratory chains with 
cytochromes in their membranes, as do aerobic bacteria, and they 
respond in similar ways to uncouplers and inhibitors of oxidative 
phosphosylation, Chloroplast rRNA hybridises with the DNA of 
blue-green algae, and ahloroplaat ferredozins show marked 
similarities to the ferredoxin of the blue-green alga N stoc (54 
*Uereachkowaky, incidentally, observed that most bacteria are 
anaerobic and that aerobic bacteria are often capable of adapting to anaerobic conditions. He concluded that the earliest forms of life must have been anaerobic and probably originated when the 
earth's seas were still boiling and had no oxygen dissolved in them (52). 
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Many more data in support of an independent prokaryotic origin 
of mitochondria and chloroplasts could be cited, but here only 
general lines of argument will be discussed. 
The opponents of the symbiotic theory believe that the 
eukaryotic cell is the result of a long process of evolution 
along a single path of development. This was the position 
adopted by Oparin, for example, who rejected the symbiotic theory 
on the grounds that it conflicts with evolutionary philosophy, 
according to which the evolution of complex structures is an 
integrated process (55). To Oparin, it would be as absurd to 
claim that a mitochondrion, say, could have evolved independently 
as it was for Empedocles to claim that arms, eyes and legs evolved 
first and then combined into a whole body. Others have pointed 
out that it is hard to understand how the hypothetical "proto- 
eukaryote" devoid of respiratory and photosynthetic equipment 
could have competed successfully with existing aerobic and photo= 
synthetic prokaryotes before it acquired its endosymbionts (56). 
Such general objections as well as more detailed ones (for 
example a number based on sequencing studies of cytochromes) 
have led to the formulation of alternative hypotheses in which 
the mitochondrion is regarded as a "snipped off" portion of the 
invaginated membrane (with respiratory function) of an aerobic 
prokaryote. On this view, a stable plasmid containing mito- 
ahondrial genes was established before the respiratory organelle 
acquired an outer membrane (57). 
Before this dispute can be settled, many experimental and 
theoretical advances are required. In particular, most of what 
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is known about the molecular basis of gene function is derived 
from studies with viruses and bacteria. It is now clear that 
mechanisms of protein synthesis and their control are such more 
complex in eukaryotea, but the details are only just beginning 
to be worked out. Recent studies of the coding mechanism for 
protein synthesis directed by mitochondrial DNA have demonstrated 
a divergence from what was believed to be the universal genetic 
code*. Last year, Tzagoloff and his co-workers showed that in 
yeast mitochondrial DNA the UGA triplet, which elsewhere serves 
as a terminator, codes for tryptophan (59). Since then, other 
anomalies have been found (60). This result is particularly 
puzzling with respect to the origin of the eukaryotic cell in 
that the mitochondrial code departs both from that of bacteria 
and that of the eukaryotic nuclear genome. The mitochondrial 
code may have resulted from an evolutionary change or it may 
represent a code used by highly primitive organisms. However, its 
implications for hypotheses on the origin of the eukaryotic cell 
are not straightforward. In view of the uncertainty regarding 
the detailed mechanisms and the evolutionary significance of 
organellar protein synthesis, the transition from prokaryotes to 
eukaryotic cells is likely to remain problematic for some time 
to come. 
All the questions outlined in this section have methodological 
implications. For example, a scientist living at the turn of 
*Evidence has also been found recently which suggests that 
different taxonomic groups use the genetic code differently (58). Each group has a particular coding "strategy" in that 
it consistently selects one codon from synonymous ones, i. e. base triplets that code for the same amino acid. 
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the century who agreed with Japp would have found it futile to 
try and synthesise stereospecific enantiomers by physical means 
alone. Similarly, Oparin and his followers would not care to 
formulate hypotheses on the abiogenic development of translation 
mechanisms for protein synthesis, or search for an as yet un- 
discovered bacterium that may reveal close homology with 
mitochondria. In all cases, the problem concerns the explanat- 
ion of transitions that must,, at some stage, have occurred during 
chemical or biological evolution. That is the most fruitful 
approach to the questions of how and at what stage such 
transitions occurred? 
Laws and matter: the problem of transitions 
Biologists have repeatedly run into difficulties when they have 
made attempts to define life. Such definitions tend to be based 
on criteria that include objects that intuitively are not alive 
(such as inorganic crystals if growth is the main criterion) or 
exclude organisms that are (such as mules and worker bees if the 
capacity to reproduce is used as a criterion). This difficulty 
is circumvented to a large extent by an evolutionary theory of 
the origin of life. The decision to call any particular system 
along the general path of development alive then becomes largely 
arbitrary, but not trivial. Many years ago, Pirie compared the 
transition from the non-living to the living with that between, 
say, yellow and green (61). The transition is gradual, but a 
distinction between the two is still useful. In the case of 
colours, however, one single parameter (wavelength) is involved 
while no single property adequately distinguishes the living 
from the non-living. In the case of life, the origin of a 
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whole series of features needs to be explained and decisions 
have to be made on the order in which each transition is likely 
to have taken place. Which properties arose abiogenically, 
which arose inside preoellular open systems, and which arose 
only after primitive living organisms had come into being? In 
general, which features must have evolved before we can speak 
of living organisms, however primitive? There are no a on 
rules that provide definite answers to theme questions; the 
questions shift and provisional answers change by the continual 
interplay between theory and empirical observation*. Are there, 
however, any general methodological dictates or constraints that 
may serve as underlying guiding principles? 
One general constraint, discussed in the context of theories 
of the origin of life by Peter Mora in 1963 (63), may be 
provided by the demand that we do not attempt to explain 
developmental processes at one level (e. g. the physical level) 
in terms of laws that only operate at higher levels of develop- 
ment (e. g. the biological level). Mora was particularly 
critical of the application of the concept of natural selection 
to preliving systems in theories such as that of Oparin. In 
particular, the concept of natural selection should not be used 
to explain the origin of the first self-reproducing systems, 
*Oparin'e writings provide a case in point. In his first paper 
Oparin saw the transition to life taking place with the form- 
ation of the first piece of colloidal gel (i. e. with the origin 
of individuality). In 1936, he insisted that coacervates cap- 
able of metabolism became alive only when they were subject to 
natural selection. In 1957 he wrote that natural selection only 
operated on systems capable of "purpocivo adaptation" and in 
1966 he suggested that a high degree of internal coordination, 
with the `aid of enzymes of high opecificity, and molecular 
mechanisms of replication and protein synthesis were pre. 
requisites for the operation of natural selection and, hence, 
for life (62). 
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nor should it be applied at the level of single molecules (64). 
Oparin, of course, agreed that it was meaningless to talk of 
the natural selection of single molecules. Besides his 
opposition to the idea of the evolution of the hereditary 
material in the general environment (see Chapter x), he objected 
to Calvin's concept of the evolution of enzymes outside pre- 
vital and vital systems. That possible advantage could be 
conveyed to an enzyme that was slightly more efficient at 
catalysing, ray, the docarboxylation of pyruvate? Surely, it 
was the system within which the enzyme operated that had select- 
ive advantage over others (65). With respect to Morals general 
point, however, Oparin defended the concept of "probiological 
natural selection". According to Oparin, the development of 
living systems and the development of new biological regular- 
ities, expressible in terms of biological laws, went hand in 
hand (66). There is, on this vier, a hierarchy of laws in 
nature, operating at different levels of development. However, 
the transitions between these levels are gradual and Morals 
concept of an impassable gap between physical and biological 
laws is rejeetedi incipient biological laws were at work in 
incipient living systems. In other words, while Oparin 
supported the idea that there are fundamental qualitative 
distinctions between different levels of development, he did 
not formulate his hypotheses in terms of dialectical "leaps". 
Graham has stated in this context that there is a lack of 
precision in definition in Oparin's philosophy of biology (67). 
It is true that there is a lack of precision in the definition 
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of transitions between different levels of development in 
Oparin's theory of the origin of life, but it is arguable to 
what extent this is the result of philosophical limitations 
or of gaps in empirical knowledge. Through the years, 
Oparin's theory gained in precision greatly with the acquisition 
of new scientific knowledge and there is no obvious reason wily 
this process should not continue. Nevertheless, there are 
conceptual difficulties in many areas of science that are 
concerned with developmental transitions, for example in the 
study of cell differentiation and embryological development and 
of processes of ageing in organisms. Philosophers of science 
should aim to develop a consistent methodology for the histor- 
ical and developmental sciences. Such a methodology should 
go beyond the generalities of the Hegelian dialectic and avoid 
the pitfalls of reducing the behaviour of complex systems to 
the properties of only one or two of its components. 
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